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ABSTRACT

The competitive sporting environment provides an ideal opportunity to examine
the concept of psychological momentum. The aim of this thesis is to further
develop the issues raised by the momentum literature through the application of
an eclectic range of research approaches.

Study One examined positive and negative experiences for successful and
unsuccessful performances within a population of elite middle and long distance
runners. A qualitative design revealed that there were differences between the
number of positive and negative experiences exhibited for the two performances.
More specifically, more positive experiences were found for the successful
performance and negative experiences for the unsuccessful performance.
Personal and situational variables, such as confidence, goals, anxiety and
attributions, were examined and it was concluded that the athletes'
interpretations of experiences may be related to positive and negative momentum
states.

The second study examined in more detail the relationship between positive and
negative experiences. It also attempted to gain a greater understanding of
perceived momentum by tracking momentum shifts over time between
competing tennis players. A diverse approach to data collection and analysis
allowed for comparisons between competing players to be made. Descriptive
statistical analysis revealed that winning the first point in a game resulted in
more games being won, compared to losing the first point. Content and
frequency analysis was also carried out based on interview data. Results
indicated that differences existed between the winners and losers. In particular,
more positive experiences were exhibited by the winners and more negative
experiences by the losers. More in-depth case studies were used to gain a more
detailed insight into momentum shifts. Each match examined told a unique story,
however similarities were found. There were two main findings, firstly losers
identified more key momentum moments than winners. Secondly, questionnaire
data revealed divergent patterns for perceived status over a range of parameters
(e.g. fatigue) between each winner and loser. In combination these findings
offered further support for the differentiated existence of momentum within
sports competition.

The final study considered the notion of momentum from a more holistic
perspective and utilised a longitudinal methodology to examine both on and off
court activities of a female tennis player on the professional circuit. A departure
from the previous post-positivistic paradigm lead to a case study being produced
which identified fluctuation of momentum both during and between
performances. Results adapt well to recent models of momentum and are
discussed in terms of each construct.

The findings from the thesis support the existence of psychological momentum
and contribute towards a reformulated model of momentum. The model draws
upon findings from the present thesis and also incorporates findings from
previous momentum research.
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Finally, the unique approach of combining traditional quantitative methods with
more recent qualitative techniques highlighted concerns over the rigidity of past
research and suggests how new lines of enquiry might be used in future research.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION



Chapter One Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Anecdotal reports from athletes and coaches have suggested not only that

psychological momentum exists, but that it plays an important role in

performance outcome (Gilovich, Vallone & Tversky, 1985; Silva, Cornelius &

Finch, 1992). Despite the phenomenon being held in such high regard with

respect to performance, research into the area of momentum has been recent. The

last twenty years have produced a number of studies, focusing on various aspects

of momentum yet, to date, this concept if one of the least understood within

sport, both empirically and conceptually (Taylor & Demick, 1994).

Studies have tended to focus on three key issues, namely gender and skill level

differences and antecedents (Greer & Love, 1986; Miller & Weinberg, 1991;

Burke, Burke & Joyner, 1999). Findings for both gender and skill level have

been equivocal. It has been postulated that gender differences may be due to the

differentiated role of self-confidence, with males exhibiting higher levels of

confidence compared to females (Weinberg, Richardson, Jackson & Yukelson,

1983). However, Richardson, Adler and Hankes (1988) failed to find any gender

differences when trying to predict match success after winning the first set in a

tennis match.

To attempt to explain this equivocal finding, some researchers argued that it was

the ability or skill level of the athlete that determined whether they went on to

win or lose a competitive performance (Gilovich et aI., 1985; McClutcheon,

1997). However equivocal results have been found for skill level, with some

studies showing no momentum effects when ability is matched (Silva, Hardy &

Crace, 1988), while other studies have shown that momentum effects are at their

strongest when ability is matched (Adams, 1995).

A study by Richardson et al. (1988) argued that for momentum to occur,

consideration must be given to how close the score is, suggesting that the

situational variable is important in determining whether momentum is perceived

or not. Several studies have examined both situational and personal antecedents

of momentum and have found that they vary from person to person (Cornelius,

1991; Burke, Edwards, Weigand & Weinberg, 1997). This lead to the notion that
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Chapter One Introduction

momentum is subjective and can not be properly understood without the

individuals' perceptions of a situation being taken into consideration.

Three models have been developed to help explain the mechanisms behind

momentum (Adler, 1981; Vallerand, Colavecchio & Pelletier, 1988 and Taylor &

Demick, 1994). Although each model reflects different aspects of momentum,

common components do exist, such as striving toward a goal. Despite this, no

one definition of momentum yet exists.

The vast majority of research into psychological momentum has focused on two

main methodologies, namely archival and observer-perspective (Iso-Ahola &

Mobily, 1980; Silva et aI., 1988; Burke et aI., 1997; McClutcheon, 1997).

Although these studies have allowed sport psychologists to gain insight into

momentum, they have generally failed to consider the athlete's own perceptions

of momentum in relation to a specific performance. As researchers have

suggested, momentum is subjective and as such may vary from person to person

(Vallerand, et aI., 1988; Burke, et aI., 1997). Due to the subjective nature of

momentum, alternative methodologies may be required to elicit a more athlete

specific, in-depth understanding of momentum to emerge.

The quantitative paradigm has been the dominant focus in sport psychology

research (Biddle, 1997). Only recently have qualitative methodologies been

considered in the search for a deeper understanding of psychological concepts in

sport. Pioneering work by Scanlan, Stein and Ravizza (1989a,b) introduced the

use of semi-structured interviews and content analysis. Despite the production of

deeper, more descriptive findings, content analysis has been criticised on several

levels, not least for falling under a positivist/post-positivist umbrella (Sparkes,

1995).

More recent qualitative research has focused on case studies (Gilbourne, Taylor,

Downie & Newton, 1996) and self narrative (Sparkes, 1994). A departure from

author evacuated text has lead to an introduction of confessional tales, allowing

the reader to follow the authors' journey through their research. Such a departure
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Chapter One Introduction

has been argued to open up a new line of qualitative enquiry (Sparkes, 1998;

Faulkener & Sparkes, 1999).

Despite the need to be cautious with regards to issues such as validity and

trustworthiness (Sparkes, 1998), these new forms of enquiry are gaining

acceptance in the discipline of sport psychology.
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Chapter One Introduction

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to examine psychological momentum in elite athletes

through the use of different methodologies. The aims and objectives of each

study are outline below, with a brief overview of methodologies utilised. Finally,

a broad overview is provided of the journey taken, both in an ontological and

epistemological sense.

Study One Aims:

i) To examine positive and negative experiences before, during and after

successful and unsuccessful performances in elite male and female

middle and long distance runners and consider them in relation to

psychological momentum.

ii) To utilise a qualitative research design, involving a semi-structured

interview technique and content analysis, to consider the athlete's own

perceptions of the competitive experience.

iii) To produce the results through the use of frequency and content analysis.

iv) To compare and contrast positive and negative experiences between

successful and unsuccessful performance.

Study Two Aims:

i) To examine psychological momentum in elite male and female tennis

players before, during and after competitive matches.

ii) To combine quantitative and qualitative methodologies, in the form of

statistics, questionnaires and video-prompted interviews to gain a deeper

understanding of micro shifts of momentum.

iii) To produce the results through the use of statistics, content analysis and

case studies.

iv) To compare and contrast findings from differing analytical procedures.
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Chapter One Introduction

Study Three Aims:

i) To examine psychological momentum using a longitudinal perspective

with an elite female tennis player.

ii) To combine quantitative and qualitative methodologies, in the form of

questionnaires, observations, a reflective diary, and formal and informal

interviews.

iii) To produce the results through the use of a case study

iv) To compare the findings in relation to models of psychological

momentum.

Overview of 'The Journey'

This thesis aims to advance the understanding of psychological momentum in

elite athletes through enquiry that spans the quantitative and qualitative

paradigms. The first study is post-positivistic in nature and is positioned within

grounded theory. It examined the different mental states during successful and

unsuccessful performances and their possible association with momentum and/or

performance. In line with past research, issues, such as self-confidence,

attributions and gender differences, were examined. Additional factors, such as

goal-setting and directionality of anxiety were also explored for potential links

with momentum shifts.

The second study embraced a positivistic approach, but began to explore

alternative form of qualitative enquiry in the shape of case studies. Statistical

analysis examined the hypothesis that winning the first point in a game was the

key factor in winning the game. Athlete-driven definitions of momentum were

produced in order to examine the notion that momentum is subjective. Finally,

case studies explored the issue of cognitive appraisal on personal and situational

variables.

The final study moves along the continuum of interpretism and positions itself

toward constructivism, using the self-narrative style of a confessional tale and

citing alternative forms of legitimisation such as catalytic validity. Momentum

was explored from a holistic angle, allowing for wider ranging issues and
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Chapter One Introduction

experiences to be included. Conceptually, this allowed many theoretical lines of

enquiry to be examined and compared to past research.

The thesis journey therefore begins with a post-positivistic paradigm and finishes

with a relativist, interactional stance, which embraces the epistemology of

constructivism. The journey culminated in a new model of momentum being

developed, which encompassed the key issues highlighted in the three studies.
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Chapter Two Literature Review

2.1 Overview of Psychological Momentum

It has been argued that the competitive sporting environment provides an ideal

opportunity to examine the theoretical concept of psychological momentum

(Adler, 1981). This view is supported by anecdotal reports from athletes, who

have suggested that momentum shifts during performance are often the key to

performance outcome (Gilovich et al., 1985; Vallerand et al., 1988; Silva et al.,

1992). However, despite the importance individuals place on this phenomenon, it

is one of the least understood concepts within sport, both empirically and

conceptually (Taylor & Demick, 1994).

The first empirical study to examine psychological momentum in sport was

undertaken by Iso-Ahola and Mobily in 1980. They defined momentum as the

"added or gained psychological power ... which influences the individuals' mental

and physical effort ... and performance" (p.392). Using archival data from

racquetball tournaments, Iso-Ahola and Mobily found that in a 'best-of-three'

match, the winner of the first game was more likely to win the match. More

specifically, winners of the first game won 73.1% of their second games and

86.6% of their matches. If, however, the first two games were split, they reported

that momentum effects were cancelled out and each player had an equal chance

of winning. Studies carried out with tennis players showed similar results (Love

& Knoppers, 1984; Silva & Hardy, 1985). More recently, research in other

sports, such as basketball (Weinberg et al., 1983), ice hockey (Gayton, Very &

Hearns, 1993) and billiards (Adams, 1995) have also found that winning the first

game, set or goal predicted match success.

During the last twenty years, a number of studies published findings on the topic

of psychological momentum. These studies focused on the sports of tennis,

basketball and volleyball, and examined several variables, including gender

differences and momentum (Iso-Ahola & Mobily, 1980; Weinberg, Richardson

and Jackson, 1981; Weinberg et al., 1983; Ransom and Weinberg, 1985; Greer

and Love 1986; Richardson et al., 1988; Weinberg & Jackson, 1989). ability

level on momentum (Ransom & Weinberg. 1985; Richardson et al., 1988; Silva

et al., 1988; Weinberg & Jackson, 1989; Miller & Weinberg, 1991), and the
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Chapter Two Literature Review

timing of momentum shifts (Silva & Hardy, 1985; Silva et al., 1988; Miller &

Weinberg, 1991).

2.11 Gender and Momentum

Studies that have examined the relationship between gender and its effects on

momentum have proved equivocal. Weinberg et al. (1981), defined momentum

as coming from behind, after having lost the first set, to win a best of three sets

match. Using archival data, they found that male tennis players came from

behind to win more often than female players do, with 14% of males and 9% of

females winning the match after losing the first set.

Weinberg et al. (1983) examined gender differences with team sports, namely

volleyball and basketball. Using archival data, results showed no significant

differences between the genders. However, the males did come from behind to

win 15% of their matches with the females coming from behind to win 13% of

their matches. Weinberg and Ransom (1985) found similar findings when

examining the top twenty ranked tennis players in the world. Thirty-nine percent

of males and 37% of females came from behind to win the match. Weinberg and

Jackson (1989) also found only a 2% difference between male and female tennis

players winning having lost the first set.

Greer and Love (1986), have noted that female tennis players winning a game or

a set were significantly more likely to go on and win the subsequent game or set.

Males, on the other hand, did not show this tendency. However, from a point-to-

point perspective, Greer and Love (1986) noted that winning one point tended to

predict winning the following point for both males and females. In a similar

study, Richardson et al. (1988), also failed to find any gender differences when

examining whether winning a particular game in the first set would predict match

success for tennis players categorised as being A-level.

Weinberg et al. (1983) suggested that such findings could be due to the

differentiated role of self-confidence within the two populations. They postulated

that to reverse momentum and come from behind in a match to win would
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Chapter Two Literature Review

require a certain degree of self-belief. Males, they went on to argue, generally

exhibit higher levels of self-confidence compared to females. It should be noted,

however, that although males did come from behind more often than females in

all of the above studies, in many cases the differences were negligible.

There appears to be some confusion in the definition of psychological

momentum in the above studies. Some researchers, such as Weinberg et al.

(1981) discuss momentum in terms of coming from behind to win, while others,

for example Greer and Love (1986), examine momentum in terms of the

likelihood of winning or losing predicting subsequent winning or losing. To help

clarify this situation, it may be necessary to discuss results in both in terms of

reversing momentum and maintaining momentum.

2.12 Ability and Momentum

One factor, which may have lead to the equivocal findings for gender, is that of

ability or skill level. It has been argued that players won points, games and/or

sets in the above studies not because of momentum effects, but simply because

they were the better player (Gilovich et al., 1985; Ransom & Weinberg, 1985;

Richardson et al., 1988; Silva et al., 1988; Weinberg & Jackson, 1989; Miller &

Weinberg, 1991; Adams, 1992; McClutcheon, 1997a). Weinberg and Jackson

(1989), using archival data, found that regardless of gender, professional tennis

players were more likely to reverse their momentum compared to junior and

other senior players.

However, Miller and Weinberg (1991) postulated that if ability is controlled for,

the presence of any performance effects could be more readily attributed to

momentum shifts. In addressing the issue of ability further, some studies have

demonstrated that when athletes are matched on ability levels, no momentum

effects were present (Gilovich et al., 1985; Silva et al., 1988; McClutcheon,

1997). For example, Silva et al. (1988), found that when matches went to three

sets, a scenario, which they argue, indicates a greater equity of ability levels, no

evidence of momentum effects were present. Indeed, when they examined the

tie-break results, the lack of momentum was even more apparent. Players
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Chapter Two Literature Review

winning the tie-break in the second set, a scenario which was expected to

produce positive momentum, were no more likely to go on and win the match

compared to players who lost the tie-break. They conclude that when players

possess similar ability levels, momentum may be difficult to create or sustain.

Laboratory based studies have been carried out to examine the impact ability

may play in the relation to psychological momentum. Silva et al. (1992)

manipulated subjects' perceptions of momentum by providing false feedback

during laboratory maze tasks. Subjects who were told that they were winning

most of the games reported experiencing positive psychological momentum more

frequently than the subjects who believed they were losing. Subjects in the losing

group reported a higher frequency of negative momentum experiences compared

to the winning group. Despite this, the subjects in the winning group did not

perform significantly better than those subjects in the losing group. These

findings, Silva et aI. (1992) postulate, may be due to the cognitive appraisal of

the situation.

McClutcheon (1997) manipulated perceptions of momentum with subjects

carrying out a maze task Results were consistent with the findings of Silva et aI.

(1992). Cornelius, Silva, Conroy and Petersen (1997) found similar findings for

their study with subjects participating in a basketball shooting competition.

Subjects stated that they experienced momentum during the contest and that

these experiences affected their performance. However, these perceptions did not

translate into significant improvement in performance.

In contrast to the above findings, some studies have found that momentum

effects are at their strongest when the skill level of the players are equal

(Richardson et aI., 1988; Adams, 1995; Gayton et aI., 1995). Adams (1995)

found that winners of the first game in a billiards match were more likely to win

the match during the second half of a billiard tournament than in the first half.

Adams' (1995) argument that ski11levelwas more similar in the second phase of

the tournament, points toward ability not having as significant an effect on

performance as momentum. Gayton et al. (1995) examined momentum within

the team sport of ice hockey. They found that when ability was equal, 72.5% of
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Chapter Two Literature Review

the games won were by the team that won the first period. Additionally, the team

who scored first won 66.5% of games. However, their findings indicate that

factors other than momentum account for between 80-90% of performance

variance. A similar figure for performance variance was found by Gayton et al.

(1993).

Iso-Ahola and Blanchard (1986) examined the concept of ability in relation to

tennis players' levels of self-confidence. They found that although the winners

perceived themselves to be better players, it was their higher levels of self-

confidence that allowed them to perceive that they were more likely to win the

subsequent game compared to the losers. Iso-Ahola and Blanchard (1986) argue

that confidence levels rather than ability levels were key, as their findings

showed no difference between differing ability levels of players. It would be

interesting to examine this hypothesis in relation to gender differences. As

Weinberg et al. (1983) have argued, males have higher levels of confidence

compared to females and can therefore turn momentum around much easier.

Research into gender and performance outcomes may help to refute or

substantiate such an argument.

Richardson et al. (1988), have argued that for the opportunity for momentum

effects to occur, competition must be close in score, in addition to the players

being matched on ability levels. They examined whether winning a particular

game in a set would predict match success. In addition to finding that the player

winning the first game of the first set won the match 70.5% of the time, results

also showed that winning certain games also predicted match success. More

specifically, games 8,10 and 11 in the first set, and game 4 in the second set,

were found to be significant predictors of match success. On the basis on these

results, Richardson et al. (1988) argued that as the sets became closer in score,

they became more competitive and in tum the shift in momentum, or importance

particular games had, appeared to be more pronounced to the athletes.
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Chapter Two Literature Review

2.13 Situation Criticality and Momentum

These studies suggest that it is not just ability that is important in determining

momentum changes, but the specific situations athletes experience which may

play an important role in predicting game, set and match success. Vallerand et al.

(1988), have cited the pattern of behaviour exhibited during a sporting

performance, as an additional situational variable affecting the perceived

existence of psychological momentum. They illustrate their point by using a

basketball example. Making three steals in a row whilst winning, they argue, will

have little if any effect on momentum. However, if the same three steals were

made which caused the score to be tied, momentum will be seen to exist.

Therefore the criticality of the situation is important. This is verified by

additional research by Miller & Weinberg (1991), Taylor and Demick (1994) and

Burke et al. (1999).

2.14 Antecedents of Momentum

Several studies have attempted to explore the antecedents of momentum, both

personal and situational. Adler and Adler (1978) were the first to examine these

variables. They argued that 'preconditions' could elicit momentum before the

performance itself starts. These include both physical and emotional components,

as well as perceived pressure surrounding the performance. These components

could, they argued, be influenced by past performances. Adler (1981) and

Weinberg and Jackson (1989) also highlighted the importance of past

performances. Cornelius (1991) and Burke and Houseworth (1995) also

examined the pre-game period and cited coach pep talks, crowd influence, team-

mate interactions, warm-up, practice and psychological readiness as issues which

may influence the existence of momentum.

Studies have found that antecedents of momentum during performance itself vary

greatly. Burke et al. (1999) found that 84% of momentum starters were

characterised by a combination of good performance from one team and a poor

performance by the opposing team. This study backed up an earlier piece of

work with tennis and basketball players (Burke et al., 1997). However, when

antecedents are broken down to more specific causes, a general lack of consensus
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is found. For example, in a study by Richardson et al. (1988), twenty-one factors

were listed by tennis players as being a cause for momentum. These included

breaking serve, thinking positively about personal skills and winning a long

game. A comparable study by Taylor and Demick (1994) found thirty such

factors. Taylor and Demick (1994) also found a similar number of different

factors for basketball. Burke et al. (1997) found that when subjects with

knowledge of the sport watched either tennis or basketball matches, a relatively

low agreement was found for momentum starters and breakers. Therefore,

regardless of whether an individual was an observer of a performance or took

part in the performance, consensus on the antecedents of momentum could not be

found.

Vallerand et al. (1988) postulated that momentum is subjective and is initiated by

both personal and situational variables. It is because of the subjective nature of

the cognitive appraisal of the athlete, they argue that so many antecedents are

found for momentum. This view is supported by more recent research (Miller &

Weinberg, 1991; Taylor & Demick, 1994). Cornelius et al. (1997) went further

and stated that that momentum cannot be properly understood unless the athletes'

perceptions of the situation are considered.

2.15 Models of Momentum

Vallerand et al. (1988) in acknowledging that momentum is subjective, examined

the concept from two different standpoints, namely as an antecedent and as a

consequence. Past research has tended to define momentum as being associated

with improved performance (Iso-Ahola & Mobily, 1980; Hardy & Silva, 1985).

However, Vallerand et al. (1988) also examined momentum as being the cause of

performance improvement. In developing their Antecedent-Consequences Model

of Psychological Momentum, Vallerand et al. (1988) attempted to distinguish

between momentum as a cause of change in performance, and momentum as the

effect of performance change. The model consists of three parts, antecedents,

consequences, and the perceptions and feelings associated with momentum

(Figure 2.1).
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Momentum is defined as the perception that one is progressing towards a goal.

This perception, they argue, is associated with higher levels of motivation and

enhanced perceptions of control, confidence, optimism, energy and synchronism.

For individuals participating in the performance, cognitions and affects related to

these concepts are felt. An observer, although highly involved with a

performance itself, can only try perceive other athletes' perceptions. Although

not discussed in any detail, negative momentum is defined in terms of a

reduction in the above concepts.

Figure 2.1 The antecedent-consequences model of psychological momentum (Vallerand et

al., 1988)

The model assumes that antecedents are subjective and must be perceived as

initiating momentum before momentum can influence performance. Perceptions

of momentum, they argued, are produced by both situational and personal

variables. These include the nature of the task, criticality of the outcome,

competitive anxiety and ski11level.

A major driving force behind Vallerand et al.'s (1988) model, is the importance

that perceived personal control plays with respect to these situational variables.
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Whether an individual perceives they have control or not over a situation will

influence how they interpret that situation. This, they explain, is why in some

situations, not everyone will perceive momentum as being present. As noted

earlier, they state that an antecedent variable, such as a steal dunk in basketball,

may allow the athlete to gain or regain control over the situation. Objective

outcomes, such as winning the first set of a tennis match, may also allow an

individual to perceive control over a situation. It is this perception of control that

may initiate an increase in positive perceptions and feelings of momentum and in

tum affect performance. If the interpretation is attributed to internal factors, such

as skill level, it is hypothesised that perceptions of control will be enhanced. It is

therefore the interpretation of the antecedent, or momentum starter, that can elicit

feelings of psychological momentum.

Contextual variables, such as the crowd and whether or not the performance was

perceived as being important to the individual or not, will also affect perceptions

of momentum. However, Vallerand et al. (1988) did not go into any detail with

the mechanisms behind these variables.

Criticality of the situation is also discussed within the model. More specifically,

it is the situation or context that will define whether momentum is present of not.

For example, calling a time-out during a close match may be perceived as a

chance to break the opposing team's momentum. However, if a time-out were

called when the opposing team was winning by a big margin, perceptions of

breaking momentum would probably not be present.

Vallerand et al. (1988) highlight the fact that perceptions of control can,

however, be an illusion. An athlete may attribute a performance to something

which although they had no control over, they perceived control was present.

They suggest that a biased information-processing system may be functioning.

Athletes will remember situations where momentum appeared present and

performance increased yet forget situations where momentum did not increase

performance. Such a hypothesis is consistent with findings by Gilovich et al.

(1985) that found that momentum might be a cognitive illusion.
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Personal variables, such as anxiety levels and skill levels are thought to influence

perceptions of momentum. If an athlete is over anxious or fails to exhibit the

skills required to perform at a certain level, momentum will not be perceived and

performance will not increase. However, a study by Cornelius et al. (1997) failed

to find any relationship between anxiety, either somatic or cognitive, and

perceptions of momentum. This finding could be due to the environment. A

laboratory based task may not have been competitive enough an environment to

induce such associations with anxiety.

Vallerand et al. (1988) tested their model using an observer-perspective

methodology with tennis players of differing playing experience. Two scenarios,

namely, coming from behind to win four games in a row to tie at five games all

and alternating winning games up to five games all were presented as

hypothetical situations in a questionnaire. Players were asked to answer

questions relating to psychological variables, such as control, energy and

confidence that may be experienced during these situations.

Results demonstrated that the situational variable was important in influencing

perceptions of momentum. All players, regardless of their experience, identified

coming from behind to tie the score at five all represented momentum being

present. The experienced players also noted that this momentum was important

in determining set outcome. Vallerand et al. (1988) postulated that these findings

could be due to the hypothetical situations being unambiguous in nature. They

argued that ambiguous situations would have resulted in experienced players

perceiving more momentum being present compared to their inexperienced

counterparts.

Existence of momentum was associated with such factors as increased

perceptions of control, confidence, energy, optimism, synchronism, motivation

and progressing toward a goal. This finding supports the tenet that these personal

variables are associated with momentum.

A study by Miller and Weinberg (1991), using volleyball players provided partial

support for the Vallerand et al. (1988) model. Results showed that perceptions of
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momentum were found to exist under some specific antecedent conditions, such

as a tie score of 5-5, but it was also noted that outcomes could not always be

predicted. More specifically, the team that was perceived to have momentum did

not necessarily have a performance advantage. Silva et al. (1992) found a similar

finding with subjects carrying out a laboratory motor skills task.

To investigate momentum antecedents further, Burke et al. (1997) attempted to

determine the degree of agreement or disagreement in observers' perceptions of

momentum starters within athletic competitions. Results showed a lack of

agreement over the antecedents. This lack of consensus was associated with the

view that momentum antecedents are idiosyncratic as opposed to generic. A

factor highlighted earlier by both Vallerand et al. (1988) and Taylor and Demick

(1994). Burke et al. (1997) also argued that because the subjects did not actually

participate in the sporting competition in question, then important emotions and

cognitions, thought to be associated with momentum antecedents, would have

been lost. This may have negated the sensitivity required to identify momentum

starters.

Vallerand et al. (1988) were not the first to develop a model of momentum.

Adler's (1981) model had earlier attempted to provide a broader explanation of

the mechanisms of momentum (Figure 2.2). He argued that an individual will

initially focus on a specific goal, and that their efforts will be directed towards

achieving this goal. Adler (1981) postulated that goals channel the motivation

and concentration of an individual. The level of confidence an individual

possesses will help to nurture achievement of the goal. Confidence, he argued,

can be carried over from past performances. The motivation of an individual will

influence the effort they put into achieving the goal. In this context. emotional

responses, either positive or negative. will be associated with fluctuations in the

individuals' physiological arousal system. A heightened psychological and

physical readiness will result from increases in physiological arousal. and in tum

elevate performance level. The performance is then cognitively appraised and

creates a spiral of either positive or negative momentum. Positive momentum is

linked with higher levels of confidence, control, feeling more positive. and
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having more energy and rhythm. Although intuitively appealing, Adler's model

(1981) can be criticised.

Figure 2.2 Cross-sectional model of momentum (Adler, 1981)

Firstly, he fails to consider the role attributions play in the process of cognitive

appraisal and in determining emotional responses. It is widely accepted that

individuals' emotional responses may not only relate to the win-loss outcome of

performance, but also reflect on deeper attributional appraisal of the performance

(Biddle & Hill, 1992). Secondly, although Adler (1981) includes arousal within

his model, it is defined as the physiological response needed to achieve the goal.

No mention is made of arousal being experienced cognitively.

Despite Adler's model (1981) not being sport specific, similarities exist between

his model and the model of Vallerand et al. (1988). Goals, the primary impetus

for momentum to occur, and factors such as confidence and control are perceived

by both models to be associated with momentum. The importance both Adler

(1991) and Vallerand et al. (1988) place on emotions has been supported by later

research which has shown affect is a necessary component of momentum (Burke

et al., 1997; Kerick, Iso-Ahola & Hatfield, 2000).
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More recently, Taylor and Demick (1994) developed a model of momentum.

Their rationale for a new model was based on the work of Adler (1981) and

Vallerand et al. (1988). Adler (1981), they argued, failed to explain in detail how

the components of his model worked, in particular physiological arousal and the

influence of cognitions. Although Taylor and Demick (1994) endorsed the

model of Vallerand et al. (1988), with reference to situational and personal

factors, they felt the model lacked the arousal and emotional components they

felt were associated with momentum. In addition, Vallerand et al. (1988) did not

define certain components, such as synchronism, clearly enough.

Taking these criticisms into account and building on previous research, Taylor

and Demick (1994) developed a multidimensional model of momentum for sport

(Figure 2.3). The model consists of six elements which lead to momentum being

perceived as present. These elements make up what Taylor and Demick define as

the 'momentum chain'. Precipitating event(s), (e.g. external or internal,

environmental or social, dramatic or gradual, or related directly or indirectly to

performance) are required to begin the momentum chain. These events need to

generate changes in the athlete's perceptions. Factors such as the athlete's

competitive experience, self-efficacy and perceptions of control will have a

bearing upon whether or not a change in perception is achieved.

Once a perception of an event has occurred, changes in cognitive, affective and

physiological states take place. These changes counter-depend upon each other,

in other words, one state can affect other states. For example, perceptions of

control can affect an individuals' self-efficacy, motivation, emotions and

physiological changes. Taylor and Demick (1994) argue that physiological

arousal is critical in establishing, maintaining and breaking momentum. Optimal

arousal is required to produce momentum.
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Figure 2.3 Multidimensional model of momentum in sport (Taylor & Demick, 1994)

Having experienced these changes, a change in behaviour will be apparent.

Behavioural change will result in either an increase or decrease in performance.

For sports that involve a one-to-one contest, such as tennis and basketball,

opponent factors need to be considered within the momentum chain. Taylor and

Demick (1994) believe that for one athlete to have positive momentum and

increase performance, it may be necessary for the other athlete to have negative

momentum.

Finally, Taylor and Demick (1994) addressed the issue of skill level and

momentum. They point to past research (Marcus & Cushman, 1982; Taylor &

Boggiano, 1987) which suggests that more experienced athletes would differ in

their ability to initiate, maintain and interrupt momentum, compared to less

experienced athletes. They contrast Adler's (1981) finding that an event is

followed by a similar event (i.e. success follows success or failure follows

failure) with the findings of Silva et al. (1988) which found that this is not always
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the case. Silva et al. (1988) postulated that momentum could be gained or lost by

two different mechanisms, positive inhibition and negative facilitation. Positive

inhibition can result in momentum being lost after a successful event, thus

increasing the probability of subsequent failure. Negative facilitation can occur

which will increase momentum after an event is perceived as a failure. Silva et

al. (1988) tum to a quote made by Boris Becker's former coach to illustrate this

phenomenon: 'Boris finds a way to turn the negative into a positive. If he goes
down a game, it does not discourage him. It makes him more fiery '. (p.347)

Taylor and Demick (1994) suggest that more experienced athletes will exhibit

negative facilitation, where there will be an increase in momentum following

failure which will increase the probability for future success, and Adler's (1981)

upward spiral. Less experienced athletes, they postulated, would experience

Adler's (1981) downward spiral and positive inhibition, where success produces

a loss of momentum and an increase in the likelihood of failure.

To help validate their model, Taylor and Demick (1994) carried out an

examination on the early stages of the model. Using questionnaires and video

tapes of tennis and basketball matches, subjects, who had varying degrees of

experience for each sport, were asked to state how many positive and negative

precipitating events occurred for the winning and losing athletes. Results

indicated distinct differences for each sport. For basketball, both the winning and

losing teams had a similar number of positive and negative precipitating events.

In contrast, winning tennis players were seen to experience more positive than

negative events compared to the losing players. It may be that an individual

versus team sport may be a confounding variable.

A link between precipitating events and changes in immediate outcome was

found only for basketball. As the model predicts, changes in outcome only

occurred after a precipitating event. For tennis, no link could be made, with 20%

of changes in outcome occurring without a precipitating event. Two explanations

for these results can be offered. Firstly, the methodology used in this study was

observer-perspective. Because of this, the individual athletes' perceptions of

cognitive appraisal of the situational and personal factors could not be taken into
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consideration. This appears to be a serious flaw in this study, in light of the

importance Taylor and Demick (1994) place on individuals' perceptions.

Secondly, the use of a team and individual sport may not be

conducive/appropriate for a comparison to be made with regards to momentum.

Taylor and Demick (1994) themselves admit that this finding is unexpected, in

light of their previous assumption that momentum is less likely to occur in team

sports due to the fact that the 'momentum chain' would need to occur for several

players.

2.16 Summary of Momentum Research

These models postulate several factors associated with momentum. However,

they fail to consider some fundamental issues associated with some of these

factors. The two main omissions are related to goals and arousal. Firstly, all three

models assume that goals playa major part in perceived momentum. Despite

this, no mention is made with regards to the type of goals individuals set, more

specifically, whether the goals are task OTego oriented. Research has shown that

these goals will have differing effects on individuals' motivation and anxiety

levels (Hall, 1990; Newton & Duda, 1995; White & Zellner, 1996). If this is the

case, then examining the type of goal set may help determine the effects it has

upon other components of the models.

The second area of concern is the failure to consider the cognitive aspect of

arousaVanxiety in any depth. Adler (1981), fOT example, examines only

physiological arousal. Literature has identified state anxiety as multidimensional,

encompassing both somatic and cognitive anxiety (Liebert & Morris, 1967;

Martens, Vealey & Burton, 1990; Swain & Jones, 1993), and as such any model

should include both components of anxiety. An additional consideration is that of

directionality of anxiety (Jones & Swain, 1992). Research has shown that

cognitive and somatic anxiety can be both facilitative and debilitative (Jones &

Hanton, 1996; Smith & Jones, 1998).
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Even with these shortcomings, Taylor and Demick (1994), along with the

previous two models appear to indicate that there are common components

associated with momentum. Despite this, no one definition of momentum yet

exists. The most cited definition of momentum originates from Iso-Ahola and

Mobily (1980), who talk of the "added or gained psychological power" (p.392).

Yet Adler (1981) discussed momentum in terms of changes in individuals'

perceptions whilst reaching one's goal and Vallerand et al. (1988) attempt to

associate momentum with both antecedents and consequences of performance.

What is known is that momentum, whether a cognitive illusion or not, is

perceived to affect athletic performance.
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2.2 Overview of qualitative research paradigms

Denzin and Lincoln (1994) identified key 'moments' during the 1970's and

1980's where qualitative research began to move away from positivist and post-

positivist stance towards more eclectic methodologies which raised questions of

reliability and validity.

The quantitative, or positivist paradigm has up until recently been the

predominant approach in sport psychology research. Adopting a realist ontology

and an objective epistemology, quantitative research examines data in the form

of numbers. Objective knowledge is paramount. In contrast, the qualitative

paradigm focuses on a subjective epistemology and a relativist ontology.

Emphasis IS placed on the understanding of behaviour and its meaning to

individuals.

During the late 1970's and early 1980's sport psychologists began to explore the

use of the qualitative paradigm in more detail, moving away from what many

feel as 'abstract, detached form of language... and impersonal voice' found with

the quantitative paradigm (Sparkes, 1995).

2.21Content Analysis

Early qualtitative research focused on the use of semi-structured interviews and

content analysis (Scanlan et al., 1989a,b; Gould, Eklund & Jackson, 1992a,b).

The interview process followed guidelines from Patton (1980) which emphasised

the importance of issues emerging from the interviewees. The interview schedule

itself was designed using a standardised format. Each subject was taken through

a series of identical questions to maintain continuity. In accordance with Patton

(1980), specific clarification and elaboration probes were used after open-ended

questions and general probes. Clarification probes were utilised when the

interviewer did not fully understand a subjects' response while elaboration

probes were used to gain a deeper understanding of a specific topic.

Criticism has been made of the structure of such interview schedules (Dale,

1996). Dale argued that too much rigidity in an interview could lead to a failure
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In gathering all the relevant information, More specifically, the use of

predetermined questions presented in an identical manner may inhibit the

respondent giving a true and thorough account of their experiences. Dale (1996)

suggests the use of more open ended questions to overcome this potential

problem.

Although a number of studies have been published, there appears to be no

consensus on the number of subjects required for content analysis (Biddle et al.,

In Press). In some studies, large numbers of subjects were interviewed, such as

Orlick and Partington's (1987) interviews with seventy five athletes. In contrast,

other studies have interviewed less than ten subjects (Rose & Jevne, 1993). It is

hypothesised that the number of subjects may be related to constraints, such as

subject population and time limits. Kvale (1996) postulates that despite the need

of some researchers to strive for large numbers of subjects to fit into what he

terms the quantitative presupposition of the more interviews the more scientific a

study is, he cautions such a view. Kvale (1996) points to a reduction in the

'quality' of the data due to an overload of analysis and its potential to commit

errors. It seems pertinent to consider data collection and analysis issues in

parallel to subject numbers.

Content analysis is analysed by both inductive and deductive means. The

procedure for content analysis is set out below:

1. All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

2. Researchers read and re-read all interview transcripts until becoming

completely familiar with them.

3. Researchers independently identified quotes and/or paraphrases which

emerged from the interview transcripts. These made up the Raw Data

Themes for further analysis.

4. The Raw Data Themes were grouped together around underlying

uniformities (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This process involved each quote

and/or paraphrase being compared and contrasted with all the other

quotes and paraphrases. This allowed similar quotes to be grouped

together. Each cluster of quotes had a heading, Higher Order Sub-Theme.
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5. Each Higher Order Sub-Theme was consequently compared and

contrasted and grouped into clusters of Higher Order Themes.

6. When appropriate, Higher Order Themes were clustered under the

heading of General Dimensions.

7. Deductive analysis was carried out to verify the inductive analysis. This

involved checking that all the quotes and paraphrases were present in the

transcripts. It also allowed a frequency count to be included, if required,

identifying the number of subjects citing each Raw Data Theme.

8. Triangular consensus was used to help validate the process. Each

researcher would provide their findings to each other and discussions

were held until mutual agreement was reached for the grouping of data.

Inductive analysis allows themes and categories to emerge from the interview

data. In contrast, deductive analysis is a more theory driven approach, with pre-

determined themes and categories being defined. Meyer and Wenger (1998) and

Schwandt (1997) both highlight the use of both deductive and inductive methods

in content analysis. Indeed it is difficult to argue that one process can not occur

without the other. As Krane et al. (1997) point out: 'It is unrealistic to expect any

researcher to begin a study without the requisite knowledge to understand the

phenomena under consideration '. (p.216).

Researchers have argued that using a qualitative paradigm allows a richer, more

descriptive foundation to advance the understanding of a particular topic.

Scanlan et al. (l989b), for example, examined sources of enjoyment in former

elite figure skaters. Results highlighted a number of new psychological

constructs previously unknown in the literature. Gould et al. (I992b ) interviewed

members of the Olympic wrestlers' team on their experiences at the Games.

They emphasised the importance of the methodological approach used in relation

to the depth of their findings. The interview schedule, they argued, allowed them

to 'get into the head of these outstanding athletes and achieve much more depth

than previous quantitative investigations'. (P378).

However, content analysis can been criticised at a contextual level (Sparkes,

1998). The process by which quotes and paraphrases are separated and
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categorised under different headings decontextualises the data (Tesch, 1990).

Subjects lose their identity and specific time periods are lost. Mason (1996) has

argued that the enthusiasm shown for being able to categorise data has been at

the expense of losing the context. More specifically, the thread running through

each athlete's story is severed in order to compartmentalise the interview data.

2.22 Different methods of qualitative enquiry

More recently researchers have begun to move away from the traditional content

analysis approach and explore different methods of qualitative enquiry, for

example case studies (Gordon & Lingren, 1990; Gilbourne et al., 1996), action

research (Gilbourne, 2000) and self narrative (Sparkes, 1994). Wolcott (1994)

stresses the need for qualitative researchers to be 'story tellers ... To be able to tell

a story well is crucial... When we cannot engage others to read our stories - our

completed and complete accounts - then our efforts at descriptive research are

for naught '. (p.l7).

Sparkes (1995) views the traditional positivist paradigm as having no writing

style other than that of science. Language is in an abstract, detached formwith no

use of a personal voice. In essence, the object examined is denied a voice

(Woolgar, 1988). Such writing suggests that the researcher is somehow

independent from the topic examined and as such exhibits no cause for concern

with regards to researcher bias. A factor associated with validity of the work.

In contrast, qualitative research allows the voice of the subject to be heard. This

can be in the form of quotes taken directly from interview transcripts. Using

quotes or paraphrases allows a story to be told through the eyes of the subject.

However, a note of caution should be highlighted. Although the quotes allow a

story to be told, it may not necessarily be the story of the subject. More

specifically, it is the researcher who has editorial control over what quotes are

included where. Therefore such a story may hide certain 'truths' about the

subject.
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In the past, the only voice heard was that of the subject (Van Maanen, 1988). The

researcher served as a collector of data and not as part of the research findings

and was therefore distanced from the data. However, more recent work has

encompassed the author and allowed their voice to be heard (Sparkes, 1995;

Gilboume, Under Review). The author is included within the writing as "!'.

Writing in the first person is in direct contrast to the author evacuated approach

taken by positivist and post-positivist research.

Including the author into the research findings allows for the opportunity of

confessional tales to be embraced. Van Maanen (1988) and Atkinson (1991)

describe such tales as being autobiographical in nature. More specifically, the

author is allowed to express a personalised account of 'what really happened'

during the data collection. Thoughts and feelings are exposed, and the reader can

follow the author's journey of triumphs and errors. In short, the confessional tale

opens up the author to the reader and allows them into their world.

The use of dramatic recall can aid the reader in positioning themselves into the

authors world. Strong metaphors, unusual phrasings and holding back on

interpretation all serve to draw the reader into the story and allow them to reflect

on what is going on.

2.23 Collection of data

In order to obtain detailed data, several researchers have emphasised the

importance of 'fitting into' an environment (Sparkes, 1992, 1994, Gilboume,

2000). This requires the researcher being accepted into the community and

building up the trust and respect of significant others around them. Sparkes

(1994) states a prerequisite to successful data collection and interpretation is the

ability of the researcher to blend into the environment. This, he feels, allows the

researcher to view the world from the subjects', perspective and help them to

explain how and why subjects explain their thoughts, feelings and behaviour.

Although such an approach may be used whilst collecting data for content

analysis, it appears to be more important when carrying out qualitative enquiry

requiring more detailed information. Once accepted into the community, data
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collection can be obtained by several methods. For example, interviews based on

observations of behaviour, maintenance of a field diary and/or a reflective diary,

and video tape of behaviour.

Data can be collected during specific time periods or longitudinally and

nomothetically or idiographically, depending upon the remit of the researcher. It

has been noted (Dunn, 1994) that there is a dearth of research in sport

psychology using the ideograph approach, despite the value given to such a

method by social psychologists (Allport, 1962; Frank, 1986). Sears (1992) argues

that ideographic research provides a better insight into the subjects' world

compared to the nomethetic approach. Pervin (1984) further noted that

idiographic research could unearth new variables and generate hypotheses that

could be tested in a nomothetic setting.

2.24 Legitimisation of qualitative research

Despite the move away from pure positivism, Sparkes (1998) suggests that the

vast majority sport psychology research of a qualitative nature has been

positioned in a post-positivist area, with what appears to be a reluctance to

divorce the work from the quantitative paradigm. He builds his argument on the

need of researchers to justify the trustworthiness of their work (Sparkes, 1998).

This 'parallel' perspective attempts to legitimise their work though the use of

terms such as credibility, dependability and transferability (Hardy, Jones &

Gould, 1996).

Hardy et al. (1996) emphasised the importance of triangulation in establishing

trustworthiness. Almost all the published papers in the sport psychology field

which have used content analysis have included triangulation in their protocol.

For example, Gould et al. (1992a) stated. The interviewer plus two other

investigators extensively discussed ...each wrestler ...until consensus was

reached'. (363). Hardy et al. (1996) also cited other methods for trustworthiness,

such as member checking, thick description and experience of the researcher.

Member checking involves the participation of the subjects in reviewing the

researcher's data, thus allowing an opportunity for the subject to verify the
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validity of the data. Thick description, for example in the form of verbatim

quotes, can be seen as a process that helps to maintain quality control. Finally,

researcher credibility is measured in terms of experience of interviewing and

qualitative data analysis. Scanlan et al. (1989a) and Gould, Tuffey, Udry and

Loehr (1996) for example, emphasise the training the researchers received in

qualitative research before carrying out interviews.

However, trustworthiness methods are not without their critics. Sparkes (1998)

has argued that there is no ontological rationale for choosing trustworthiness

techniques. The use of member checking for example, whilst intuitively

appealing, fails to consider the issue of multiple realities (Gallagher, 1995).

Despite the importance Dale (1996) places on member checking to validate his

work, Fielding and Fielding (1986) state that such a process can not be seen as

either a direct validation or refutation of the researchers' findings. Although

Sparkes (1998) does not advocate that member checking is abandoned altogether,

he does highlight the need to be aware of its limitations.

Despite the need of some qualitative researchers' to adhere to the positivist

paradigm, Clarvario, Najman & Silverman (1995) openly embrace such a

position, others have argued against such a legitimisation (Lincoln & Guba,

1994; Sparkes, 1994, 1995). Sparkes (1994) argued that each paradigm requires a

separate understanding and analysis of data and in turn, different criteria. The use

of the 'parallel' perspective is seen as problematic. A case of quantitative

standards being squeezed into a qualitative perspective (Denzin, 1997). Each

paradigm involves different truths and in turn different realities.

Reason (1981) VIews validity in terms of the skills and sensitivity of the

researcher and as such states that validity is more personal and interpersonal than

the methodological view held by the positivistic paradigm. Riessman (1993)

argues that validity is in need of reconceptualisation in some qualitative work,

such as narrative studies. Wolcott (1995) goes further and postulates validity

should be abandoned. The confusion surrounding the term validity and its need

to be incorporated within a qualitative protocol is still in its infancy but
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encompasses what Denzin and Lincoln (1994) term the fifth 'moment' of

qualitative enquiry.

2.25 Summary of qualitative research

Qualitative research within the sport psychology domain is becoming an

accepted form of enquiry (Dale, 1996). The most dominant form of enquiry is

that of content analysis, however other protocols have begun to surface, which

have challenged researchers to consider alternative ways of 'knowing.' This

challenge has forced the sport psychology community to consider new methods

of data collection, representation and legitimacy of qualitative research.

The once long held belief that qualitative enquiry lies in parallel to the

quantitative paradigm has been exposed as a naive notion and there appears to be

a crisis of representation with regards to the methodologies and research

practices used. This argument is fuelled by Sparkes (1998) who has argued that

the term validity should be abandoned completely and replaced with more

suitable criteria. He accepts that such a recommendation will be difficult but

stresses the need to forge forward and examine new ways of qualitative enquiry.
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3.1 Introduction

Past research has examined the relationship between athletes' cognitions' and their

performance (Orlick & Partington, 1988; Gould et aI., 1992a). Findings have shown

that there are consistent differences between what athletes term as successful and

unsuccessful performances, Orlick & Partington (1988), for example, compared

athletes who perceived themselves to have performed up to or exceeding their

personal best and lor expectations, with athletes whose performance fell below this

criterion. Results showed that mental readiness was a major influencing factor for

athletic performance. In particular, athletes performing at their personal best, utilised

pre-competition plans and focus/re-focusing techniques. The less successful athletes

were found to be lacking in such strategies.

Gould et al. (1992a) examined Olympic wrestlers pre-competitive cognitions' and

affect in relation to their all-time best and worst performances during the 1988

Olympic Games. Results indicated that there were distinct differences in mental

states before each of these performances. More specifically, before the all time best

matches, the wrestlers indicated that they experienced an optimal mental state, which

included, positive expectancies, optimal arousal, and feelings of heightened effort,

commitment and focus, in addition to mental preparation strategies. The mental state

before the all-time worst match was perceived as negative and encompassed

negative, irrelevant or irregular thoughts and negative feeling states. In addition to

this, their pre-performance routines were impaired.

The above studies indicate that different mental states are present during both

successful and unsuccessful performances. Such states may be associated with the

more global phenomenon of psychological momentum. Iso-Ahola and Mobily

(1980), defined momentum as the "added or gained psychological power ... which

influences the individuals' mental and physical effort... and performance" (p.392).

In this context, positive or negative competition experiences may be associated with

a positive or negative frame of mind, which in tum may lead to positive or negative

shifts in psychological momentum.
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To date, momentum research has not considered the possible effects positive and

negative experiences, may have on momentum and/or performance, It would seem

plausible to suggest that an increase in frequency, of either positive or negative

experiences, may have a direct impact upon the initiation or termination of either

positive or negative momentum. Emphasis on the dynamic nature of cognitive

appraisal could help to account for the dynamic nature of changes in cognition and

fluctuations in emotion. In addition, individual attributions are also implicated in the

process of appraisal and cognition. It is widely accepted that an individual's

emotional responses may not only relate to the win-loss outcome ofperfonnance, but

also reflect on deeper attributional appraisal of the performance (Biddle & Hill,

1992).

Rationale for study

The purpose of the present study was to examme positive and negative race

experiences. Using a time-to-event paradigm, the frequency of these experiences

would be considered in relation to possible positive and negative momentum shifts.

The study linked findings to the concept of psychological momentum through

collective bias in the identification of the athletes' positive and negative experiences.

The rationale behind the use of a qualitative research design was that such a

qualitative protocol would contrast with past research, which has tended to utilise

either archival or observer-perspective data. Although these studies have allowed

sport psychologists to gain insight into momentum, they have generally failed to

consider the athlete's own perceptions of the competitive experience. Furthermore,

as several papers have suggested that momentum is subjective and as such may vary

from person to person (Vallerand et al., 1988; Burke et al., 1997), it was felt that

utilising a qualitative approach would elicit a more athlete specific, in-depth

understanding to emerge.

In addition, preVIOUSstudies have examined momentum effects from mainly a

collegiate level athlete perspective. Very few studies have attempted to view

momentum through the eyes of elite athletes. Middle and long distance runners were

chosen as the population of the study as it was considered that such a 'continuous'
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sport/event with no time-outs, would allow for an uninterrupted examination of

positive and negative experiences.
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3.2 Methodology

3.21 Subjects

The subjects for this study comprised 4 male and 4 female British middle and long

distance runners. The athletes were defined as being elite by their representation at

international competition. Elite males (n=4) ranged in age from 22 to 33 years

(M=26.75 yrs) and had on average 12.25 years of competitive running experience.

All male athletes were ranked in the British top ten. Elite female athletes (n=4)

ranged in age from 24 to 34 years (M=27 yrs) and had on average 14.75 years of

competitive running experience. All female athletes were ranked in the British top

SIX.

3.22 Design of the Interview Schedule

Interview Protocol

A standardised interview schedule was designed in accordance with Patton's (1980)

recommendations (secondary appendix 1). The interview schedule comprised of

three main sections and had been refined, over time, from three previous drafts. The

first section was designed to familiarize the athletes with the interview procedure. It

contained information on the nature of the research, including the time periods to be

discussed, the right to decline to answer and/or terminate the interview and the

confidentiality of the data.

The second section focused on three broad time periods. Namely, the week leading

up the race, the day of the race and the time after the race. Within each time period,

specific factors were examined. For example, in the week leading up to the race,

training experiences were explored: "How had training been going over the last

week?". The broad time period focusing on the day of the race was sectioned off

into more specific time frames. These time frames included the morning of the race

("What were your first thoughts when you woke up?") and the race itself, including

specific in-race incidents ("What sort of thoughts were going through your mind at

that time?"). Finally, post-race attributions were examined in the time period after

the race ("Can you think of any reasons as to why you performed the way that you
did?").
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The third and final section was designed to elicit the athletes' reflections on the

interview process. It included the opportunity for the athletes to seek further

information about the research or the interview procedure. It also allowed the

interviewee to respond to any concerns relating to the interview procedure: "Do you

think that I lead or influenced your responses in any way?".

Based on the protocol used by Scanlan et al. (1989a), specific clarification and

elaboration probes were used. This allowed the depth of the questioning to remain

consistent across all the interviews. Retrospective taped interviews were used and

each interview lasted for approximately two hours.

3.23 Procedure

Athletes were recruited through contacts made with two leading British coaches.

Letters were sent to their athletes, and in some cases, a presentation was undertaken

to explain the nature of the research and the procedure. Interview dates, times and

places were arranged with the athletes over the phone.

On arrival at the interview, athletes were asked to read and sign the informed consent

form (secondary appendix 2), and complete an Athlete Information Sheet (to gain

demographic information on the athlete). Following this administrative phase the

interview structure was explained to them and retrospective taped interviews were

then carried out with the athletes focusing on what they perceived to be their most

successful and least successful races.

3.24 Pilot Study

Pilot interviews were carried out with 3 middle/long-distance runners to allow the

author to make any necessary amendments to the wording and inclusion of

questions, and to the length of the interviews. The interview schedule went through a

total of four drafts from conception to completion.

Pilot interviews one and two were carried out with a male fell runner and a female

international cross-country athlete, using Interview Schedule Three. Both interviews
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were recorded using a Dictaphone, and were played back and notes taken on the

author's interview technique, the appropriateness of the questions and the athletes'

responses. To keep within the 'socially acceptable' time of two hours for interview

completion, the interview schedule was shortened. This involved omitting questions

pertaining to specific details, which for the purpose of the study were deemed

unnecessary/superfluous. Therefore questions, such as the race time, the weather and

the rankings of the other athletes in the race were rejected. The final questionnaire

adhered to theoretical, as opposed to social issues.

Pilot interview three was carried out with a male middle-distance runner using

Interview Schedule Six and lasted for approximately one and a half hours. The

interview was taped using a Dictaphone and also videoed. The video was examined

by an accredited sport psychologist, with expertise in qualitative research, and

feedback given to the author regarding body language and wording of questions. It

was felt that this process aided the author's understanding of the interviewing

process. On the basis of the independent researcher's feedback, it was deemed

appropriate to proceed and interview the sample of elite athletes.

3.25 Data Analysis

The data were subjected to both content and frequency analysis (Cote, Salmela,

Baria & Russell, 1993).

The interviews were transcribed verbatim, resulting in 145 pages of single-spaced

interview data. Preparation and inductive analysis was conducted in accordance with

established protocol of Gould et a1. (1992). Separate tables were initially developed

for each gender's results. However on close inspection, few gender differences were

found. On the basis of this finding, the results were condensed together, with the

few gender differences noted.

A total of 738 raw data themes (ROT) were identified. Where more than one athlete

identified the same factor, brackets were used to indicate the number of athletes

eliciting such a factor, and whether they were (female, male). From these, 67 Higher
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Order Sub-themes emerged from both the male and female athletes, and a total of 19

different time phases/in-race incidents were generated.

Triangular consensus was reached with an independent qualitative researcher on all

themes. Follow-up deductive analysis provided additional verification of the

inductive analysis themes.

Establishing Trustworthiness

In light of the recommendations of Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Hardy et al. (1996),

several steps were taken to increase the trustworthiness of the present study. Firstly,

the interviewer had a background in qualitative research, with past experience in

both interviewing skills and qualitative data analysis. Secondly, triangular consensus

was reached on all themes, with two independent qualitative researchers. Finally,

thick description, in the form of quotes, are also provided in addition to the Raw

Data Themes and Higher Order Sub-Themes. A concern was acknowledged of the

use of retrospective interviews. More specifically, the possibility of retrospective

introspection and its possible effects upon the bias of results.

Consequently, steps were taken to try and limit and report any retrospective bias.

The nature of the events asked to be recalled, namely the most and least successful

performances, were deemed to be key moments in their careers. Due to the

importance of such events, it was expected that they would be capable of recalling

the details surrounding them. During the first stage of the interview, explaining the

procedure, athletes were drawnlhighlighted to the importance of truthful recall. This

was aided by explaining that they may need to take their time to remember some

specific points, so pauses during the interview would be okay. They were asked not

to guess how they thought they might feel, and if they couldn't remember specific

points they were encouraged to say so. They were also reminded that there were no

right or wrong answers. In addition to the pre-interview steps to control for

retrospective bias, post-interview measures were also integrated into the procedure.

Each athlete was asked, at the end of their interview, how they felt the interview

went. In particular, whether they had any difficulty recalling each performance and

whether they felt the interviewer had lead or influenced their answers in any way.

All eight athletes felt that their memory recall for the performances were accurate,
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with no external influence exerted from the interviewer. Indeed, some stated their

surprise at how much information and detail they had retained over time. In

combination, it was felt that these steps increased the methodological rigor of the

present study.
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3.3 Results

3.31 Successful performances- positive experiences

The positive experiences resulting from athletes' successful performances are

displayed in figure 3.1 (pages 42-47). A total of 256 raw data themes (not including

29 raw data themes on goal-setting) were extracted from the athletes interview

transcripts. These raw data themes were categorised into 31 Higher Order Sub-

themes and 18 time phases/in race incidents.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Went for one main goal (1,1)

To win the race (3,2)
A good position
To beat British runners
Position was important
Qualifying time wasn't an issue

Position wasn't important
Time was important
Wanted to run faster than PB
Wanted to qualify

Itwas a realistic goal (3,2)
Thought it was a realistic goal
Didn't think about difficulty

Goal set jointly with coach (3,0)
Goal was self-set (1,1)

Training going very well (3,3)
Very positive from training (1,1)

No injury/fitness problems (4,3)

Discussed race plan (2,1)
Thought about the race

Didn't worry about race
Looking forward to the race (1,1)
Wasn't frightened of racing
Wasn't really that nervous
Anxiety quite positive
Negative thoughts helped

Athletes didn't affect thoughts

Visualisation reduced nerves
Visualisation helped confidence
Was visualising race (2,2)
Tried to sleep
Other athletes very supportive
Lay on bed and relaxed

Specificity of Goal

Ego-oriented Goal

Task-oriented Goal

Goal Achievability

Setting of Goal

Positive Training Effects

Lack of InjurylFitness Concern

Tactical Cognitions

Positive Cognitions on Race

Lack of External Pressures

Use of Coping Strategies

One Week
Before Race

s

Morning of
Race

Figure 3.1 Successful performances: positive experiences
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Didn't feel too bad (1,1)
Was surprisingly calm
Didn't have many nerves
It was good to be nervous
Was very hyper (1,1)
Got excited
Got giddy

Confident from previous race (0,2)

No reason not to run well
Confidence was very high (2,3)
Was in good shape
Had a realistic chance of winning
Determined to get through

Occasionally thought of race
Thought about tactics (3,2)
Started to think about the race

Seeding used it in a positive way
No pressure from others (2,0)
No effect from media pressure

No pressure from self

Felt easy
Calmed down a lot

Had confidence in own ability
Confidence was quite high
Confidence high from last race
Confident with no injuries
Underdog helped confidence (1,1)

Visualised in an abstract way
Imagined different scenarios (4,1)
Negatives used positively (3,1)
Used pressure from self
Tried to think positive thoughts

Focused on how to run
Very focused on the race

Wasn't thinking tactics (2,1)
Didn't think about goals

Positive Arousal Experiences

Morning of
Race

Positive Past Performances

Positive Mind Set

Arrival at
Track

Tactical Cognitions

Lack of External Pressures

Lack of Internal Pressures

Positive Somatic Symptoms

Positive Confidence Levels

Use of Coping Strategies

Positive Race Thoughts

Lack of Positive Thoughts
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Still feeling positive (2,1)
Nervous in a positive way
Enjoyed being terrified

Felt more relaxed
Felt calm
Butterflies settled down
Relieved race was near

Still had high self-confidence (0,2)
Felt was ready to do the job

Thought about tactics (l, 1)
Thinking about position on line
Thinking about line breaks

Made sure was mentally prepared
Focused on race ahead (1,1)
Felt focused more than nervous

Assessed race (1,1)
Made sure what was going on
Focused on own position (1,1)
Kept eye on others
Checked others positions (1,1)
Was aware of position
Absorbed in race
Focused on tactics (2,0 )

Relieved race had started
Happy wasn't coming last
Has fairly positive thoughts

Felt comfortable (l,I)
Pace didn't cause worries
Felt good and on toes (0,2)
Relaxed and breathing okay

Got ready and told self to go
Didn't panic (1,1)
Was in control (l,I)
Focused on improving position

Didn't think about other runners

Positive Cognitions

Easing of Somatic
Symptoms

On the Line
Confident Thoughts and Feelings

Positive Use of
Tactical Cognitions

Positive
Mind Set

Positive Tactical
Cognitions

Start of Race

Positive Thoughts and Feelings

Positive Physical
Feedback

(In-Race
Incidents)

Positive Tactical Strategies

Passing
Others

Internal Focus
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Thought about goals

Knew had more left
Felt fine
Felt very happy (l, l)

Became more confident (0,3)

Glad others didn't pull away
Spurred on by others
Knew others were tiring as well

Felt really good
Didn't feel tired

Increased goal to winning race

Remained patient
Didn't panic too much
Knew position was safe
Felt okay with position
Focused on other runners
Felt relaxed about it

Increased confidence (3,0)

Felt better when pace picked up
Felt good when pace dropped
Felt relaxed

Felt in control
Increased confidence

Confident in beating other runner
Others exhaustion aided confidence

Laughed at poor positioning

Goal Cognitions

Positive Somatic Symptoms

Positive Confidence Level

Positive External Influences

Positive Physical feedback

Positive Goal Changes

Positive Tactical Cognitions

Positive Confidence Levels

Positive Perceptions
of Race

Positive Confidence Level

Views on Other Runners

Positive Coping Strategy
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Started to get excited
Thoughts became more positive

Knew had won (3,2)
Thought would definitely win

Felt confident (2,1)
Got more confident as laps passed
Confident of getting time
Didn't panic

Wasn't straining running round
Felt relaxed (1,1)
Felt comfortable (1,1)
Felt fine physically (1,1)
Sustained pace
Stayed strong (3,0)
Kept head up and chest out (1,1)
Kicked and went

Wasn't conscious of the laps going
Everything floated by very quickly

Other runners have no effect
Ignored runners behind
Told self just to hang in
Channelled on front runner (l,1)
Didn't think about tiredness
Thought about technique
Thought about tactics

Thought about time

Knew qualified for Worlds
Surprised to have achieved goal

Was quite emotional
Felt like crying
Felt so happy had done it
Felt satisfied
Felt happy with self
Felt great (2,0)
Felt fantastic
Felt shocked
Relieved it was over

Positive Cognitions

Last Phase
of Race

Positive Outcomes

Positive Confidence Levels

Positive Physical Stamina

Flow

Positive Coping Strategies

Positive Goal Changes

Outcome

Post Race
Immediate
Thoughts/
Emotions

Positive Emotion
State
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Pleased to have done a safe run
Thrilled to beat top runner
Couldn't believe reached final
Felt nice to achieve a goal

On a big high
Felt lovely
Meaningful
Delighted at being so smart
Hard to describe feelings
Pleased
Surprised
Shocked
Felt quite smug about it all

Relieved goal was achieved
Saw achieving goal as a bonus

Training gone very well (3,4)
Training increased confidence (1,1)

Clear on goals (1,1)

Felt in control tactically
Good visualisation
Felt motivated
Had a good chance of winning

Healthy and fit (0,2)

Positive Views
of Attainment

Post Race
Reflective
Thoughts/
Emotions

Positive Emotional
States

Positive Cognitions
of Goal Attainment

Positive Training
Effects

Post Race
Attributions

Positive Goal-setting

Positive Mind Set

Positive Physical State

3.32 Successful performances- negative experiences

The negative experiences resulting from athletes' successful performances are displayed in

figure 3.2. (pages 48-52). A total of 134 raw data themes (not including 12 raw data themes

on perceived effects in next race) were extracted from the transcripts and categorised into 19

Higher Order Sub-themes and 16 time phases/in-race incidents.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Injury affected training
Training affected by stress level

Was quite stressed about things
Any little thing was bugging me
Had a lot of stress at work

Very tired from work

Felt quite negative about the race

Felt apprehensive
Very nervous (2,0)

Most nervous in morning

Didn't want to race
Didn't want to do it
Worried about running badly
Didn't want to let others down

May have been a little too calm
Kept going to the toilet (0,2)
Had butterflies (0,2)
Didn't feel right
Too aroused too soon
Felt weak
Very tense

Confidence kept fluctuating

Rival athletes caused pressure (2,2)
Worried about media

Put pressure on self (2, 1)

Friends tried to take mind off race
Coach helped with nerves
Paced around to keep calm
Walked around with walkman on

Negative Training Effects -

Experience of Strain

Negative Physical Symptoms

Negative Sport Focused Cognitions -

Cognitive Anxiety -

Timing of Cognitive Anxiety

Negative Cognitions

Somatic Symptoms

Fluctuating Confidence Levels

External Pressures

Internal Pressures

Use of Coping Strategies -

One Week
Before Race

Morning
of Race

Figure 3.2 Successful performances: negative experiences
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Had negative thoughts
Wanted to get race over with
Was nervous
Didn't think result would be good

Family added to the pressure
Frightened of letting people down

Had butterflies (1,1)
Had stomach cramps
Legs hurt
Felt sick
Breathing heavily

Felt quite nervous sitting on own
Checking in was a bit off putting
Nervous on way to the stadium
More nervous as race neared
More nervous at stadium
Most nervous at team meeting
Rival athlete caused nerves
Worried about how fit others were

Low confidence from previous race

Started to doubt own ability

Don't do any relaxation
Tried to shut out negatives
Used calming strategies
Used relaxation
Detached from negative feelings
Avoided thinking about race
Needed to get nerves under control

Goal changed to lower position

Was very, very nervous (1,1)
Wishing wasn't there
Just wanted to start
Willing gun to go off
Cautious because of injury

Heart was pounding
Felt light-headed
Had butterflies

Cognitive Anxiety

External Pressures

Somatic Anxiety

Timing of Anxiety

Negative Past Performances

Negative Confidence Levels

Use of Coping Strategies

Negative Goal Changes

Cognitive Anxiety

Somatic Anxiety
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Doubted own ability
Confidence went down
Rivals reduced confidence

Used positive self talk
Blocked everything out
Jumped up and down to calm self

Thought it was going to be tough
Frightened about tripping
Hoped everyone would be slow
Hoped no one would shoot off

Itwas very, very hard work
Felt tired

Told self to relax

Surprised others didn't follow
Hesitant in overtaking

Felt lucky to move through

Had no effect on confidence

Worried what media would say
Thoughts turned negative
Thought it was all over
Heart sank

Lowered goal

Didn't feel relaxed

Doubts about maintaining pace

Confidence dropped

Concerned others would chase
Unhappy with swapping lead

Negative Confidence Levels

Use of Coping Strategies

Cognitive Anxiety

Negative
Physical Symptoms

Use of Coping Strategy

Race Cognitions

Confidence Levels

Cognitive Anxiety

Negative Goal Changes

Somatic Anxiety

Negative Physical Symptoms

Confidence Levels

Negative Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Changed goal from PB to win

Didn't feel very good

Started to get anxious

Concerned about a good finisher
Tried to stop others kicking
Thought don't let anyone go here
Saw athlete as a threat
Kept on eye on main challenger

Felt a bit wrecked (0,2)

Told self to relax

Difficult to ignore runners behind
Worried others would pass (2,0)

Started to tire (2,0)
Doubts about lasting to end
Got tough near the end

Hard to describe confidence

Told self not to fade
Used positive self talk

Didn't feel over the moon
It's not a case of feeling good
Didn't feel giddy after the race
Just saw it as another heat
Didn't really know what to think

Felt lucky to qualify
Disappointed about time
Thought could do better
It didn't mean very much

Lowering of Goal

Negative Physical Symptoms

Cognitive Anxiety

Interpersonal Pressures

Negative Physical Symptoms

Use of Coping Strategies

External Pressures

Physical Symptoms

Confidence Levels

Coping Strategies

Negative Emotions

Negative view of Attainment
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Added pressure (l, 1)
Was overawed from last race (1,1)

Negative Perceived
Effects

May of had a subconscious effect
More aware of what was going on
Can't remember doing next race!

Positive Perceived
Effects

Next Race

Didn't have much of an effect No Perceived Effects

Gave more confidence (3,1) Confidence levels

3.33 Summary of successful performances

One Week Before Race

Positive training effects (Raw Data Themes (RDT)=8) and lack of injury/fitness concerns (RDT=7)

were the two major factors obtained from the athletes during this time period.

Morning of Race

There were more reports of negative raw data themes (RDT=30) than positive raw data themes

(RDT=28). The positive Higher Order Sub-themes with the highest number of raw data themes

were use of coping strategies (RDT=9), positive arousal experiences (RDT=9) and positive

cognitions on race (RDT=7). The most cited negative Higher Order Sub-themes was negative

somatic symptoms (RDT=9).

Arrival at Track

During this time phase eight negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified. The two

main themes being timing of anxiety (RDT=8) and the use of coping strategies (RDT=7),

focusing primarily on relaxation techniques (sub-RDT=4). Use of coping strategies were also

identified in the positive Higher Order Sub-themes (RDT=12). These strategies consisted of

positive self-talk and positive visualisation (sub-RDT=II). Athletes also identified feelings of

high self-confidence during this time phase (RDT=6).
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On The Line

Cognitive anxiety was the most cited Higher Order Sub-theme (RDT=6). Of the remaining

Higher Order Sub-themes, three were negative in direction: somatic anxiety (RDT=3), negative

confidence levels (RDT=3) and use of coping strategies (RDT=3), and five were positive:

positive cognitions (RDT=5), easing of somatic symptoms (RDT=4), positive use of tactical

cognitions (RDT=4), positive mind set (RDT=4) and confident thoughts and feelings (RDT=3).

Start of Race

Although there were three Higher Order Sub-themes each for both positive and negative

experiences, there were a greater number of positive raw data themes. The Higher Order

Sub-theme with the most raw data being positive tactical cognitions (RDT=12), followed by

positive physical feedback (RDT=6) and positive thoughts and feelings (RDT=3). Cognitive

anxiety had the most negative raw data themes (RDT=4), followed by negative physical

symptoms (RDT=2) and use of coping strategies (RDT=l).

Passing Others

Fifteen of the raw data themes were positive in direction, with tactical strategies (RDT=6) and

positive somatic symptoms being the most cited (RDT=4). Two negative Higher Order Sub-

themes were also identified, race cognitions (RDT=3) and confidence levels (RDT=l).

Staying With Leaders

This situation produced only positive Higher Order Sub-themes, with positive external

influences producing the most raw data themes (RDT=3).

Boxed In

These incidents produced one positive Higher Order Sub-theme, positive tactical cognitions

(RDT=6), and three negative Higher Order Sub-themes: cognitive anxiety (RDT=4), negative

goal changes (RDT=l), and somatic anxiety (RDT=l).

Passed by Others

Only two negative raw data themes were identified, the Higher Order Sub-themes being

negative physical symptoms (RDT=l) and confidence levels (RDT=l).
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Positioning

Two Higher Order Sub-themes, one positive, positive coping strategies (ROT=1) and one

negative, negative cognitions (ROT=2) were produced.

Change in Pace

Two positive and two negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified. Positive

perceptions of the race elicited the most raw data (ROT=3).

Caught by Others

There were nine negative raw data themes in this time phase. The Higher Order Sub-theme

with the most raw data was interpersonal pressures (ROT=5). One positive Higher Order Sub-

theme, views on other runners, was identified (ROT=2).

Leader Dropped Out

This occurred in three of the female races, which produced the Higher Order Sub-theme of

positive confidence levels (ROT=3).

Last Phase of Race

There were 7 positive Higher Order Sub-themes for this time phase. Positive physical

stamina (ROT= 14), positive coping strategies (ROT=8) and positive confidence levels (ROT=6)

had the most raw data themes. Four negative Higher Order Sub-themes: physical symptoms

(ROT=4), external pressures (ROT=3), coping strategies (ROT=2) and confidence levels (ROT=1),

were identified.

Immediate and Reflective Thoughts and Emotions

Of the thirty-six raw data themes identified, twenty-seven of them were positive in direction.

Post Race Attributions

All attributions (ROT=1?) were positive in direction. Positive training effects was cited by

seven out of the eight athletes as a reason for their successful performance.

Perceived Momentum Effects

The perceived effects for the next race were a mixture of both positive, (ROT=?) and negative

(RDT=4), with only one raw data theme identified as having no perceived effects.
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Goal Setting

The goals set by the athletes were a mixture of task-oriented and ego-oriented in nature. The

majority felt that their goals were realistic.

3.34 Unsuccessful performances- positive experiences

The positive experiences within the athletes' unsuccessful performances are displayed in

figure 3.3. (pages 55-57). A total of 65 raw data themes (not including 16 raw data themes

on goal-setting) were extracted from the transcripts. These raw data themes were categorised

into 19 Higher Order Sub-themes and 11 time phases/in-race incidents.

Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Didn't have any goals
Had two goals

To get through to the final
Had to get in the top three
Had to come second
To finish as high up as possible
To beat two British runners
Not to achieve a PB

To achieve respect
To run as well as possible

It was a very realistic goal

Goal wasn't realistic
Stupid to keep goal

Goal was set with coach (2,1)

Specificity of
Goal

One Week
Before race

Ego-oriented
Goal

Task-oriented
Goal

Positive Goal Achievability

Negative Goal Achievability

Setting of Goal

Figure 3.3 Unsuccessful performances: positive experiences
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Training was going okay
Training was going well
Motivated from last race
Did a couple of good sessions

No injury/fitness problems (2,2)

Tried to think positive
Looking forward to race

Felt could still win race

Thought about tactics (4,0)
Thought about the race a bit

Wasn't worked up
Felt quite good

Felt lethargic as normal
Had butterflies

No pressure from others

Didn't think about the opposition
Focused on own race
Went through race plan

Coach helped calm nerves

Felt fine at the start
Floated along
Felt relaxed
Leg wasn't painful

Felt confident (2,0)

Was conscious of position
Was happy with position
Checked position of leaders
Just thought about running (1,1)
Ran own race
Didn't worry about the pace

Positive Training Effects

Lack of Injury Concerns

Positive Cognitions

Positive Confidence Levels

Tactical Cognitions

Positive Cognitions

Positive Arousal Experiences

Lack of External Pressures

Positive Tactical Cognitions

Positive Coping Strategy

Positive Physical Feedback

Positive Confidence Levels

Positive Tactical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Felt was in a better position
It felt nice to pass (1,1)

Changed goal to close gap

Tried to keep momentum going
Got sparked into life
Used thought of dropping out
Tried to dig in (2,0)
Tried to keep positive

Felt fine until 150m to go
Felt very good on the last 400m
Felt very strong

Satisfied with outcome
Still quite confident (0,2)

Used anger in a positive manner

Was only disappointed for a bit
Relieved (2,0)

Didn't go away sulking
Was reasonably satisfied
Tried to be positive
Relieved

Nothing to do with training

Couldn't blame injury
Nothing physically wrong

Positive Cognitions Passing
Others

Positive Goal Changes Stayed with
Leaders

Coping Strategies Passed by
Others

Positive Physical Stamina

Last Phases
Of RaceConfidence Levels

Coping Strategies

Timing of Cognitions
Immediate
Thoughts/
Emotions

Positive Cognitions
Reflective
Thoughts/
Fmntions

Positive Training Effects
Post Race
Attributions

Positive Physical Symptoms

3.35 Unsuccessful performances- negative experiences

The negative experiences findings from the athletes' unsuccessful performances are displayed

in figure 3.4. (pages 58-63). A total of 218 raw data themes (not including 10 raw data

themes on perceived effects on next race) were extracted from the transcripts. These raw data
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themes were categorised into 27 Higher Order Sub-themes and 16 time phases/in-race

incidents.

Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Had to stop in middle of training
Training didn't help confidence
Ignored negative signals
Overdid things in training (1, I)
Injury stopped training (2,1)
Only trained three times

Worried about injury
Concerned about finishing race
Scared about letting people down
Other people put on pressure
Scared of what others thought

Put a lot of pressure on self

Didn't want to run at all

Itwas a most important race (2,1)
It was important at the time
Curtain opener for the season
Important as a team event
Had to run well for future races

Felt exhausted (2,0)
Had problems sleeping
Had injury/fitness problems (2,2)

Was busy studying for finals
Busy at work

Blocked out feeling bad
Told self to pull together

Negative Training Effects

One Week
Before Race

Cognitive Anxiety

Internal Pressures

Negative Cognitions

Perceived Importance
of Race

InjurylFitness Concerns

Life Stressors

Coping Strategies

Figure 3.4 Unsuccessful performances: negative experiences
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Had a lot of butterflies
Felt very weak
Felt awful
Went to the toilet a lot
Couldn't sit down and relax
Felt really ill
Didn't feel giddy as normal

No adrenaline pumping

Confidence was very low (1,1)

Tried to block out injury
Tried to keep relaxed
Tried to forget race

Worried about pace of race
Kept thinking about the race
Thought about other athletes (1,1
Worried as didn't know course

Changed goals to easier one

Was really nervous (3,1)
Didn't want to compete (2,1)
Couldn't wait until it was over
Was quite stressed
Wondered what would fail
Felt all jumbled inside
Thoughts were negative (1,2)
Thought it would be difficult
Had problems concentrating
Thought it would be bad
Thought about last bad race
Hoping leg would be okay

Very, very nervous
Injury at back of mind (1,1)
Worried about physical ability
Thought race would be hard
Wasn't very positive
Not aggressive enough
Worried about finishing

Just Wanted to finish race
Didn't feel in control
Preparation too rushed
Didn't see whole course---

Somatic Anxiety

Momingof
Race

Low Arousal State

Negative Confidence Levels

Coping Strategies

Negative Tactical Cognitions

Lowering of Goal

Cognitive Anxiety

Cognitive Anxiety

Arrival at
Track

Negative Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Last race caused concerns

Quite intense nerve
Felt washed out
Had tummy nerves

Scared when competitors known
Others dipped confidence
Doubted ability to get finish race

Wanted it to be over (2,0)
Didn't want to be there
Felt negative

Concerned about weather

Had butterflies
Was still nervous

Confidence not very high (2,0)

Thought about injury
Worried about lasting whole way
Doubted how it was going
Doubted tactics

Still nervous when running
Found it really difficult

Didn't feel confident (2,0)

Tried to use positive self talk

Knew shouldn't have passed
Felt apprehensive

Poor tactics caused by nerves

Knew energy was being wasted

Not confident in passing again

Negative Momentum Effects

Somatic Anxiety

Confidence Levels

Cognitive Anxiety

External Pressures

Somatic Anxiety

Confidence Levels

Cognitive Anxiety

Somatic Anxiety

Confidence Levels

Coping Strategies

Cognitive Anxiety

Negative Tactical Cognitions

Negative Physical Symptoms

Confidence Levels
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Nerves affected decision move

Was very angry
Felt unable to do anything
Considered dropping out
Realised nothing could do

Knew goal wouldn't be achieved I

Knew I was slow
Felt really tired
Couldn't stay with others
Couldn't run any faster
Every step was an effort
Didn't have anything left

Felt disappointed with self
Confidence went down

Goal changed to just finish

Worried about distance to run
Couldn't cope mentally

Started to deteriorate at 9 laps
Felt uncomfortable

Just thought it was terrible
Worried about slipping back
Knew it was tough

Had nothing left physically
Couldn't stay with others

Wasn't enjoying it
Thought it was crap
Knew couldn't finish race
Knew wouldn't get a good time
Just gave up
Just wanted to get off track

Negative Tactical Cognitions

Negative Cognitions

Negative Goal Changes

Negative Physical Symptoms

Confidence Levels

Goal Changes

Cognitive Anxiety

Negative Physical Symptoms

Cognitive Anxiety

Negative Physical Symptoms

Cognitive Anxiety
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Felt terrible
Was tired
Felt worse and worse
Couldn't keep going
Had nothing left
Legs went from underneath
Head went
Could hardly see
Felt suffocated with TV

Knew race was lost
Wondered what was wrong
Knew wasn't going anywhere
Was aware wouldn't qualify
Worried others would sprint
Felt like a nightmare
Expected injury to come back
Worried about feeling tired
Things went into slow motion

Just felt angry
Felt disappointed (1,1)

There was no kick left (0,2)
Felt tired (2,0)
Felt awful
Had nothing left (2,0)

Wasn't confident I'd make final
Confidence dropped dramatically

Just wanted to finish

Nothing left to drive self on with

Frustrated
Confused
Irrational
Disappointed (0,2)
Depressed
Terrible
Embarrassed
Let others down
Worried what others thinking
Waste ofa race
Wanted to race again properly
Could see any positives

Negative Physical Symptoms

Negative Cognitions

Negative Emotions

Negative Physical Symptoms

Confidence Levels

Lowering of Goal

Coping Strategies

Negative Emotions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order
Sub-themes

Time
Phase

Very Disappointed
Frustrated
Pride was dented

Missed training
Poor preparation (1,2)

Injury problems
Lost fitness (1,1)
Felt terrible physically
Felt tired

Didn't believe in self (0,2)
Lack of Confidence (1,1)

Wasn't in race mode
Didn't have race plan
Didn't take control of race
Nerves affected tactics
Poor tactics

No mental preparation
Had wrong mental attitude (2,0)
Never felt focused

Felt really stressed
Work pressures
Weather was a problem (1,1)

Went into it with a lot of anger
Wanted to beat everyone
Determined to make amends

Went out very cautiously
Didn't have much confidence
Found it difficult to race again
Stopped running at that distance
Was exhausted

Had little effect
Didn't race again in season

Negative Emotions

Negative Training Effects

Negative Physical Effects

Negative Confidence Effects

Negative Tactical Effects

Negative Psychological
Effects

External Effects

Positive Perceived
Effects

Negative Perceived
Effects

No Perceived
Effects
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3.36 Summary of unsuccessful performances

One Week Before Race

There were thirty-four negative and eight positive raw data themes identified for this

time phase. The Higher Order Sub-theme with most raw data themes was negative

training effects (RDT=9). These negative training effects seemed to be exacerbated

by injury and fitness problems, cited by six out of the eight athletes. Positive

training effects (RDT=4) and lack of injury concerns (RDT=4) were the two positive

Higher Order Sub-themes identified.

Morning of Race

There were thirty-six negative raw data themes identified, compared to eight positive

raw data themes. The negative Higher Order Sub-themes which had the most raw

data were cognitive anxiety (RDT=19), and somatic anxiety (RDT=7). Positive tactical

cognitions contained the most positive raw data themes (RDT=5).

Arrival at Track

During this time phase five negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified. The

one with the most raw data was cognitive anxiety (RDT=8), followed by negative

cognitions (RDT=4), somatic anxiety (RDT=3), confidence levels (RDT=3) and negative

momentum effects (RDT=l). Five positive Higher Order Sub-themes were identified:

positive tactical cognitions (RDT=3), positive cognitions (RDT=2), positive arousal

experiences (RDT=2), lack of external pressure (RDT=l) and positive coping strategies

(RDT=l).

On The Line

All four Higher Order Sub-themes were negative in direction: cognitive (RDT=4),

somatic anxiety (RDT=2), confidence levels (RDT=2) and external pressures (RDT=l).

Start of Race

There were nine negative raw data themes and thirteen positive raw data themes.

The negative Higher Order Sub-themes were cognitive anxiety (RDT=4), somatic

anxiety (RDT=2), confidence levels (RDT=2) and coping strategies (RDT=l). The

positive Higher Order Sub-themes were positive tactical cognitions (RDT=7), positive

physical feedback (RDT=4) and positive confidence levels (RDT=2).
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Passing Others

During this in-race incident, five negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified:

cognitive anxiety (RDT=2), negative tactical cognitions (RDT=l), negative physical

symptoms (RDT=l) and negative confidence levels (RDT=l). Three positive raw data

themes were categorised under the Higher Order Sub-themes of positive cognitions.

Staying With Leaders

This time phase produced only positive Higher Order Sub-theme, positive goal

change (RDT=l).

Boxed In

Only one Higher Order Sub-theme was identified, namely negative tactical concerns

(RDT=l).

Passed by Others

Five negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified: negative physical symptoms

(RDT=6), negative cognitions (RDT=4), confidence levels (RDT=2), goal changes

(RDT=l) and negative goal changes (RDT=l). This compared to one positive Higher

Order Sub-theme, coping strategies (RDT=6).

Positioning

Two negative Higher Order Sub-themes, cognitive anxiety (RDT=2), and negative

physical symptoms (RDT=2) were produced.

Caught by Others

During this in-race incident, two negative Higher Order Sub-themes were identified:

cognitive anxiety (RDT=3) and negative physical symptoms (RDT=2).

Dropped Out

This occurred in two of the female races, and produced the fifteen negative raw data

themes, placed into negative Higher Order Sub-themes of negative physical

symptoms (RDT=9) and cognitive anxiety (RDT=6).
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Last Phase of Race

There were six negative Higher Order Sub-themes for this time phase: negative

cognitions (RDT=9), negative physical stamina (RDT=7), negative emotions (RDT=3),

confidence levels (RDT=2), lowering of goal (RDT=l) and coping strategies (RDT=l).

The three positive Higher Order Sub-themes were, positive physical stamina (RDT=3),

confidence levels (RDT=3) and coping strategies (RDT=l).

Immediate and Reflective Thoughts and Emotions

Out of the twenty-three raw data themes produced, sixteen were negative In

direction.

Post Race Attributions

There were six negative Higher Order Sub-themes identified: negative tactical

effects (RDT=5), negative physical effects (RDT=5) and negative psychological effects

(RDT=4), negative training effects (RDT=4), negative confidence effects (RDT=4) and

external effects (RDT=4). Two positive Higher Order Sub-themes, positive training

effects (RDT=l) and positive physical symptoms (RDT=2) were also identified.

Perceived Momentum Effects

Three Higher Order Sub-themes: positive effect (RDT=3), negative effect (RDT=5) and

no effect (RDT=2) were identified.

Goal Setting

The goals set by the athletes were ego-oriented (RDT=6) and task-oriented (RDT=2).

3.37 Comparison of successful and unsuccessful performance results

A broad overview of the results indicated that of the total number of positive and

negative experiences, there were 66% positive experiences compared to 34%

negative experiences for the successful performance (390 RDT's). For the

unsuccessful performance, 77% of the total number of experiences were negative in

nature, compared to 23% of positive experiences (283 RDT's). Sample quotes,

verified as being representative for specific time periods through triangulation, are

used to expand and illustrate upon the positive and negative experiences.
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Week leading up to race

The week leading up to the successful and unsuccessful race, the two major factors

associated with this time period were training effects and injury/fitness concerns. All

8 athletes stated that they felt that training had gone well in the lead up to the

successful race: "I felt very positive from training, it went very weir' and only one

male athlete had any injury or fitness problems: "Igot injured after my last race...so

I wasn't able to train properly". In contrast, in the week leading up the unsuccessful

race, 4 athletes felt that training had gone badly: "I overdid things in training". Also

at this time, half of the athletes reported injury/fitness concerns: "Ihad a really bad

calfproblem ...all] could do wasjog".

Start of race

The start of the race elicited more positive than negative experiences for both the

successful and unsuccessful race. However, the successful race proved to be the most

positive in nature, generating 75% positive and 25% negative RDT's. Positive

cognitions for both races revolved primarily around race tactics: "Ifocused on my

own position" and physical feedback: "Ifelt like] was floating along". The HOST

with the most negative RDT's was cognitive anxiety. Types of thoughts in this

category included self-doubts: "I didn't block out my leg [injury] and was worrying

about it even though it wasn't hurting" and external focus: "Ihoped that no-one else

would shoot off'.

In-race incidents

Several 'in-race incidents' were considered. These were specific moments during the

race that the athletes highlighted during their interviews. One in-race incident

involved the process of passing other athletes. For the successful race, the athletes

reported this in-race incident as being 75% positive and 25% negative in nature.

More specifically, they focused on their positive tactical strategies: "Ifocused on my

own position ...and kept an eye on the person I thought would be my main

challenger" and positive physiological appraisals: "Ijust knew that I'd got more

left". Only one female athlete identified any negative race cognitions: "I was

hesitant in overtaking. Although my body was saying yes, go, my mind was saying

no". The unsuccessful race produced fewer RDT's in this regard. Cognitive anxiety
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was experienced by two athletes: "I felt apprehensive in overtaking", Two other

athletes indicated that they experienced positive cognitions: "It felt nice topass",

The in-race incident of being passed by others, produced two RDT's for the

successful race, namely the HOST's of negative physical symptoms: "I started to

have doubts about the pace" and low confidence: "My confidence dropped", In the

unsuccessful race, 70% of RDT's were negative and 30% were positive, Four

athletes reported experiencing negative cognitions: "I thought, well that's it then and

considered dropping out", Two female athletes experienced negative physical

symptoms: "You're hanging on...but there comes a point when you haven't got it.

You can't pull away", Three athletes reported attempting to use coping strategies: "I

tried to thinkpositively",

Last phase of race

The last phase of the successful race generated RDT's that were 80% positive and

20% negative. Positive perceptions of physiological status was cited by four

athletes: "I felt fine physically", High confidence levels were also noted by two

female athletes and one male athlete: "I knew when I got into the straight that I'd

done it", Only one female athlete reported negative physical symptoms: "I started to

have doubts about lasting to the end", In direct contrast, the unsuccessful race

produced 77% negative RDT's compared to 23% positive RDT's. In this scenario,

half of the athletes reported experiencing negative cognitions: "I thought try and get

this one person. Then I thought, what's the point? What difference is it going to

make? It was like a nightmare, almost like in slow motion", Three athletes, one male

and two females, recalled experiencing negative physiological states: "I had nothing

to go, nothing there", Only one male athlete reported feeling in a positive

physiological state: "Ifelt very strong",

Post-race

Post-race RDT's were 75% of positive and 25% negative for the successful race,

Positive cognitions included: "I went through the line thinking, I'm going to the

WorldIndoor Championships!" and positive 'feeling states' included "I was on a big

high, and it was just, wow I've done it!" Some athletes did experience negative

RDT's: "The first thing I did was look at the clock and I was disappointed ...I was
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just a second out [from qualifying for the Olympics] so it took an edge off the win"

and "Half an hour later itjust seemed like such a big anti-climax. Because you think,

well yeah I've done it, but so what?". The unsuccessful race elicited more than twice

as many negative than positive RDT's. These negative experiences included: "I just

had a very disappointed feeling. Sort of totally gutted feeling", "I didn't want to talk

to anyone. It was a total disaster. I can't take anything positive awayfrom the race"

and "Frustrating. Your pride is dented and I was worried about what other people

thought". Three of the more positive RDT's were elicited from one male athlete and

included: "I didn't actually go away sulking" and "I was reasonably satisfied".

Post-race attributions for the successful race were all positive in direction. The

attributions most cited for the successful performance were positive training effects,

identified by 5 athletes: "My training had gone very well, you know, been

uninterrupted, which isfairly key"; positive mind set, cited by 5 athletes: "I wasfull

of confidence having run a PB in my last race" and positive physical state, cited by 4

athletes: "I think because I was in such good shape". The unsuccessful race was

attributed to four main areas, three of which were cited for the successful race. Five

out of the 8 athletes identified a negative mind set: "The mental aspect. I probably

could've run it better if I'd been a bit more positive about it"; "Lack of confidence. I

had the wrong mental attitude towards it [the race]". Again, as with the successful

race, training effects and physical state were also highlighted, only in a negative

sense: "I missed three weeks of training" and "Ifelt so terrible physically". Negative

tactical effect was mentioned by two athletes: "I think it was mypreparation. I didn't

have time before to think about the race and I hadn't got a race pian". All

attributions, for both the successful and unsuccessful performances, were internal,

unstable and controllable in nature.

An overview of the positive and negative RDT's within the three time phases of pre-

race, during race, and post-race, are displayed in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 below. Results

for the successful race indicate an increase in positive experiences from pre-race to

in-race, with a decrease in the number of positive RDT's at the post-race phase.

During the successful race, a decrease in negative RDT's was noted throughout the

three time phases. Negative RDT's dominated the athletes' recollections of the

unsuccessful race.
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3.4 Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine athlete experiences of successful and

unsuccessful performances and their potential association with psychological

momentum, with respect to positive and negative states. Results indicated that there

were differences between successful and unsuccessful performances, in relation to

the athletes' positive and negative experiences. This is in line with past research,

which has shown distinct differences in mental states both before and during best

and worst performances (Gould et al., 1992b; Orlick & Partington, 1988).

For successful performances, 256 positive RDT's and 134 negative RDT's were

identified and categorised into 31 positive and 19 negative HOST's. This may

suggest that during the successful performance 'momentum' is experienced as

predominately positive in direction, however, negative experiences were also noted.

For unsuccessful performances there were 218 negative RDT's, 27 negative

HOST's, and 65 positive RDT's with 19 positive HOST's. In contrast, these results

suggest that within the unsuccessful performance, athletes' experiences were

predominately negative in nature. This may indicate that their more global sense of

psychological momentum was also negative.

One possible explanation for the differences between the two performance

experiences may be the level of self-confidence possessed by the athletes. Weinberg

and Jackson (1989) suggest that self-confidence may help to induce a switch

between debilitative and facilitative states. In the present study, high self-confidence
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was identified in eight time phases during the successful performance, In contrast,

low self-confidence was reported in seven time phases, during the unsuccessful

performances. A contributing factor to the levels of self-confidence experienced

during these performances may be experiences of pre-race training. In this regard, all

the athletes stated that their training been going very well before their successful

performances, This pattern was less prominent for the unsuccessful performances,

with five athletes feeling that their training had not been going well. These findings

support the hypothesis, postulated by Bandura (1977), that past performances are the

strongest predictor of efficacy and future success. The findings also suggest that

performance feedback, in terms of the training experience, may mediate levels of

efficacy which in tum influence race experiences. These results also partially support

research carried by Jones, Swain and Cale (1990), who found that attitude toward

previous performance and effectiveness of recent training, were important situational

antecedents for performance,

Consistent with Weinberg and Jackson's (1989) results, the male athletes in this

study made more frequent references to higher levels of self-confidence during the

'in-race' time period than females. These results may be associated with previous

research, which state that males exhibit greater levels of self-confidence than females

(Mahoney & Avener, 1977; Jones, Swain & Cale, 1991). However, it was only

during this time period that gender differences in self-confidence were noted.

A difference in the frequency of task and ego goals the athletes set for the successful

and unsuccessful performances were noted. More specifically, for the successful

performance the athletes set approximately twice the number of ego than task goals.

For the unsuccessful performance, three times the number of ego goals were set

compared to task goals. Interestingly for the unsuccessful performance, only one

athlete perceived their goal to be achievable. This is in contrast to the seven athletes

who felt that their goals were achievable for the successful performance,

The type of goal set and the perceived likelihood of achieving them may have had a

bearing on positive and negative experiences and in tum performance outcome.

Kingston and Hardy (1997) hypothesised that goals may exert an influence on

behavioural and psychological factors, such as concentration and self-confidence. It
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may be that in this case, the setting of more ego goals (the least controllable and

flexible of the goals) for the unsuccessful performances may have helped to induce a

predominately negative state for the athletes. A more evenly balanced setting of task

and ego goals for the successful performance may have helped to create a more

positive state. Positive perceptions of achieving the goals for the successful

performance indicate that there is a link with high confidence levels.

The incidence of reported state anxiety was found to be greater during the

unsuccessful performances than during the successful. Results also indicated that the

perceptions of the anxiety were different for the two performances. During

successful performances, anxiety was reported as being facilitative in nature, while

unsuccessful performances elicited debilitative interpretations. These findings

provide support for the existence of anxiety directionality (Swain & Jones, 1992;

Jones 1993), and also support the notion that the interpretation of the anxiety

symptoms are important rather than just the intensity levels alone.

All attributions given for the successful performances were, apart from one, internal

in nature. Three athletes attributed external factors, namely the weather and work

pressures, as one of the reasons for their poor performances during their unsuccessful

race. This result appears to support work by Grove and Prapavessis (1995), that

found that skilled athletes used more internal attributions after successful

performances than for unsuccessful ones. In addition, the results also fail to support

evidence that suggests females exhibit self-defeating attributional patterns (Watkins

& Montgomery, 1989).

Finally, the similarity of findings for both genders resulted in the final content

analysis being presented in an integrated format. However, some gender differences

were identified. The most notable differences were the number and frequency of

coping strategies used, with females reporting a higher use of pre-event

psychological skills. The other most notable difference was the differing levels of

self-confidence. Males made more frequent references to higher levels of self-

confidence during races than females. The self-confidence results may be associated

with previous research which states that males exhibit greater levels of self-

confidence than females (Mahoney & Avener, 1977; Jones et al., 1991).
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Results suggest the existence of a general momentum pattern within each of the

performance experiences. For the successful performances, positive experiences are

increasingly in evidence within the three time phases. Within the same time frame,

negative experiences decline. This results in an overview which shows pre-race

(59% positive and 41% negative RDT's), in-race (67% positive and 33% negative

RDT's) and post-race (75% positive and 25% negative RDT's). In contrast, within

the unsuccessful performances, the number of negative experiences dominate the

three time phases. However, within this primarily negative profile, positive

experiences increased across the time frame and negative experiences decreased.

Pre-race (78% negative and 22% positive RDT's), in-race (74% negative and 26%

positive RDT's) and post-race (70% negative and 30% positive RDT's). These

results suggest that negative momentum was the central experience. Overall, these

results link a dominance of positive and negative experiences with positive and

negative performance. The fluctuation of positive and negative experiences in

performance demonstrates the dynamic nature of competition.

During the pre-race and in-race time periods, thoughts and feelings are seen to

switch between positive and negative states. The antecedents of momentum were

examined during these time phases, in terms of both internal and external factors, for

example feeling physically tired, passing another athlete or being passed themselves.

The dynamic nature of cognitive appraisal and its effects upon thoughts and feelings

can be sensed when comparing successful and unsuccessful performances. The

week before the respective races, training and injury/fitness Higher Order Sub-

themes had the greatest number of raw data themes. Before successful races,

training was going well and only one out of the eight athletes reported injury or

fitness problems. The opposite was found to be the case before unsuccessful races,

with half the athletes citing some form of injury or fitness problem, and five feeling

that training was not going as well as it should be. These factors were deemed as

major determinants of their overall performance in their post race attributional

responses. These results partially support research carried by Jones et al. (1990), who

found that attitude toward previous performance and effectiveness of recent training,

were important situational antecedents for perceptions of future performance.
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The differences in the athletes' states approaching the successful and unsuccessful

races raised a point of interest. For the successful races, although positive

experiences were indicated, there was also a build up of negative cognitions' and

feelings as the race neared. Doubts started to creep in, and both internal and external

pressures were experienced. Coping strategies were employed to deal with these

debilitative factors. For the unsuccessful races, the build up to the race was almost

completely negative in nature, however few coping strategies were employed to help

counteract such debilitative states. Concerns, such as the consequences of running

badly and not wanting to run, were highlighted. These negative cognitions seemed

more traumatic in nature when compared to the negatives experienced during the run

up to the successful races.

The most debilitative time for the athletes, for both successful and unsuccessful

races, was whilst standing on the line waiting for the gun to go off. Once the

successful race began, athletes seemed to focus on more positive aspects, such as

assessing position of self and others, and feeling comfortable. The few positive

experiences cited during the unsuccessful race was during this first phase of the race,

with confidence and positive physical stamina the two factors cited the most.

Although positive cognitions and feelings remained throughout the successful race,

athletes did identify negative factors during the race, such as a negative physical

feelings when caught by other runners. In contrast, a sense of negativity was

increasingly felt as the unsuccessful race unfolded. Differences in emotional and

physical states experienced between the two performances was highlighted during

the in-race incident of being passed by others. During the successful performance,

athletes seemed to have a sense of being able to cope with the situation, with only

two negative raw data themes cited. However, for the unsuccessful performance

there seemed to be more intense feelings of despair, indicated in particular by the

Higher Order Sub-themes of negative physical symptoms and negative cognitions.

During the last phase of the successful race, the positive states experienced by the

athletes seemed to carry them through the negative physical symptoms and external

pressures noted during this time. For the unsuccessful race, the realisation of a poor

performance began to filter through during this last phase. During this phase

negative emotions, such as anger and disappointment, occurred and one could get a
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sense of the pain of failure and confusion the athletes were experiencing. The most

traumatic in-race incident for two of the athletes was when they dropped out of the

race. The anguish of making such a decision to drop out, and the thoughts and

feelings associated with stopping, were clearly demonstrated in the raw data. The

athletes seemed to experience a complete breakdown of physical ability.

The athletes seemed to be more aware in the unsuccessful race than in the successful

race, of feeling physically tired. It could be argued that the athletes would

experience a very similar level of physical exhaustion in races, regardless of their

performance outcome. Morgan and Pollock (1977) have noted that elite runners use

associative strategies and as such physical feedback is a powerful factor. It could be

suggested therefore that the awareness and effect exhaustion has on athletes may be

affected by psychological factors. In other words, negative cognitions may

exacerbate the feelings of exhaustion in unsuccessful performances.

There were a total of six negative attributions given for unsuccessful performances.

Only three athletes lay part of the blame for their poor performance on external

factors. Post race thoughts and emotions for the successful race were clustered

around positive aspects of their performances while only a few negative emotions

were experienced.

The athletes' raw data seem to suggest that there are positive and negative effects

carried through from past performances. For the successful race there seemed to be

a negative carry over effect experienced by four of the athletes. These athletes felt

that after such a successful race, there would be more pressure from both themselves

and significant others to perform again at that high standard, in their next

performance. In contrast, for the unsuccessful race, it was noted that some athletes

drew on their negative emotions, such as anger and disappointment, and tried to use

these emotions in a positive way. More research is needed to ascertain whether such

perceived positive and negative states have a more enduring effect upon

performances. Such work may tie in with the research of Bandura (1977), which

states that past performances have a major impact upon the self-efficacy and future

performance outcomes of individuals.
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3.5 Conclusion

This study examined pre-event, during and post event experiences of elite male and

female middle and long distance runners, during perceived successful and

unsuccessful performances. The findings from this study indicate that there are

differences between the number of positive and negative experiences exhibited

during successful and unsuccessful performances within a population of elite

runners. Whilst these experiences alone, cannot signify/define momentum itself, it is

argued that they may indicate the existence of more generic momentum states.

The utilisation of a qualitative approach helped to gain a greater insight into the

thoughts and feelings of elite athletes who experience successful and unsuccessful

performances. Such a methodology contrasts with past research, which has used

archival or observer-perspective data in a quest to understand the phenomenon (Iso-

Ahola &Mobily, 1980; Weinberg & Jackson, 1989; McClutcheon, 1997).

The use of time phases/in-race incidents throughout the data analysis was found to

add to the context of the raw data. Such an inclusion allowed the thoughts and

feelings of the athletes to be pinpointed to exact periods of time, making comparative

analysis more robust. This important contextual feature has been lacking in past

qualitative research in sport psychology (Scanlan et aI., 1991; Gould et aI., 1992).
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Chapter Four Introduction

4.1 Introduction

The previous study highlighted differences in the number of positive and

negative experiences before, during and after successful and unsuccessful

performances. It was argued that although these experiences alone could not

signify that psychological momentum was present, they could provide an

indicator of its existence. A more detailed examination was therefore required

to ascertain whether these positive and negative experiences were associated

with a more global sense of momentum. Further, a definition of momentum

from the athletes' perspective, and tracking potential shifts over a competitive

performance, was sought.

Past research has emphasised individuals VIew momentum from differing

perspectives and as such, no one definition of momentum exists (Vallerand et

al., 1988; Miller & Weinberg, 1991; Burke at al., 1997) By gaining athletes'

definitions of momentum in this study, the subjective nature of this

phenomenon could be explored. It was also felt that examining the "during"

performance time phase in a more precise manner, would allow perceived shifts

in momentum to be linked to issues such as, perceived performance, and

positive and negative experiences.

A new protocol was developed which would be sensitive enough to detect

nuances of momentum shifts during performance. Whereas the previous study

used a qualitative methodology, in the form of retrospective interviews, it was

felt that a more eclectic protocol would create a more "moment-to-moment"

account of perceived momentum. It was decided, therefore, to use a

combination of both qualitative and quantitative techniques.

The qualitative strand was again In the form of retrospective interviews,

however there are procedural developments from Study One to Two. The last

study asked athletes to recall performances that the researcher had no prior

knowledge of. Although the athletes indicated that they had no problems

recalling events, it did inhibit the researcher asking more probing questions in

relation to their performance. Therefore it was felt that by video-taping the

performance and using it as a prompt for the interview process, this would
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facilitate not only the athletes' recall of events, but also the researcher's ability

to ask pertinent questions. Thus a more comprehensive tracking of a

performance was expectedlhoped.

The quantitative strand of the inquiry took the form of a questionnaire and

archival data. Both techniques allowed direct comparisons to be made between

individual athletes at specific points during their performances. In contrast to

the qualitative process, where athletes were given more control over the timing

of their input, the quantitative techniques were consistent in the timing of their

measurements.

A second development in this study was the use of various data analysis

techniques to compare and contrast findings. Statistical analysis, using archival

data, content analysis and case studies were all used to examine momentum in

greater detail. The use of these different approaches also allowed findings from

alternative methods to be contrasted from an internal and external perspective.

For example, external comparisons could be made as the use of archival data

could be discussed with past research (e.g. Iso-Ahola & Mobily, 1980;

Richardson et al., 1988; Silva et al., 1988) and at the same time help to confirm

or reject its use in predicting momentum when compared with other

methodologies. The content analysis would make direct comparisons between

winners and losers and where necessary, gender. It would also allow a

comparison to be made with the findings from the previous study. Finally,

through the development of case studies, a more detailed account of momentum

was expected to evolve, identifying perceived shifts between two competing

athletes. Finally, the findings from each analytical process could be discussed in

terms of how the same data source could elicit different findings.

A change of sport was required to allow the potential shifts in

momentum/fluctuations in momentum, to be measured in a more detailed

manner. Whereas middle and long distance events involve many athletes

competing in the same performance, it was felt that a more clearly segmented

sport would allow a more focused appraisal of momentum.
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The sport of tennis singles was chosen for several reasons. Firstly, it involves a

direct contest between two players. As such, it allows an interactive comparison

to be made between each player with regards to their performance, thoughts and

feelings, and perceived momentum shifts. Because of the scoring system

involved, detailed tracking of momentum could be carried out, making it robust

when directly comparing players at specific times throughout the match.

Unlike running, tennis is an intermittent sport caused by "dead time", such as at

change of ends and between points and games, which makes the actual time the

ball is in play very short. For example, the men"s Wimbledon final between

Agassi and Ivanisevic in 1992 was played over five sets with a total match time

of 170 minutes. The actual time the ball was in play was just over 33 minutes.

Thus, playing time was 20% of the match time (Wicklin, 1992). This leaves

players a great deal of time to appraise situations cognitively. Finally, the sport

lends itself to easy access to view the players and therefore video-taping of

performance was possible.

Rationale for study

The purpose of the present study was to examine in more detail the relationship

between positive and negative experiences and gain athletes' perspectives on

what momentum means to them, and how it fluctuates over a competitive

performance. The use of both qualitative and quantitative methodologies would

allow for a deeper understanding of momentum through comparing and

contrasting respective results.
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4.2 Methodology

4.21 Subjects

The subjects comprised of 3 male and 3 female British tennis players. The

players were defined as elite by their rankings within the Lawn Tennis

Association and their competitive experience both on the national and

international tennis circuit. The players were ranked in the British top ten. The

elite males had an average age of 17 years and the elite females had an average

age of 19 years.

4.22 Design of the Interview Schedule

A standardised interview schedule was designed in accordance with Patton's

(1980) recommendations (secondary appendix 3). The interview schedule

comprised of three main sections and had been refined through pilot work. The

first section was designed to familiarise the players with the interview process.

It contained information on the nature of the research, including the time

periods to be discussed, the right to decline to answer and/or terminate the

interview and the confidentiality of the data.

The second section focused on three broad time periods. Namely, the week

leading up to the match, the day of the match and the time after the match.

Within each time period, specific factors were examined, specifically, cognitive

anxiety, somatic anxiety, self-confidence/self-efficacy, emotions, attributions,

coping strategies and perceived shift in psychological momentum. However,

emphasis was placed on allowing the players to discuss issues important to

them.

The third and final section was designed to elicit the players' reflections on the

interview process. It included the opportunity for the players to seek further

information about the research and/or the interview procedure. It also allowed

the interviewee to respond to any concerns relating to the interview procedure.

Based on the protocol used by Scanlan et al. (1989b), specific clarification and

elaboration probes were used, This encouraged the depth of the questioning to

remain consistent across all the interviews.
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4.23 Design of the Questionnaire

A questionnaire was developed to measure the players' perceptions of their

mental and physical states during the tennis match. These factors were

examined over several time periods, namely waiting to go on court, end of

warm-up, end of second game first set, end of first set, end of second game

second set, end of match and where appropriate, end of second game third set

and start of tie-break.

The questionnaire consisted of 7 items, namely cognitive anxiety, somatic

anxiety, self-confidence, depression, anger, fatigue and energy, and was a

hybrid ofPOMS (McNair, Lorr & Droppleman, 1971) and the modified CSAI-2

(Jones & Swain, 1992). POMS has been extensively used in sport psychology

research (LeUnes & Burger, 1998) and shown to have a reliability coefficient

ranging from .67 to .83 for each of the six factors. Although the modified CSAI-

2 has not been as extensively researched, internal reliability coefficients have

been reported as .83 and .72 for cognitive and somatic anxiety respectively

(Jones & Hanton, 1996).

The present questionnaire measured intensity levels of each factor using a

Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 (very much so). In addition to intensity, a

directionality measurement was also included. Based on the work of Jones &

Swain (1992), this scale measured the degree the players felt their intensity

levels were either facilitative or debilitative to their performance. The scale

ranged from -3 (very unhelpful) to +3 (very helpful), with 0 signifying a neutral

effect (see secondary appendix 4). The questionnaire was designed to tease out

momentum sensitive factors and as such was deemed to have high face validity.

4.24 Procedure

Initial contact was made with the Lawn Tennis Association outlining the

research procedure and asking permission to recruit British players. Players

were then recruited through contacts made with a leading British tennis coach.

A major British tennis tournament was used to collect data.
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Two players, one male and one female were chosen by the coach on the basis

that they should reach at least the second round of the tournament, thus

allowing four matches to be analysed.

The players' opponents were contacted directly, after the tournament had been

completed, having made initial contact with their coaches during the tournament

to arrange their participation in the study.

Both the male and female players' first and second round matches were video-

taped using a Panasonic AG-455BSVHS Proline videocamera and tripod. The

camera was set up to cover as much of the court as possible. In the case of

matches held on the main court, full coverage of the court was possible by

placing the camera at the far end comer above the public seating. For the

outside courts, the camera was placed on a balcony, with a wide angle lens

allowing a view across the court cutting off only the very edges of the near side

and far side comers. Each match was video-taped, starting from the time the

first player walked onto court to the time the last player left the court. Each

match lasted approximately one and a half hours.

All four matches were scored on a point by point system at the time of play. The

score was kept in line with the server at the time i.e. if the server lost the first

point in a game the score would be Player A: 0-15. This allowed continuity to

be kept throughout the matches.

Three of the four matches were watched live and all were watched on two other

(separate) occasions before interviews were held with the players. Interviews

were held around the country at a time and place suited to each individual

player"s tennis schedule.

On arrival at the interview, players were asked to read and sign the informed

consent form (secondary appendix 5). The interview procedure was explained to

them and they were given a copy of the questionnaire, with an explanation of

how to fill it in during the match. The questionnaire was administered before

the start of the video tape: "Waiting to go on court", and at key times
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throughout the match: "End of warm-up", "End of the second game of the first

set", "End of the first set", "End of the second game of the second set", "End of

the match" and where appropriate: "Start of the tie-break". They were also

given a score sheet, which outlined each point of the match. This was used to

orientate both the player and researcher whilst watching the video-tape.

The interviews were recorded using a Dictaphone, with specific scores stated by

the researcher throughout the match. Each interview lasted on average 2 hours.

At the end of the interview players were given a video-tape of their match.

4.25 Pilot Study

Two pilot studies were carried out to refine the testing procedure. The first pilot

study involved video-taping a two set tennis match, played between two junior

tennis players. Two videocameras were used, positioned on tripods at either end

of the court. The videos were edited and the match was viewed on a split screen,

with one view of the court on the top of the screen and the other view of the

court at the bottom.

An interview schedule was developed, which required few changes from the

one used in the main study. In addition to the interview schedule, a

questionnaire was developed using six factors from the Profile of Mood States

(POMS) questionnaire (McNair, Lorr & Droppleman, 1971). The intensity of

tension, depression, anger, vigour, confusion and fatigue were measured using a

Likert scale ranging from 1-10. See secondary appendix 4 for revised

questionnaire.

The players were interviewed using the videotape of the match as a prompt.

Feedback was gained from both players with regards to the interview process.

Three issues arose from this feedback.

Firstly, the players had difficulty in understanding the term "vigour". Because

of this, this factor was omitted from the revised questionnaire.
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It was noted that the players spent a great percentage of the time talking about

technical and tactical issues. Although important, it was deemed necessary to

explore their thoughts and feelings about the match as well. The interview

schedule was amended to include such issues as confidence, anxiety and

attributions, in addition to possible momentum shifts. In line with this change, it

was felt that the questionnaire should reflect the interview schedule and as such,

cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety and self-confidence were added. Due to the

interpretation of multidimensioanl anxiety, it was felt that a measurement of

directionality would be beneficial.

Finally, both players found the videotape of great benefit in recalling the match.

However, they felt that one camera, covering the whole court, would be

sufficient.

The second pilot study was used to gain feedback on the revised questionnaire.

Due to the non-specific nature of the questionnaire, two cross-country runners

were used. They were asked to fill out the questionnaire at the start and the end

of a race. Feedback was positive, with both the semantics and speed/ease of

filling it out, seen as fully acceptable. It was therefore decided that no further

changes were needed.

4.26 Data Analysis

The data were subjected to three separate analysis procedures. Firstly, a

statistical analysis was conducted on the data obtained from the score lines of

tennis matches.

4.261 Statistical Analysis

• Scoring system

A point by point scoring system, taking note of server and receiver, was

utilised to follow 4 tennis matches played at a major British tournament. One

first round match and one second round match were examined, in both the

ladies' and mens' singles events, resulting in a total of 82 games. Tie-breaks
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were not included within the analysis, however all the games leading up to tie-

breaks were included.

• Descriptive Statistical analysis

Two by two contingency tables were used to determine whether winning or

losing the first point in a game could predict game outcome. Separate tables

were produced for the server and receiver and winners and losers (secondray

appendix 6 for raw data).

The interview data were examined through two separate procedures. Firstly, the

data were subjected to content and frequency analyses (Cote et al., 1993).

4.262 Content and Frequency Analysis

• Transcription

The interviews were transcribed verbatim, which produced 243 pages of single-

spaced interview data. Preparation and initial inductive analysis were carried

out in line with the protocol of Gould et al. (1992a). However, several additions

were made to the original protocol.

• Coding

Each of the eight tennis players were coded, using numbers 1 to 8. Therefore

every Raw Data Theme (RDT) could be traced back to an individual player. In

addition to this coding, each RDT contained a score line. This signified at what

point in the match the RDT was stated. The score was given in terms of the

match winner and server of a particular game. For example: 2. 6-4/3-5/40-30,

signifies that Player 2, the server, was the ultimate winner of the set (6-4).

Player 2 was down 3 games to 5, but was up 40-30 in the game when they made

the quote.
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• Colour co-ordination

The final addition to the analysis was colour co-ordinate the RDT's.The winners

were shown in red while the losers were in blue. All the winners RDT'swere

shown first, followed by the RDT'sof the losers. This was done in numerical

order, Player 1, Player 2 etc. to maintain continuity across the analysis. This

allowed for a more visual inspection of the data to separate the winners and

losers. By adding personal and situational information, each RDT could be

viewed in context.

• Justification for categorisation

All RDT'swere categorised under specific Higher Order Sub-Themes (HOST"S)

depending on the context they were stated in. For example, if the RDTof "I felt

anxious" was placed under the heading of "Debilitative Cognitive Anxiety",

then the player indicated that this was debilitative for himlher during the same

part of the interview.

• Trustworthiness

Follow-up deductive analysis provided additional verification of the inductive

analysis. Triangular consensus was reached on all themes with two independent

qualitative researcher.

• Generation/Grouping of data

A total of 3264 Raw Data Themes (RDT)were identified, 1506 RDT'sby the

female players and 1660 RDT'sby the male players. From these, a total of 801

Higher Order Sub-Themes (HOST)emerged, 409 HOST"sfrom the females and

392 HOST"sfrom the males. Many of these HOST"swere repeated both for the

two genders and throughout the time periods examined. Eight specific time

periods were highlighted, namely, Week Before the Match, Morning of the

Match, Arrival at Tennis Centre, Practice, Warm-Up, First Set, Second Set and

Post-Match. The first and second sets were further segmented into 6 areas:

Cognitive Anxiety, Somatic Anxiety, Self-Confidence, Coping Strategies,

Technical Cognitions and Emotional Response.
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• Tabular results

Further analysis was conducted on the content analysis. Separate tables were

produced for males and females to indicate the number of positive, negative and

neutral RDT's for each of the 8 time periods and the specific areas (primary

appendix 1 and 2).

4.263 Case Study Analysis

The final analysis conducted on the interview data resulted in the presentation

of case studies. The outline for each case study followed the same pattern.

• Scoring of match

A score sheet was produced which displayed the match using a point by point

analysis. The server for each game is underlined in bold, with each point of the

game notated until the end, where the score is indicated in bold. The sheet was

designed to be read in columns, starting from the top left hand side of the sheet.

• Graphical representation

Data from the questionnaire were used to produce a graphical representation of

the matches. Both the intensity and directionality of the seven factors were

shown. Individual and intersectional graphs were also developed for each of the

four matches. Results are discussed in terms of individual players' perceptions

of momentum and interactions between both players in each match.

• Broad overview of match

Firstly, a broad overview of the match, covering pre-match, during match and

post-match time periods, was presented for each player. This involved taking

specific quotes from the players which helped to tell the story of their thoughts

and feelings at each of these specific times.

• Review of key moments

Key points, games and aspects of psychological momentum, as perceived by

each of the players, were obtained from the interview data. A table was

developed to summarise which player indicated at what stage they perceived
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these key moments to occur. Using this information a more in-depth write-up

was performed concentrating on the specific games in question. Information

concerning the set, the game and the server at the time was presented at the start

of each subsequent game. The score was presented in terms of the set winner,

for example: First Set, 0-3, Player 1, the third game in the first set is discussed.

Player 1 won the set, but is currently 0-2 down. When specific points were

highlighted as being key, this was shown along with the information, e.g. First

Set, 0-3, 15-40, Player 1. Specific quotes, taken from the interview transcripts,

were used to enrich the case study write-up.

• Summary of case study

A brief overview of the case study was designed to summarise the key issues

relating to each player.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Descriptive Statistical Results and Discussion

First point outcome vs game outcome

Results show that during the four matches, 68% (56 games) of the games were

won by the players who won the first point, and 32% (26 games) of the games

were lost.

These finding suggest that without taking the status of serve or the match

outcome into consideration, winning the first point predicted a greater

likelihood of winning the game.

First point outcome whilst serving and receiving vs game outcome

Results indicated that when players were serving and won the first point, 42

games (91%) of the games were won and only 4 games (9%) of the games lost.

When the server lost the first point, 22 games (61%) were won, while 14 games

(39%) were lost.

Table 4.1 First point outcome whilst serving vs game outcome

% of Games Won % of Games Lost

Win Point 91% 9%

Lose Point 61% 39%

Consequently, when players were receiving and won the first point, 14 games

(39%) of the games were won While 22 games (61%) were lost. When the

receiver lost the first point, 4 games (9%) of the games were won and 42 games

(91%) were lost.
Table 4.2 First point outcome whilst receiving vs game outcome

% of Games Won % of Games Lost

Win Point 39% 61%

Lose Point 9% 91%
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These findings demonstrate that more than twice the number of games are won

when the server wins the first point (91%) compared to when the receiver wins

the first point (39%). Indeed, even when the server loses the first point, (s)he

goes on to win 61% of games.

Match outcome vs game outcome

Match winners who won the first point in a game won 73% of those games and

lost 27% of games. When they lost the first point in a game, they won 39% of

those games and lost 61%.

Table 4.3 Match winners vs game outcome

% of Games Won % of Games Lost

Win Point 73% 27%

Lose Point 39% 61%

In contrast, match losers who won the first point in a game won 61% of those

games and lost 39% of games. When match losers lost the first point, they went

on to win only 27% of those games and lose 73%.

Table 4.4 Match losers vs game outcome

% of Games Won % of Games Lost

Win Point 61% 39%

Lose Point 27% 73%

Results illustrate that there is less of a difference between winners and losers as

far as winning and losing the first point is concerned. More specifically,

winners win only 12% more of those games in which they win the first point,

compared to losers. Match winners also win 12% of those games in which they

lose the first point in a game.
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Direct comparisons with past research cannot be made due to the different

statistical approaches taken. However, from the findings above it can be seen

that there are distinct differences in the number of games won when players win

the first point, compared to losing the first in a game. Although differences were

found between the variable of match outcome and winning the first point in a

game, the differences appeared to have far less of an impact compared to the

variable of serving/receiving.

Serving, it seems, leads to a greater number of games being won, compared to

receiving, whether the first point is won or lost. Such a result may be due to the

nature of the serve itself and the cognitions associated with it. The serve is the

only shot in tennis that the player has complete control over. As such, players

often associate holding serve as something they are 'expected' to do. This

appears to be reflected in the findings, where 91% and 61% of games are held

whether players win or lose the first point.

If the argument of holding serve is extrapolated, then receiving serve is seen as

more of a challenge. The likelihood of breaking the opponents' serve will be

lower. This is borne out in the findings, with only 39% and 9% of games won

when the receiver wins or loses the first point respectively.

These findings indicate the importance of holding serve in relation to the greater

number of games being won. It also points towards the importance of winning

the first point whilst receiving. Although the number of games won are less than

if the player had been serving, results show a four fold increase in the number

of games won, compared to when the player loses the first point.

A factor, which the analysis cannot explain, is the cognitive appraisal associated

with winning or losing the first point in a game. Clearly more games

are won when the first point is won, but the underlying mechanisms of such a

finding can not be explained by numerical statements alone.
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It could be hypothesised that winning the first point in a game would increase

the players' confidence level and in tum help to increase hislher performance

and potential for positive momentum to occur. However, as past research has

argued, individual cognitions are lost in the analysis of archival data (Burke et

al., 1997; Miller & Weinberg, 1991; Vallerand et al., 1988). Therefore the use

of statistics alone fails to tell the "story" behind points being lost and won. The

bigger picture, incorporating thoughts, emotions and play are lostlhidden behind

numbers. To overcome this problem, content analysis was carried out on the

qualitative data to offer a more in-depth view of the competitive situation.

4.3.2 Content Analysis

4.3.3 Winners' Results

The results from the winners during the pre-match time phase indicated that

there were 113 positive Raw Data Themes (ROT's), 93 neutral ROT's and 54

negative ROT's.

Week leading up to match [see primary appendix pages 307 and 359]

In the week leading up to the match, 16 positive ROT's and 5 neutral ROT's were

identified. The most cited Higher Order Sub-Theme (HOST) was positive

perceptions of training, with all four players stating that training had gone well:

"Training was going very well out in the States". None of the players identified

any injury or fitness problems during this time.

Morning of the match [see primary appendix pages 308 and 360]

Twenty-three positive ROT's, 13 neutral ROT's and 15 negative RDT's were cited

during the morning of the match. All 4 players gave their respective matches

high importance: "Very [important}. I mean in the eyes of the LTA and the main

guys that run the LTA, they"re all watching and I think in their eyes it is a very

big tournament" and experienced either external or internal pressures from the

tournament: "Because I feel this is a big tournament, you've got a higher rank

than her, because your family?s watching, I do put a lot of pressure on myself'.

Three out of the 4 players stated that their confidence was high during the
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morning of the match and all players exhibited positive cognitions: "I couldjust

go out and do my game and do what I love, which isjust to go andplay".

Arrival at tennis centre [see primary appendix pages 310 and 362]

Twenty-six positive RDT's were identified from a total of 106 RDT's during the

time period at the tennis centre. Having arrived at the tennis centre, the female

players experienced debilitative cognitive anxiety: "Felt a bit daunted."and

externally and internally induced pressure: "There was more pressure because

she was a younger player ...I was supposed to win ". No such anxiety or

pressure was evident with the male players. Three of the 4 winners had

confidence in beating their opponent.

The players set primarily task goals for their matches. Only one female set the

goals of winning: "Winning was the main thing". Both the female players'

game plans were set in conjunction with their coaches. According to the number

of RDT's, the female players utilised more coping strategies (18 RDT's)

compared to the male player (1 RDT): "In my mind I was thinking, don't put

pressure on yourself Don't worry about it, it's only a tennis match ", Practice

went well for 3 of the 4 winners, with no negative RDT's cited at this time.

Warm-up [see primary appendix pages 316 and 365]

All 4 players perceived their warm-up to go well: "[It was] like a buzz. [was

seeing the ball so much better. Then I was over the moon! ", Their somatic

anxiety reduced during this time and by the end of the warm-up all the players

were ready, both mentally and physically, for their matches: "Felt totally ready

for the match ".

First set

During the first set, 280 positive RDT's, 176 neutral RDT's and 175 negative

RDT's were identified.

Cognitive anxiety [see primary appendix pages 319 and 367]

Sixteen of the 19 positive RDT's for cognitive anxiety revolved around a lack of

cognitive anxiety and perceived pressure: "I wasn "t worrying about anything".
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In addition to this reduction, 12 RDT's pointed towards the idea that their

opponents were suffering from pressure and/or cognitive anxiety: "He's

probably shaken up a little bit". Twenty-five RDT's were negative in direction:

"My nerves affected my game plan ",

Somatic anxiety [see primary appendix pages 321 and 369]

Twelve negative RDT's and 13 positive RDT's were identified for somatic

anxiety: "My legs are still heavy and my arm "s still a bit wobbly"; "I feel more

relaxed. Ifeellike I can start to play properly now".

Confidence [see primary appendix pages 322 and 370]

All four players cited 70 positive RDT's for confidence. Quotes encompassed

issues of high levels and/or increases in confidence: "Confidence was

unbelievable there" and confidence gained from and with play: "Feeling pretty

confident now because I played a good point there ", Only 10 negative RDT's

were reported: "Really lost confidence now".

Coping strategies [see primary appendix pages 324 and 372]

Coping strategies were in evidence during the first set, with 45 positive RDT's,

focusing primarily on positive and reassuring self-talk: "Told myself to stick

with it". Few negative statements were reported (9 RDT's). All four players

acknowledged the issue of concentration, with twenty RDT's cited: "I don't

think I'm in the present now. I think I'm not really concentrating that well ",

Technical cognitions [see primary appendix pages 326 and 374]

Technical issues produced 108 positive RDT's. On the whole these focused

around the areas of perceptions of the serve: "It felt easier serving" and specific

points and games: "The advantage points are really good". 81 negative RDT's

were identified. These appeared to cluster around technical and tactical errors:

"I think I just made the wrong choice of shot" and task irrelevant thoughts: "It

almost seems like things have stayed in my head from the first point ...It's like

subconscious ...it was affecting the way I was playing ",
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Emotional response [see primary appendix pages 335 and 385]

A total of 63 RDT's were cited for emotional response in the first set. Twenty-

five of these were positive in direction: "Over the moon there. First game

[won}". Frustration and annoyance with self and play helped to make up the 38

negative RDT's: "Frustrated at that unforced error".

Perceptions of momentum [see primary appendix pages 337 and 387]

Players identified 5 key points and/or games during the first set: "This turned

out to be a big game at 2-3" along with 8 moments when they perceived the

momentum to be with them. Six occasions were identified when they felt their

opponent had gained the momentum: "Momentum's slightly with her now" and

3 occasions when they perceived the momentum to have leveled off.

Second Set

The second set produced a total of 228 positive RDT's, 138 neutral RDT's and

176 negative RDT's.

Cognitive anxiety [see primary appendix pages 338 and 388]

From this total, 42 RDT's were clustered around cognitive anxiety. Twenty-four

RDT's were negative and concerned themselves with negative cognitions on play

and perceived pressure on self: "Concerned I might lose the lead"; "Felt more

pressure on me now". Thirteen RDT's were positive in direction, with lack of

pressure and lack of cognitive anxiety the most cited HOST's.

Somatic anxiety [see primary appendix pages 340 and 390]

Reduction in and lack of somatic anxiety produced 13 of the 14 positive RDT's

for somatic anxiety: "Felt nice and relaxed". Only 10 negative RDT's were

found under this area, including over relaxed: "Bit too relaxed on that point"

and negative physical symptoms: "My arm started to tense up ",

Confidence [see primary appendix pages 341 and 391]

Of the 67 RDT's acknowledged under confidence, 60 were positive in direction.

They fell into HOST's such as, increase in confidence: "Confidence shot back

up" and confidence gained from play: "Love game gave me confidence". Seven
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negative ROT's were noted, 3 of which were under the HOSTof over confidence

and 3 under decrease in confidence levels: "Got a bit too cocky"; "Confidence

dropped in the last three games ".

Coping strategies [see primary appendix pages 343 and 393]

Sixty-eight ROT's were identified under the heading of coping strategies, 30 of

which were positive. These were spread over several HOST's, including

encouragement self-talk: "Told myself to keep trying" and positive use of

relaxation: "Calmed myself down by breathing slowly". Players cited 18 ROT's

for neutral ROT's, 17 of which were related to concentration issues: "Told

myself to concentrate". Only 8 ROT's were negative, with half coming under the

HOSTof negative affirmations: "Shit! Back to deuce".

Emotional response [see primary appendix pages 352 and 407]

Nineteen positive ROT's were elicited from the male players for positive

emotional response: "Feeling pretty pleased". The female players cited no

positive ROT's. Thirty-two negative ROT's were identified by all four players, 22

by the males. Frustration, annoyance and disappointment were the most cited

emotions.

Technical cognitions [see primary appendix pages 345 and 396]

Two hundred and ninety-nine ROT's were obtained for technical cognitions, 92

of which were positive. Although the males cited almost twice as many positive

ROT's than the females, both sets of players' positive thoughts revolved around

breaking: "Felt I had a chance to break", positive perceptions of points, games

and general play: "Played a good service game ". One hundred and twelve

ROT's were classed as neutral, such as: "Thinking about where to serve ".

Finally, 95 negative RDT's were identified. Negative perceptions of the game

and loss of concentration were the most cited HOST's for the females, while

perceived wasted chances and past performance cognitions were the most cited

HOST's for the males.
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Perceptions of momentum [see primary appendix pages 353 and 409]

Players identified 5 key points and/or games during the second set: "This point

could turn the match around" along with 3 moments when they perceived the

momentum to be with them. Three occasions were identified when they felt

their opponent had gained the momentum: "Things have swung back to her".

Post-match [see primary appendix pages 354 and 411]

The post-match time phase produced 63 RDT's, 51 of which were positive and 6

RDT's which were negative. Players exhibited positive emotions and relief after

winning their matches: "Thank God it was over!". The female players had more

than three times more positive perceptions (13 RDT's) of the match compared to

the males. The females attributed their wins to primarily internal factors (11

RDT's), such as being tactically and technically better, and more confident: "[I

was] maybe more confident than she was". Only one external attribution was

cited, relating to opponent"s poor play: "She didn't play the crucial points

well". The males also attributed internal factors to their performance outcome

(8 RDT's). These related to perceived control, technical/tactical issues and

pressure exerted on opponent. Two external RDT's were identified, namely

coach influence: "[An] old coach came up to me and said a couple of mental

things ...you 've got it ...you 're a guy with a lot of heart ...It did help me" and

opponents' poor play.

4.34 Losers' Results

The results from the losers during the pre-match time phase indicated that there

were 104 positive RDT's, 111 neutral RDT's and 40 negative RDT's.

Week leading up to match [see primary appendix pages 307 and 359]

In the week leading up to the match, 7 positive RDT's, 8 neutral RDT's and 10

negative RDT's were identified. Both female players stated that they were

carrying injury/fitness problems and that they had negative perceptions of

training: "I wasn"t hitting the ball great". One male player was recovering

from injury, but felt that training had been going okay. The other player felt

training had gone well and had no injury or fitness problems.
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Morning of the match [see primary appendix pages 308 and 360]

From a total of 53 RDT's collected during the morning of the match, 25 RDT's

were positive, with 23 RDT's cited by the males. Seven RDT's were negative, all

cited by the males. For example: "Second round match added pressure on me".

Although both females stated that their matches were important, they also felt

that it wouldn"t be the most important tournament of the year. One male player

gave the match high importance, while the other player did not. Only one male

player made mention of high confidence levels: "Felt confident that I could

beat him ", Although the males cited 7 RDT's under the HOST heading of

positive cognitions, they experienced a combination of both positive and

negative experiences, for example: "I saw the match as a great opportunity"; "I

knew it would be tougher than the first round". Three players, two male, used

coping strategies during this time: "Told myself I would be okay".

Arrival at the tennis centre [see primary appendix pages 310 and 362]

Arrival at the tennis centre produced 28 positive RDT's, 54 neutral RDT's and 11

negative RDT's. Only one player, a female, experienced debilitative cognitive

anxiety: "I was apprehensive about the way I was going to play. Really whether

I'd go out there playing well or whether I'd go out there slightly heavy in the

legs .. .Just how the match was going to go". While both female players had a

lack of somatic anxiety and confidence in winning their matches, the male

players made no reference to these issues.

The players set primarily task goals for their matches: "Goal was just to focus

on how I was going to play". One male and one female set the goal of winning

in conjunction with task goals: "To win the second round match and to focus on

my game plan ", One female player's goals were set in conjunction with her

coach. Three players used coping strategies: "I had a few friends there, so I was

relaxing with them. So it was pretty good. I felt it really took my mind off it for a

bit". Practice went well for all the players, although one male and one female

player felt there was some negative elements present during this time: "My feet

weren't working as well as before, but that was mainly because ...I was getting

over [jetlagfromJ America ",
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Warm-up [see primary appendix pages 316 and 365]

A total of 68 RDT's were identified during the warm-up. Three of the four

players felt the warm-up had gone well: "Did what I wanted to do ...AlI I was

trying to do was focus on good footwork and try and strike the ball early".

Indeed, positive perceptions of the warm-up were in evidence, with 35 positive

RDT's and only 8 negative RDT's present. Both the female players felt that their

opponents would be experiencing cognitive anxiety at this time: "She was

probably nervous ...[I picked up on it} in her body language. The way she

walked, the way she was rushing". Three players felt confident in their play

and two players stated that they were ready, both mentally and physically, for

their matches.

First Set

During the first set, 200 positive RDT's, 196 neutral RDT's and 288 negative

RDT's were identified.

Cognitive anxiety [see primary appendix pages 319 and 367]

For cognitive anxiety, six positive RDT's, 24 neutral RDT's and 27 negative

RDT's were found. Three players identified pressures with their play, focusing

primarily on holding serve: "More pressure on me to hold than to break", The

males elicited 8 RDT's for the HOST of negative serve cognitions: "I was

concerned I might miss first serves". While three players felt the need to exert

pressure on their opponent: "Wanted to use the next game to put pressure on

hi "1m •

Somatic anxiety [see primary appendix pages 321 and 369]

For somatic anxiety, 10 positive RDT's, 4 neutral RDT's and 32 negative RDT's

were collected. All four players experienced debilitative somatic anxiety and

negative physical symptoms: "Felt a rush of blood to my head". This made up

25 of all the negative RDT's. The positive RDT's were made up primarily of a

reduction and/or lack of somatic anxiety: "Butterflies had gone now". Two

players felt that their opponent was tensing up.
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Confidence [see primary appendix pages 322 and 370]

Thirty-one positive RDT's and 7 negative RDT's were found for confidence, The

greatest number of RDT's (12) was under the HOST of confidence gained from

play: "Got more confidence from winning the last game ". All four players

stated that they experienced good confidence levels at some stage throughout

the first set. Negative perceptions of confidence included doubts about the

serve: "Still lacking confidence on my serve ".

Coping strategies [see primary appendix pages 324 and 372]

A total of 35 positive RDT's, 8 neutral RDT's and 17 negative RDT's were present

under coping strategies, All 4 players used positive self-talk: "Tried to keep

positive by talking to myself" with 3 of the players also using negative self-talk:

"Told myself that I was stupid", Only two of the players identified thoughts on

concentration issues,

Technical cognitions [see primary appendix pages 326 and 374]

Technical issues produced 95 positive RDT's, On the whole these focused

around the areas of positive perceptions of the serve, good game plan and

chances of breaking: "Felt I had a chance to break", 151 negative RDT's were

identified, These appeared to cluster around tactical and technical errors:

"Didn't keep my eye on the ball" and task irrelevant thoughts: "Thought about

the score instead of thejob at hand", One hundred and fifty-nine neutral RDT's

were based around technical issues: "Thinking about making the first serve ",

Although the female players tended to remain focused on the present, the male

players had a tendency to reflect back on past games: "I was thinking about

past games even though I knew I shouldn't be thinking about thepast",

Emotional response [see primary appendix pages 335 and 385]

A total of 78 RDT's were cited for emotional response in the first set. Twenty-

three of these were positive in direction: "Felt pretty pleased", Frustration,

annoyance and disappointment with self and play helped to make up the 54

negative RDT's: "Frustrated at losing thefirst point ",
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Perceptions of momentum [see primary appendix pages 337 and 387]

Players identified 13 key points and/or games during the first set: "First point

was crucial" along with only 1 moment when a male player perceived the

momentum to be with him. Two occasions were identified when they felt their

opponent had gained the momentum: "Thought he had a bit of momentum".

Second Set

The second set produced a total of 241 positive ROT's, 185 neutral ROT's and

190 negative ROT's.

Cognitive anxiety [see primary appendix pages 338 and 388]

From this total, 59 ROT's were clustered around cognitive anxiety. Twenty-six

ROT's were negative and concerned themselves with negative cognitions on play

for the females: "Didn't know how to stop the errors" and perceived pressure

on self and on own play for the males: "There's pressure on me to hold here".

Fourteen ROT's were positive in direction, with opponents perceived pressure

cited the most: "Pressure IS on her to hold serve". The females produced 7

ROT's for the HOST of lack of cognitive anxiety: "Wasn't negative about the

double fault".

Somatic anxiety [see primary appendix pages 340 and 390]

Fourteen positive ROT's were identified for somatic anxiety: "Felt pretty loose".

Nine negative ROT's were found, including over relaxed: "Relaxed a bit too

much" and negative physical symptoms: "Felt tension in first serves" .

Confidence [see primary appendix pages 341 and 391]

Of the 57 RDT's acknowledged under confidence, 49 were positive in direction.

They fell into HOST"s such as, increase in confidence: "Confidence went up a

bit" and confidence in play: "Felt pretty confident in that shot". Seven negative

ROT's were noted, for example: "He's knocked my confidence".

Coping strategies [see primary appendix pages 343 and 393]

Ninety-five ROT's were identified under the heading of coping strategies, 62 of

which were positive. These were spread over several HOST's, including positive
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affirmations: "Do everything you can" encouragement self-talk: "Come on,

you're getting there" and positive use of aggression: "Told myself to be

aggressive ". Players cited 22 RDT's for neutral RDT's, 8 of which were related

to concentration issues: "Told myself to focus on the serve ''. Only 11 RDT's

were negative, with 9 RDT's coming under the HOST of negative affirmations:

"Story of my life!"

Emotional response [see primary appendix pages 352 and 407]

Thirteen positive RDT's were elicited from the male players for positive

emotional response: "Feel really happy at the moment". The female players

cited only one positive RDT: "Pretty pleased with myself'. Forty-six negative

RDT's were identified by all four players, 29 by the males. Frustration,

annoyance and disappointment were the most cited emotions.

Technical cognitions [see primary appendix pages 345 and 396]

Three hundred and seventeen RDT's were obtained for technical cognitions, 88

of which were positive. Although the males cited more than twice as many

positive RDT's than the females, both sets of players positive thoughts revolved

around positive perceptions of the serve, breaking: "Opportunity to break

here", positive perceptions of shots and general play: "Felt I was timing the

ball alright". One hundred and thirty-eight RDT's were classed as neutral, such

as technical and tactical cognitions: "Thinking about my tactics ". Finally, 91

negative RDT's were identified. Tactical and technical errors: "I was too far

behind the baseline ", negative perceptions of the serve: "Losing points on the

second serve" and negative perceptions of the opponent good play: "Heplayed

two big serves ", were the most cited HOST's. It was also noted that the male

players acknowledged 20 RDT's on task irrelevant thoughts, such as past

performances.

Perceptions of momentum [see primary appendix pages 353 and 409]

Players identified 17 key points and/or games during the second set: "4-4 is a

really big game" along with 2 moments when they perceived the momentum to

be with them. Three occasions were identified when they felt their opponent had

gained the momentum: "He's getting on a roll ".
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Post-match [see primary appendix pages 354 and 411]

The post-match time phase produced 115 RDT's, 20 of which were positive and

87 RDT'swhich were negative.

Players exhibited negative emotions and disappointment after losing their

matches: "Angry that I was 5-0 up in the tie-break [and lost the match} ". The

male players had more three times more positive perceptions (15RDT's) of the

match compared to the females. Despite the loss, the males cited 12 RDT's under

the HOST of positive perceptions of the match: "I was quite pleased with the

way I played ...! gave everything I had to give". The players attributed their

loses to both to internal factors such as lack of training (3 players), lack of

match play (2 players) and technical and tactical failure (4 players) and external

factors relating to their opponents' good play (3 players): "He kept me back a

bit more. He kept a better length...He didn't let meplay my game".

4.35 Definition of Psychological Momentum

[see primary appendix pages 357 and 414]

Although only 7 players acknowledged the existence of psychological

momentum: "Yeah [I think it exists). I did a lot of work about it with my last

coach" all 8 players went on to define what they perceived momentum to mean

to them.

Five players identified the first point in a game as being important: "The first

point is really important. [It} gives you a bit of a cushion. Serving or receiving,

which ever...Get thefirst point". Three of the male players also felt that the first

game in a set was important: "It's important to win the first game in a set ...It

gives you an edge. It's psychological ",

Five of the 8 players perceived themselves to be in control of momentum: "I

think it's how I play [that affects momentum}. I can pull the momentum back".

One female player was unsure of whether she had control of momentum or not:

"I don't really know [if momentum's down to me or not.] If the opponent hits a
good streak and just hits winners here and there and everywhere, I suppose
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momentum's in her favour slightly". Two players stated that they were aware

when they perceived to have gained or lost the momentum: "You know if you
have it or not".

Three players discussed the issue of shifts in momentum. They all felt that

momentum could change after only one or two points: "Momentum can change

in a couple of points"; "Occasionally, one point can change momentum".

These comments are in line with temporal pacing of momentum shifts made by

3 players: "It changes quitefrequently I think. In little ways ...[It] just swings so

easily from one [player] to another". Only 1 player felt that momentum

changes slowly: "It's not very often just one point does it, but I suppose if it's
match point it can. But otherwise I think it's gradually".

Gaining positive momentum was defined by 5 of the players as involving

positive effects on their play: "When I do have momentum ...I'm doing the right

thing. Going ahead and doing my game plan and getting it right. I feel like

when I'm doing that, the momentum is with me, whether I'm winning or losing

the match. I mean if the things I'm working on are going well ...that's

momentum for me"; "I'm playing better at that stage. I'm not going to lose the

point. I'm not going to lose the game. The other person is weaker in that stage

of the match than you are. So everything is on your side. You're the one in the

winning position now".

One player talked of the positive effects it had on her game: ''I'll try more

riskier shots [with momentum] ...It raises my game. I might take a ball out of the

air ...I've got more guts. I'm braver ...[and] the shots usually come off". This

player explained that for her, momentum was associated with confidence: "It

raises myperformance because Ifeel more confident ...So my game is a lotfreer

and easier".

This link with confidence was acknowledged by 3 other players: "Once you get

confident ...everyone else knows you're playing well and they're going on court

with a little bit [ojj fear and you're going on there thinking you're playing well.

You're going on court with a little bit of an edge all the time. So just keep the
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roll going"; "Your confidence goes up [and] their's goes down a bit .../fyou 've

got self-belief thenjust onepoint can suddenly give energy".

Two players discussed negative momentum effects on their game:

"Performance maybe gets a little worse because I panic when I realise that

some things are running away"; "She's doing better at that stage of the match

and a couple of errors come and creep in".

4.4 Content Analysis Discussion

Definition ofpsychological momentum

Both the winners and the losers acknowledged that momentum plays a part in

their game. Although not all the players agreed on the same definition of

momentum and how it affects their game, key issues were highlighted. The

most cited issues were, the importance of the first point in a game, perceived

self-control of momentum and the involvement of positive play, all of which

were cited by five players. Temporal pacing of momentum shifts and the link

with confidence was also noted by the players.

This diversity in definitions for psychological momentum is consistent with the

argument put forward by several researchers (Burke et al., 1997; Miller &

Weinberg, 1991)which highlight the subjective nature of the phenomenon.

Perceived self-control and positive play were the most cited factors associated

with positive momentum. These findings suggest that players perceive

themselves to be in charge of gaining positive momentum. These findings are

consistent with past research (Burke et al., 1997; Vallerand et al., 1988).

For example, in a tennis based study, Burke et al. (1997) found that spectators

associated good performance with the existence of momentum. Events such as a

sequence of good points, break of serve and aggressive/assertive play were seen

as precipitating momentum. In addition to this, a combination of good play

from one player and poor play from their opponent was also seen as a factor for
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momentum to exist. Winning the first point, found in the present study, was not

however found to be a contributing factor to the existence of momentum.

A finding inconsistent with Burke et al. (1997) was the temporal pacing of

momentum shifts. The present study found that momentum could change within

the space of one or two points. Burke et al. (1997) found shifts in momentum

required a series of shots or playas opposed to one single event.

Although all the players associated performance issues with momentum, they

also highlighted psychological issues. Four players indicated that confidence

plays a part in positive momentum. Such a finding is consistent with previous

work, which has shown that confidence is associated with momentum (Iso-

Ahola & Blanchard, 1986; Miller &Weinberg, 1991; Vallerand et al., 1988).

Experiences during time phases

During all time phases, the winners exhibited more positive experiences than

negative experiences (figure 4.1). This was most apparent during the pre-match

period, where positive experiences outnumbered negative experiences by 2: 1

and the post-match period where there were 8 times more positive than negative

experiences reported. In contrast, the losers reported a greater number of

positive experiences than negative experiences during only two of the time

phases, namely, pre-match and second set [2.5:1 and 4:1 respectively]. See

figure 4.2
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Pre-match time phase

In the week leading up to the match, distinct differences were found between

the winners and losers. Firstly, all of the winners felt that training had gone well

and they were injury-free, while two of the losers felt that training had not gone

well, with three players also showing concern over injuries or fitness problems.

All of the winners experienced pressures, either internal or external, to perform

well. Only two of the losers acknowledged the existence of such pressures.

Such a finding may be due to the significance the players' felt about their
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matches. All four winners perceived their matches to be of high importance

while only one of the losers indicated match importance.

During the morning of the match, three of the losers, two males and one female,

utilised coping strategies. No such methods were in place for the winners. The

positive mental and physical states the winners identified at this time may

explain why such methods were not needed. For example, three of the winners

indicated that they experienced high levels of confidence. Only one of the losers

fell into this category.

Having arrived at the tennis centre, the female winners were found to be

suffering from debilitative cognitive anxiety. Yet despite this, both these

players, along with one male player, had high levels of confidence. The finding

that the female players used coping strategies more than the male players at this

time may have been due to their debilitative cognitive anxiety levels. Successful

execution of these strategies may have contributed to the high levels of

confidence reported by the females.

Three of the losers used coping strategies, with only one female exhibited

symptoms of debilitative cognitive anxiety. Both female players indicated that

they were confident and had a reduction in somatic anxiety. This may have been

a result of successful use of coping strategies.

Apart from one female, who set task and ego goals, the winners set task goals

for their matches. One male and one female loser set task and ego goals, while

the other two losers set task only goals. Past research has shown that athletes

often set more than one goal to give themselves a better chance of achieving at

least one of them (Jones & Hanton, 1996). This may have occurred in the case

of the losers. The two players who set both task and ego goals, although losing

the match, managed to achieve their task goals.

Three of the winners and all of the losers felt that practice had gone well.

However, two of the losers also indicated that there were some negative aspects

within their practice session. The warm-up was also perceived positively. All of
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the winners were pleased with the way it had gone, with three of the losers

sharing a similar perception. Interestingly, three of the losers made reference to

high levels of confidence during this time, yet none of the winners discussed

their levels. Despite this, all of the winners felt both mentally and physically

ready for the match, whereas only two of the losers felt the same way. This

finding partially supports previous research, which has shown that perceived

readiness can predict both cognitive anxiety and self-confidence (Hanton &

Jones, 1995; Jones et al., 1990).

First set time phase

The losers exhibited more than four times more negative than positive

experiences for cognitive anxiety throughout the first set. Their cognitive

anxiety revolved primarily around aspects of their own game, such as their

serve, although reference was made by three of the players for the need to put

pressure on their opponent. The difference was such smaller for the winners,

with only a third more negative than positive experiences. Mahoney et al.

(1987) found elite athletes experienced less problems dealing with anxiety

rather than having less anxiety per se. This finding may be extrapolated to

include winners. In other words, that the winners in this study may have had

more control over their cognitive anxiety than the losers. However, it must be

remembered that all the winners won the first set, so they may have had less

reason to feel debilitative in the first place.

Negative somatic anxiety experiences were found in equal proportion to

positive experiences for the winners. For the losers, three times more negative

experiences than positive experiences were found. All four players exhibited

debilitative somatic anxiety through out the first set. These findings may again

be due to the winners relaxing into their game and winning the first set and the

losers eventually conceding the set.

Both the winners and losers identified more positive than negative experiences

for confidence. This was particularly true for the winners who were seven times

more positive than negative. Results from the losers showed that they were four
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times more positive. Such a finding is interesting in light of the fact that they

also experienced the same fold for negative experiences for cognitive anxiety. It

may be that when the losers play what they perceive as a good point, their

confidence levels are high, whereas what they perceive as a poor point, has

greater negative ramifications.

All eight players used coping strategies at various stages during the first set.

The winners had five times more positive than negative experiences, while the

losers had twice as many positive than negative experiences. A study by Gould,

Eklund and Jackson (1993) found that successful Olympic wrestlers had better

developed and practised, and more automated coping strategies than less

successful wrestlers. It may be that the winners in this study experienced more

positive experiences of coping strategies due to similar processes. Automated

use of coping strategies may also account for the winners lower levels of

negative experiences for cognitive anxiety.

All eight players used positive self-talk, however, three of the losers also used

negative self-talk. Such self-talk was used after what they perceived as a poor

point and was derogatory in nature. All four winners indicated that they

experienced problems with concentration during this set. Only two of the losers

experienced the same fate. It could be that the winners were at a higher level of

concentration whilst playing well and any slip may have resulted in a poor

point.

Technical issues for both the winners and losers produced a similar number of

positive and negative experiences. The winners were slightly more positive,

while the losers were slightly more negative. The losers were slightly less

focused on the present than the winners. Three of the losers, two males and one

female, tended to either look back to previous points or jump ahead to future

ones. Two of the winners, one male and one female, were found to do the same

thing. This lack of focus could be detrimental to their performance. Task

irrelevant thoughts may induce errors in play. Indeed, they acknowledged that

their mind wasn"t on the job.
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Emotional response throughout the first set was seen to be predominately more

negative in direction for the losers, with twice the number of negative

experiences to positive ones. This is perhaps not surprising due to the set

outcome for these players. However, the winners" experiences were slightly

more negative in nature as well. All 8 players were negative about poor play.

The losers thoughts revolved around lost points and games, while the winners

were concerned about not playing to standard they expected of themselves. A

potential contributing factor to their negative emotional experiences.

The losers identified 13 points and games that they perceived to be key in the

first set. The winners identified only 5 such occasions. The winners felt that

they had possession of positive momentum 8 times during the set with their

opponent possessing momentum six times. At only one time during the set did

one loser feel that they had momentum and one loser feel that their opponent

gained it. This was in spite of the fact that they identified almost three times

more key points and games in the set than the winners.

Second set time phase

Both the winners and losers exhibited twice as many negative than positive

experiences for cognitive anxiety. All four winners felt pressure on themselves

during this set, whereas only two of the losers (the males) identified such

pressure. This mirrors the finding during the pre-match period. During this time,

the winners felt they were expected to win their matches and it may be that

during the second set these thoughts surfaced once again. They were in the lead

and needed to maintain their winning form to fulfill theirs and others

expectations. This set was therefore crucial to them and as such may explain

why they exhibited more negative experiences compared to the first set.

Only the male losers experienced pressure during the second set, as they did

during the pre-match period. The males may have been exhibiting more ego

oriented thoughts compared to the females. The males may have felt pressure to

win the match and in the second set, being one set done, the realisation of this

goal slipping away may have induced debilitative cognitive anxiety in the form
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of pressure. The females on the other hand, did not show any signs of pressure

in the lead up to the match. They did not perceive the match to have great

importance and as such may not have viewed losing it as negatively as the

males during the second set.

The winners had an even split of positive and negative experiences for somatic

anxiety. This finding replicates the types of somatic experiences found during

the first set. For the losers, somatic experiences were slightly more positive than

negative. This was in contrast to the very negative perceptions of somatic

anxiety from the first set. This may be due to the losers, in particular the

females, adopting the mentality that they have nothing to lose now. This may

have caused them to loosen off and be freer in their shot making.

Two winners, one male and one female, felt that they may have been over

relaxed. This may have been caused by their high levels of confidence and in

some cases, over confidence. More than eight times more positive than negative

experiences were highlighted by the winners for confidence. This was despite

the negative cognitive anxiety experiences shown during the same time. The

losers also exhibited a greater number of positive than negative confidence

expenences.

Both groups of players used predominately emotion-focused rather than

problem-focused coping strategies (Folkman & Lazarus, 1985). This replicated

the finding from the first set. However, the losers used almost twice as many

coping strategies than the winners. In light of their situation, having lost the first

set, the losers may have felt more need to bring both their game and mental

state to a greater level than the winners through the use of such strategies.

Interestingly, both the male winners and losers exhibited similar patterns for

emotional response. They showed a greater number of positive emotional

responses than the females, yet at the same time showed more negative

emotional responses than the females. However, the losers demonstrated a

greater overall negativity compared to the winners, with more than twice the

number of negative experiences.
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Both the wmners and losers showed an equal distribution of positive and

negative experiences for technical cognitions. There were however gender

differences. The males, regardless of match outcome, had twice as many

positive than negative technical cognitions compared to the females. They also

experienced more task irrelevant thoughts, for example, focusing on past

performances and wasted chances. It appears that such thoughts were not

enough to affect overall match outcome for the winners, but may have impaired

the losers performance.

More than three times as many key moments were identified by the losers

compared to the winners. This is in line with the findings from the first set

which found more than twice the number of key moments for the losers. The

number of times the winners perceived to have momentum was less than was

found for the first set, yet more than the losers. Both the winners and losers felt

that their opponents had momentum on three different occasions. A number

similar to the first set for the losers, yet exactly half for the winners. Therefore,

although the winners felt they had momentum less in the second set compared

to the first set, they also perceived their opponent to have less momentum.

Post match time phase

The winners displayed more than eight times more positive than negative

experiences during this time phase. In contrast, the losers were four times more

negative than positive. Such a finding is perhaps not surprising due to the fact

that the losers did not win their matches.

There were no significant differences between the types of goals the players'

set, regardless of whether they won the match or not. This is in direct contrast to

the previous study, which found that task goals were set more often for

successful performances and ego goals set more often for unsuccessful

performances. This difference could be due to the nature in which the

performance outcomes were measured. The first study used a subjective

measurement of performance (successful and unsuccessful), while in this study,

performance was carried out on a purely objective plane (won and lost). As
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such, it did not allow for the individual interpretations of the performance to

come through. Because of this, a player may have still perceived the match to

be successful despite losing the match.

Gender differences were noted for both the winners and losers. For the winners,

the females were three times more positive than the males. For the losers, the

males were three times more positive than the females. In light of past research,

which has suggested that males exhibit greater levels of self-confidence

compared to females (Mahoney & Avener, 1977; Jones et al., 1991), this

finding was unexpected.

The attributions given by the winners for their performance were predominately

internal in nature. They attributed their wins primarily to positive technical and

tactical issues and positive mental state, including high confidence and

perceived control. Interestingly, in spite of the fact that all the winners felt that

training had gone well, only one player made reference to this as a cause of

performance outcome. One player even stated that training had no effect on the

match outcome. No reference was made to lack of injuries or fitness problems.

All the internal attributions were controllable, with the majority of them being

unstable in nature.

The only external attributions made were by one male, who felt a pep talk with

an old coach helped him in his match and one male and one female player"s

brief reference to opponents' poor play. Opponent attributions were unstable

and uncontrollable, for example, "He didn't attack the net on his serve".

The losers used a combination of internal and external attributions to help

explain their loss. Three of the players, two males and one female, indicated

that training had an effect on their performance, Two of the players had

previously stated that training had not gone well in the week leading up to the

match. The two females also cited lack of match practice. As with the winners,

the all the losers attributed technical and tactical issues to their downfall, this

time in a negative sense. Despite reference being made by three of the players

about injury or fitness problems in the week leading up to the match, no
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mention of this made in their attempt to explain their performance outcome. As

was found with the winners, the losers' internal attributions were predominantly

unstable and controllable in nature. These results partially support the previous

study, where effectiveness of recent training was seen as important situational

antecedents for performance.

Three of the players, two males and one female, attributed external factors,

their opponent, for the cause of their performance. A total of 19 RDT's compared

to only 3 RDT's from the winners. Indeed, there was a greater total number of

RDT's in relation to causes for match outcome for the losers than for the winners

(49 RDT's compared to 24 RDT's). This may have been due to the losers

searching for more explanations to help satisfy their disappointment over their

loss.

These findings suggest that the winners may be protecting their self-esteem

through the use of internal attributions (Nisbett & Ross, 1980). Although

findings from sport based studies have been equivocal with regards to self-

serving bias, Mullen and Riordan (1988) carried out a meta-analytic review of

studies examining this phenomenon and found that self-serving bias did exist.

Grove and Prapavessis (1995) argued that past research has produced equivocal

findings due to the failure to consider the ability level of the athletes. In their

study on squash players of high and low ability, they found the high ability

players internalised success more than failure. The findings from this the

present study appears to be consistent with Grove and Prapavessis' (1995)

work.

Gender differences were found for the types of attributions the players made.

The males identified five times as many external attributions compared to the

females (20 RDT's compared to 4 RDT's). There was a greater parity found for

internal attributions, with the males eliciting 28 RDT's and the females 31 RDT's.

Research on gender differences and attributional responses have been

equivocal. Some studies, such as Watkins & Montgomery (1989), have found

that females exhibit self-defeating attributional patterns while males exhibit
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self-enhancing patterns. In contrast, other studies have shown that gender is not

significantly related to attributional dimensions for performance outcome

(Russell, 1982; Biddle & Hill, 1992a, 1992b; Morgan, Griffin & Hayward,

1996).

However, the vast majority of research carried out in this area has examined

non-elite athletes. It may be that in the elite populations such a gender

difference may exist. In sport at its highest level, winning is often thought as

being more important than playing well (Biddle & Hill, 1992a). For an

individual sport such as tennis, losing may be seen as more detrimental to the

males' ego than females'.

The findings from this analysis show distinct patterns of positive and negative

experiences for winners and losers. For the winners, positive experiences

outnumber negative experiences during all four time phases. In contrast, for the

losers, the number of negative experiences is greater than positive experiences

during two time phases. The data therefore points towards the existence not

only of the phenomenon of psychological momentum, but also general

momentum patterns within each performance outcome.

Despite the advances made with the use of content analysis in comparison to the

statistical procedure, with the thoughts and emotions of the players being

recorded, shortcomings were still evident. Due to the nature of the analysis

procedure, quotes and paraphrases were taken out of context. In spite of the

inclusion of contextual anchoring, such as tagging the quotes to identify the

player and adding the score at the time which the quote was taken, each players'

'story' was lost. The synthesis between concepts was unable to be developed.

For example, "Ifelt too relaxed and wasn't really concentrating on what I was

doing". The story of momentum seemed to be incomplete. In addition to this,

direct comparisons between players competing against each other could not be

considered. Only broad evaluations could be made for winners and losers. To

address these criticisms, case studies were carried out to try and gain a fuller

picture of the momentum story.
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4.5 Case Studies

4.51 Case Study One: Player 1 vs Player 2

• Score Sheet: 6-4 6-4

Player 2 Player 2 Player 2 Player 1 Player 2
0-15 15-0 0-15 15-0 0-15
15-15 15-15 15-15 30-0 15-15
30-15 30-15 15-30 40-0 30-15
40-15 40-15 30-30 40-15 40-15

40-30 40-30
1-0 3-2 40-40 1-1 40-40
-1- -1- A-40 -1- A-40

Player 1 Player 1 40-40 Player 2 40-40
15-0 0-15 A-40 0-15 A-40
15-15 0-30 40-40 0-30
30-15 0-40 A-40 0-40 3-4
40-15 15-40 40-40 -1-

40-A 1-2 Player 1
1-1 2-4 40-40 0-15

40-A Player 1 0-30
Player 2 Player 2 15-0 0-40

0-15 0-15 4-5 30-0 15-40
15-15 0-30 -1- 40-0 30-40
15-30 0-40 Player 1
15-40 15-40 0-15 3-1 4-4
30-40 30-40 15-15
40-40 30-15 Player 2 Player 2
40-A 3-4 40-15 0-15 0-15
40-40 15-15 15-15
A-40 Player 1 6-4 30-15 15-30
40-40 15-0 30-30 15-40
A-40 15-15 Player 2 30-40
40-40 30-15 15-0 40-40 4-5
40-A 30-30 30-0 40-A
40-40 30-40 30-15 Player 1
40-A 40-40 30-30 1-4 0-15
40-40 A-40 40-30 15-15
A-40 40-40 Player 1 15-30

4-4 A-40 0-15 30-30
2-1 40-40 0-30 30-40

A-40 0-40 40-40
Player 1 15-40 A-40
15-0 1-0
15-15 4-2 6-4
30-15
40-15

2-2
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• Graphical Representation
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Figure 4.3a Case Study One: Winner
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Figure 4.8 Case Study One: Depression comparisons
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Figure 4.11 Case Study One: Energy comparisons

• Comparison of graphical data

Player 1: As the match proceeded, a divergency between cognitive anxiety and

confidence occurred. As confidence increased and was maintained, cognitive

anxiety decreased. Somatic anxiety intensity also decreased in a similar fashion

to cognitive anxiety, Fatigue intensity was low until near the end of the match,

when it increased. Energy remained high throughout the match. Depression and

anger were rated as very low and were unchanged throughout the match.

Player 2: Cognitive anxiety remained low throughout the match, while

confidence, on the whole, fluctuated from high to average until the end of the

match where it decreased. Somatic anxiety followed a similar pattern to

confidence. An inverted-U pattern was found for fatigue, while energy

remained average to high until a big decrease at the end of the match. Anger

rose dramatically at the end of the first set and end of the match. Depression

remained low until a small increase at the end of the match.
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• Broad overview of match

Player 1

Pre-match

Player 1 felt that training had been going well the week leading up to the match.

She put this down to the lack of concerns off the court: "Unless you've got

problems outside of tennis, there's no reason for me not to be training well ".

She rated the match as very important to her, and that this importance may have

had a negative effect: "I think it had a detrimental effect on my tennis, because I

was a bit nervous ''. Her only goal was to win the match, and she had a game

plan to help achieve this goal: "I know [opponent} well, so I knew what I had to

do against her in order to play better and to win ...I knew my game plan ...but I

talked it over with [coach}, just incase he came up with anything different".

Player 1 woke up excited on the morning of the match but had concerns about

playing well: "I was excited but also nervous. Worried that maybe I wasn't

going to perform well. Yes, I was nervous, butterflies and things ... but I think in

a good way because it made me aware of how I was feeling and how I had to

be ". When she arrived at the tournament site, she used various coping strategies

to deal with these nerves: "Ijust sort of took myself away from the surroundings

and everyone talking [about the matches} ". She also used self-talk to try and

reassure herself: "In my mind I'm always thinking, don't put pressure on

yourself. Don't worry about it, it's only a tennis match. I don't know [if it

worked}. I haven't found another way that makes me feel better, so I suppose

it's working at the moment, but I was still nervous out on court ",

Although she said she felt confident going into the match, as she was ranked

higher than her opponent, she indicated that this also added pressure: "This is a

big tournament. You've got a higher rank than her. I do put a lot of pressure on

myself'. The pressure seemed to affect her goal orientation: "Makes you very

outcome conscious ",
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During match

During the warm-up, Player 1 stated that she had calmed down considerably.

However, she complained that she still felt a degree of physical tenseness:

"Your bodyfeels sort ofjellyfish ...More in my arms. My legs get heavy and then

my arms get wobbly". She perceived her opponent to be suffering from nerves

as well. ."I did notice that she wasn't very consistent at all ...[It made me} a bit

more confident, because then you see that obviously she's nervous". By the end

of the warm-up, she felt she had loosened off and was ready, both physically

and mentally, for the match.

This coincides with the graphical data obtained from the questionnaire. Her

anger, fatigue and depressed states were all rated as +1 on the intensity scale

and 0 on the directional scale. Her cognitive and somatic anxiety both dropped

in intensity from waiting to go on court. Interestingly, these drops did not result

in a more positive perception for direction. Somatic anxiety remained at -2,

while cognitive anxiety remained at +1. Both her energetic and confidence

states increased in intensity and remained positive in direction.

By the end of the second game, first set, Player 1 continued to experience a drop

in cognitive and somatic anxiety intensity. In particular, her somatic anxiety

dropped resulted in a positive increase in direction, from -2 to +1. She

commented during the second game that her physical condition had improved:

"I was moving up to [the ball] ...My legs weren't so heavy now". She also

indicated a decrease in cognitive anxiety: "It's leveled now, not so nervous. Got

the advantage and my returns are good". She felt that her level of confidence

was still high: "Pretty high. About the same as the start of the match". This was

confirmed from the questionnaire data. Finally, her levels of anger, depression

and fatigued remained the same as before. Indeed, there is no graphical change

in any of these factors until the second set.

Having won the first set 6-4, Player 1 cognitive anxiety intensity dropped again,

while the intensity of her somatic anxiety remained the same. No directional

change was noted for either factor. Her confidence, although unchanged at +3

for direction, increased in intensity. These fluctuations were described in a
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quote from the player: "Relief And, okay, now you've got the first set. A big

part of the match is finished. I feel more relaxed. I feel like I can start to play

properly now because I haven't got thepressure. If the worst comes to the worst
and I lose this set, we're still levels". The only other graphical change was a

slight drop in energetic intensity, but she still perceived this level as very

positive, rating it as +3 in directionality.

At the end of the second game of the second set, Player 1 confidence and

cognitive anxiety intensity levels were unchanged. The directionality of

confidence remained at +3, while cognitive anxiety dropped slightly from +1 to

o in direction. She described her confidence throughout the second game. At

30-0: "Being confident now". At 40-0: "Got an easy point, so I can gain a bit

more confidence". She also felt that she had the momentum at this time. A

factor which may be linked to her high level of confidence. Her somatic anxiety

level decreased in intensity and increased in direction, from +1 to +3. During

this second game, she stated that she felt more relaxed. At 15-0: "Relaxed a

little bit". At 40-15: "Still fairly relaxed now". Despite no mention in the

interview, the questionnaire data showed a slight increase in energetic intensity,

though no change in directionality, remaining at +3.

Post-match

On completion of the match, Player 1 experienced a slight decrease in intensity

for energy levels, while exhibiting a slight increase in fatigue intensity.

Depression remained unchanged throughout the whole match, for both intensity

(+ 1) and direction (0). The intensity of her anger increased only marginally.

This change could be linked to the rating she gave her performance: "My

concentration was going in and out, especially in the second set. And I didn't

playas well as I wanted to play ...{f would rate it as} very, very average". Her

anger appeared to have no effect upon her depression levels. Confidence levels

remained constant over the whole of the second set, to the end of the match.

This may be explained by the achievement of her goal, which was to win. She

was also pleased that areas she had been working on in practice, had paid off

during the match: "One of the huge things that really pleased me...was that I
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didn't feel that I'd played that well, but ...1 knew that there were things that ...1

was working on...{which} does actually help me". Her somatic intensity level

was unchanged from the beginning of the second set. Her cognitive anxiety

intensity dropped slightly and became more positive in direction, from 0 at the

start of the second set to +3. This seemed to reflect her interview data: "Thank

God that's over! ...It was quite a daunting match and I didn't enjoy it. I didn't

have to think about it any more".

She attributed her win to being the better player: "I had more to hurt her on the

day, tactically, technically and mentally". She felt that her training had no

effect upon her performance outcome, but did concede that her confidence

levels may have helped: "Maybe I was more confident on the day to beat her,

than she was to beat me". Inwinning the match, Player 1 clearly achieved her

goal.

Player 2

Pre-match

Player 2 had sustained any injury three weeks before this match. Because of

this, she felt that her training had been impeded: "I hadn't trained that much

because I was injured". However, she did compete in a tournament the week

before this match and beat one of the top seeds.

Although not perceived as very important, she did want to do well at the

tournament and in this match. She did not expect to win the match, but felt she

was in a good position to challenge her opponent: "I knew that I would be a

dangerous floater ...It was the kind of match that I lookforward to because I'm

sort of the underdog and I'm not expected to win. But I know I am capable of

winning". She rated her chances of winning at 40:60. She set the goal of

wanting to play her best: "I just wanted to go out there and do my best

really ...Just sort of going to go and see how it went".

The morning of the match was spent trying to relax. As the match was later on

in the day, she used strategies to switch off from tennis: "I try not to think too
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much. Because if I start thinking about things too much, then it makes me

nervous ...! stayed with friends ...sort of chatted about they had been up

to... Watched a few matches ...popped into town...Just dossed about really. Just

tried to switch off from it". Her confidence remained high and her perceived

pressure was minimal: "I put some pressure on myself, but I know I can't be

expected to win the [tournament] ...When I'm on court, it's me...no pressure

from anyone else ".

During match

Player 2 experienced some somatic anxiety as she walked out onto court, but

perceived this to be a good thing for her performance: "A little bit of butterflies

going onto court ...It's probably a good sign. I mean it's something that shows

that you care". She was pleased to have got on court, after the long wait. At the

start of the warm-up she complained of feeling a bit sluggish: "[felt a bit rusty,

but I was just trying to relax and keep hitting really". She stated that she still

felt a bit tense and began to have some doubts about her play: HI was thinking I

don't want to have a horror, 6-0 6-0". As the warm-up went on, she felt that

she was looser and was hitting the ball better. The data obtained from the

questionnaire showed a slight increase in cognitive anxiety intensity,

confirming the interview data, but the directionality was neutral, which suggests

that the concerns of losing to love were not as detrimental as first suspected.

Graphically, her somatic anxiety level remained constant in both intensity and

direction. Her energy level increased in both intensity and direction, while her

fatigue level decreased in intensity and increased in direction. Such an

interaction mirrored the interview data. Her confidence level, she felt, was:

"About average". Questionnaire data showed a dip in intensity for confidence

from waiting to go on court, to the end of the warm-up. However, the intensity

was rated as average, as stated in the interview data. Finally, her levels of

depression and anger were rated as +1 and +2 and 0, respectively, for direction.

She observed that her opponent was feeling anxious: "I think she'd have been

very nervous playing ...I'd say the all the pressure's on her. She'd done well in

the summer ...and I was quite a dangerous floater". Although she felt the
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pressure was on her opponent, she did not perceived this as having any effect on

her.

At the end of the second game of the first set, Player 2 had very few fluctuations

in her questionnaire data. Somatic and cognitive anxiety, anger, depression and

energy intensity levels were all unchanged from the end of the warm-up. Her

fatigue intensity level dropped from 5 to 2 and direction increased from 0 to +3.

This was a point of interest as her energy intensity remained constant. There

appeared, therefore, to be no interaction between these two factors. The lack of

fluctuations for the five factors, may be due to a comment she made at the end

of the first game: "When I'm winning then I don't really think very much as all.

I'm on automatic pilot". Her confidence intensity and direction levels increased

slightly. This may have been due to holding her serve in the first game:

"Feeling more confident now. Got the game under my belt ", and having played

some good points in the second game: "A shot like that definitely gives you

confidence ".

At the end of the first set, Player 2 experienced fluctuations in four of the seven

factors. Cognitive anxiety, confidence and fatigue intensity levels remained

static. The greatest increase was for anger, which increased from 1 to 9 in

intensity and 0 to -2 in direction. This shift was displayed in her interview data:

"I was pissed off. ..I'm just annoyed...angry". She also indicated an increase in

somatic anxiety, from a 5 to a 8 in intensity and 0 to -2 in direction: "Feeling

tense definitely and that was probably not good". Her slight drop in energy

intensity, from 8 to 7 may have accounted for her admission that she was not

moving well around the court during the last game in the set: "I'm making

mistakes ...not moving". The final fluctuation was for depression, which

increased from 1 to 2 for intensity and +2 to 0 for direction, suggesting that it

had little effect for her. This seemed to be borne out in a comment she made at

the end of the set: "I don 'tfeel depressed, Ifeel angry".

At two all in the second set, energy intensity was the only factor not to

fluctuate, remaining at 7. The greatest fluctuation, both for intensity and

direction, was in anger. Intensity had dropped from 9 to 3 and direction
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increased from -2 to +2. This drop in intensity coincided with a drop in

intensity for both cognitive and somatic anxiety. The interview data confirmed

this: "I've forgotten thefrustrations of thefirst set ...[I'm] not really worried...!

didfeel tense, but less tense than I did before ". Confidence and depression both

decreased in intensity by one point on the Likert scale; Fatigue intensity

increased by the same margin. No comments were made by Player 2 about these

fluctuations.

Post-match

After losing the match, Player 2 experienced an increase in intensity for

cognitive anxiety, fatigue, depression and anger. The greatest increase being for

fatigue and anger, both of which increased by threefold. Although Player 2 did

not specifically indicate feeling of fatigue in her interview data, she did express

her anger about the match outcome: "Pissed off. ..I had opportunities and I just

wasted them ". Her increase in fatigue may be related to the decrease in intensity

for energy, which fell by five points. Confidence intensity dropped and so too

did somatic anxiety. A point of interest is the directionality for all seven factors.

Regardless of their ratings for the last time period, at the end of the second

game of the second set, Player 2 rated them all at 0 at the end of the match. This

suggests that despite fluctuations in their intensities, her cognitive appraisal

created a neutral perception.

She rated her performance as average: "I'd say five ...very average", and

attributed her loss primarily to internal factors: "I'd say I probably lost the

match. I mean she played well at times but I basically gave her points. The

important points in the match...[It was down to] lack of match play and

practice ...Just rustiness really". She did not accept the fact that her injury had

any bearing on the match outcome: "Mypreparation hadn't been ideal because

of my injury...but I mean ...I'djust put it down to lack of match play". Her goal

of wanting to play her best, was not achieved.
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• Review of key moments

Table 4. 5 Study one summary of key moments

PLA YER 1 vs PLAYER 2

PLAYER SCORE

FIRST SET

Player 2: Key game
Player 1: Key point
Player 2: Momentum up and down
Player 1: Momentum with self
Player 1: Lack of momentum
Player 1: Momentum with opponent
Player 2: Key game
Player 2: Key point
Player 2: Key game
Player 2: Key point
Player 2: Key game
Player 2: Key point
Player 1: Momentum with self

0-1
0-1115-0
1-1140-40

2-2
2-3

2-3/0-30
3-4

4-4/0-15
4-4/40-40
4-4/40-A

5-4
5-4/0-15

6-4

SECOND SET

Player 2: Key game
Player I : Momentum with opponent
Player 1: Momentum with self
Player 2: Changes in momentum
Player 2: Key game
Player 1: Changes in momentum
Player 2: Key game
Player I: Momentum with opponent
Player 1: Loss of momentum
Player 2: Key game

0-1
0-1
1-1
4-1
4-2

4-2/15-40
4-3

4-3/0-40
4-3/0-40

4-4
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First Set

Game 0-1

Player 2 serving

It was important for Player 2 to hold her serve in the first game of the set. She

viewed this game as one of the key games in the match. She felt that she was

still suffering from some nerves, but not enough to disrupt her play: "I'd be a

little bit nervous, but not anything silly ". When she missed some first serves,

she attributed this to a combination of poor technique and lapse of

concentration: "Just bad technique. The throw-up was lack of concentration. It

wasn't down to nerves ". Having held the game, she increased her confidence

and began to think ahead to the next game: "Feeling more confident now. Got

the first game under my belt, name on the scoreboard. Let's see what she's got

to offer on her serve ".

Although Player 1 did not feel that this was a key game, she was still

disappointed in losing it. Her goal was to break her opponents serve and play

some good points. In failing her short term goal, she attributed it to her nerves:

"Just pushing [the shots] toofar ...You see, to that one [15-30J, I didn't move

myfeet or anything ...My legs were still heavy, arms still a bit wobbly. Just not

into the match ''. Going back to the chair, Player 1 conceded it was not a good

game, however, she tried to focus on the next game: "I didn't think a great

deal. It wasn't one of my best games. I'd be thinking now about myfirst service

game. I'd be a bit more easy because I'm serving".

Game 1-1

Player 1 serving

Player 1 saw the first point as key to the outcome of the game: "It's quite

important to win the first part of the game ". Going up to serve for this point,

she experienced negative emotions: "Panic, mostly ", However, she won the

point, which she felt helped her to calm down a bit. After winning the game, she

felt that her feet were not as heavy as in they were in the first game, and that she

had settled down into the match: "It's levelled now, [soJ not so nervous. Got the

advantage and my returns are good. It felt good to get that game under my belt.

[My confidenceJ is pretty high ", Despite this confidence, she still had some
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concerns about her opponents serve though: "Her first serve can be quite

difficult to return. Especially when you're nervous and your feet aren't

moving".

Player 2 explained how her match cognitions would change, depending upon

how well that match was going: "If I'm winning, I switch off. I'm on automatic

pi/ot...lt's only when I'm losing or it's a very tight match, where I have to think

I have to do different things in order to change things". Although Player 2 lost

the game, she expected her opponent to hold serve, so was not disappointed

with the outcome. Indeed, the only point that she won, at 15-15, helped her

confidence level: "Definitely gave me confidence. It was a long rally. I was

quite clever to hit the baseline".

Game 1-2

Player 2 serving

Player 2 felt pressure to hold serve in this game. She felt that she relied on her

good serves to carry her through her matches: "My serve is one of my

strengths ... it helps to win a load of points ... and if I lose my serve ... ". At 15-40,

she focused on staying positive: "Not sort of panicking too much, because I

mean, it's only two points H. She executed two good first serves and drew the

score level at 40-40. This helped to increase her confidence. She traded points

with her opponent, playing six advantage points, before eventually winning the

game. She felt that the momentum was shifting back and forth throughout the

game. It was not helped, she felt, by the lack of match play and its

consequences: "[I wasn't] moving my feet, which was down to lack of match

play. I'm feeling a bit stiff ..1 was a bit tighter because of the stiffness in the

arm. I felt I lost my rhythm slightly", She went on to explain that because of

this, she did not feel in control of the match: "I couldn't dictate what I wanted

to do H, Winning the game on the third game point, brought relief to Player 2:

"Thank God for that!", She reflected on the game long enough to give herself

credit for her serves: "At 15-40, I hit good serves, A lot of good serves in that

game, so".
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Player 1 sensed that her opponent was under pressure: "I though she was really

nervous". At break point, at 15-40, Player 2 again noted her opponent's nerves:

"Now she's really under pressure. That's her first game with really a lot of

mistakes ...She 's still making errors, which shows she's really nervous ", During

the six advantage points, Player 1 experienced fluctuations, not specifically in

momentum, but in mood state. Losing her first advantage point: "Good serve.

That can be quite annoying. Just annoying. It didn't really affect my

confidence". Losing the deuce points: "It's frustrating. Youjust want tofinish

it off. Sometimes you make an unforced error. Frustrating". She reflected on

the game when she sat down at change of ends. Using self-talk, she tried to get

herself in a more positive frame of mind: "If I get down on myself in my head,

then I do try and step out and look down and see what's happening, and try and

be realistic".

Game 2-2

Player 1 serving

Player 1 went on to win this game quite comfortably. She perceived that she had

momentum and went on to explain why she felt: "I'd say [momentum} was lying

with me. I just won the last game and I got very close to breaking her [on the

last game}. So she hasn't got close to breaking mine". The outcome of the last

few games, in conjunction with her perceived momentum, allowed her to view

the match very favorably: "From here I can see that I will win the match ",

Player 2 had very little to say about this game, except that she felt her

opponent"s play with still a bit patchy: "She's hitting some good shots, but

she's hitting some bad ones as well". She expected her opponent to hold serve

and did not perceive the momentum was with her opponent.

Game 2-3

Player 2 serving

Player 1 felt that she had lost a degree of concentration during this game. At 15-

0: "I'd be a bit annoyed with myself Maybe concentrating less. Didn't get right

back into it, because I won my serve I'd be thinking it was a good game. Maybe

a bit too relaxed ", She felt that momentum was neither with her nor her
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opponent: "I wouldn't say it was either way. It depends a lot on this [next}

game. See how I concentrate here". She seemed to link momentum with her

concentration level: "Concentration is a big factor. Just realising when you

have momentum and holding onto it, rather than having momentum and

thinking about something else entirely. It's a big part of the game".

Player 2, although frustrated with her errors, had very little to say on this game.

She had the game and being in the lead, switched off at the change of ends. No

reference was made to momentum.

Game 2-4

Player 1 serving

Player 1 highlighted a shift in momentum at 0-30: "I'd say a momentum change

there. It's shifting back to [opponent]". She linked this shift in momentum and

the loss of the game, to a lack of concentration: "A bad game. I'd be pretty

annoyed with myself about that. Just not concentrating. Why aren't you

concentrating? You have to concentrate now, 2-4".

At 0-30, Player 2 was aware of her opponents annoyance: "I'm aware of [her

annoyance], but I don't pay much attention to her behaviour. It doesn't much

difference". It seemed that Player 2 was unaware that her opponent felt she had

lost her momentum and that she had gained it. In breaking serve, Player 2

thought her opponent had given the game to her: "[I've] not done much. She's

basically given me thepoints. She gave me that game". She did not feel that she

had gained any momentum, but did indicate that her confidence level was

affected in a positive direction: "I was feeling pretty confident. I had a break

and I was 4-2 up".

Game3-4

Player 2 serving

Player 2 felt that this was a key game in the set. She had broken her opponents

serve in the last game and wanted to consolidate by holding her own serve.

When she lost the game, her thoughts focused back on the previous games:

"Frustration having got the advantage and then let it slip. Been disappointed
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with that ...1jumped up the steps tofall back down again. I've got to be ready to

start all over again ",

Player 1 broke her opponents' serve and perceived her concentration to have

improved. She explained the use of self-talk, to gain an increase in her

concentration: "The way I talk to myself when I'm playing a match. It's as if
someone else, my coach, [is talkingJ. 1'1/ actually speak to myself, saying my

name. Say, this isn't good enough *, you've got to start concentrating". She did

not become complacent about the return of her concentration: "3-4, still not

definitely back in it yet, though. So keep concentrating...!t 's improved, but I still

need to have the consistency there. I can't forget about it because I've played

one reasonable game. I certainly can't allow myself to think it's easy".

Game4-5

Player 2 serving

Player 2 perceived this to be another key game in the match. Her opponent had

won the previous game and pulled the score back to 4-4. The situation was

starting to tell on her: "Bit of pressure on me now. Feeling a bit tight". Losing

the first point, on what she perceived to be a bad line call, was seen as one of

two key points in the game. When she reached 15-15, her thoughts turned to the

lost first point: "That was quite a big point, because I would have been 30-0

there, instead of 15-15. That was a very big point ...The first point makes you

feel more confident. Instead [I'm] on the defensive a little bit. I'm catching up ",

The length of the game, in combination with eventually losing it, gave added

significance to the lost point at 0-15: "Thatpoint would be even more important

because of the length of the game. I [was] 40-30 up, which means I would have

won the game! So I'm having a long game, which I eventually lose ". Player 2

found her standard of play fluctuated during the game. She internally attributed

for the loss of points: "I'm quite negative now. I always think it's myfault that

the other person's winning, as opposed to them actually playing well ", The

second key point was during the second break point: "That is a good serve and

this is a shocking forehand! That was what I lost the game on. I remember that

because it was a good serve. I lose it here now". She blamed the loss, once

again on internal attributions: "My technique wasn't very good. I got a bit
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excited and I came in and went down on it. I mean that was terrible". The loss

of the game left her in a negative state of mind: "I'm just pissed off right

now ...Just annoyed at that game". She did however, maintain her confidence in

coming back in the set: "Neverfeel that I've lost that set. Not until the last point

in the set".

Player 1was relieved to have held onto her serve in the last game and wanted to

stay positive in this game, to be in with a chance to break. At no times during

this game, did Player 1 feel that there were any key points. However, like Player

2, she felt that her game was fluctuating. At 15-15: "It's kind of off and on

again. There's no realpattern to thepoints". She felt that at times her mind was

on the past, for example, at 30-40: "I don't think I'm in the present now,

actually. I think I'm not really concentrating that well ...! shouldn't need to be

forced ...to make myself concentrate". At 40-A, the lapses in concentration were

having a debilitative effect on her: "I'm very annoyed with that. I've played all

good strong points and suddenly to throw in that ...You can tell it's going round

in my mind. She's an advantage up, she's more relaxed". It was only after

winning the game, that she analysed where her lapses of concentration

occurred: "It's the advantage points I'm playing well, because I have to play

them well or I'm going to lose the game. I'm forcing myself to do it. So

maybe ...I'm relaxing and thinking, it's deuce here, well okay. The in the

advantage points, it's Oh God! The advantage points are really good and the

deuce points are longer, we're rallying more". Player 1won the game on her

second break point.

Game 6-4

Player 1 serving

Player 2 was annoyed at having lost the last game. Her negative mental state:

"I'm frustrated and I'm irritable. I'm wanting to playa couple of good point.

I'm pissed off!", was lifted temporarily when she won the first point in the

game, a key point for her: "That's what I needed, definitely". However, she

went on to lose the next four points, the game and the first set. She described

the spiral of negativity she experienced: "More irritable and frustrated.

Probably not thinking about it consciously, but a little bit pissed off about that
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[last} game. In making the mistakes, I sort of increased the frustration". She

indicated how this negativity affected her play: "Three backhands I've missed

in that game and it's supposed to be your best shot. That's dire H. Her thoughts,

having lost the set, were on the lead she had lost earlier in the set: "Pissed off.

Christ, 4-2 up serving, then to get back to deuce. Dodgy line call, two sitting

shots. Just given it away".

Player 1 felt relieved to have held onto her serve to win the first set. She

perceived that the pressure was off her now and she could relax: "A big part of

the match isfinished. I feel more relaxed. I feel like I can start to play properly

now because I haven't got the pressure. If the worst comes to the worst and I

lose this set, we're still levels ...1 think my game will change now ...I'Il move

around easier". Player 1, in winning the first set, felt that she had the

momentum.

Second Set

Game 0-1

Player 2 serving

Player 2 felt this game was a key game in the match. She described the

importance of it: "First game in the set is massive. Especially the second set.

Having lost the first one and lost the last four games ...1 need this game to get

over [losing the last set}". She allowed two game points to slip away, but won

the game on the third: "It seemed like a long game. Three deuces. Third time

lucky". Winning the game helped her to restore some confidence in herself:

"That would have been good for my confidence. That made quite a big

difference H.

Player 1 experienced yet another lapse in her concentration during this game.

She also highlighted the fact that she wasn"t as relaxed as she wanted to be,

despite her comments after the last set: "Annoyed because I'm not

concentrating. Probably not relaxed". She felt that her opponent had managed

to relax and increase her level of play: "I think • is now quite relaxed. She's

stepping up her game". She attributed her loss of the first game in this set on

both internal and external factors: "I shouldn't have lost that game ...obviously
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concentration is lost again... But she was serving such a great one ...She

relaxed a bit as well, so she'd raised her game ". Having lost that game, she

perceived the momentum to be lying slightly with her opponent: " ...but not a

great deal H.

Game 1-1

Player 1 serving

Player 1 regained her concentration and went on to win the game, to level the

score. She felt she had relaxed in this game and also thought her opponent

looked relaxed. Having won the game, she perceived the momentum to be with

her.

Player 2 was looking to break her opponent in this game. The confidence she

gained from winning the last game gave her the impetus to keep thinking

positively. However, she lost the game and attributed it to lack of match play:

"Shots like that are through lack of tennis balls. I'd probably feel quite

embarrassed about that. Crap game". Losing the game did not dishearten her,

but she did admit to feeling tense.

Game 4-1

Player 2 serving

Having lost the last two games to love, Player 2 wanted to get back into the

match. She gave herself credit when she won a point, for example at 30-15:

"That was a good shot *", but was aware that she was not playing as well as

she had hoped: "It's all going very pear-shaped at the moment H. When she lost

the game, she used self-talk to urge her on: "Come on, let's make the score

respectable. Get a few more games. See what happens ", She highlighted that

this game elicited a bit change in momentum.

Player 1 sensed that her opponent was upping her level of play, At 30-15 she

began to think more about the types of thoughts she was experiencing: "She's

playing a bit better now. Putting a bit more pressure on. So that will kind of

make me think a bit ...making myself aware of how my mind's been working the

last couple of games, if I'm starting to switch off at any stage ", She concluded
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that her level of focus had gone down in comparison to the last couple of

games: "Last couple of games I was focusing really well. This game, not so

much. Kind of in and out ...still thinking about tennis, but it's not really

intense". When she won the game on the advantage point, her thoughts strayed

into the future: "Thinking, okay, continue this and you've won it. But I might

also be jumping ahead too much and thinking, okay, two games and you've won

this". She tried to use self-talk to bring herself back to the present: "I don't

block it out. I talk it through to myself, sort of say, well no, that's not the case

because you know what can happen in those situations". Although her

confidence levels were up, she made no mention of any perceived momentum

shifts.

Game 4-2

Player 1 serving

Player 2 stressed the need to win this game and its importance in the match:

"Fairly important, yeah! I need to break her." She broke her opponent and won

the game quite comfortably. This gave her some extra confidence: "A little bit

more confident. Okay *, come on. Let's see ifyou can hold your serve now".

Player 1 felt the pressure had eased off her coming into this game. It was

because of this lack of pressure she felt she lost her serve and the game: "{I]

probably wasn't so intense because I've relaxed a little bit. Because I'm

relaxed ...{IJ definitely lost concentration". At 0-40, for example, errors started

to creep in: "Just not focusing well". Although she did not perceive this to be a

key game, she was very disappointed in losing her serve: "Be annoyed there.

Just threw it away".

Game 4-3

Player 2 serving

In winning the last game, Player 2 felt that this was another key game. The

confidence she gained from breaking her opponent allowed her to be more

positive in this game: "I've done something worth being positive about".

Although she felt she was playing well, indeed increasing her level of play:

"I've got a bit better. I'm much better than in the game when I lost the first set.
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I've gone up again to how I was in the beginning of the first set", she

maintained that she was winning because of her opponents poor play: "The

thing is though, it's mainly her making mistakes here. I'm not making as many

mistakes, but she's making more, definitely ...which is why I'm winning games ".

She felt that there were times during the game where she did not take her

chances. At 40-40: "It's like you've got a little gap to come into there and

you're not wanting to take it. Come on! ", These loses of perceived

opportunities caused her to become negative: "It's going very pear-shaped".

She did utilise positive self-talk to win game point: "Come on now *. She can't

befeeling great at the moment. Let's try and take advantage of it ''. Her positive

self-talk continued after winning the game: "That's the way now. Back in the

game now. Let's see what we can do. This game the pressure's on her. Come

'"on..

Player 1 sensed there was more pressure on her in this game, than there had

been in the past. She also sensed that her opponent was starting to relax: "* is

re/axing now because she has nothing to lose, really. Two-four down, the match

is nearly finished. Maybe she can sense a little bit of change in momentum ".

This perceived change in momentum appeared in her self-talk: "She canfeel the

change. You're going to have to do something about it". Despite pulling back to

deuce, Player 1was still having problems with her concentration: "That's given

me confidence, but it's still not enough. I'm focusing on match point ".

Reflecting back on the lost game, she felt that she had allowed her opponent

back into the match: "That was a bad game ... What a waste. Didn't play very

well at all. I'm letting her back in ", She was aware of the need to improve her

mental state: "I'm not workingprobably hard enough on the court ...mentally".

Game4-4

Player 1 serving

This was the final key game for Player 2. She felt the pressure was on her

opponent to hold serve: "She's lost two game on the trot. I'm creeping back.

I'm never going to give up. She knows that. So she's got to go out there and hit

good shots, because I'm not going to give it to her". Having this positive

mentality allowed her to relax a bit more. She reached 40-0 and felt she was
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playing well. She seemed to attribute this to focusing on each point and not

jumping ahead: "Very much, one point at a time. Focus on each point". The

two points she lost in this game, she saw as being down to her opponents good

play, rather than anything she did wrong: "She's had to come out and hit two

good points ". Pulling the set back to 4-4, having been 4-1 down, gave Player 2

a great deal of confidence: "Confidence feeling a lot better. I'm back in the

game again. The game's on. So we start again here, now. I'm back on the same

step".

Player 1 felt more pressure on herself in this game. At 0-40, she sensed that

things had changed: "Mentally things have definitely changed. It's swung back

to * and I really need to start concentrating. I lost [momentum] and then she

gained it. She canprobably sense thatfrom me ", She lost the game on her serve

and this had a detrimental effect upon her level of confidence: "[My

confidence] is not that high. It dropped quite quickly in three games, because I

didn't play them very well". Despite the drop in confidence, Player 1 eventually

went on to win the match.

• Summary of case study one

Distinct differences were found for the graphical data for both players. The

results from Player 1 exhibited a decline in cognitive and somatic anxiety, an

increase in confidence throughout the time phases. Feelings of anger,

depression and fatigue remained low, while levels of perceived energy were

high. In contrast, Player 2 data indicated peaks and troughs for all seven factors

throughout the same period.

When data for each factor were analysed for direct comparison, results showed

divergent patterns. These tended to be more positive in direction for the winner

(Player 1) and more negative for the loser (player 2). However, interestingly

Player 1 showed higher levels of cognitive anxiety for four out of the six

different time phases.
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Four games during the match went to two or more deuces. Each of these games

was on Player 2's serve, of which she held and won three of them. Player 1

indicated that she experienced a decrease of concentration during three of these

lost games, in particular on advantage points, and during other times highlighted

as key moments. This loss of concentration was associated with an increase in

perceived pressure, negative emotions and either an over relaxed state or not

being relaxed enough. Player 2, in winning three of these games indicated an

increase in confidence.

Player 2 identified ten key moments during the match, either points or games

and won six of them. In contrast, Player 1 only identified one key moment,

which she won.

The key issues emergmg from the data appeared to be maintenance of

concentration for Player 1 and stability of factors such as confidence and energy

for Player 2.
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4.52 Case Study Two: Player 3 vs Player 4

• Score Sheet: 6-3 6-3

Player 3 Player 3 Player 3 Player 3 Player 4
15-0 0-15 15-0 15-0 0-15
30-0 0-30 30-0 30-0 0-30
40-0 15-30 30-15 30-15 15-30

15-40 30-30 40-15 30-30
1-0 30-40 40-30 40-30 30-40
.!, 40-40 40-40 40-40

Player 4 A-40 A-40 3-1 40-A
0-15 .!, 40-40
15-15 4-1 6-3 Player 4 40-A
30-15 .!, -!. 0-15
40-15 Player 4 Player 4 15-15 3-6

15-0 15-0 30-15
1-1 15-15 30-0 40-15

15-30 40-0
Player 3 30-30 40-15 2-3

0-15 40-30 40-30
15-15 40-40 Player 3
30-15 2-4 A-40 0-15
40-15 40-40 15-15

Player 3 A-40 15-30
2-1 15-0 40-40 30-30

15-15 A-40 30-40
Player 4 30-15 40-40 40-40
15-0 30-30 A-40 A-40
30-0 40-30
30-15 1-0 4-2
30-30 5-2
30-40 Player 3 Player 4
40-40 Player 4 15-0 15-0
40-A 15-0 30-0 30-0
40-40 15-15 40-0 40-0
40-A 30-15 40-15

30-30 3-4
1-3 40-30 1-1

Player 3
3-5 Player 4 15-0

15-0 30-0
15-15 30-15
30-15 40-15
30-30
30-40 5-3

1-2
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• Graphical Representation
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• Comparison of graphical data

Player 3: As the match proceeded, a divergency between cognitive anxiety and

confidence occurred. As confidence increased and was maintained, cognitive

anxiety decreased. Somatic anxiety intensity also decreased in a similar fashion

to cognitive anxiety. Fatigue intensity was low until near the end of the match,

when it increased. Energy remained high until the end of the match and then

decreased. Depression and anger were unchanged throughout the match.

Player 4: Depression, energy and fatigue fluctuated very little over the course of

the match, with depression increasing and energy decreasing rapidly, at the end

of the match. Anger slowly increased during the match, while confidence

slowly dropped. Cognitive and somatic anxiety fluctuated back and forth.
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• Broad Overview of the match

Player 3

Pre-match

Player 3 rated this second round match as having the same importance as the

first round match. She had never played against her opponent before, but had

seen her play in a tournament the week before. This, in addition to her coaches'

knowledge about her opponent, appeared to help her preparation: "I knewpretty

much how she was going toplay ...I spoke to [coach] about what we were going

to do in the match and basically arrived at a game plan ...It definitely [helped],

otherwise I might not have know what she played like because I haven't seen

her that much". She set no goals for this match and stated that she was just

going out and see how it goes.

On the morning of the match, Player 3 woke up feeling more relaxed and

positive than she did for her first round match: "A bit nervous ..feeling more

excited than yesterday, because I knew I wouldn't be as nervous today ...Just got

everything out the way for the first one and I can relax for this one". She was

excited about the prospect of playing well: "I couldjust go out and do my game

and do what I love, which is just to go and play and not think about too many

different things". She was very confident in winning the match: "Nine out of

ten I was going to win the match today. I was the better player, with more

experience, so Ifelt I was going to win ",

Once she arrived at the tournament site, her somatic anxiety started to increase:

"I was a little bit more nervous because everything was going on ...Getting a

nervous feeling inside, just jittery but in a good way". Despite perceiving her

thoughts as positive: "I wouldn't have any negative thoughts", she felt there

was more pressure on her in this match, compared to her last match: "In both

matches I was supposed to win them...l would say there was more [pressure]

because she was younger, definitely ...She's supposed to be quite a good player

when she's older". She appeared confused as to where the pressure was coming

from, either externally or internally. Although she stated that there was no

pressure from external sources: "No-one put pressure on me. Probably from

myself", external influences did impinge on her thoughts: "Just knowing that
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[I'm supposed to win}, is what everyone else is thinking ...parents, coaches

around, the manager [of women 's tennis}, British Tennis, everyone".

During match

Player 3 felt a bit nervous going out onto court, but perceived the warm-up to be

okay: "Feeling a bit nervous, but in the warm-up I wasn't too bad...[My} legs

still not 100%, but they were fine". As the warm-up went on, she began to

loosen off: HIwasfeeling pretty relaxed now. Just playing. I didn't feel tired at

all from the day before...1was still a little bit nervous though". By the time the

match was ready to start, she felt she was ready to play: "Just a little excited.

Just ready to go. Just wanted to get on with it now".

Questionnaire data mirror the interview data. Depression, fatigue and anger

intensity levels were all rated as 1, at the end of the warm-up, and not seen as

either beneficial or detrimental (0 rating for direction). Indeed, there is no

change for any of these factors until the second set. Her energy intensity level

dropped marginally from 10 to 9, but was still perceived as being positive in

direction (+3). Her confidence level was both high (9) and facilitative to her

performance (+3). Both her cognitive and somatic anxiety intensities dropped

from waiting to go on court, from 8 to 4 and 8 to 3 respectively. Interestingly

though, these drops were not perceived as being particularly beneficial to her

and were rated as 0 for direction, having been -1 beforehand.

At 1-1 in the first set, the level of energy for both intensity and direction was the

same as the end of the warm-up, namely 9 and +3. Confidence levels also

remained the same. This was reflected in Player 3's interview transcript:"I was

confident with the way I served in the last game, so I'll be feeling pretty

confident now". Cognitive and somatic anxiety intensity levels both dropped on

one point on the Likert scale, and were rated as 3 and 2 respectively. The drops

in intensity were perceived as being more positive in nature, with cognitive

anxiety increasing from 0 to +1 and somatic anxiety increasing from 0 to +2.

The low levels of anxiety intensities, in parallel to their positive directionality,
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may have resulted/influenced in Player 3 's positive perceptions of play:

"Reasonably happy with my own play".

By the end of the first set, little had changed in the way of fluctuations in for the

seven factors. The only intensity to change was for cognitive anxiety, which fell

from 3 to 2. The direction of cognitive anxiety increased from +1 to +2.

Although not stated in the interview data, such a result could be expected due to

Player 3 winning the first set. Only two other factors, confidence and energy,

fluctuated in directionality, both slipping from +3 to +2. However, both still

remained positive in direction.

At 1-1 in the second set, Player 3 agam experienced few fluctuations in

intensity. Only somatic anxiety and fatigue levels had changed. She exhibited

an increase from 1 to 2 in fatigue, however her perceptions of this increase were

not negative in any way, remaining at O. Such an increase in fatigue was not

unexpected due to the point she had reached in the duration of the match. Her

energy levels, although staying steady at 9, did increase in direction from +2 to

+3. An interesting point, in light of her increase in intensity for fatigue. Somatic

anxiety intensity fell from 2 to 1 and with this drop, directionality fell from +2

to O. So despite a decrease in intensity, Player 3 did not perceived this to be

having a positive effect for her. The intensities and directions at this stage were

all seen as being positive or having no effect to Player 3.

Post-match

On completion of the match, anger and depression were rated as 1 on intensity

and +3 on direction. Confidence level increased from 9 to 10 and was perceived

to be very positive (+3). Both cognitive and somatic anxieties were rated as 1

for intensity and +3 for direction. These results are hardly surprising, as Player

3 had won the match. Fatigue intensity level increased slightly, from 2 to 3 and

Player 3 perceived this to be negative (-1), despite the fact that the match had

finished. Her energy intensity level had decreased from 9 to 7, but this was not

seen as being much of an issue, with the directionality rated as O.
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Player 3 was relieved to have won the match, but pleased with the way she had

played: "Pleased that it's all over and done with now. In the quarter-finals. I

haven't got much to lose ''. She compared her performance to her previous

match: "It was better than yesterday's performance in terms of my

concentration and I was just pleased over all ", She rated her performance as

seven out of 10 and attributed her win to internal factors of confidence and

technical/tactical ability: "Convinced that I knew I was the better player. Just

knew I could play better. Didn't have any doubts I was going to lose ", Her goal

of "seeing how it goes", appeared to be achieved, with such a positive review of

the match.

Player 4

Pre-match

Player 4 won a tournament the week before this match, which had a positive

effect on her: "My confidence was pretty high. I played people in the final who I

hadn't beaten the last three times ". Despite this win, she conceded that her

standard of play could be better: "Although I won the tournament, I didn't feel

that I was playing unbelievably well ''. This did not however, give her cause for

concern. She had sustained an injury which although affected her performance

to some degree, did not feature highly in her concerns: "I wouldn't say I was

hitting the ball great ..{the injury] wasn't getting any better, but it wasn't

getting any worse. I'd been playing with it for nearly four months by then, so I

had kind of got used to it ".

She perceived this match as important to the development of her tennis: "It was

important for the improvement of my tennis. I mean, it wasn't the biggest match

of my year. It wasn't the biggest tournament of the year ", Her goals for the

match were reflected in this outlook on the match: "Not outcome goals. I don't

generally set goals. I just go on knowing how I want to play and then I assess

whether that was right or wrong after the match ...fso] just to go out there and

play and see what I needed to improve {upon] ''. The game plan she set to help

her achieve this was done in conjunction with her coach, She aimed to focus on

her own game and not worry about her opponent.
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Player 4 woke up on the morning of the match feeling: ''pretty relaxed".

Although she did not perceived this to be a pressure match: HI wasn't

particularly tense because it wasn't a pressure match for me. So I was pretty

relaxed about it ", she did have some concerns about the way the match would

go: "Just the way I was going to play. Whether I'd go out there playing well,

whether I'd go out there slightly heavy in the legs ...how the match was going to

go ...because the beginning of the match is crucial". She used coping strategies

to prevent her from thinking too much about the match and getting nervous: HI

tend not to [think about the match] too early, because if I do it too early,

sometimes I get a bit anxious. So I tend to do it an hour or so before the

match ''. On arrival at the tournament site, so experienced some somatic anxiety:

H[I had some] butterflies, but I always get that ", Her somatic and cognitive

anxiety was seen as facilitative: "That's good, because if you don't have it, I

sometime go on a bit relaxed...So I think it's good. It motivates me. I know I

have to have it ",

She felt confident she could play well against her opponent: "I knew I would

have to play well to beat her, but I went on pretty confidently because I knew

she'd be nervous about playing a younger girl. I though I had a good chance ".

She felt both mentally and physically ready for the match.

During match

From waiting to go on court to the end of the warm-up, Player 4's graphs

indicated an increase in both cognitive and somatic anxiety intensities.

Cognitive anxiety rose from 5 to 6 in intensity and from +2 to 0 in direction.

Somatic anxiety, on the other hand, rose more steeply, from 2 to 6 in intensity

and +1 to -1 in direction. Although no mention was made of an increase in

anxiety in the interview data, clearly there was a degree of apprehension about

the impeding match, which was perceived negatively for somatic anxiety. All

other factors remained level across time, and were perceived as either positive

or having no effect. Confidence was rated at 5, which is confirmed from the

interview: "I'd say it was average to good", but not seen as having either a

good or bad influence on her (0 in direction). Anger and depression were rated

positively in direction and 1 for intensity. Fatigue levels at 3 in intensity, were
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seen as having no impact (0 in direction). Energy was rated as average and like

fatigue, having no impact.

Player 4 perceived her opponent to be suffering from nerves, during the warm-

up: "I thought it was quite obvious from the first stroke of the warm-up that she

was trying to impose herself on me ...but it didn't really bother me because she

was just probably nervous H. She picked up on these nerves through her

opponents' body language: "Generally the way she was ... the way she was

rushing a bit, the way she held herself on court H. This gave Player 4 some

comfort: "I suppose it [helped] slightly, because I knew I can make a lot of

balls, she might start to make a few errors ... so it kind of gave me a bit of

confidence H.

By the end of the second game of the first set, Player 4 experienced a drop of

one point, in both cognitive and somatic anxiety intensities. While the drop in

cognitive anxiety was not perceived as being beneficial (0 directionality), she

perceived the drop in somatic anxiety as being facilitative, with' a shift from -1

to +1.Her confidence increased by one point, to 6 on the Likert scale. This was

mirrored by her interview data: "To get your first game on serve always boosts

your confidence H. Despite this increase she perceived her level of confidence as

having a neutral effect on her. Anger, depression and energy levels for intensity

and direction remained unchanged. A small decrease in fatigue was noted, with

a drop from 3 to 2 on the intensity scale, but was perceived as neutral in

direction. Interview data confirmed the positive trend of the questionnaire data:

"I was feeling quite comfortable at this stage H,

Having lost the first set, Player 4 exhibited a rise in anger, from 1 to 2 on the

intensity scale: "Bit annoyed because I hadn't risen to the occasion. Hadn't

managed to pick my game up ...hadn 't worked hard enough to win the set". Her

cognitive anxiety intensity level increased from 5 to 7, which was perceived to

be more negative than before (0 to -Ion directionality scale). Confidence

intensity dropped to 5, but had little effect on her, This was borne out in her

interview data: "It's always hard when you lose the first set '..but I knew I had

come back from a set down before. I knew the match wasn't anywhere near
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over". There was a slight decrease in somatic anxiety intensity, but once again,

this was not perceived as being helpful to her, rating only a 0 on the

directionality scale. Finally, depression, fatigue and energy intensity levels were

unchanged.

At the end of the second game of the second set, Player 4 remained stable for

intensity and direction for anger, depression, fatigue and energy. Somatic

anxiety intensity went up, from 3 to 5, but remained neutral in direction. The

rise in somatic anxiety may have accounted for the unforced errors that were

beginning to plague her game: "At that point I just couldn't hit a good

shot ...unforced errors again". This may also accounted for the drop in

confidence intensity from 5 to 4 and the negative perception this caused, with

directionality changing from 0 to -1. Interestingly, although she stated that her

deterioration in play was causing her some concern: "I wasn't making her play

enough balls and it was in the back of my mind ...I was just disappointed with

myself for not being able to pick up the standard". There was a drop in

cognitive anxiety intensity, from 7 to 6. The directionality did however remain a

-1.

Post-match

In losing the match, Player 4 suffered an increase in cognitive anxiety intensity,

from 6 to 9, which she saw as detrimental to her (-2 on directionality scale).

This came through in her interview: "I thought I played a lot worse than I

did ...I started worrying about my injuries as well, because it wasn't any better

but it wasn't any worse ...Everything was just a bit worrying". The intensity of

her anger and depression increased dramatically, from 2 to 8 and 1 to 8

respectively. Again, this was seen in her interview data: "I was really annoyed

with myself. Pretty down I thought ...1 wasjust angry, upset, a bit disappointed

with the way I didn't manage to pick up my tennis at all". Confidence, though

perceived as debilitate (-Ion the directionality scale), decreased from 4 to 3. An

expected level, considering she had lost the match and was unhappy with her

standard of play. Her somatic anxiety scores were unchanged. This is perhaps

not surprising, since the match had been completed. Finally, despite a decrease
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in energy intensity, from 5 to 2, Player 4 did not perceive her fatigue level to

have risen. It remained unchanged from the beginningof the fist set.

Player 4 had difficulty in pinpointing as to why she felt she played the way she

did and lost the match: "I mean] hadn't been playing great. ] wasn't on a hot

streak. But there wasn't a specific reason. Just one of those days really. ] wasn't

bad mentally. So it wasn't that] gave up or anything. Maybejust wasn't my day

on that day". She felt a lack of control during the match, feeling that there was

nothing she could have done. She rated her performance as: "Aboutfour. Below

average". Her goal of wanting to see what needed to be improved upon,

appeared to be achieved: "I thought my serve had improved...My slice

backhand was better. But ] was pretty annoyed with all of my game really.

When ] went through it with my coach, it actually wasn't as bad as ]

thought ...put it in the largerpicture ".

• Review of key moments

Table 4.6 Study two summary of key moments

PLAYER 3 vs PLAYER 4

PLAYER SCORE

FIRST SET

Player 3: Momentum with self
Player 4: Key point
Player 3: Momentum with self
Player 3: Momentum with self
Player 3: Momentum with opponent
Player '3: Momentum with self
Player 3: Key game
Player 4: Key point

1-0
1-0/15-0
2-1/30-30

3-1
4-1
5-2
5-3

5-3/30-30

SECOND SET

Player 4: Key game
Player 3: Momentum with self
Player 3: Momentum not with opponent
Player 4: Key game

0-1
2-1
2-1
5-3
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First Set

Game 1-0

Player 3 serving

At the end of the first game, which Player 3 won to love, Player 3 felt that the

momentum was with her:"I'd say the momentum"s with me, definitely. I look

more in the match than she does". Player 3 perceived that her opponent was

suffering from nerves. It was these nerves, she claimed, that help induce a state

of relaxation and confidence: "It just seemed basically that she's more nervous

than I am [which} has given me a lot of confidence ... enough to forget about my

nerves and to just play".

Player 4 was disappointed in her game as she felt her short term goal was not

achieved due to increased levels somatic anxiety: "I was disappointed in my

game because one of my main aims was ...[toJ make a lot of returns. I suddenly

felt slightly tense in my body, which caused me to ...make a lot of unforced

errors". She went on to explain/clarify the nature of her somatic anxiety and its

relationship with the unforced errors: "Slightly heavy in the legs ... lead feeling,

almost a rush of blood goes to your head and you just want to hit quick winners,

quick points". Although she was disappointed with the game, she felt that her

confidence was not affected: "It didn't affect my confidence ...1 knew that this

was the first game [with] no breaks".

Game 1-1

Player 4 serving

Having lost the first game, Player 4 highlighted that the first point in her service

game, which she lost, was a key point: "The first point, the crucial point, I

snatched a bit on the approach, as I had been doing the game before". Despite

losing the first point, she went on to hold her serve: "Always a sigh of relief to

get the first game under your belt".

Player 3, having held serve, used this game as a learning experience about her

opponents serve: "I know that she's got a good serve, so I won't put too much

expectation on myself. ..the first few games arejust getting used to the way she's

playing". She acknowledged that her opponents serve was stronger than that of
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her previous opponent. This awareness affected her match cognition"s and mind

set: "I'm totally aware of how different it was from yesterday ...[previous

opponent} didn't have such a good serve. So in my service games I realise the

importance of really staying concentrated, because I know it will be tough if she
breaks your serve". Although there was some annoyance at lost points, Player 3

confidence from the previous game was utilised in a positive direction in

preparation for her next service game: "I was confident with the way I served in

thefirst game, so I'll befeeling pretty confident now".

Game 3-1, including 2-1130-30

Player 4 serving

Despite losing the previous game, on two occasions, namely at 2-1/30-30 and

the end of the 3-1 game, Player 3 stated that she perceived momentum to be

with her. At 30-15 Player 3 felt an increase in confidence: "Feeling a bit more

confident now. I'm really concentrating on making my returns because once I'm

in a rally situation with her, I think I'm the better player ...when I do get the

return in, she's losing the majority of thepoints". This assumption seemed to be

borne out when Player 3 won two consecutive points to draw level at 30-30. It

was these points that cause her to perceive that momentum was with her: "The

momentum is going now with me, because !just won these two points".

Her confidence increased again when she re-evaluated her game plan, which

seemed to induce errors from her opponent: "[Confidence has gone up}

because ...I've realised that I was playing defensively ..from the back of the

court ... and realised that I had to step up and hit the ball". In breaking her

opponents serve, Player 3 gained a further increase in confidence and perceived

the momentum to be with her: "Feeling pretty confident now, because I know

I'm serving well and it gives you a big lift when you break someone's serve.

[The momentum} is definitely with me".

Player 4 felt that she started the game well, but her unforced errors allowed her

opponent back into the game. Although she did not perceive any momentum

shifts to her opponent during this game, she did conclude that she was unhappy

with the game: "[! was} maybe going for slightly too much when it wasn't
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necessary...I knew I shouldn't have been doing it. She played a couple of good

points, [but] I did well to get back to deuce on a couple of occasions. Poor

game really". She used positive self talk and tactical cognition"s to keep

positive about her break of serve: "I knew this happens in matches, so I wasn't

getting particularly negative with myself. I was trying to forget that game. Try

and get off to a really good start on the next game andput her underpressure".

Game 4-1

Player 3 serving

At 0-30, Player 3 began to panic about her game: "Panicking I might lose the

game because faults have come in that weren't there at the beginning of the

game". After winning the game, she evaluated her play: U I was very lucky I

won that game. She made a couple of silly errors". She felt that she could

maintain her concentration even though she was 4-1 up: "[I'm] not feeling

super confident ...I could be 3-2 ...That game sort of shook me up a little bit".

Despite Player 3 breaking her opponent in the last game and holding serve in

this game, she felt that the momentum was with her opponent: "[Momentum is]

very slightly towards her, because she started to level slightly".

Player 4 felt that she was putting her opponent under pressure in the first two

points of the game: "She played a good point, so it was good for my confidence

that she could playa very good point and I could still win it. Second point I

thought was quite loosefor her, but again I was quite pleased. I was just trying

to put pressure on 0-30". The last four points in the game were perceived as

being predominately due to her opponents good play: "She was quite lucky on

the first point ...and played two good point after". She was aware that she

wasn"t playing good tennis yet managed to remain positive: "I was still very

much in the match. I had two points to go 2-3 ...so I was trying to be positive.

There was a lot of time to get back in there".

Game 5-2

Player 3 serving

Having lost the previous game, Player 3 felt that her opponents rise in the level

of her game directly affected her own standard of play: "She's at her level now,
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so it makes me more aware that I need to really concentrate. Because of her

playing better, it's forced me to concentrate more. Whereas if she's still making

loads of errors I can afford to be sloppy". At 30-30, her opponent was causing

her some concern: "She's now playing a bit better. She seems more

relaxed ...going for a bit more. So that means she's scaring me a little bit".

Having held serve, Player 3 was still unhappy with her standard of play: "Still

not 100% happy...I'm making too many errors ...l can't afford to lower my

standard'. However, she felt that the momentum remained with her: "I would

think that the momentum's with me".

Player 4 did not indicate that there was any momentum present, despite that fact

that she was confident with her play: "I made her win it slightly more than I had

in the other games. Still made a couple of unforced errors ...[but} she played a

couple of good points in there. So it wasn't so bad'.

GameS-3

Player 4 serving

Player 3 perceived this to be a key game. She had won the last game and was in

the position to break serve and win the first set. She perceived that her

confidence level helped to increase her standard of play, and win the point at

30-30: "My confidence helped me move in and play that point. WhenI'm not so

confident, I don't really move my feet". However, her concentration level

appeared to let her down during the final two points of the game: "Maybe lost a

bit of concentration on those two points, not focusing well". She attributed this

to the score-line: "[It was} maybe the score. [Felt I could let the game go} and

still not miss one".

Player 4 was aware that her opponent was getting more anxious and that it was

having a positive effect: "It was good because I could tell she was getting more

tense, and I was really trying to put the pressure on at this stage. I was making

her play more and more balls, because if she was getting down on herself, she

might start missing ...losing her shots". Player 4 did not however perceive this

to be a key game, merely a time to put pressure on her opponent.
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Game 6-3

Player 3 serving

Despite losing the last game, Player 4 felt that all the pressure was on her

opponent to hold serve. Her thoughts focused around breaking her opponent:

"The pressure's on her. If she didn't hold this game, I'd be right back in the set.

Her serve isn't particularly big, so I thought I could try and make a good

return, I'm right back in this match",

She viewed 30-30 as a key point: "I thought 30-30 was crucial point. Again I

missed a basic return. I'd be frustrated at the time". Although she lost the

point, she used the frustration in a positive manner to bring the score to 40-40:

" ...Bit offrustration in me ...helped me slightly on that point ...[it] fired me up,

not wanting to miss another one".

The positive use of frustration was not, however, enough to win the set. Player 4

felt a mixture of negative emotions and negative match cognition's: "I was

starting to get slightly down on myself. Probably a bit annoyed because I hadn't

risen to the occasion, hadn't managed to pick up my game. I hadn't worked

hard enough to win the set". Although she found it hard to lose the first set, she

continued to use positive self-talk to cope with the situation: "It's always hard

when you lose the first set because you have to win the next two sets. But I knew

I had come back from a set down before, I knew the match wasn't over. I said

let's forget about that set, it's done ...just cut it off.i.just get on with what I had

to do ...which was trying to make her playa lot in thefirst couple ofgames".

Player 3 was confident coming into this game and proceeded to win the first

two points. On the two occasions when her opponent came back to level,

namely at 30-30 and 40-40, Player 3 was aware of the need to concentrate: "[I

was} annoyed with myself because I hadn't concentrated enough ...I'd be

thinking, come on, concentrate on this one". There was no indication that

Player 3 felt that 30-30 was a key point.

On winning the first set, Player 3 did not become complacent. She maintained

focus on her standard of play: "Aware that I may need to consistent with my
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serve and continuefocusing ...just not drop my level. And if she raises her level,

to raise it with her". She felt her standard of play was down to concentration

and focus.

Second Set

Game 0-1

Player 4 serving

Player 4 was keen to make a good start to the second set: HI wanted to make a

good first servefor thefirst point. Make her have to win all the points she wants

to win". She proceeded to go on and win the first three points, but a double

fault at 15-40, affected her play: HI double faulted ...the next couple of points I

don't think I'd quite got my head round it. {Thinking] I should have won this

game before". Doubts about her standard of play began to creep in: "Errors

coming in all over the place. I didn't know how to stop it. I was getting a bit

desperate by that time". She started to query her ability: "What's wrong with

me? Why can't I just make a simple forehand? I was missing basic

backhands ...my best shots".

She managed to hold serve in what was the longest game of the match: "I was

aware that we both knew it was a big game because when either of us was

making a mistake we were looking a little bit annoyed with ourselves". The

importance of the game seemed to be heightened by the score-line: "I was

relieved. I'd been 40-0 up and if I'd lost that game she'd have got a lot of

confidencefrom it and I'd haveprobably been quite annoyed by it". She gained

confidence from the game and felt that the pressure was back on her opponent

to hold serve: "Confidence was probably slightly higher. I had to playa couple

of good points ...to win and thepressure's back on her now".

Player 3 felt the need to exert pressure on her opponent in this game due to a

possible reduction in her anxiety levels: "Trying to break this one...Aware that

now she might relax a little bit, so just getting ready for what she's going to

do". At 0-40, Player 3 began to experience cognitive anxiety: "I'm a bit more

panicky ...{TheJ game's slipped away". However, her opponents double fault at

15-40 and a winning shot at 30-40, helped to increase her confidence levels:
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"I'm feeling confident now. I was 40-0 down and now it's just one point ...away

from being levels". Player 3 experienced negative and positive fluctuations

throughout the four deuces and advantage points that followed. When her

opponent gained advantages, she felt more negative and questioned her levels of

concentration: "Feeling a bit annoyed with myself. ..Feeling panicky a

bit...Agitated that I'm not making it work...Just not concentrating to miss

that ...Coming out with silly errors [due to} concentration". However, when

pulled the score back to deuce, she gained a more positive outlook: "Feeling a

bit more confident because she's doubled ...Just really trying to win the deuce

points". The overall perception of the game was negative in nature: "Annoyed at

that game because I didn't play very well. I could have won it ...but I just

concentrated on the deuce ball". She did not however feel that this game was a

key game in the match.

Game 2-1

Player 4 serving

Player 3 gained confidence from her play in this game, for example at 30-30:

"Given me confidence. A good return, back to 30-30". She felt that her

concentration level had gone up while her opponent"s level decreased. Having

won the game, she perceived momentum to be with her: "There's no momentum

with {opponent] at all. It's just slightly with me".

Player 4 started to experience a negative mind set after losing this game: "Quite

disappointed with myself. ..Probably starting to get a bit depressed, getting

angry with myself'. She made no reference to any perceived momentum shifts.

Game5-3

Player 3 serving

Player 4, having won her service game, felt that this was a key game: "It's

pretty vital". Despite its perceived importance, she was unable to put enough

pressure on her opponent: "I thought I'd put the pressure on with a couple of

good shots, and then the chance I got to take the initiative {I] missed it. I'd not

done enough toput her underpressure".
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Player 3 did not perceive this game as important. Her confidence was high: "I

don't think she's level enough to beat me, so I don't feel scared at air'. Her

main concern was to hold her serve: "Thinking, okay concentrate. You'll make it

a lot easier for yourself if you win this game than having to serve out for it".

She also sensed a change in her opponent mental state: H[/ was] aware that she

must befeeling a bit down".

• Summary of case study two

Results showed that although cognitive and somatic anxiety was perceived to be

higher in intensity at the start of the time phase for Player 3 (the winner)

compared to Player 4, both factors declined for Player 3 as time went on. For

Player 4, these intensities increased. Energy and confidence intensity levels

were higher for Player 3 compared to Player 4 throughout the entire time phase.

Fatigue, anger and depression were found to be higher for Player 4 for several

of the time phases.

Three games during the match went to two or more deuces. Each of these games

was on Player 4's serve and only one of these games were held and won. Player

4 attributed these losses to unforced errors and exhibited negative emotions

during and at the end of each of the lost games.

Player 3 indicated that she experienced a maintenance andlor increase in

concentration during the two games where she broke her opponent. However,

she also experienced decreases in concentration throughout the match. These

increases and decreases in concentration were blamed on external factors, such

as the score and her opponent"s serve. For example, Player 3 reasoned that she

had to maintain concentration due to her opponents serve being so strong.

Player 4 identified four key moments, points of games, during the match and

lost three of them. Player 3, on the other hand, identified only one key moment,

which she lost.
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The key issues emergmg from the data appeared to an improvement of

concentration levels, compared to the previous round, for Player 3 and negative

emotions associated with unforced errors for Player 4.
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4.53 Case Study Three: Player 5 vs Player 6

• Score Sheet: 6-4 6-4

Player 5 Player 5 Player 5 Player 5 Player 6
15-0 0-15 15-0 15-0 0-15
30-0 0-30 30-0 30-0 0-30
40-0 15-30 30-15 30-15 15-30

30-30 30-30 40-15 30-30
1-0 40-30 40-30 40-30 40-30
.L- 40-40 40-40

Player 6 A-40 A-40 2-1 4-4
15-0 40-40 ,!, .L-
IS-IS 40-A 5-4 Player 6 Player 5
15-30 40-40 ,!, 0-15 15-0
15-40 A-40 Player 6 0-30 15-15
30-40 0-15 15-30 30-15
40-40 3-2 15-15 30-30 30-30
A-40 .L- 15-30 40-30 30-40

Player 6 30-30 40-40
1-1 0-15 30-40 2-2 A-40

15-15 40-40
Player 5 30-15 4-6 Player 5 A-40

15-0 40-15 15-0 40-40
30-0 Player 5 30-0 A-40
40-0 3-3 15-0 30-15 40-40

30-0 40-15 40-A
2-1 Player 5 30-15 40-40

0-15 40-15 3-2 A-40
Player 6 15-15

15-0 30-15 1-0 Player 6 5-4
30-0 40-15 15-0
40-0 Player 6 30-0 Player 6

4-3 0-15 30-15 0-15
2-2 15-15 40-15 0-30

Player 6 15-30 15-30
15-0 30-30 3-3 30-30
15-15 30-40 40-30
15-30 40-40 Player 5 40-40
30-30 A-40 15-0 40-A
30-40 40-40 30-0
40-40 A-40 30-15 4-6
40-A 40-40 40-15
40-40 A-40
40-A 4-3
40-40 1-1
A-40

4-4
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• Graphical representation
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• Comparison of graphical data

Player 5: Anger, depression remained constant at 1 and +3. Fatigue increased

only at the end of the match. Energy levels did fluctuate, but stayed average to

high throughout. Cognitive anxiety was low. Somatic anxiety was average to

low. Confidence stayed high and positive throughout the match.

Player 6: Cognitive and somatic anxiety, depression, fatigue and anger

remained under or average throughout the match. Confidence fluctuated around

5. Energy remained above average until the end of the match.

• Broad Overview

Player 5

Pre-match

Player 5 had come into the tournament having spent a week abroad training and

practising. His confidence level was high, after what he perceived to be a

successful trip: "Training was going very well out there. Working on fitness and
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things to do with my game ...I felt I had achieved a couple of goals I set myself

out there". He viewed the tournament, and this match, as important: "In the

eyes of the LTA and the main guys ...that give you funding for trips ...wild

cards ...it is a very big tournament. There':s a lot of press there [and] you get a

lot of coverage". Despite this importance: "There's a lot a stake at the

tournament", he felt well prepared for his first match.

His only goal for the match was to: "Just play the way I like to play". He set a

game plan with his coach, focusing on his own strengths and wanting to put his

opponent under a lot of pressure. He was confident he could achieve his goal of

playing well but was not unduly concerned if he did not: "Whether I play well

or not, it wouldn't really matter because at the end of the day ...1[would] learn

more Urom] the match ",

Player 5 woke up on the morning of the match with positive thoughts: "I was

looking forward to the game. Toplaying, to get on there and have a practice".

He spoke to a fellow competitor, who helped to increase his confidence: "The

guy I spoke to about it at breakfast...he was like, pretty confident ...he said, "Oh

yeah, you're going to take him apart. You've got a much bigger game. " Inside I

was thinking that was really what I wanted to do ..{Him saying that] really

helped". He experienced a degree of somatic anxiety, but perceived this as

facilitative: "A tiny bit ...1 think you do need that sort of stuff. It's no enjoyment

out the re if you don't feel like [that]". He highlighted the positive effect his

practice had on him: "I think there was more of a relief. More like I had a buzz,

because I was seeing the ball so much better...I got noproblems whatsoever! If
you know you're playing well and you know you can hit the ball. When you

actually start to do that as well ...you think, I can't wait. This is going to be

unbelievable!". He spoke to his coach after practice, which he found beneficial:

"We had a chat ...and he sort of said, "You lookpretty confident. You did it last

year. It's a good venue for you"". This, in addition to his practice session,

helped to increase his confidence level: "It was like a confidence boost ...It just

rose it. It was so much better".
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During match

Player 5 stated that he felt very positive during his warm-up: "Pretty confident

because I wasn't missing the ball. A bit more relaxed". So much so, he had no

concerns about the match and just started to enjoy himself: "Just getting

relaxed .. .I wasn't even worried about [tennis}. Just mucking around!". He was

aware however, that he thought his opponent wasn"t warming up particularly

well. The positive perceptions of the warm-up was reflected in the questionnaire

data. Anger, fatigue and depression levels were all rated as 1 for intensity, and

+3 for direction. Indeed, his anger and depression levels did not change over the

entire duration of the match. His cognitive anxiety intensity was rated as only 1,

which was perceived as being beneficial to him (+3 on the directionality scale),

while his somatic anxiety was rated as 3, a drop from 5 whilst waiting to go on

court. Like cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety was rated as being positive in

direction. Confidence and energy levels dropped by only one point, from 10 to 9

and 7 to 6 respectively. Once again, these levels were perceived as being

positive for Player 5.

By the end of the second game, first set very little had changed in terms of

graphical data. The only fluctuations were for somatic anxiety and energy. His

anxiety level dropped to 3, while his energy levels went up from 6 to 8. All

seven factors were perceived as being very positive and therefore beneficial to

him. This was backed up by the interview data from the first two games. At 1-0:

"The butterflies would have been gone [now}". At 40-15, in the second game:

"Confidence was unbelievable there".

Having won the first set, Player 5 questionnaire data showed that he remained

positive about himself. Once again, the only fluctuations to occur were for

somatic anxiety and energy levels. Somatic anxiety intensity increased slightly

from 3 to 5 (and +3 to +2 in direction). This anxiety increase was mentioned in

his interview data during the last game of the set: "I was a tiny bit [tight}.

Usually the one thing that goes in my game when I start to get a bit tired, is my

feet". This was backed up by a decrease in energy levels from 8 to 6, with a

corresponding decrease from +3 to +1 in direction.
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With his opponent having tied the score at one all in the second set, Player 5

continued with his positive perceptions. Graphically, a slight increase was seen

for cognitive anxiety level, rising from 1 to 2 in intensity and +3 to +2 in

direction. Confidence, although dropping from 9 to 8 on the intensity scale, was

still perceived as positive, at +2 on the directionality scale. Somatic anxiety

once again decreased from 5 to 3 in intensity, with a corresponding increase in

directionality, from +2 to +3.

Post-match

On completion of the match, Player 5 experienced an increase in fatigue levels,

from 1 to 5 and a decrease in energy levels from 6 to 5. Both were still seen as

positive in direction. This result is hardly surprising after over an hour and a

half on court. Both cognitive and somatic anxiety levels dropped to only 1 for

intensity, while confidence increased from 8 to 9.

Player 5 felt relieved and happy to have won the match: "Relief more than

anything. So close to losing my service game before [but] very, very pleased".

He felt pleased that he had achieved his goal of playing how he wanted to: "The

way I kept myself ..I did try and attack the guy". He attributed the match

outcome to mainly internal factors: "The pressure I put on him...The backhand

went really well. Taking on his second serve". He also highlighted the

importance his training had had on his play: "the way training had been going

definitely had an effect. It just came into one". He did however, acknowledge

the role his formed coach played in this match: "Myoid coach came up to

me...after practice and said, "I'll tell you one thing. I think you're a guy with a

lot of heart. H He just talked me through it and everything. Just saying that. It

gets you thinking, I'm going to have it! It did help me H. He rated his

performance as a nine out of ten.

Player 6

Pre-match

Player 6 had recently returned from a tournament abroad. He sustained an injury

whilst playing, but had taken two weeks off from training and felt had
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recovered completely. He therefore went into this tournament with a minimal

amount of recent training behind him. Although he did not specify that this was

a cause for concern, he did feel that his game in general was not as good as it

was: "I hadn 't been playing that well before hand ...! was just sort of trying to

get my game back together really".

He qualified for the main draw, and saw this as an opportunity to gain more

experience in senior tennis: "[The tournament] wasn't unusually important. I

mean it would be nice to do well...I wasjust getting used to senior tennis really.

Because I hadn": played that many matches against senior player".

The only goal he set for the match was to: "Just get my game back to what it

had been a while before". This involved technical and tactical factors, such as

serve volleying, coming forward and the forehand. It also included a mental

aspect: "I'd been losing because I'd been a bit negative about the [forehand].

Just trying to bepositive really. See what I got out of the match". He viewed the

goal of being positive, as being something that would not be easy: "It wasn't

easy because I wasn't particularly confident in my game. So it was kind of hard

to be really positive about the wayyou're playing".

Player 6 was positive on the morning of the match: "I don 't think I was

particularly nervous or anything. Just looking forward to [it]". He did not

perceived that there was any pressure from him to win the match: "It was a

good opportunityfor me because I didn't have anything to lose. I knew it was a

good chance for me to go out and play against someone who was ranked

higher ...!t helped being the underdog...when you opponent has a little bit more

pressure than you ...I didn't put pressure on myself". Nor did he feel that there

were any external pressures for him to perform well: "I think going into that

match, there wasn 't that much pressure for me to win ...My own coach wasn't

putting anypressure on me".

On arriving at the tournament site, Player 6 experienced positive emotions:

"Just excited and looking forward to getting on the court". He appeared to

associate these positive emotions with a positive perception of somatic anxiety:
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"Just sort of the usual nerves...I like that. I mean, it helps me to concentrate on

the ball and to get a bit more energy out of yourself". He felt that qualifying for

the tournament helped his confidence level: "Definitely helps. I was more used

to the court ...and a bit more match tight as well". Playing his opponent in past

matches also helped his confidence level: "Didn't think I was going to get

killed. I was confident that if I had a chance, I could take the match ''.

Before going onto court, Player 6 spoke to his coach: "It's always nice to get

someone else's opinion on things to do. Just added onto my own ideas". He

exhibited somatic anxiety as he walked out on court, but perceived this as

positive: "A bit of butterflies in my stomach. That was quite important, that".

During match

Player 6 focused on his strokes during the warm-up: "Just trying to get all my

strokes ...the timing of the ball". He stated that he did not think very much

during the warm-up: "I don't think about anything, to be honest. Just automatic

really". Because he had played his opponent on two previous occasions, he felt

that there was little need to pay attention to what his opponent was doing. He

felt relaxed during this time and exhibited no somatic anxiety: "Feeling quite

lively. The butterflies had gone".

The questionnaire data reflect this positive state. Energy intensity levels

increased from 8 to 9, while fatigue levels decreased from 3 to 2. Both were

perceived as being positive in direction. Depression and anger levels were both

rated as 1 on intensity and +3 for directionality. Anxiety levels were low, with

cognitive intensity at 2 and somatic intensity at 3. Again, these were seen as

being beneficial to his performance. Finally, his confidence levels increased

from 5 to 6 in intensity and -1 to +1for direction.

Having played the first two games in the first set, Player 6 remained positive,

both on his opponents serve: "Iplayed a pretty good game there", and his own

serve: "Goodfeeling just to get the first game on the board. To be level with

him". The graphical data backs this up, with fatigue, decreasing in intensity
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from 2 to 1 and +2 to +3 in direction, the only factor to have changed over this

time.

Losing the first set, Player 6 showed an increase in intensity for both anger and

depression, from 1 to 3. This increase was perceived as being detrimental to

him, with directionality dropping sharply from +3 to -1. This was evident in his

interview data: "I'm annoyed ...Didn't playa very good game ...get a bit of

frustration out". His energy intensity level dropped from 9 to 7, whilst his

fatigue intensity level rose slightly from 1 to 2. Both these changes were

interpreted as being less positive in direction than before. No specific mention

was made about these levels during the interview. His anxiety levels increased

by one point of the Likert scale, but remained below average. Directionality of

cognitive anxiety was positive, at +1. Somatic anxiety intensity was now

perceived as being neutral. Player 6 attributed the loss of the last game to

possible anxiety levels: "Maybe [it] was because I was a little bit tense".

Finally, the questionnaire data showed a dip in confidence, from 6 to 4, with a

corresponding decrease in directionality (+ 1 to -1). This might be expected

after the loss of the first set.

By the end of the second game of the second set, Player 6 no change in energy

and fatigue intensity levels. He did, however, perceive these levels to be more

positive in direction, with energy increasing from +1 to +2 and fatigue from 0 to

+3. Having held his serve on the second, his levels of depression and anger

decreased in intensity from 3 to 2. These decreases were viewed in a very

positive light. Depression increased from -1 to +3 in direction, while anger

increased from -1 to +2. Holding onto his serve may have aided in this change.

Confidence rose from 4 to 5 in intensity. Despite Player 6 talking positively

about the effects of holding his serve, whilst playing the game: "Feeling more

confident. Just want to get this game under my belt and got on track", having

won the game, the directionality only increased from -1 to O. Thus having little

effect. This could be due to the confusion he seemed to associate with winning

this game: "I'm still thinking I've got a chance in the match. But he's returning

well and playing well, so it's knocked my confidence. Again. it's one of those

things that a hold like that could almost turn a match around. Confidence of
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breaking there ", The rise in cognitive anxiety from 3 to 4, may have been

associated with these thoughts. Such thoughts, however, did not appear to have

any effect upon his somatic anxiety intensity levels, which fell from 4 to 3.

Post-match

At the end of the match, Player 6 exhibited an increase in fatigue intensity

levels (from 2 to 5) and a decrease in energy intensity levels (from 7 to 4). A

finding which is not perhaps surprising having played for an hour and a half.

Yet he perceived it to be negative, rating each factor as -1. His depression and

anger levels both increased in intensity. Depression rose from 2 to 4 and anger,

from 2 to 6. Perceptions became negative, in the case of anger (from +2 to -1)

and neutral in the case of depression (from +3 to 0). Quotes taken from the

interview backed up this finding: "I'm a little bit frustrated. But taking good

things out of the match, because I played quite well". Confidence and somatic

anxiety were unchanged at the end of the match, while cognitive anxiety

fluctuated by one point to 3 for intensity and +1 for direction.

The overall view of the match was predominately positive for Player 6. He rated

his performance as : "7 or 8 [out of ten}. I was quite pleased with the way I

played". He felt that he had achieved his goals: "Yeah,1did everything 1can

really. I'm going to be disappointed I lost because it's always disappointing to

lose but ...I came in and played the way I wanted to play and I had a good

match. 1gave everything 1had to give ...1 thought 1handled [being positive}

quite well". He attributed his performance to both internal and external factors:

"The first thing is that 1did have chances and 1didn't take them...1gave him

the chance to win. Mainly because he came out with good points rather than

me...1 hadn't come out and made enough first serves in a couple of

games ...maybe I got a bit tight ...wasn't as confident as 1normally am". He

went on to discuss the impact he felt pressure had on his game: "Chances are

that because I was under so much pressure on my serve and volley throughout

the second set that eventually he was going to break me. But then again, 1had

held four times before, so I should have held again ". He felt his injury had a

bearing on the outcome of the match. Not because it hindered his movement

around the court, but because of the lack of training: "I hadn't been playing as
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much ...and when you're playing a lot, you're getting a lot of big points and

coming through them. I was just coming back from injury and not playing so

well".

• Review of key moments

Table 4.7 Key moments case study three

PLA YER 5 vs PLAYER 6

PLAYER SCORE

FIRST SET

Player 5: Key game
Player 5: Momentum with opponent
Player 5: Momentum level
Player 6: Key point
Player 6: Key point
Player 5: Key point
Player 6: Key game
Player 6: Key point
Player 6: Key game
Player 5: Key game
Player 6: Key point
Player 6: Key game

3-2
3-3/0-15

4-3
4-3/40-A
4-3/40-40
4-3/A-40

4-4
4-4/A-40

5-4
5-4

5-4/30-30
6-4

SECOND SET

Player 6: Fear of opponents momentum
Player 6: Momentum with opponent
Player 6: Key game
Player 6: Key game
Player 5: Momentum with self
Player 6: Key game
Player 5: Key point
Player 6: Key point
Player 5: Momentum up and down
Player 5: Key game
Player 6: Key game

0-0
1-0/40-30
1-0/40-A

2-1
3-3/40-15
4-3/30-0
4-4/40-40
4-4/40-A

5-4
5-4
5-4
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First Set:

Game 3-2

Player 5 serving

Having lost the previous game to love, Player 5 felt the need to win this game:

"Let's try and get this game over with H. His desire to complete the game

quickly, may have caused the loss of the first two points. Player 5 attributed this

loss to his mental state. At 0-15: "That's overconfidence. I felt I could do

anything [because things were going so well with my serve before]". At 0-30:

"That was being too sensible! I let a backhand, which should have knifed it

back down there, and I played it too sensibly H. He felt that he came down too

much after the first point and was trying to be too safe. His confidence leveled

off at 0-30. As the points went on, Player 5 sensed that it was a key game in the

match. At 40-A, he focused on his serve to try and stay with each point:

"Thinking point by point. Get the first serve in". Having won the game, he

reflected on his own game and his opponents: "I think I pretty much won it. Got

back up. I was the one who nearly lost it and I was the one who won it back, I

think. And that's not taking anything awayfrom him. He took chances, where I

didn't". The confidence level of Player 5 was affected by his opponents good

play: "He's brought me down to earth a bit more I think, that game ...He's

catching".

The confidence from winning the last game, rolled into this game for Player 6,

and his main aim in this game was to put him under pressure: "I'm starting to

think about getting on his serve. Putting him under a bit of pressure". Winning

the first two points, gave him confidence in his play: "Got a chance. I've never

been at 0-30 before, so I know that I can get it again". As the game swung back

and forth from deuce to advantage, Player 6 remained positive in his outlook: "I

mean I was quite happy. I played a good point to get him back to deuce there

and eventually he's put in a double fault. Maybe going for a bit too much. I'm

just hanging in there at the minute. Trying to get what I can out of the game".

Even though Player 6 lost the game, he continued to remain positive: "Hejust

came out with some good serves ...There wasn't much I could have done about

that ...Certainly feeling more confident ...1 was finding little things that he was

not comfortable with. [Keen] to keep thepressure on him more than anything".
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Game 4-3

Player 5 serving

Coming off the back of a loss in the last game, Player 5 perceived the

momentum to be with his opponent and not with him: "The momentum, it's not

working at the moment. {The momentum] is probably more so with him ", He

put this down to his level of play: "{Because] of the way I'm playing. The last

game, I've let him dominate ".After holding his serve, Player 5 then felt that the

momentum had shifted to some degree, back to him: "Averaged out again, I

think". He went on the discuss why this was: "You're supposed to win your

serve anyway. So whether the momentum is with you or not, you can still win

your serve. So you can still be all level, all square '',

Player 6 had very little to say about this particular game. He did not perceive

that momentum was either with him or his opponent. He did, however, concede

that his opponent played well: "He was consistent. He played a good game ",

Game4-4

Player 6 serving

Losing the last game 40-15, Player 6 felt the pressure was on him in this game

to hold serve: "This is a big game. Because if you lose that game, then you've

got to break to stay in the set ", Despite the importance of the game, he was

trying to remain calm: "You don't worry about it too much. You don't think

about the score that much. Or try not to, anyway. Try and play every point as

you can". Player 6 regarded 40-40 as a big point. He described his feelings

when he lost the point to go break point down: "I'd been volleying well and that

was a volley I should have made, real/yoIt's a big point. Just a bit disappointed

I didn't make that ". The second advantage point for his opponent, was also seen

by Player 6 as important. His thoughts became negative and some anger filtered

through at this stage, but he had a coping technique to help counteract his

negativity: "Sometimes you've got to get your anger out. But it's fairly easy to

switch back on straight away. You sort of get into a routine. It's not good all the

time to get frustrated or unhappy or whatever. Sometimes you have to get it out

and get on with the next point. I can't change what I've just done. I try and

correct it with the next point ". He felt that the game had been tight and
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expressed relief having held onto it: "A bit of relief Once you come through a

tough game like that, at quite an important point in the match. You've come

through it reasonably well, it's a bit of a relief'.

Player 5 had two break points during this game. He felt that is was his

reflections on these points, that caused him to ultimately lose the game: "It

almost seems like things have stayed in my headfrom like thefirst point [A-40j.

Not even thinking about it. I'm making the break point, instead of hitting it.

[It's still at the back of my mind}. It's like subconscious ''. The second break

point for Player 5 was seen as key: "It almost seems like itjust stays in my head

without thinking about it". Although he lost the game, his confidence was not

affected: "It was fine. When you're confident it doesn't really matter. I'm

getting more chances. What ever happens, it's going to go right sooner or

later".

Game5-4

Player 5 serving

Player 5 perceived this game to be of importance. He felt that he had to create

chances after the last game: "I've got to make a chance. I've got to start making

the chance ", He won the game and felt confident in his ability to stay in the set:

"Getting ahead in the set. A couple more chances to break. He's got to hold

twice, I've only got to hold once to go to 6-6 and the tie-break. Just see if he's
got it in him. From my view [thepressure is on him} ".

Player 6 also perceived this game as important. More important than the

previous game: "Towards the end of the set, when it's tight, it's much more

important to hold on ...So you're a little bit more tense. It's something at the

back of my mind". Game point down was seen as a key point for Player 6.

Despite losing the point and the game, he tried to remain positive; "He came

out with some good shots. A little bit frustrated, maybe. But I'm not letting it

affect me in any way".
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Game 6-4

Player 6 serving

Player 6 started to feel the pressure. Knowing that he had to hold serve to stay

in the first set, he viewed this as a key game. At 30-30, a perceived key point in

the match, he felt his nerves started to interfere with his play: "I should be

winning the game but just trying to be tight on every point ... You get a little bit

tense in the serve ...Just tiny little things like that could you make you miss the

odd first serve or drop a volley short ". He went on to miss the next two first

serves and lost the game and the first set. He analysed the loss of his service

game "I'm annoyed. I don't think I collapsed under pressure ...I think he did

playa good game there and I didn't play such a good game. Maybe that was

because I was a little bit tense ",

Player 5 sensed that his opponent was getting tight with his serves: "I think he

didn't make enough first serves ...Everything changes when you make first

serves ", Player 5 remained positive throughout the game and felt that he

disguised his nerves well: "I was the one that was...positive on that game ...You

notice it in the game. Like, I was a tiny bit [nervous] but I managed to disguise

it ".

Second Set

Game 1-0

Player 5 serving

Player 6 indicated the consequences of losing the set on his serve and its effects

on the next set: "It's always nice to start off ahead. But it's even worse if you
are going out and serving, having lost thefirst set, and you get broke in thefirst

game ". He was aware of how important it was play well in this game: "Trying

to get a good start now. Try and turn things round straight away. Don't want to

start him off on a roll. Don't want him to run away with the match now ",He did

not feel that he had to break his opponent in this game, however: "Not really

important to break him. I didn't want to give him an easy game. But if I ever did
get a chance, it would be great to break him in the first game". Unfortunately,

for Player 6, he lost the game: "I'd just lost three games in a row ...I'm not

particularly happy. But then again, the second set has just started. I'm level on
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serve, so ", Although his confidence level had dropped: "The more things start

to slip away, you get a little bit less confident ", he managed to take positives

from his play so far: "It's helped that I've had four good service games in the

first set ...I know that I'm serving well and if I playa reasonable game I'm

pretty much going to hold".

Player 5 felt the need to calm down after winning the first set: "I was thinking,

right got the set. You're up here at the moment. Let's get back down. Get the

bloodpressure right! ",He used relaxation methods to achieve this: "Just taking

a few seconds. Just to close your eyes and stuff. Breathing. Trying to keep nice

and relaxed". His response after winning the game, was very positive in nature:

"Over the moon! Got a good game there. Hung on. Still haven "t been broken

yet in this match. I was probably thinking, I can break him every time now!

E /"asy..

Game 1-1

Player 6 serving

Although Player 6 had lost the last game, he was confident he could hold his

serve in this game. His thoughts were focused on the quality of his first serve:

"He's starting to return well. So I'm a little bit, not worried, but unsure when

the balls come back". He did not feel the need to change his game plan in any

way: "It's [game plan} something you sometimes change. Normally I would,

probably. I would change a few things if I was losing, but it just depends. I

mean, basically it's the fact that he's playing too good, rather than I'm doing

things wrong". At 30-40, he was aware that his opponent might increase his

level of play. He attempted to use this thought in a positive direction to increase

his level of play: "Once he starts to get on a roll ...[it was} in the back of my

mind. I'm thinking about that, but I'm telling myself to be even solider now and

concentrate even harder on getting this game ". He used imagery to help get his

first serves in: "You sort of play it in your mind". On the advantage points he

would use self-talk, though it was not entirely positive in its wording: "Every

time I'm just saying, don't be sloppy here. Give yourself the best chance of

getting back into the set. Don't throw your chances away to getting back level ".

Having held, after three advantage points, Player 6 talked about his level of
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confidence: "I'm still thinking I've got a chance in the match ...But he's

returning well and playing well, so it's knocked my confidence down a little

bit ". He stated the importance of holding this game: "It's one of those things

that a hold like that could almost turn a match round H.

Although Player 5 did not perceive this to be a key game in the match, he was

very disappointed in losing it: "Gutted about that. Another game wasted ...Like,

[IJ had a chance there. Breaking him at the end of the first set ... could have had

two games without his holding serve. So it was a big opportunity for me". He

was confident that he would be given another opportunity to break, later on in

the set: "I was thinking like, going to get another chance. I'm going to take one

of them, at least H.

Game 2-1

Player 5 serving

As with the last game, Player 6 felt that this was a key game in the match. After

losing the game, his thoughts focused round two main issues. The first was how

well his opponent was playing: "He's playing well. It's frustrating. You know

you can't do anything, but every time you just have to keep telling yourself, well

I couldn't have done anything here. It's nothing I've done wrong". The second

was that he was aware that it may take just one point to tum the match around:

"In a match you usually get a chance, just one chance in an entire match. And if
you can take that chance, you can just turn a match round. That':s all it takes ",

He did concede that it was getting to him: "I'm maybe a bit frustrated as I

haven't had a chance to break in seven service game" but he still had

confidence in himself: "[But] I know I can break him ...If I can just get lucky on

another break point in another game ", The confidence he had on his own serve,

further increased his optimism in turning the match around: "As long as I've

been holding my serve, than I could switch the match round".

In winning the first two points in this game, Player 5 had an increase in his

confidence: "Pleased with that! I was thinking, let "s try and get three [acesJ in

a row!". The two points he dropped in the game, he felt was down to his

overconfidence and relaxed manner.
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Game4-3

Player 5 serving

Player 6 was pleased to have held on to his own serve in the last game. His

thoughts once again turned to breaking his opponent: "I'm thinking, okay he's

serving very well ...{but] I know that there's a chance that he's going to playa

bad game. And I'm not playing that badly". When he lost the game, he began to

think ahead to a possible tie-break: "Ifwe do keep holding serve, then it's a tie-

break, which is 50-50...If I'm not going to break him, then yeah, just hold your

serve and get to the tie-break".

At 40-15, Player 5 felt that he had control of the set and the momentum: "Lfeel

like I'm on top of this set. The momentum is with me ". Winning the game

helped keep his confidence level elevated: "[Confidence] is still up. Confidence

for me is how I hit the ball, and I know I'm hitting the ball well ".

Game4-4

Player 6 serving

Player 6 highlighted this as another key game in the match. He felt that he had

been struggling a bit, while his opponent was still playing well. He discussed

the issue of pressure: "I'm feeling a little bit threatened by his returns. The

pressure's more on me but I'm going to keep holding and try and hold and turn

the pressure back to him ", This pressure made him aware of the importance of

his first serves: "I'm starting to think that I'm going to have to make my first

serves now. He's going to be whacking wheels with my second". At 0-30, he felt

that the pressure had caused nervousness, which in tum had affected his serves:

"Probably a bit tense on myfirst serve because I'm trying to be a bit careful...J

can't really expect to win on the second serve ...There is a little bit of tension

because I'm worrying a little bit, where I have to make it [serve] ". Player 6

played two good first serves to reach 40-30. He put attributed this to an increase

in confidence from winning the point at 15-30: "You just make one good one

and the next time you step up on there, you think you can make this ... Just

relaxing and stuff like that. You tense up a little bit more under a bit of

pressure ". After he won the game, he felt that his opponent had improved his
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level of play: "If anything he's upped it a little bit ...He 'sjust playing that little

bit better".

Player 5, having reached 30-0, appeared to falter. He put the lost point at 30-15

down to overconfidence and lack of concentration: "0-30, could be 0-40. Just

thinking, go for it. The mind wanders when you're ahead. [I] wasn't paying

attention". He received a bit of a reality check at 30-30, but with his opponents

good play, he felt he couldn"t do anything more and went on to lose the game.

Game 5-4

Player 5 serving

Player 6 perceived this to be a key game in the match: "[It's] a really big game,

I want to try and make him playa lot of balls here. I want him to be under a

little bit ofpressure". At 30-40, he felt that the next point was a key point: "I'm

basically thinking here, now is your chance. This is it. I have to accept if he
comes out with a good point, but don't do anything sloppy because this may be

my only chance". Player 6 lost that point and the next one, but felt that there

was nothing he could have done: "He's played two good points and I haven't

been able to get it". At 40-40, Player 6 sensed that his opponent was starting to

tighten up: "He's starting to miss the ball now ...he's just a bit anxious to get

the game under his belt". At A-40, Player 6 had break point for the first time.

He knew it was a key point: "I'm telling myself that this is the big point. I'm

putting a lot on this point. This could turn the whole match round". He tried to

focus himself: "I'm jogging around a little bit. Just trying to loosen up...so I

can be focused and determined in my mind but also my body", but he lost the

point: "I think I was probably annoyed with that one. I could have done better

with it". He tried to shake off the loss and focus on the next point: "I've given

myself a little time to get rid of it. Fresh and thinking about the next point. Not

worrying about the last point. [Though] it's probably at the back of my mind a

little bit". When player 6 lost eventually lost the game, he knew he had failed to

take his chances: "I've had my chances there". He went into the next game

hoping that his opponent would tighten up again if he could hold his next

service game.
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Player 5 also perceived this as a key game in the match. He went into the game

determined to win it: "I was thinking it's 4-4, I'm all over this guy ...I haven't

been paying much attention. I've been a couple of times, 0-30, and I haven't put

the guy away. Just going into this game thinking, just wanted a break there [last

game], I didn't break there. Got to hold to try and break him on the next game.

Nothing more than that at the moment ", As the game went on, he began to tire.

His first serve percentage started to drop. He put this down to the pressure of

the situation and a decrease in confidence: "Confidence is wandering a bit.

More thinking about the points in the match, the situation. Thinking Imight lose

this ", He felt he started to rush things and as a consequence was losing points:

"Just trying to get the point won too quickly ", During the five advantage points,

held by both men, Player 5 felt the game slipping away and then coming back

again. Although he knew the importance of the game, his concentration

continued to lapse. Finally, at the fifth deuce point, a key point, he realised that

he needed to take his time and focus: "This is where I realise what I'm doing

wrong. I had to wait for some balls, which was lucky ", He went on to win the

next two points and the game. He was aware that the momentum shifted back

and forth and that his confidence went up and down, throughout that game. In

needing only one more game to win the match, he attempted to refocus: "It's

just trying to get into the "start thinking II mode ''. He went on to break serve

and win the match.

• Summary of case study three

Differences were found for the graphical data for both players. The results from

Player 5 (the winner) showed that cognitive anxiety, depression, fatigue and

anger were lower than for Player 6 throughout the time phases. Confidence

levels for Player 5 were found to be higher in intensity compared to Player 6.

However, somatic anxiety intensity levels were either higher or the same as the

levels of Player 6 until the end of the match, where they were reduced. Energy

levels were perceived to be higher in Player 6 compared to Player 5 until near

the end of the match, where they decreased.
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Four games during the match went to two or more deuces, with each player

serving and holding two service games each. Player 5 indicated that he

experienced a decrease of concentration and at times a feeling of over

confidence during these four games. Player 6, on the other hand, stated that his

thoughts and feelings fluctuated up and down during this time.

Player 6 identified twelve key moments during the match and won only four of

them. Player 5 identified five moments he perceived to be key to the match,

four of which he won.

The key issues emerging from the data appeared to high confidence levels for

Player 5, which at times developed into over confidence. This over confidence

along with a tendency to become too relaxed caused unforced errors to occur. A

decrease in concentration was also in evidence. This was sometimes attributed

to task irrelevant thoughts, such as losing previous points. Player 6 exhibited a

greater swing of emotions and thoughts, ranging from high confidence and

feeling happy to feeling under pressure and getting annoyed.
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4.54 Case Study Four: Player 7 vs Player 8

• Score Sheet: 7-5 7-6 (7-5)

Player 8 Player 7 Player 7 Player 8 Player 8 Player 8
0-15 0-15 15-0 0-15 15-0 15-0

15-15 15-15 30-0 0-30 15-15 15-15
30-15 15-30 40-0 15-30 15-30 30-15
30-30 30-30 40-15 15-40 30-30 30-30
40-30 40-30 40-30 30-40 40-30 40-30

40-40
1-0 3-3 5-5 A-40 4-3 6-5

"'- "'- "'- 40-40 "'- "'-Player 7 Player 8 Player 8 A-40 Player 7 Player 7
15-0 0-15 0-15 40-40 0-15 15-0
15-15 15-15 0-30 40-A 15-15 15-15
15-30 30-15 0-40 40-40 30-15 30-15
15-40 30-30 A-40 30-30 30-30

30-40 5-6 40-30 30-40
0-2 40-40 2-1 40-40 40-40

A-40 Player 7 "'- A-40 A-40
Player 8 15-0 Player 7 40-40

0-15 4-3 30-0 15-0 A-40 6-6
15-15 40-0 30-0
30-15 Player 7 40-0 4-4 Tie-Break
40-15 15-0 7-5 C 1-0

15-15 2-2 Player 8 2-0M
3-0 15-30 Player 8 15-0 3-0M

15-40 15-0 Player 8 15-15 C4-0
Player 7 30-40 15-15 15-0 30-15 C 5-0
15-0 40-40 30-15 15-15 40-15 5-1 M
15-15 A-40 40-15 30-15 40-30 S-2M
15-30 40-30 40-15 40-40 C 5-3
15-40 4-4 40-40 40-A C 5-4
30-40 40-A 3-2 40-40 S-SM
40-40 Player 8 40-A 5-6M
A-40 15-0 0-1 Player 7 40-40

30-0 15-0 A-40 5-7
1-3 40-0 Player 7 30-0

0-15 40-0 5-4
Player 8 5-4 15-15 40-15

0-15 15-30 Player 7
0-30 30-30 3-3 15-0
15-30 30-40 30-0
15-40 40-0
30-40 1-1 40-15

3-2 5-5
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• Graphical Representation
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• Comparison of graphical data

Player 7: Cognitive anxiety and confidence showed opposite patters of each

other, as one went down the other went up. Little connection between fatigue

and energy was noted, with fatigue remaining stable until the end of the match,

and energy fluctuating between 8 and 9. Depression, anger and somatic anxiety

all remained below 3 throughout the match.

Player 8: Cognitive anxiety and confidence showed a similar pattern to that

of Player 7, with each factor moving in opposite direction. Energy and fatigue

showed a similar pattern, as to did depression and anger, slowly increasing as

the match went on. Somatic anxiety fluctuated, but remained at 6 or under.

• Broad Overview of match

Player 7

Pre-match

Player 7 spent a successful week training, before coming into this tournament:

"I was practicing and it was pretty good. [IJ got a lot of things done. It seemed
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like a good week. I was feeling pretty confident". He had also recently beat a

top seed and won a tournament, which he felt had helped his confidence. He

had no injury or fitness problems at this time.

This second round match was important to Player 7. He had beaten an older

player in the first round and was positive in producing another win against the

fifth seed: "I knew I had a good chance. But at the same time I knew he was

playing well. I thought if I couldput my game on the court like I did [in thefirst

round] then I had a chance of winning". He felt some pressure from himself to

maintain his winning performance: "I was slightly concerned about whether I'd

be able to perform as I did the week before...I was playing a lot of tennis and I

had to keep everything going".

He set the goal of going out and playing his normal game and to serve well.

Focus on his game plan and not really worry about him. His coach wanted him

to set an outcome goal of reaching the semi-finals, however Player 7 did not

agree: "I [said] I'd be happy if I could win afew matches. He was more upfor

me making the semi-flnals. I could understand that. But to be honest ...1

remember thinking it would be good to win afew matches. But that should have

been my aim ".

Player 7 woke up on the morning of the match feeling positive: "Excited about

playing". The anxiety he experienced at this time was perceived as being

positive: "I guess I was a little bit nervous ...butterflies in the stomach. Nothing

bad. I always know I am before a match. But I don't think that's a bad thing,

that's fine. I didn't need to worry because I was quite confident at the time I'd

play well".

During match

Player 7 felt that the warm-up went well: "Feeling relaxed. Getting my feet

moving. Ifeelfine. I don't worry or anything". He felt no real presence of either

cognitive or somatic anxiety: "No butterflies at this stage ...Basical/y going

though the motions ...Not really thinking about the match or anything. I'm not

thinking of anything particular ...I just relax." This was reproduced in the
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questionnaire data. Cognitive anxiety intensity was valued at 1 and somatic

anxiety at 2. Both were perceived as being very positive, rated at +3.

Confidence was high, at 9 for intensity and +3 for direction: "It's probably my

strongest surface. I don't have an outstanding weakness [on this surface}".

Energy levels were rated at 9 for intensity and +2 for direction.

Correspondingly, fatigue intensity was rated at 1 and was perceived as being

very positive (+3 for directionality). Indeed, his fatigue levels did not fluctuate

in any way until the end of the match. Anger and depression were both low, at 1

on the intensity scale and high on the directionality scale (+3). As his interview

data showed, it was: "Exactly how I wanted to be".

By the end of the second game of the first set, Player 7 found himself two

games to love down. His cognitive anxiety intensity level increased from 1 to 4,

while his perceptions changed from being very positive to neutral: "I was a bit

more anxious about what he'd just done. Even though I said to myself it

probably wasn't really myfault. I just lost my service game and it's not good".

His confidence level dropped from 9 to 7 and +3 to +2 for directionality, at this

time. In conjunction with this, there was a slight rise in anger, from 1 to 2, and a

drop in energy, from 9 to 8. Somatic anxiety, although remaining unchanged for

intensity, was perceived as being less positive than before (+3 to +1 in

direction).

Holding his serve and wmnmg the first set, Player 7 helped to tum the

downward shifts in anger, energy and cognitive anxiety back to their intensity

levels experienced at the end of the warm-up. All were now perceived to be

positive in direction. In particular, cognitive anxiety which increased from 0 to

+3. Confidence rose to a maximum of 10 on the intensity scale and +3 on the

directionality scale. Somatic anxiety fell down to 1 for intensity and was

perceived as being very positive, rated at +3. This positive mental state was

reflected in the interview data: "Starting to take a bit more control of the

match ...I'm feeling fine now. I've probably settled down completely. I don't feel

any nerves or anything. I just feel confident".
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At 1-1 in the second set, Player 7 experienced a slight increase in somatic

anxiety intensity from 1 to 2. Although this was still very low, his perception of

this increase was more dramatic, dropping substantially from +3 to -1. The only

reference made in the interview that may be related to this is the way in which

he played and lost his service game: "I played very loose [causing] errors and

let him back into the match a little bit ", Dropping his serve may also accounted

for other fluctuations, such as the increase in his cognitive anxiety, from 1 to 3

(+3 to +1 in direction). His confidence level dropped from 10 to 7 and anger

from 1 to 2. Both were seen as still being beneficial to him. Energy intensity

dropped back down to 8 again and remained positive in direction.

Having held his serve and reached the tie-break, Player 7 felt very positive

about his play: "I played a good game. I mean I feel good about the whole of

that game. So I'm feeling pretty good at this stage J think ", This quote was

backed up by the graphical data. Somatic anxiety remained at 2 on intensity, yet

interestingly increased from -1 to +3 in direction. Confidence and energy both

increased to 9 on the intensity scale and viewed as very positive (+3). Both

anger and cognitive anxiety intensity dropped to 1, and too were seen as very

positive (+3).

Post-match

Player 7 won the tie-break and the match and questionnaire data revealed an

positive picture of his mental state. Cognitive and somatic anxiety, along with

anger were all rated as 1 on the intensity scale and +3 on the directionality

scale. Confidence and energy were high, at 9 on intensity and +3 on

directionality. Fatigue intensity only increased to 2. Perhaps surprising

considering he had played a long match.

He felt relieved to have won the tie-break, but thought he had put in a good

effort: "Although I didn't play unbelievably well, J played well when J needed

to ''. He attributed his win to both internal and external causes: "From the back

of the court J always felt in control ...He didn't really attack the net on his serve.

I was in control there. At the same time, I needed to serve well and J did really,

when I needed to. Except for the first few games in the first set ...J guess in the
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tie-break he gave it away a little bit, but he did play some good points, so". In

doing so, he achieved his goals of serving well and playing his own game.

Player 8

Pre-match

Player 8 perceived this match to be more important than his first round match:

"They get more and more important ...{Needed} to show how far [I could go}.

You're pretty much in the limelight. It sets up the whole year really". The

importance of the match added pressure, but he perceived it as being positive

for him: "A little bit [of added pressure}. But I always try and just go with it

really ...The pressure wasn't making me really uptight. It was just a little bit

more of afeeling in the stomach, tingling".

He assessed the match in terms of his opponent: "I knew it would be tougher

than the first round because he's just come off a couple of weeks of good

tournaments. I thought it would be very tough". He dealt with these concerns by

using positive self-talk: "I reminded myself that I'djust played a good match as

well ...and that I was well within my capabilities of winning the match ...Just

kept reminding myself that the way I play is going to be effective against him ".

He set both task and ego goals. He wanted to win the second round match and

also wanted to focus on his game plan, which was to: "Serve and volley a bit

less, serve more to hisforehand, and not to rush ",

He woke up on the morning of the match feeling quite positive: "Woke up

feeling okay, good. Quite relaxed and looking forward to it". He felt that the

confidence he had gained from the first round win, had some roll over effect in

this match: "There was confidence that I had built up, a tiny bit". His thought

also focused on the future: "Thinking more about the future rather than the

present. What if I beat him? What if this could happen? What if that could
h ?"appen. .

Once he arrived at the tournament site, Player 8 spent most of his time trying to

relax before his match. One successful coping strategy was to spend time with
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friends: "I had a few friends there...so I was relaxing with them...Just joking

about things. It was pretty good. I felt it really got my mind off itfor a bit".

During match

Once on court, Player 8 felt the warm-up went well; "Felt very good in the

warm-up. Hitting the ball well ... The butterflies had pretty much gone ...Felt

relaxed ...like the energy, swing the arms, get the volume, nicely out in front.

Keep low". By the end of the warm-up he felt nice and loose. Despite these

statements, there was a rise in somatic anxiety intensity from 3 to 5, in his

questionnaire data. He stated that his positive feelings of relaxation helped his

level of confidence. Indeed, his confidence level did rise from 8 to 9 for

intensity and +2 to +3 in directionality. His thought were positive: "I was

thinking yeah, I'm good enough to do it. Playing was good enough and

probably at this time stage if my serve was okay, then it was alright. I was home

and dry". His cognitive anxiety intensity level confirmed his lack of concerns,

dropping from 3 to 2, yet only perceived as having a neutral effect. Energy

levels were high, at 8 (+2). Fatigue, anger and depression were all rated as 1 and

very positive (+3).

Being two love up in the first set, Player 6 had only positive perceptions of his

mental state. Fatigue, anger and depression remained low on intensity, at 1, and

high on directionality, at +3. Cognitive anxiety too, remained stable at 2 for

intensity. Confidence and energy were rated at 9 on intensity and +3 for

direction. Although somatic anxiety intensity decreased from 5 to 3, there was

no increase in positive perceptions. This may echo a quote from the interview

transcript: "Ifelt like I've got a game in hand...But still not totally relaxed".

Player 8 lost the first set and the negativity from his interview data was

reflected in the graphical data. Anger and depression fluctuated dramatically,

from 1 to 5 in intensity and +3 to -3 in direction. Cognitive anxiety increased in

intensity from 2 to 5: "I mucked up that whole set from a good start. I was

angry with myself'. His confidence level also dropped, from 9 to 6, causing a

decrease in positive perceptions (+3 to + I). As energy levels dropped from 9 to
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5 for intensity and +3 to 0 for direction, so fatigue levels increased from 1 to 6

and +3 to -1 in direction.

By the time Player 8 tied the score at one all in the second set, his levels of

anger and depression dropped down to 2 and 3 respectively. Despite these

drops, he still perceived them as being detrimental to him, with anger rated as -

2 and depression rated as -3 on the directionality scale. He experienced a

similar situation with cognitive anxiety, which dropped in intensity from 5 to 4,

yet also dropped in direction from 0 to -1. Even though the intensity levels of

these factors had dropped, he was clearly still having a negative perception of

them. Such perceptions may have been caused by the loss of the first set and the

first game in this set: "Just thinking shouldn't have lost last time ...It's still in

there. Still computing ...Annoyed that I didn't win the serve". Somatic anxiety

intensity increased from 2 to 4, but no mention of this was found in the

interview data. Confidence intensity increased from 6 to 8 and direction from

+1 to +2: "Confidence went up...Feeling much happier". A slight shift in

fatigue and energy was shown, with energy rising from 5 to 6 and fatigue

decreasing from 6 to 5. Both these shifts were perceived positively.

Player 8 showed a dramatic increase in anger intensity, from 2 to 8, at the start

of the tie-break. This was perceived as negative, rated at -2 on the directionality

scale. Quotes taken from the interview data back this finding up: "Very, very

annoyed ...Just really annoyed with myself'. Depression levels also increased,

from 3 to 5, however his interpretation of this increase, though still negative,

had risen from -3 to -1. Despite the increases in negative emotional states, both

cognitive and somatic anxiety levels dropped from 4, to 1 and 2 respectively.

With the interpretation of these drop seen in a positive light, particularly for

cognitive anxiety, which rose from -1 to +3. Player 8 maintained his confidence

level at 8. Interview data may indicate as to why this was the case: "[I was}

trying toprove that it's not going to affect the match ...Same thing happened last

year ...and I'm not going to do it again". Energy and fatigue levels shifted by

only one point on the Likert scale, from 6 to 7 for energy and 5 to 4 for fatigue.
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Post-match

Player 8 lost the match on the tie-break. His levels of depression and anger

increased in intensity. Anger was rated as a 9, while depression was rated as 8.

Both were viewed as very debilitative (-3): "I was annoyed, angry and

frustrated". Confidence dropped from 8 to 7, yet still remained quite positive in

direction (+ 1). This may be due to the positive perceptions he had for some

parts of his game: "[felt like I did afew things right ...1felt like [was seeing the

ball well, hitting the ball right". This may also explain as to why his level of

cognitive anxiety was unchanged, at 1 on intensity and +3 for direction.

Somatic anxiety did however increase, from 2 to 6. No reference was made to

this in the interview data. Finally, whilst fatigue levels remained at 4 for

intensity, energy levels dropped from 7 to 6, with a slight drop in direction,

from +2 to +1.

Player 8 attributed the loss to both himself: "I hadn't really done anything to

him ...1 was more worried - second round, I could get to the quarters. Wasn"!

positive enough...Just wasn": good enough on the day" ,and his opponent: "He

kept me back a bit more. He kept a better length ...I couldn't get to the net

because of his depth ...He was controlling the match from the ground. He was

making me get into the position where [felt like I had to make a big shot to get

back into the rally". He concluded by stating that he didn't fully achieve his

goal.
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• Review of key moments

Table 4.8 Summary of key moments for case study four

PLA YER 7 vs PLAYER 8

PLAYER SCORE

FIRST SET

Player 7: Key point
Player 8: Momentum with self
Player 7: Momentum with opponent
Player 8: Key point
Player 7: Momentum with self
Player 8: Momentum with opponent
Player 8: Momentum up and down
Player 7: Momentum level
Player 7: Momentum with self
Player 8: Momentum with opponent

0-110-15
0-3
0-3

0-3/15-40
1-3
3-3

3-4/15-30
5-5

5-5/30-0
6-5/15-0

SECOND SET

Player 8: Momentum with opponent
Player 7: Key game
Player 8: Key game
Player 8: Momentum with opponent
Player 8: Key game
Player 7: Key game
Player 8: Key game
Player 7: Momentum left
Player 8: Momentum with self
Player 8: Key game
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Momentum with self
Player 7: Loss of mom en tum
Player 7: Key game
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Key point
Player 7: Momenhlm with opponent
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Key point
Player 8: Momenhun up and down

0-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-2

3-4/40-40
3-4/40-40
3-4/40-40

4-4
4-4/40-40
4-4/40-40

4-5
4-5

5-6/30-30
5-6/40-40
6-6/0-5
6-6/1-5
6-6/2-5
6-6/3-5
6-6/3-5
6-6/4-5
6-6/5-5
7-5
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First Set:

Game 0-2

Player 7 serving

Having lost the first game in the match, Player 7 perceived the first point in his

service game to be a key point: "Thefirst point ...is quite important ...it gave me

a bit of a cushion". Despite winning this point, he went on to lose the game,

blaming the loss on his serve: "]5-30 [he won] two winners off the second

serves, so I'm trying to get first serves in". The loss of his service game

increased his cognitive anxiety level: "I was worried there about what

happened. Sort of snowball effect". Externally attributing the blame for the loss

did not appear to reduce his cognitive anxiety: "Even though I'd probably say

to myself it probably wasn't my fault, I just lost my first service game and it's

not good". No reference was made by Player 7 at the end of the game, with

regards to momentum shifts.

Player 8 picked up on his opponent cognitive anxiety: "I thought he was a bit

nervous". However Player 8, in spite of winning the game, also exhibited

cognitive anxiety, in relation to his opponents serve: "I know he's going to

serve a bit better than that". He also aired concerns with regards to his own

serve: "I've got to sort myself out with my serve ...the serve is such a crucial

factor". This concern affected his level of confidence: "Still very tight serving,

[I] wasn't confident at all".

Game 0-3

Player 8 serving
After breaking his opponent in the last game, the cognition"s of Player 8, during

this game, seemed to revolve once again around his serve: "My first serve, I

didn't feel that there was anything to worry about at all. [Second serves] still at

the back of my mind...! was under pressure to get myfirst serves in ". His 3-0

lead, although taking him by surprise, increased his confidence levels: "[I]

didn't think this was going to happen this early on ...Confidence was there ...but

I hadn't won anything yet, I needed to do a lot more". This tempering of

confidence seemed to stem from his concerns over his serving ability: "Let's

get four [games] just incase I start missing a couple of first serves. So maybe
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get broken. Do just get two [breaks] under my belt". After three consecutive

games, Player 8 felt that he had gained the momentum and explained why this

was: "Ijust felt I had the better start. I'd got away with thefirst game and then

I started doing things right ...he didn't know how to deal with it".

Player 7 was being negatively affected by his opponents serving: "I was trying

to hit winners to try and get on top of the ball ...When the guy's hitting an ace, I

was probably thinking, oh what can I do? I was getting really down on

myself ..he's playing a good game". At the change of ends, he was trying to use

positive self-talk: "It's still one break. It's just a case of me holding serve and

getting lucky on a break. Just make sure you hold your next service game and

see what happens ", Player 7 conceded that his opponent had gained

momentum: "Yeah. At 3-0 down [he] definitely [had momentum]".

Game 1-3

Player 7 serving

Player 7 was aware of the importance of winning this game, having lost the

previous game: "If I lose this service game, then I'm a double break down and

it is pretty serious". Yet he did not class it as a key game. He was aware of the

need to get his first serves in: "He's getting on top of the second serve quite

well ...[I was] telling myself to take thepace off a little bit and get thefirst serve

in. Major concern of this game was to get the first serves in ", Having held his

serve for the first time in the match, Player 7 exhibited positive reactions: "It's

a relief ..a good feeling. I'm bouncing back a bit now. It gives you a bit of

confidence". He also perceived a momentum shift in the match: "The

momentum came back to my side of things a little bit". He justified the

importance of breaking his opponent in terms of a further momentum shift: "I

think it [breaking] was very important. Me breaking back here swings the

momentum back the other way ", Player 7 duly went on to win the next game.

At 15-40, Player 8 felt that he had already won the game: "I felt I had already

broken him. 4-1 up, the set's pretty much [mine]". However, in focusing ahead,

he began to let the game slip. He believed that losing the point at 15-40 was the

key: "When I had the opportunity at 15-40, that changed the match".
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At 30-40: "I felt like I''d already done it [broken). I was just relaxed ...didn't

really move". At 40-40: "I should have come in and made the shot there.

Gutted I didn't take my chances". At 40-A: "I should have broken there for

sure. I didn't do enough ...1 wasn't moving at all". He felt that he allowed his

standard of play to drop, which in tum increased his opponents standard: "I'd

been playing well up until then. I just slacked off a tiny bit ...my concentration

went for sure. He got a bit of confidence ...hit a good serve".

Game 3-3

Player 7 serving

Having lost his serve on the previous game, Player 8 identified the need to place

pressure on his opponents serve: "Using this game to try and put pressure back

on, try and break here. If I break here the damage has been lost". At 30-30, he

began to focus on what he felt should have been a 15-40 score: "Could have

been 15-40. So thinking about that point, very disappointed". This task

irrelevant thought seemed to cause him to lose focus of the match at hand: "Just

not thinking at the moment. Just going into a daze, I think. Didn't concentrate

on my game plan .. .Just not hitting the ball". This, he hypothesised, allowed his

opponent back into the game to tie the score at 3-3: "Giving him a bit of

confidence - I missed the second serve. He's gone out and pulled an ace out".

Although Player 8 felt that no-one had the upper hand in the match, he

conceded that his opponent had gained some momentum, albeit on a temporary

basis: "He's just got a bit of momentum, that's all. Just ride the wave and see if
he can keep it up. I didn't think he could".

Player 7 felt that he had relaxed into the match more and that his standard of

play increased after breaking his opponents serve in the previous game: "[I'd]

settled down and relaxed a bit ...l think I tend to start a match slowly. It's

starting to come together a bit better now". In winning his service game and

tying the score at 3-3, Player 7 reviewed his opponent: "He's probably shaken

up a little bit. I know it's getting to him. He's frustrated with himself. It's good

to see that I'm affecting him a little bit". Although he did not perceive he had

gained momentum, Player 7 did feel that his confidence level had increased:

"It's just back on level terms. Confidence is fine now".
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Game4-4

Player 7 serving

During this game, at 15-30, Player 8 acknowledged that the momentum was

going up and down. He conceded that it was the lost point at 15-40, which lost

him the game: "Breakpoint to go 5-3. Thinking about the score rather than the
job at hand".

Player 7, on the other hand, succeeded in blocking out the score at 15-40: "Not

really trying tofocus on, Oh my God, I'm 15-40 down. Just try and get the next

point. It's not easy, but you've got to do it, otherwise there's a bit of doubt in

your mind". Player 7 identified his opponents decrease in standard of play:

"He's still hitting the odd winner, but he's making a few errors. He's not

making as much of an impact as he was in the start of the match ". He did not

however, identify any ensuing momentum shifts.

Game5-5

Player 7 serving

Having lost the previous game, yet holding his serve in this game, Player 7 felt

that momentum was present in both himself and his opponent: "I think it's

[momentum} pretty even". He was aware of added pressure to hold his serve,

but did not feel it was a key game: "A little more pressure to hold. I'm aware

that if I don't hold it then obviously that's a set ",

Player 8 viewed very few opinions on this game, indicating that he too did not

perceive this game to be key one: ""[I} missed afew opportunities [at the} start

of the game. Not really any majorfaults ".

Game 6-5

Player 8 serving

Despite losing the last game, at 30-0 in this game, Player 7 felt that momentum

had shifted back to himself: "Right now I'd say [the momentum} was [with me}.

0-30 and 5-5, I guess he's thinking I've got to get this point. Whereas I'm

thinking not bad". He felt he had the position, yet did not become complacent:

"I've got nothing to worry about ...[but] I knew he's got a big serve, so he can
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get a few cheap points ", Inwinning the game to love, Player 7 was happy with

the outcome: "I played a good game. So I'd be really happy sitting down now.

That I was going to be 6-5 and serving. It gave me a little bit of a boost ".

Player 8, on the other hand, became negative at 0-40: "Trying for too much, or

worried about how well he's hitting off the ground. Just gutted, thinking I've got

to play three good points here to get back in the game ", After losing the game,

Player 8 experienced a great deal of negativity and once again focused on task

irrelevant thoughts from the past: "I played a terrible game. Gutted. All over

him at the start [of the match}. Thinking about that...Not thinking about the way

forward, just thinking about the past ", He blamed the loss of his service game

on his serve, and although he tried to combat the serve problems, he failed:

"Tried to hit it harder ...but it didn't seem to work at all". No reference was

made to any shifts in momentum at the end of the game.

Game7-5

Player 7 serving

Having lost the game to love, it took only one point, at 15-0 in this game, for

Player 8 to perceive a shift of momentum to his opponent. Losing the next

point, to reach 30-0, Player 8 indicated that any pressure he had experienced up

until then had been replaced with negative emotions, which had a detrimental

impact on his game: "I think most of it [pressure} had gone by now. Just

annoyed with myself. I was not doing the right thing. I was slow hitting. Not

moving my feet". At 40-0, task irrelevant thoughts again entered his mind: "I

felt that it [set} had gone. I'd mucked up the whole set from a good start. Not

really thinking that positively".

Player 7 focused on the task at hand, namely holding onto his serve: "I wasn't

really thinking about him. [I was} concentrating on the first set. Taking one

point at a time ", He felt confident in his game now: "It's not a worry or

anything like that about missing first serves at the moment. I feel really

confident". He attributed his increased standard of play to his opponent: "His

game has dropped slightly. He's sort of run out of steam. And as a result I've

gone up a bit. Starting to take a bit more control of the match". Having won the
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first set, Player 7 had completely relaxed into the match: "I'm feeling fine now.

I've probably settled down completely. I don't feel any nerves of anything. I just

feel confident". Once again, despite the feelings of confidence, Player 7 did not

indicate any possession of momentum.

Second Set:

Game 1-0

Player 8 serving

After losing the first set, Player 8, perceived the first game of the second set to

be a key game: "It was important to get this game under my belt". He felt that

his opponent was on a winning streak, and this was at the back of his mind. He

acknowledged that at 40-15, the score was down to rushing his play: "Rushing

it. Trying to finish the game too early. Just wanted to get the game out of the

way". Thoughts from his previous service game appeared to interfere with his

concentration: "[I was} annoyed that I didn't win the serve last time. Thinking

that it's easy. I've just won at 40-15". At the change of ends, Player 8

negativity from the previous set began to increase: "[I'm} not my happiest! It's

all gone pear-shaped for the moment. [Felt} frustrated and angry". He did,

however, appear to try and tum his negative thoughts around: "I'm behind

now...First time I've done this. Let's see if I canplay now. Being upfront at the

start and not being able to play, now I'm behind. I'm trying to keep myself in it.

Trying to keep my mind going". Player 8 felt that along with a decrease in

confidence, that the momentum remained with his opponent.

Player 7, with his high levels of confidence, did not seem to sense any anxiety

at being 15-40 down "I think I'd be too affected by it. Little things aren't

getting to me as much now I've got the first set and my confidence is higher".

Having broken back and won the game, Player 7 discussed how his opponent

must be feeling: "He's given me two double faults there to win the game. He

feels bad about himself now. From 5-4 up, he's lost four consecutive games".

His concern now to focus on his own games: "Just to concentrate on my own
service games now".
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Game 1-2

Player 8 serving

Player 8, in reflecting about the match, perceived this game to be one of the key

times in the match. He had broken serve in the last game and felt that this would

have affected his opponent: "Now I'm thinking that he's just got broken, he's

going to be nervous ", He felt that the pressure was now on his opponent and

this had resulted in an increase in his won confidence. At 15-40 however, things

began to change: "He was dominating ...llike to dominate the game ...I was

going for pretty much silly shots to get round it. [He was] changing [my] game

plan. His game plan was working". He began to pull back: "I started thinking a

bit better", But at 40-A, he felt that the game was swinging back and forth:

''I'm feeling like I can't rally with the guy, It was just not working ...Getting

advantages increased [my] confidence, it went back to deuce and brought my

confidence back down again ", In winning the game, Player 8 confidence level

increased: "Confidence is right there. Just holding that game, definitely",

Unlike Player 8, Player 7 did not perceive this game to be important to the

match outcome, He did however indicate that his thoughts were distracted from

the present game, back to the previous game: "[At 30-0] it's an opportunity. But

at the same time [I'm] thinking, well if I'd held onto my last service game, I

could be 3-0. So at lot of frustration still". In trading deuces and advantages,

Player 7 described the changes in his thoughts: "If I had the chance and missed

it, it's morefrustration than like if he hits a good winner. Then again, it can be

quite frustrating because I get opportunities, [and] he's still coming up with

good shots ", The frustration of losing the game seemed to be exacerbated by

the fact he lost the game before: "Now probably thinking I wish I'd hung onto

my service game ".

Game4-4

Player 7 serving

After Player 8 had held serve in the last game, both players felt that this game

was important. Player 7 indicated that losing the point after 40-30, affected his

perceptions of momentum: "At deuce, I played a very good point, but I lost that

point and the momentum has left me", He went on to explain how hIS
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confidence levels were affected when he won or lost points during the two

deuces and advantages: "If you playa good point [and] the next point,

[confidence] follows on. It can stay with you. You don't want to play good

point, bad point, good point, because then confidence is there and then it goes.

It's good to back it up with another good point, like that! [A-40], which gives

me more confidence". In reaching deuce for the second time, the importance of

the game became apparent: "Thinking, come on now, you've got to really think

about it. You've got to hold this game, otherwise you're going to be in trouble".

He appeared to view this importance in a positive direction: "[Got mysel.f)

pumped up. It gives you a bit of a burn H. Player 7 was pleased to have held his

serve: "It gives you a bit more confidence. It could of [slipped away] H.

Player 8 also talked of shifts back and forwards in play during the deuces and

advantages. The feelings of annoyance experienced during this period, both

helped and hindered his play. At 40-A: "I was annoyed with that, so I tried to

get over the next one, but I didn't H. Pulling back to deuce: "Being annoyed in

that particular point [40-A], helped [me] to go out and playa slightly better

shot and get thepoint H. His appraisal of the game was positive. Despite losing,

he felt he had gained the momentum: "I had chances there, so I feel like I've

got quite a bit of momentum. Flying a bit ...Felt I was back into this".

Game4-5

Player 8 serving

Player 8 stated that although he had lost the last game, he felt the momentum

gained from it, rolled into this game. He also highlighted it as a key game:

"Quite and important game ...I remember thinking it was getting near the end of

the set, so this is when it's important to start trying". The importance of the

game resulted in an increase in pressure for him: "Yeah, [it added a bit of

pressure]. Really I wanted to hold to break [in the next game]". Player 8 felt

that 40-40 was a key point and as such, tried to use his aggression to his

advantage: "Thinking, take your time. Important point. Be aggressive. Useyour

aggression". He felt that his aggression helped him to win the game: "It was

aggression to give myself a chance to get the point ...More aggression here, you
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can see it". Having won the game, Player 8 perceived the momentum to be with

him: "Pleased with that game. Verypleased. On top again. I was on a high ",

Although Player 7 did not feel this game had an important bearing upon the

outcome of the match, he did concede that at the end of the game, he had lost

the momentum. He also felt the loss of the game had an influence on his

feelings: "I remember I was very disappointed with that, because that was a

missed opportunity". He went on to reflect on a similar missed opportunity

from the last set: "In the first set, I did exactly the same thing and hit it in the

net". Despite the frustration of losing the game, he managed to remain positive

about the situation: "Little bit frustrated now because that would have been to

serve for the match. But still, you know, notfeeling too bad. Happier that [I'm}

going to serve, rather than he's going out to servefor the match ",

Game6-6

Player 7 serving

Having lost the last game, Player 7 felt that this game was one of the key games

in the match. Although he did not perceive to be under any additional pressure

to hold his serve, he was making unforced errors. He won the first point: "I

played a good point", double-faulted on the next point: "Not a good point. Bit

disappointed with myself because that was just a cheap point", lost the next

point but went on to win the following point, to take him to 30-30. He attributed

his unforced errors to lack of concentration: "I should be focused at this stage,

as this is such a big game. But just stupid errors. Concentration is going up and

down a little bit". Having managed to hold his serve, he felt positive about the

upcoming tie-break: "I'm feeling pretty good at this stage I think. [Just} see

how the tie-break goes ".

Player 8 began the game using self-talk to help him play well: "Be aggressive.

Just be aggressive. Take your time". His confidence was positively affected

when his opponent was making unforced errors: "Got me more confidence. Got

a chance here". However, his positive frame of mind was shattered when his

opponent pulled a point back to level at 40-40: "Very, very annoyed". He went

on to explain the importance of that point. The same situation occurred in a
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match during last years tournament: "Last year, same thing happened. Exactly

the same situation. Break point in the second set. I said to myself, I'm never

going to do it again, and I've just done it". This, in addition to his opponent

playing an ace to gain the advantage, had a negative effect upon his mental

state: "I wasjust really annoyed. And then he goes and serves an ace at deuce,

which is more annoying. Just really annoyed with myself".

Game 7-6 (7-5)

Player 8 was determined not to let the negative mind set, elicited from last

game, affect his current play. Indeed, he tried to use it in a positive way: "Still

very angry, but more trying to prove that it's not going to affect the match...!

got an absolute roasting last year and I'm not going to do it again ", Having

reached 5-0, Player 8 felt that he became too complacent: "I'm thinking 5-0,

you've already done the job ...Felt too relaxed". He described how this had a

detrimental effect on the tie-break, as his opponent pulled back to 5-4: "Not

really concentrating on what I'm doing. [My mind's was] just on the third set

really. Tie-break's running away from me here. Feeling the pressure". At 6-5,

the pressure increased for Player 8 and he seemed distracted by the past: "I

serving to stay in the match. I was 5-0. I was thinking back to that", In

reflecting back on the tie-break, Player 8 felt that all the points, from 5-0 to 5-5,

were key, He went on to say the he felt momentum was shifting back and forth

throughout the whole of the second set.

Player 7 felt the first few points went very quickly, and surmised the need to

compose himself. At 0-5 down, he started to become more negative: "Not a

good feeling at this stage ...Feeling that this set is going to slip away", He tried

to remain positive about the situation: "Just got to try and get these two points

on my serve, Trying to get [myself] back up again and keeppositive", Although

he was still feeling the pressure, at 2-5, he felt he had an opportunity: "I've got

a real chance now at 5-2 to win one of these point", Having won three points in

a row, Player 7 still perceived his opponent to have the momentum: "I still think

the momentum is with him, at 5-3 and he's serving". At 5-5, he felt that the set

was now within reach. He stayed focused for the last two points in the match: "I

mean Ijust tried to stay in the tie-break. Just apoint at a time".
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• Summary of case study four

Results from the graphical data showed some differences between the players.

Player 8 (the loser) exhibited higher levels for depression, fatigue, anger and

somatic anxiety on more occasions than Player 7. Cognitive anxiety was lower

for Player 7 on all but one time phase, while energy was higher for the same

number of time phases. Confidence levels tended to be high for both players

throughout the match, however on two occasions Player 8 had higher levels

than Player 7.

Only two games during the match went to two or more deuces. Both of these

games were on the serve of Player 8 and both times the serve was held. The

concentration levels of Player 8 went up and down throughout the match yet did

not appear to have any influence on either of his long service games. During

these two games, Player 7 experienced task irrelevant thoughts, focusing on

previous lost points and games.

Player 8 identified thirteen key moments during the match but won only four of

them. In contrast, Player 7 identified only three such moments and won all of

them.

The key issues emerging from the data appeared to be a fluctuation of

concentration for Player 8, with a great deal of cognition"s taken up with task

irrelevant thoughts on past performances. Player 7 maintained his concentration

levels throughout the match, letting it slip only momentarily during the tie-

break. Some task irrelevant thoughts did enter his mind, but these did not appear

to be detrimental to his performance.
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4.55 Case Study Discussion

A disparity was found between the winners and losers with regards to the

number of key moments, either points or games, identified during the matches.

The winners highlighted ten key moments while the losers identified thirty nine

such moments. For the ten key moments identified by the winners, the players

won eight of these points and/or games. In contrast, only fifteen of the thirty

nine key points and/or games identified by the losers were won.

Of all the key moments highlighted by both the winners and losers, results

showed that only on four occasions did both players in a match highlight the

same key moment.

Miller and Weinberg (1991) argue that for momentum to have any effect over

performance, it first has to be perceived as a momentum starter. These key

moments may be antecedents of momentum starters. Past research has

postulated that this perception is subjective in nature (Taylor & Demick, 1994;

Vallerand et al., 1988). It appears that the losers cognitively appraise more

situations, or key moments, to be of importance in the match compared to the

winners. Vallerand et al. (1988) argue that this appraisal is influenced by

personal factors, such as perceived control, anxiety and confidence. Results

from the losers consistently show a higher frequency of anxiety and lower

frequency of confidence throughout the match compared to the winners. The

losers also discuss a loss of control and/or the opponent dictating the game more

regularly than the winners. Perceived control and differing degrees of anxiety

and confidence may have influenced the frequency of key moments identified

by the players.

Vallerand et al. (1988) postulate that there is a link between perceived control

and skill level. The more skilled an athlete is, the more likely they will

perceived to be in control of a situation. Results from this study appear to

support this tenet. The winners perceived themselves to have more control over

the match than the losers did. If this control is maintained for a period of time, a

player may not be aware of key moments and positive momentum being

present. However, if a player perceives a lack of control over their game, this, in
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addition to the negative emotional response felt, may exacerbate perceptions of

key moments and either a loss of momentum or negative momentum. Taking

this argument further, it may be that momentum starters and momentum itself is

more likely to be perceived when a change has occurred, for example having

just gained or lost perceived control.

Results show that all but one of the ten key points andlor games identified by

both players in a match were at the latter stages of a set, for example at 4-4 or 5-

6. This finding appears to support pervious studies which have demonstrated

that the criticality of the situation may have a bearing on whether momentum is

perceived to be present or not (Burke et al., 1999; Richardson et al., 1988;

Vallerand et al., 1988). It is suggested that as the situation becomes more

critical! is appraised to be more critical, i.e. near the end of a set, there is a

stronger likelihood of both players identifying a key moment. Although this key

moment cannot be defined as momentum per se, it may play a role in the

cognitive appraisal determining whether or not momentum is present.

The players identified a total of thirty occasions when they perceived to have

either gained or lost momentum. Differences were found between the winners

and losers with regards to these perceptions. The winners perceived themselves

to have gained andlor lost momentum on twenty two occasions. In contrast, the

losers identified only eight occasions where momentum was perceived to have

been gained or lost. Possession of momentum was perceived on three occasions

and loss of momentum on five.

A study by Burke et al. (1999) found that the team who perceived that they had

momentum scored more points. Results from the present study partially support

this finding. The winners identified almost four times as many times when they

perceived themselves to have momentum compared to the losers. However,

they also identified almost twice as many times when they felt they lost moment

compared to the losers. These losses of momentum occurred, in the main,

relatively early on in a set, suggesting that a loss of momentum at such a time

may have little effect on the players.
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Only on one occasion did both players identify a moment when one had lost

momentum while the other gained momentum. This further supports the notion

that momentum is subjective in nature.

There does appear to be a discrepancy between the frequency of key moments

and perceived momentum. However, this may have been due to the nature of

the interview process. Players were asked at the start of the interview to identify

when they felt key points or games occurred, as the video of the match was

played. All players appeared to adhere to this request. However, players tended

not to identify moments of momentum unless prompted by the interviewer.

These prompts, on reflection, were not carried out in a systematic way. It may

have been more beneficial to have probed the players on momentum each time

they identified a key point or game. This may have lead to a more conclusive

finding of key moments acting as antecedents for momentum.

Personal variables, such as concentration, associated task irrelevant thoughts

and emotional response were highlighted by the players as having an influence

on their game. These variables were also identified by past research as having a

bearing on momentum (Taylor & Demick, 1994; Vallerand et al., 1988).

Although not directly linked by the players to momentum, they may have had a

contributing role, either as an antecedent and/or consequence to key moments

and perceived momentum.
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4.6 Conceptual Summary

Three separate analytical procedures were carried out on both the quantitative

and qualitative data. Each procedure, namely statistical analysis, content

analysis and case studies highlighted different issues with regards to the

phenomenon of psychological momentum.

Statistical analysis revealed that winning the first point in a game, particularly

when serving, resulted in more games being won, compared to when the first

point was lost. It was hypothesised that this would increase the players'

confidence level and in tum help to increase their performance and potential for

positive momentum to occur.

Content analysis was found to partially support this hypothesis. Results

indicated that confidence was linked to positive momentum, though not for

every first point won in a game. Therefore, broader issues, such as the types of

experiences players had, was predicted to help define the existence and patterns

of momentum being present during a performance. Findings showed that there

were distinct differences, in terms of these experiences for the winners and

losers. Results also indicated that although differences were found for the

players' definitions of momentum, common themes did emerge.

The case study analysis expanded upon the findings of both the statistical and

content analyses. Individual players' stories unfolded in an intra and

interpersonal sense to give a deeper understanding of the subjective nature of

momentum. The broad overview of each match allowed an insight into the

players' general state of mind and allowed a comparison to be made between

opponents. A separate analysis narrowed the focus down to each player

perceived key moments within the match. Although each match told a unique

story, consistencies were found. Losers identified more key moments within the

match than the winners. Graphical data demonstrated that on many occasions,

as one player's psychological andlor physical status would move in one

direction, the opposite was found for their opponent.
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Overall findings suggest that through the use of an interaction of

complementary methodologies and analyses, a deeper understanding of

momentum is possible. It may be that fluctuations of experiences are indeed

important, but only when a player consciously perceives them to have a bearing

over their game. In other words, these experiences, which appear to be in

constant flux throughout a tennis match, may need to be cognitively appraised

by an individual and assigned as having either a positive, negative or neutral

effect. When a neutral state is in operation, no momentum may be perceived to

be present. However, when the appraisal is positive or negative, a

corresponding positive or negative momentum state may be perceived as being

present.

If specific scores in a match, such as the first point in a game, induced

momentum, then each and every player would highlight momentum as being

present, and this is clearly not the case. The criticality of the situation, for

example 40-A, may have some bearing on the presence of momentum, but it

may also involve the mental and playing states of the players. If a player is

confident and has been winning previous points and games, this may reduce the

criticality of the situation and make it less likely that either negative momentum

will be perceived andlor that their opponent has gained the momentum. If, on

the other hand, a player is lacking in confidence and has been playing badly,

momentum may be seen either to shift positively to their opponent andlor

negatively to themselves. Therefore it may be the cognitive appraisal of the

situation- the score, the mental states and playing states of both players

(situational and personal variables), that induce a positive or negative

momentum state to be perceived.

The results suggest that cognitive appraisal is the key mechanism through which

positive and negative experiences may be conceptually framed. Such a theory

may explain why differences were found for the number of key moments

identified by the winners and losers and why winning the first point in a game

may not be enough to signify momentum being present.
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4.7 Conclusions

This study examined the existence and perceived presence of psychological

momentum of elite male and female tennis players during competitive matches.

The findings from the study indicate that momentum is perceived to exist

during performance. It emphasises the role that cognitive appraisal plays in the

acknowledgement and subsequent influence of key moments and how these

may combine to create a more holistic sense of momentum.

The use of an eclectic approach to the data collection and analyses has been an

advancement in momentum research. It has combined traditional archival data

collection with more recent qualitative approaches. Using such an approach has

highlighted the complex nature of momentum and helped to provide greater

detail of its underlying mechanisms.
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Chapter Five Introduction

5.1 Introduction

The last study explored the notion of examining an individuals' competitive

experience from a holistic perspective when studying psychological momentum.

As both studies focused primarily on one competitive situation, it was proposed

that a more wide ranging and inclusive analysis of experiences during and

between performances may provide another way of understanding momentum

shifts and effects.

Examining momentum in such detail was seen as a natural progression and

which moved the research beyond a nomothetic approach to a more in-depth

idiographic investigation. As noted by Dunn (1994), nomothetic procedures have

been the dominant approach in sport psychology. However, more recently

researchers have begun to use an idiographic approach to help open up new lines

of investigation (Gould & Krane, 1992; Vanden Auweele, De Cuyper, Van Mele

& Rzewnicki, 1993). A justification for the use of idiographic methods was

summarised by Silva (1984): 'whenpsychological measures are averaged across

individuals, a mean or average personality is often reported [which] may not

represent any athlete in the sample'. Allport (1962) went further and argued that

nomothetic research examined 'the generalised mind', which he claimed does

not exist.

It was the purpose of this study to use a longitudinal idiographic approach to

examine extensively an elite tennis player, both on and off court, to monitor

shifts in momentum. A predominantly qualitative methodology was utilised,

combining behavioural observations, interviews and a reflective diary kept by the

researcher. Questionnaires were used to help quantify momentum shifts during

matches.

This shift in data collection was combined with a change in data write-up. A

narrative-based case study approach was taken to capture the story behind

momentum fluctuations. In addition to the athlete's voice, narrative also includes

the voice of the author. This deviates from the traditional case study protocol,

where the text is author evacuated (Van Maanen, 1988; Sparkes, 1995). It was

hoped that by including the author's thoughts and feelings, a more rounded and
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complete story of an athlete's experiences could be told. Dramatic recall was

used to draw the reader into the story and encourage them to recreate moments in

their mind. It encompassed factors such as strong metaphors, unusual phrasing

and holding back on interpretation. Reflective and reflexive thinking was also

included, the former relating to the researcher's thinking about their own

practice. Reflexivity is associated with how the researcher influences the

research. More specifically, how the researcher's previous knowledge of a

phenomenon, influences further conceptualisations of it. Hammersley and

Atkinson (1983) have emphasised the importance of such thinking, pointing

toward the researchers' inability to escape from the social world and to work in a

vacuum.

Rationale for study

The purpose of the present study was to examine momentum in one individual

over a period of four weeks. The use of a narrative case study approach was seen

to move beyond past qualitative research and embrace a new style of writing.

This alternative form of enquiry was seen as being an appropriate vessel to

obtain a more complete examination of momentum.
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5.2 Methodology

5.21 Subjects

The subject was one 19 year old female British tennis player. She was defined as

elite by her ranking within the Lawn Tennis Association and her competitive

experience on both national and international tennis circuits.

5.22 Questionnaire

A questionnaire was used to measure the player's perception of her mental and

physical states during matches. The questionnaire consisted of 7 items, namely

cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, self-confidence, depression, anger, fatigue

and energy. Intensity levels of each factor were measured using a Likert scale

from 1 (not at all) to 10 (very much so). In addition to intensity, a directionality

measurement was also included. Based on the work of Jones and Swain (1992),

this scale measured the degree the player felt their intensity levels were either

facilitative or debilitative to their performance. The scale ranged from -3 (very

unhelpful) to +3 (very helpful), with 0 signifying a neutral effect. See secondary

appendix 4.

5.23 Scoring of matches

All matches were watched live and scored on a point to point system at the time

of play. The score was kept in line with the server at the time i.e. if the server lost

the first point in the game, but eventually went on to win the match, the score

would be Winner: 0-15. This allowed continuity to be maintained throughout the

matches.

5.24 Procedure

Contact was made with a leading tennis coach outlining the research project and

a female player was chosen by the coach to participate in the study. The

procedure for the study was explained in full to the player and a consent form

was signed (secondary appendix 7). For confidentiality purposes the names of the

player and coach were changed to Caroline and James respectively.
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The study was conducted over a four week period during the British grass-court

season and included five matches played during three tournaments. Data were

collected using a variety of methods. Firstly, the researcher kept a day by day

tennis diary. This diary included all observations by the researcher with regards

to the player and coach. These included issues such as the timing and content of

practice and matches and behavioural and verbal reactions. The diary also

included verbatim quotes from the player and coach, many of which were

paraphrased. These quotes and paraphrases were obtained through informal

discussions, either initiated by the researcher or by the player or coach

themselves. Finally, notes were kept on the researcher's thoughts and feelings

both about the research process itself and the interactions and behaviours of the

player and coach. The note taking was often done in a discreet manner, either

during or after specific time periods.

More formal semi-structured interviews were held with the player after matches.

Reviews of four of the five matches were recorded on a Dictaphone and

transcribed verbatim. The player also completed a questionnaire for all five

matches to validate both the interview data and tennis diary. Each questionnaire

examined several time periods, namely waiting to go on court, end of warm-up,

end of second game first set, end of first set, end of second game second set, end

of match and where appropriate, end of second game third set.

A semi-structured interview was held with the coach the day after his player's

final match of the season. This allowed the coach to provide an overall summary

of his thoughts and feelings about the season.

A post season interview was also held with the player. This examined reflective

opinions about the season and was based on the findings from the tennis diary,

and interviews and graphical data from the matches.
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5.25 Data Analysis

• Graphical representation

Data from the questionnaire was used to produce a graphical representation of

the matches. Both the intensity and directionality of the seven factors were

shown. Results are discussed in parallel with the player's interview data and

tennis diary.

5.26 Case Study Analysis

A case study was developed which incorporated the graphical data. A weekly

summary of activities was developed to orientate the reader to the grass court

season schedule (table 5.1). Where possible, specific quotes and paraphrases

were used to enrich the write-up. Specific reference was made to not only the

matches themselves, but also the social issues surrounding the player and coach.

The use of dramatic recall and reflective and reflexive thinking was used to

increase the depth of the write up. Results are discussed in terms of both on and

off court activities and are related to momentum models where appropriate.
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5.3 Results

5.31 Tennis Diary
Week One

Wednesday 2nd June

I met up with James the coach to discuss the results of one of his players from

the previous study, Caroline. I broached the subject of following Caroline

throughout the season and explained what would be involved. He thought it was

an excellent idea and was very keen to participate in the study. He said he'd talk

to her, but he didn't think she would have any objections to participating.

Although I was pleased at his reaction, part of me was concerned that he agreed

on behalf of Caroline. She was unaware of our 'deal' and I couldn't help

wondering whether she would co-operate fully, if at all, with my research.

He began to talk about Caroline in more detail. Having had a successful junior

career, she was new to the senior circuit. Despite this, he was confident that she

would rise in both the British and World rankings. Technically, he felt she was

very talented, however, she let herself down mentally. She needed to mature.

She was a perfectionist. Her confidence was easily dented and she needed

constant reassurance. He described her as very outcome oriented, only happy

when winning. She rarely took responsibility for her own performances if she

lost, blaming external factors. She was very influenced by other peoples'

opinions, whether they be other coaches, players or significant others.

His plan was to get her to focus on more performance goals. He believed that she

needed clearly defined goals to follow. However, he felt that she didn't always

accept them.

He felt that she really needed to get a wild card into Wimbledon this year, as it

would boost her confidence and help improve her attitude to her tennis. Gaining

entry into Wimbledon would have a positive effect on him too. He said he would

be over the moon if she got in.
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With regards to my study, he felt that she would be flattered that I had chosen her

to participate. However, he asked me not to reveal very much about the nature of

my research. He seemed concerned about my influence/advice over her. I

reassured him that I wouldn't interfere with any coaching or other issues.

He seemed very keen for me to proceed with this study. He felt it would benefit

her greatly. It would force her to reflect on her matches and practice, something

that he felt she didn't do at present. I could sense that he viewed me as a possible

sounding board to bounce ideas off and to confirm his own opinions about her. I

needed to be careful about confidentiality issues. I had no problem with him

talking to me about Caroline, but I acutely aware of the importance of keeping

Caroline's discussions to myself.

Saturday 5th June

I met up with Caroline at Edgbaston Priory Club in Birmingham. James hadn't

spoken about the study in any detail, so I explained what I wanted to do. She

seemed very receptive to it.

I wanted to get an idea of how things were going at the moment with her tennis.

We talked about the previous tournament at Surbiton. She played and lost in the

first round to the top seed. Despite the loss, she was happy with her performance

and felt it was a good match. She said that James was happy with how she played

as well. I wondered if it was James' appraisal of the match that influenced her

perceptions of it, bearing in mind she was described as a perfectionist and only

happy when she was winning.

She felt that training had gone really well. She'd put in a lot of hours and her

backhand and serve had improved. Her confidence, she felt, had gone up with

this improvement in play. Her confidence had also increased off the back of her

last match in Surbiton. She stated that confidence plays a big part in her game,

yet is something that she has problems with. Her goals for the season were to

'play well' .Were they James' words or her own? Surely it would be too quick or

permanent to change from ego to a task orientation?
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She shared her concerns about the following few weeks. Her biggest fear was of

playing badly. There was pressure on her to impress the head of women's tennis

and others within the LTA, with a Wimbledon wild card at stake. Although she

felt that she would focus on each individual tournament, she felt that Wimbledon

would still be at the back of her mind. Overall though, she felt that her play had

improved and she was positive about the forthcoming season.

Would the issues of confidence and cognitive anxiety have an effect upon

Caroline's mood swings throughout the next few weeks? If so, could they

contribute to a global sense of momentum?

Sunday 6th June

Arrived at the club about 9:30am. Caroline was due to play her first round match

of qualifying this afternoon. This was a very important match to her. She needed

to play well in order to be in with a chance of getting a wild card for Wimbledon.

Her opponent was the second seed. A good player, she reached a world ranking

of 29, a few years ago and had reached the third round of this tournament last

year.

I sat at court-side and watched the session. Caroline seemed very relaxed. She

was laughing and chatting whilst hitting with her partner. James said he was

surprised how relaxed and chatty she was.

Today turned out to be a long day. It rained almost the whole time. All the

players, coaches, family and various others from their entourages, hung around

the players' lounge for most of the day. Caroline came over and sat with me for a

while about 11am, whilst she was waiting for her match to be called. She said

she felt she had loosened off and felt fine. She set the goal of staying with her

opponent and to tell herself to concentrate/focus. She felt her confidence was

quite high and didn't have any real worries. She talked about feeling better this

year than she did last year. I suggested that it could be due to having 'been there,

done that' and she agreed. She said she felt part of the tournament and 'entitled'

to be there.
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After she went off to get changed, I sat away from the bar and tables, in the

corner of the room. I figured from that position I could still see what was going

on, yet didn't stick out like a sore thumb.

At Ipm an announcement was made that play would start at 1:15pm. At last! I

wondered how Caroline was feeling after such a long time delay. Having sat

about for three hours, I knew I was beginning to feel slightly lethargic.

She played her match on Centre Court. It's a nice court, but seemed very empty,

with only a few spectators dotted around the seats. James and myself sat together

at the far end of the court. He spoke to me during the match, until the head of

women's tennis came and sat beside us. I noticed he would talk under his breath,

as if talking to Caroline. Every now and again, when Caroline was at our end of

the court, he and the head of women's tennis would talk to her. Positive things,

like, "Come on, keep going". James became very involved as the match went on.

Caroline lost the match, going out 6-1 7-5 and James was very frustrated with the

result. He felt that there were too many errors in the warm-up and she wasn't

addressing them. He couldn't understand why she played so badly in the first set,

missing so many returns. The first set went very quickly and I noticed that

Caroline used very little verbal self-talk during the first set.

The second set was better. She served first, won and immediately broke. James

was still not happy with her play though. He said her footwork was very sloppy.

Her concentration was low and he felt that there was a lot of anxiety in her shots.

She started to use more verbalised self-talk focusing on technical and positive

statements. At 5-6, her self-talk became very negative. She went on to lose that

game and the match.

James didn't think the match was good enough to merit a wild card for

Wimbledon. He appeared confused as to how to handle the situation. He told me

that he didn't know what to say to her. He wanted to have a go at her, but wasn't

sure if it would be the right thing to do at this stage. I felt under pressure when he

discussed this with me. I felt that he was looking to me for answers. I didn't
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know her well enough to pass judgement. I decided that I would take the

approach of 'just being there' for him to sound off. It appeared that he had

nobody that he could talk to about Caroline, and that for me to listen and

empathise with him, may be beneficial for him. I questioned my position. Was I

there as a researcher, a confidant, a sounding board? Could I combine them and

keep everyone happy?

While Caroline had a shower, I thought about how I was going to conduct the

interview. I wanted to talk to her about how she felt about the match, but knew it

was going to be difficult. Not just from an emotional point of view, but from a

logistical point of view. The players' lounge was busy. When she appeared, she

went and sat with her mum for a while. She looked really down and reflective

about the match. James came over and sat with me. I didn't feel very comfortable

with this. I didn't want Caroline to think that we were talking about her in front

of her.

James felt that she would bounce back tomorrow. We discussed the possibility

that she may have been too relaxed going into the match. Too happy and chatty

and not focused enough? I wondered, privately, whether Caroline could have

been slightly over confident from last week's match.

When James had gone, Caroline came over and sat with me. She said she felt

fine going onto court. Though she did say that she felt sleepy and not very

energetic because of all the waiting around. She felt that she was thinking about

all the right things for the match. The warm-up didn't feel good but she tried to

be realistic and told herself that she had very little grass-court play. Could she

could be using this as an excuse. After all, her opponent had the same, if not less,

grass-court practice.

She knew that she was making errors during the match. The games felt like they

were going too fast. She felt awful, very negative and frustrated with herself. At

0-2 down, she became confused. She highlighted all the technical problems she

was experiencing - bad footwork, more spin needed on the ball, higher over the

net. Her nerves increased and she didn't feel loose or relaxed and began to worry
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about her play. From 0-3 to 0-5, she felt that she had no control over the match.

She felt that it was easy for her opponent and this served to increase her

frustration. She tried to use self-talk to get on top of things. She felt relieved to

have won a game. When she lost the first set, she wanted to draw a line under it

and forget it.

Serving first in the second set helped to increase her confidence. She relaxed a

bit and felt that she still had a good chance of beating her opponent. By 3-1 she

felt the match had totally changed. Her confidence was high, and her play had

improved. At the same time, she was aware that her opponent was starting to

make unforced errors. These errors caused her opponent to get angry with herself

and this helped Caroline even more. But at 5-5, she perceived her performance to

be dropping, while her opponent had raised her game again.

Having lost the match, Caroline ''felt really pissed off and annoyed'. She

couldn't think of any reason as to why she played like she did. She felt that she

had partly achieved her goal of staying with her opponent. And although she

couldn't control the first set, she felt that she stayed with her more in the second

set.

When she came off court and had a shower, the match kept coming into her head.

She kept trying to block it out. She was very confused as to why she lost. She

didn't want to speak to James. (She probably didn't want to speak to me either).

When he did see her, he said very little to her.

I felt uncomfortable asking her any more questions about the match. It was the

first time I had experienced her losing a match and could see that she was really

down about it. Her mood seemed to fluctuate, from being positive at some stages

in the match to being negative at the end of the match. These moods appeared to

be associated with shifts in confidence (fig 5.1).
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Week Two
Monday 7th June

,,-
Arrived at Edgbaston Priory about 11am and met Caroline at the WTA office to

find out when her doubles match was due on court. No decision was being taken

until3pm because of the weather.

We had a chat about how she was feeling. Thoughts about yesterday's match

came into her head during the evening, but she blocked them out quite

successfully and had a good night's sleep. I left her in the players' lounge and

arranged to contact her later in the afternoon, once we knew what was happening

about the doubles. She seemed to spend her time hanging about the players'

lounge, chatting to other players.

Just after 3pm Caroline phoned and we wandered over to the WTA office. Due to

the rain, the tournament organisers had decided to cancel all the doubles matches.

By this time, Caroline was getting really fed up of waiting around. She talked of

just wanting to get away from Birmingham. She was fed up of all the rain and

getting very little grass-court play. She seemed tired and frustrated.

Tuesday s" June

Travelled down to London, and met Caroline about 1:30pm at Queen's Club. The

Stella Artois tournament has started. It was clear that this was a million miles

away from the sleepy, wet Edgbaston tournament. The sun was shining, crowds

thronged the walkways and money was everywhere. This was big time tennis.

Reality was setting in fast. Caroline would soon be trying to compete in a

tournament much bigger than this. More pressure, more media, more everything.

Over lunch, Caroline told me about her journey down to London .. She felt pissed

off during the drive down, thinking back to her match, the weather and her lack

of grass-court practice. Her frustrations weren't helped by getting lost on the way

to London and her telephone going dead. However, she seemed more cheerful

over lunch and appeared to have got over last night's disasters. A self-directed

shift from a negative to positive state?
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We met James and went to the LTA headquarters and booked a court at

Chiswick. The pre-qualifying tournament for Wimbledon was in progress.

Wimbledon was upper-most in all our minds. Today was the day that the wild

cards were to be announced. No wild card for Caroline meant having to play

qualifying at Roehampton next week.

James and Caroline talked about the possibility of getting a card. James told her

that he thought she had a 50/50 chance. Both were clearly anxious about the

situation. Privately, James told me that he would be gutted if she didn't get one.

This was a big deal to both of them.

Caroline hit with another coach's player. I sat on court and watched the practice

without taking any notes. She complained that her legs felt heavy and she

couldn't concentrate because of the wild card hanging over her. James was trying

to get her to focus on bending her knees much more. While she was hitting at the

other side of the court to where I was sitting, James talked about her desire, or

lack of it, to succeed in tennis. He felt that she wasn't hungry for success. The

biggest tournament of the year is only two weeks away and she's not giving

100% on every ball. But he was convinced that if I asked her, she would say she

was committed and giving 100% in practice.

She hit with another player until about 4pm. Still no word about a wild card. By

the end of the session, Caroline was complaining that her legs felt tired and

heavy. In the end they decided to call it a day and planned a hard session for

tomorrow before taking a day off. Still no word about a wild card. The

committee had announced all but two cards. Caroline had to wait another day to

find out ifshe would get one of the remaining two.

Caroline drove me back to Barons Court. We chatted again and she told me that

she's only happy when she's winning. She was pleased to have played on grass,

but was still frustrated that she wasn't bending her knees enough. Her anxiety

and uncertainty over her wild card seemed to have affected the quality of her

practice today. Was there a sense of negative momentum affecting her practice?
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The issue of the wild card is beginning to affect me. I'm tired and need to be in a

more positive frame of mind. I keep thinking about the wild card. What if she

doesn't get one? How will she cope with playing qualies? For all our sakes, I

wish the committee would make up their mind soon.

Wednesday 9th June

Arrived at Raynes Park. Caroline and James had been practising for an hour. I

sensed she wasn't happy with things as soon as I walked on court. She talked to

me for about 10 minutes while James was busy doing other things. She told me

she met up with James last night to talk about the match at Birmingham. He went

over the match with her, and this annoyed her. She felt he was digging up the

past and she didn't want to hear about it.

Although she was happy to be on the grass and that her shots were going okay,

she was angry about everything else. Her legs felt heavy, worse than yesterday.

She complained that she couldn't go for a run today. Her shoulders, neck and

back were all sore and stiff. She was struggling to get' quality rest ',

Wimbledon was at the back of her mind all the time now. The pressure seems to

be really building. 'Everyone' keeps asking whether she's got a wild card and it's

"driving me crazy". She's angry with them for asking. She's also worried about

Eastbourne. Like Wimbledon, she's unsure as to whether her world ranking is

high enough to gain direct entry through a wild card. All this anger and

frustration seems to be affecting her practice.

They went back on the court for another hit. It was the first time since I started

shadowing them that James hit with her. He seemed to be positive on good

points, giving encouraging feedback to her.

We took a break from practice about 12:30pm. Caroline talked briefly about how

it went. The intensity between points, she felt, was very good, but bordering on

too intense and detrimental to her performance. It was clear from watching the
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session that she was still wasn't happy with herself. She used negative self-talk

every time she missed a shot. Calling herself a ''fat arse" and "stupid".

After a gentle jog together, James said that tennis talk was banned over

lunchtime. Caroline said that it was only her tennis that she didn't want to talk

about, not tennis in general. I decided to focus on observations and comments

from James in the afternoon, and not ask Caroline any direct questions about her

tennis. She clearly wanted to switch off for a while.

Back on court and James and Caroline worked on her volleys and in particular,

her serves. James pointed out that during her match at Edgbaston, Caroline

wasn't standing in the right position. It took some persuading, but with some

good communication between them, she began to take his advice. They spent a

while on the serve and then moved onto playing points Caroline complained of

being sore and tired, so James decided to call it a day.

Tomorrow is a day off from training. James is going back home to spend some

time with his family. Caroline was off home to her parents' house and planned to

have a relaxing day there tomorrow. Her mood changed drastically when she got

off court. All the tenseness and negativity evaporated and was replaced with

smiles and an up-beat attitude. A shift in emphasis from training to time off

could be a catalyst for a change in Caroline's mood. The break from tennis

appears to have come at the right time.

Thursday 1(jh June

Spend the day typing up notes and catching up with life. I seem to have had no

time off since I started on this 'tennis journey'. Every waking moment is tennis

related. Watching, talking, note taking, reflecting, planning. The pressure of the

Wimbledon wild card is really starting to affect me. I kept looking up teletext to

see if the last two cards had been announced, answer - no! It hits home how hard

all this must be for James and Caroline.
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Friday 1th June
I met Caroline at Eastbourne. It was raining, so we adjourned to a coffee shop

with several other players. The conversation revolved around Wimbledon wild

cards for much of the time. Caroline asked the others what they thought her

chances were in getting one, not only for the singles but for the mixed doubles as

well. Although they appeared encouraging, I sensed that they either didn't think

she would get one, or that she shouldn't get one. I don't think Caroline was

aware of this, she appeared to be too preoccupied with her own thoughts on the

matter.

One of the other girls' mobiles went off. Itwas the head of women's tennis. The

final wild card was announced and it was to be given to her. Caroline sat quietly.

Now she would have to qualify for The Championships. She would need to go to

Roehampton and fight it out over three rounds to gain precious entry into

Wimbledon.

We walked back to the club about 4:30pm. It became dark and overcast and the

rain began to fall again, so we were all resigned to hanging out in the players'

lounge. Caroline joined in the banter that was going on, but she had periods when

she went quiet. She's one place out to get into Eastbourne qualifying. The

uncertainty over the Wimbledon wild card seemed to be replaced with doubts

over entry into Eastbourne. After an hour of waiting for the rain to go off,

Caroline gave up and decided to leave the club. It had been a long and frustrating

day for her. She'd failed to gain direct entry to Wimbledon and was still unsure

about Eastbourne. The weather, it seemed, reflected her mood. Her up-beat

attitude from her day off was replaced by a more somber and negative mood.

We arranged to meet at the practice courts the next day, with the view to having

a chat afterwards about how things were going. I had planned to talk to her

today, but under the circumstances, it was impossible to find a quiet place in the

players' lounge.
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Saturday 1ih June

Met Caroline at the courts and watched her practice. She hit for half an hour with

another British player on half a court, Jana Novotna was practising on the other

half. James wasn't down again but this didn't seem to bother her. In speaking to

her afterwards, she thought that the session had gone okay. When I asked her if

she had set any goals for the session, the answer was no. There was nothing she

wanted to achieve for the hit, other than go through the motions. This seemed in

contrast to the other British girl, who appeared to have a very specific agenda.

After the practice session I left her to her own devices and sat in the players'

lounge until she came in an hour later. We had a chat about the last few days.

She said she was really pissed off. She thought she had a 60% chance of getting a

Wimbledon wild card, so when she heard she didn't get in, she was "really

pissed off'. She felt that the head of women's tennis hadn't acknowledged all the

hard work she had put in over the last year. He had given her no credit. She felt

angry that the other British girl gained the wild card yesterday and not her. The

girl has been given a card every year since she was sixteen years old, 'It just

wasn't fair'. This was despite the fact that the other player had a higher ranking

than Caroline and a better playing year. Something Caroline didn't seem to

consider in her rage of anger.

She told me that she simply doesn't care any more. She never has any luck

getting into tournaments. Yet she said that she wants to prove them all wrong.

Not getting the wild card has, she said, made her more determined. She failed to

see the contradiction in her statements. In one breath she tells me that she doesn't

care and then she goes on to say she more determined than ever. Does she feel

she's owed the wild card? Is she blaming everyone else but herself for her failure

to gain the wild card - the head of women's tennis, the Wimbledon committee,

other players? I had to try and refrain from being judgmental.

Her plan now was to approach Wimbledon qualifying like any other tournament.

I tried to probe further about what this would involve, but she shut off. I

attempted to ask a couple more questions, but they were answered with short

yes/no replies. Itwas time to stop the interview. I was getting no-where. She was
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annoyed about everything that had gone on in the last twenty-four hours and

clearly didn't want to talk about it in any detail. I felt uncomfortable in pushing

her for answers.

I found today very frustrating. I think it has made a difference that James hasn't

been around for the last two days. Being around Caroline all the time, especially

with the news about wild cards, has been difficult. She can be really moody and

despite all my good intentions to the contrary, it's starting to get to me. I need to

shake off my negativity and gain a neutral perspective again.

Sunday is" June

Arrived back in London and arranged to meet James and Caroline at Raynes

Park. James arrived first and we talked about the past few days. James discussed

what had happened during the practice session on Wednesday. Caroline was

really unhappy and down on herself. The pressure of the Wimbledon wild card

had really got to her. He explained that when she gets into 'one of her moods'

she switches off Nothing he can say or do can help her.

She told him not to tell me about her 'bad' session in the morning, but he felt it

was important for me to know. It confirms my suspicions that something wasn't

right when I arrived at practice on that day. Having spent two days with her on

my own, I could see what James meant about her moods and how difficult it was

to communicate to her during them. The only way I found to lift her out of them,

was to talk about other things, away from tennis.

Caroline arrived and despite the fact that she had only recently woken up, she

didn't warm-up before she went on court. Once on court, she worked on her

forehands and backhands. Knee bend still seemed a problem for her, and she

used a great deal of negative self-talk, calling herself a "lazy arse" and generally

chastising herself.
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She served and received for a while and then played two tie-breaks with James.

The second one was better than the first, with James putting this down to better

focus. She appeared happy enough with her play.

Having had a break for an hour to get some food, they went back onto court and

played a full set. At the change of ends, Caroline sat away from our bags while

James would come over and stand by me. Because of Caroline's behaviour,

sitting away from us, I took no notes but made mental notes in my head. She was

still using negative self-talk on poor shots, but after a good shot she would look

focused and determined. His appraisal during the set was that she wasn't working

hard enough. Her mood seemed to fluctuate constantly, depending upon whether

she perceived herself to be playing a good shot or not. Could this also contribute

to momentum shifts?

Week Three

Monday 14th June

Arrived at Raynes Park and had lunch with Caroline and James. After lunch we

drove over to Roehampton for Caroline to have a bit of a hit and to sign in for

Wimbledon qualifying. James offered me a lift before Caroline could offer, so I

suspected he wanted to have a chat about something. We ended up talking about

my research. He was keen to know how things were going with Caroline. I kept

fairly vague about the findings so far, so as not to break any confidentiality. He

talked about her moods and how hard it is to coach her. Her confidence goes up

and down all the time and because of this he views her as mentally fragile. He

wasn't impressed with the way she had been training, and in his opinion needed a

"kick up the backside". But at the same time he felt that if he came down on her

hard, it would "kill her". He told me she hates to take advice, which seems a bit

strange considering both he and Caroline have both said that she likes to get

peoples' opinions about tennis related things. Maybe it's just advice from James

that she doesn't like, like the their talk about the match at Birmingham.

We arrived at the courts and met up with Caroline. Her mood changed. She

seemed to take on the role of a professional, something that appeared to be
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lacking during training. She walked with an air of importance and appeared to be

very focused. She left James and went to sign in and organise a court to practise

on. I couldn't help but sense that she wanted to block him out. That this was her

stage and she didn't need him.

After wandering around and watching some matches, James came over to tell me

that one of the players in the main draw of Wimbledon had pulled out. This

meant that a wild card was now free. Caroline was in with a chance of receiving

it, but there was competition from some higher ranked foreign players. The

Wimbledon committee would have to call a meeting and a decision would be

made by 4pm. He thought the possibility of getting the card would mess her up

again. Just as she's getting prepared to play qualifying, a stressful enough event,

it's all up in the air again.

At 4:15pm Caroline found me. She'd got it. The change in Caroline was instant.

It was like someone had flicked a switch on. She was beaming from ear to ear,

which was hardly surprising, but more significantly her attitude changed. She

suddenly became this confident player, in control of herself and the situation. She

told me that she was going to practise at Aorangi Park tomorrow - the practice

courts at Wimbledon. Then she was going to go down to Eastbourne on Thursday

and play in the Under 21 's at Devonshire Park.

The wait for the wild card had been hard for her, she said. She didn't want to

raise her hopes only for them to be dashed again. It was time to prove "them"

wrong for not giving her a card in the first place. She was determined to play

well and show them what she was made of. This was fighting talk. This was

another Caroline. This was what I had been waiting for.

Tuesday 15th June

Met James at Roehampton at midday. We chatted about the Wimbledon draw.

With Caroline getting a wild card, it could mean that she could playa top seed on

a show court. He apparently explained this to her yesterday and her response was

that she was fine about playing Novotna on Centre Court. James didn't share her
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view. He thought she would be ''freaked out" by the experience. With her past

two matches on grass this year ending in losses, it wasn't hard to understand

where he was coming from.

Caroline met up with us a bit later, still bearing her grin from yesterday. Just

before we headed off to Aorangi, the Wimbledon draw was announced. Caroline

would playa player ranked in the world top 80. James thought the draw wasn't

too bad.

Drove with James again. He seems keen to talk while Caroline isn't around. He

told me that he had been holding back on telling me stuff about Caroline. He

didn't explain why and I didn't ask. I suspect he's been standing back to allow

me to form my own opinions of her and has now come forward to compare them

to his own, possibly for reassurance. He opened up again and expanded on their

relationship. He felt they were both very different people and as such, could have

"very tense times on court". Although they have a lot of time to talk, he finds it

hard to speak to her as she's rarely in the "right mood". He sensed that I was in

the same position.

We got to Aorangi Park. The sun was shining and several players were on the

practice courts. We spent an hour with Caroline and James hitting with each

other on a court next to Steffi Graf. Caroline seemed hungry to play well. She

looked focused whilst playing and was hitting the ball well. Gone were the

negative rebukes she normally gives herself after a poor shot. Instead she kept

quiet and got on with the job.

Graf finished practising early and Caroline and James were left on their own.

Breaks started to creep in again. Caroline would sort her hair, take more time

picking up the balls, the negative self talk came back. How fragile a positive state

of mind appears to be for Caroline.

We had a break in the players' lounge to sort out their approach to the next week.

Caroline's aim was to "chill and relax". James explained that he would take care

of issues such as Wimbledon tickets for her family and the media. She needs to
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concentrate on tennis and nothing else. The work was done now, he said, and she

should feel confident.

Wednesday 16th June

Caroline practised with another player and her coach in the morning at Aorangi

Park. Neither James or I were there. When we arrived at 3pm, Caroline told us

the practice went well but she was pissed off that her hitting partner was getting a

lot of coaching which interrupted the session.

The afternoon session went well. She took more control of things and dictated

what she wanted to practise and when. She worked hard and seemed relaxed and

happy. She told me that she felt good and was ready for the week ahead.

Thursday 17th June

We all arrived at Eastbourne this morning for the U21 's tournament. Caroline got

stuck in traffic and was late for practice. We went on court for about 20 minutes

and Caroline and James had a gentle hit.

Caroline felt good after practice and wasn't bothered about being late. Her

opponent for her first round match was ranked lower than her and she felt

confident she could achieve her goal to win. Her confidence, she felt, stemmed

from good practice: "I had a good practice last week for a few days. It's

probably why I felt more confident '. She aimed to use the tournament was a

warm-up for Wimbledon.

Her match was played in front of a good size crowd. Caroline won the match 6-3

6-4 and she seemed focused throughout. A very different player to the one who

lost in Birmingham the other week. I had a chance to speak to James after the

match and his opinion was that it went very well. She was relaxed and played

well. It was lovely to see her playing so well and being happy. I felt the win

boosted me as well as her.
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I telephoned Caroline to arrange a time to meet up. She arrived late and didn't

seem to want to spend a lot of time talking about the match. This annoyed me

slightly, but on reflection, it may have been because there wasn't a lot to tell me.

Her questionnaire data showed a static response throughout all the time periods

for all seven factors measured (figure 5.2). Confidence and energy was rated at

10 for intensity and +3 in direction. Cognitive and somatic anxiety, anger, fatigue

and depression were rated as 1 on intensity and +3 in direction.

She felt physically and mentally ready for the match on completion of the warm-

up: "Nothing bothered me today. Nothing affected me in any way. So I was ready

to play. Just wanted to get out there and play the match. It was an ideal state. I

was totallyfocused H.

She held her serve during the first set and remained confident throughout: "Ifelt

confident I could win the match every single stage in the match H. This

confidence was further boosted by the fact that her opponent was serving well

and she managed to break her twice, both to love. She felt she focused well at

key times. Breaking at 5-3 to win the first set: "That was good. I was focused

and like really tried hard to make every return in the game. So it was good ...!

was trying to train myself to think towards the end of the change over to think

more. WhatI'm going to do in the next game".

Filling out the questionnaire for the second set, she noted that her thoughts and

feelings were very different from her last match. She dropped her serve on two

occasions and put this down to a lapse of concentration resulting in "sloppy

games H. Despite the breaks, she didn't think that her confidence was affected.

She won the second set 6-4 and when I asked her about any momentum being

present during the match, she told me that it was always in her favour. She was

pleased with the way she played and put to win down to three factors: "[IJ had

good preparation, so that would help. ! was feeling good about myself, so.

Mentally feeling good. So that was why I played well H.
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We chatted about the changes for her over the last couple of days. She told me

that having the wild card, she now felt ''part of it ", which has given her

confidence. Her mood during the interview varied. When I was asking her

questions directly relating to the match, she seemed a bit stand-offish and

answered with generally short replies. If I lightened things up a bit, either by

using humour or talking about issues away from the match, her mood improved

and her answers were longer. This is proving to be a difficult game to play with

her. I need the information and get frustrated with her and myself when she's not

being cooperative, yet I have to be oversensitive to her moods. Sometimes it's

like walking on egg shells. I suspect that things are only going to get harder as

Wimbledon draws closer.

Friday 18th June

On my own today with Caroline, as James has meetings in London. I watched

her practice session with another British player. Her shots seemed to be going

well, but her partner seemed to be dictating things.

I met up with her before the match for a quick chat and to arrange to meet up

afterwards. She said she was as confident as she was yesterday and wanted to go

out and play well. No mention was made of winning.

The match went well and she beat her opponent 6-0 6-3. From my point of view,

she seemed very focused and determined in the first set, but her concentration

faltered in the second set. She foot-faulted a few times, which is unusual for her,

and her first serve percentage dropped. But overall, she played a good solid

game.

I had to telephone Caroline later in the afternoon, as she hadn't turned up to

meet me. She had forgotten about all about it and was very apologetic, so we

arranged to meet up tomorrow after her finals match. Although she did sound

sincere about forgetting the meeting, I couldn't help wondering if she just didn't

want to talk to me.
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Saturday 1cjh June

James was down today for the final. He and Caroline hit for an hour in the

morning on one of the main courts. There was quite a crowd milling around with

it being finals day.

The final was played on Number One Court against a player ranked higher than

her. The crowd was pretty small, but included her parents. She lost the match in

three sets, 6-2 4-6 0-6. She seemed very focused during the first set and played

well. They traded the first seven games of the second set, with each breaking the

others' serve. Nerves were beginning to show. The sixth game in particular went

to six deuces before Caroline finally broke her opponent. Caroline was broken in

the next game and her opponent went on to take the set. The third set went very

quickly.

I saw James after the match, while Caroline went to get changed. He seemed

pleased with how it went. He thought she had improved mentally over the last

week and played some very good points in the match. He felt she should feel

pleased with the match, even though she lost it.

Waited for Caroline to telephone, but by 6pm I had no call so I decided to

contact her. She had forgotten about the meeting again. She'd booked a massage

for 6:30pm and then was driving back to London. She was sorry but we could

meet up tomorrow and talk then. What else could I say but yes? I wanted to say

something to her to let her know how I felt. Two days in a row I feel like I've

been messed around. She says one thing and does another. Maybe I should have

been more firm with at the beginning and laid down guidelines about the timing

of interviews? But I'm so conscious of not wanting to have any negative effect

on her during the grass court season. And at the end of the day, she's the one

who's doing me a favour. She's the one who could tum round and say she

doesn't want to carry on with the study. She's the one who has complete control

over this, and that's what difficult to handle.

I think she must have been feeling a bit guilty about our missed meetings, as she

telephoned me a bit later to ask if I wanted a lift back to London. I thanked her
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but explained that I had arranged to head back to London tomorrow by train. In

hindsight, I should have changed my plans and accepted the lift. It could have

been a good time to talk about the matches and drift into non-tennis related chat.

Hindsight's a wonderful thing.

Sunday 20th June

Back in London and back at Aorangi Park. Wimbledon has taken on a different

atmosphere since we were here earlier in the week. Security has been tightened

and there is a sense of importance and foreboding excitement all around the

grounds. All the practice courts were busy and the walkways and players' lounge

was full of players and their entourages.

I met up with Caroline at the entrance to Aorangi and quickly moved her over to

a quiet spot by Number One Court. We sat down and I explained I would try and

keep it brief so as she could get her mind focused on the next few days.

We started with the semi-final match which she won 6-0 6-3. Her questionnaire

data was repeat of her first round match, all very positive. Her summary of the

match was very brief She expected herself to play well and went into the match

with high confidence and this remained right up until the end: "I mean

throughout the whole of the first set there's nothing really in the games I can

comment on...! was feeling confident". She was able to comment on the two

games she lost on her serve in the second set. She put it down to a dip in

concentration: "Ifyou don 't remind yourself to concentrate andpick out things to

work on ...like your serve, how you're going to play the point, then your

concentration goes. That's why I need to tell myself to concentrate more and to

be able to focus for a longer period". When I probed deeper about this lack of

concentration, she told me that her thoughts wander off from what's going on in

the court (fig 5.3).

She attributed her win to good preparation: "Good preparation means that

you're going to play well". She didn't feel that her last match had an influence

on this one: "I never think about the match before. It's past".
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I summed up the match from my perspective saying that I thought she played

really well. She was keen to hear these positive words. She lit up and became

more animated in her body language, more chatty.

We moved on to talk about the final. Caroline saw the match as a good

opportunity. Her opponent was ranked higher than she was, so she felt she had

nothing to lose. Despite the fact she had told me that she had shut the door on the

last match and didn't think about it, she attributed her high confidence levels to

the way she had been playing. She didn't perceive the match as being anything

big, merely a warm-up for Wimbledon. This, she felt, took the pressure off her

(fig 5.4).

She took the first set 6-2. She felt her opponent was making some errors, which

helped increase her confidence. The only game where Caroline dropped her serve

was put down to a lapse of concentration. But she felt that on the whole she

maintained her concentration well throughout the set, including at the change

overs.

At 3-4 in the second set she felt that her opponent had raised her game: "making

it tougher for me to play". Losing the set, she felt, had little effect on her: "It

doesn't affect me ...It's like we're all levels now. You can't think about the past

because ...it's not good for what's going to happen in the third set". Her

questionnaire data told a slightly different story. Her confidence dipped slightly,

as did her energy intensity level. Her anger and depression rose sharply, with

fatigue increasing three fold.

Caroline felt the third set went quickly. At 0-2 down, her questionnaire data

shows an increase in cognitive and somatic anxiety. Fatigue set in a bit more

while her energy levels decreased slightly. Her confidence remained the same

and at 0-5 down she still felt that she could turn the match around: "I'm not as

confident as, say I was in thefirst set. It's going to be a lot more hard work but I

still believe I can do it".
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Having lost the match, she was very philosophical about it: "I would have liked

to have won it. But you can't get too disappointed because I've got Wimbledon

tomorrow or Tuesday. So if I start getting too pissed off about a warm-up

tournament ...I've got to get things intoperspective H. She highlighted the wind as

a factor that annoyed her in the match and made things tougher for her.

Interestingly, the wind was present throughout all her matches at Eastbourne yet

never seemed to bother her - when she was winning. She was unhappy with her

serve, but couldn't think:of any other reasons for the loss. In spite of the loss, she

enjoyed the presentation on Centre Court: "It was quite nice. Yeah, it was good. I

liked it ...all thepress H.

We ended the conversation on her thoughts on Wimbledon. She was keen to talk

about how she felt she'd changed over the last few weeks: "There's been a

change in my mind now. I don't give a shit about what people think so much.

Whereas when I was younger it was, oh I must play well to impress so-and-

so ...{It changed} very recently...like in [the last} two weeks. [The wild card}

pissed me off. I knew they should have given me one. I'm good enough to be in it.

So I think that played a big part in it...It's not like I can take my foot off the

pedal now, like let's relax and enjoy the whole Wimbledon experience. No, I'm

going to work hard ...Ifeel morefocused. I know what I want to do with ...my life!

I've got it mapped out now...[I} really believe that I can be there and with all the

top players H. She discussed how this had affected her preparation for her match:

"Get my mind ready. Keeping awayfrom all the hype and all the crap that goes

on and basically do what I need to do...{which is} to relax and have some space

on my own H. Her goals were more task-oriented than has been the case in the

past: "The area I want to focus on mentally is staying with it. Staying

focused ...and to play well. I'm good enough to beat her. I'm fully confident in

that H. What a change from the Caroline from a couple of weeks ago. The loss in

the final was seen as being okay. Her mood was positive and her confidence

high.
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Week Four

Tuesday 22nd June

So the day had arrived. All the sessions on the practice courts were over. It was

time for Caroline to put her fighting talk into action. I arrived at the All England

Club about 10:30am. I found Caroline's court and took a seat at the far end,

opposite the umpire's chair. Several of the British coaches, including a nervous

James, and other staff from the LTA ended up sitting around me. Her parents and

brothers sat by the umpire's chair. By the time Caroline was due on court, the

crowds had swelled and not even standing space was available. The scene was

set. All that was needed now were the players.

Ten minutes late, security ushered Caroline and her opponent along the packed

walkways and onto the court. She looked very tense. Her head was down, as if

trying to block out the crowd. When they clapped and cheered, nothing seemed

to register with her. Once into the warm-up, she seemed to be hitting the ball

okay, but she looked like a small child that had been pushed out onto court when

she really didn't want to play.

The match itself went quite quickly. Caroline failed to hold her serve or break in

the first set, and lost 6-0. She looked a different player from the one at

Eastbourne. Her body seemed tense, she wasn't moving well around the court

and she was having trouble getting her serves in. Despite this, she only lost one

game to 40-15. The others went to 40-30 or deuce, and in the last game she took

her opponent to four deuces before losing it.

The second set started badly, with Caroline dropping her serve to love. But she

managed to claw back two games, one a break of serve. She was pushing her

Opponent harder in this set, but by this time her opponent seemed to have control

of the match. Her body language was positive and she was walking about the

court with confidence. In contrast, Caroline wore a dejected look. Even winning

points and the support and encouragement she received from the crowd did

nothing to pull her out of her despair. She clearly didn't want to be there.
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She lost the set 6-2. A sympathetic crowd clapped as she left the court within

seconds of the umpire announcing the final score. Her head remained down.

James left just as quickly, while the other coaches and staff filed out with little

being said. What could be said? She went out and played the biggest match of

her career to date and failed to do herself justice.

We met up late in the afternoon. Finding a quiet place to talk was difficult. We

ended up at Aorangi, sitting on a patch of grass at the far end of the courts.

Neither of us wanted to be here. I decided to try and get the interview over as

soon as possible. I needed to get her thoughts and emotions while they were fresh

in her mind.

She woke up this morning positive and confident. Practice went well and James

gave her a few pointers for the match. Waiting to be taken down onto court, she

felt she managed to block everything out: "I wasjust ready to go on. Everything

was prepared I wasn't thinking about anything ...It was very easy [to block

everything out]". She wanted to win the match; her ego-oriented goals had

returned. She was putting pressure on herself to win but didn't see this in a

negative light at the time.

Arriving on court she felt tense: "I was feeling quite nervous ...My body felt

really stiff". Not the way she wanted to feel, but at the time she was caught up in

the moment and didn't really notice it. She felt the warm-up went okay. She

looked around and found James in the crowd. She didn't bother to find where her

parents were sitting, a first since I'd been with her. When I asked her what the

atmosphere was like, she said she didn't know. Her questionnaire data seemed to

reflect how she felt, with cognitive and somatic anxiety both hovering around 6

on the intensity scale and neutral in direction (fig 5.5).

The first set turned into a nightmare very quickly for her: "I was not happy at

one stage in this match ...Obviously I'm losing confidence all the time because

I'm losing, I'm getting more pissed off". She tried to use coping strategies to

handle the situation: "I'm just telling myself to relax. Just thinking relax. Start

playing well". She felt her concentration was going up and down. She summed
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up her feeling having lost the first set: "Disappointed. Not feeling that confident

out there. Not really wanting to be there. That's about it". Her graphs showed a

drop of 9 points for confidence intensity at the end of the second game. By the

end of the set her cognitive and somatic anxiety had shot up to 10 and was

viewed very negatively, while her intensity levels of depression and anger rose

sharply from 1 to 8, again seen as very negative.

She started the second set feeling negative and this negativity grew: "Not

[feeling] great at all ...Just getting worse and worse...These whole games [3-0]

I'm just feeling like shit. I'm not winning a game. I'm not in the match. I'm

embarrassed to be out there. I don't want to be out there ...I'm feeling like shit. I

can't play well. I can't think straight". The data from her graphs indicated that

cognitive and somatic anxiety, depression and anger were all rated as 10 on

intensity scale and -3 for direction. She acknowledged that as the set went on she

did start to playa little bit better, but it was little consolation to her: "The games

are a bit longer. Getting a bit closer. But still, it's nothing like I can play. Bit

embarrassed. Still don't want to be there".

She described how she felt after losing match point: "Felt shite. Just didn't want

to be there". The only thing she could put her performance down to was her

nerves: "It's my first [senior] Wimbledon...! wasn't prepared for how I was

possibly going to play. Which is how I played today...So it came as a shock to

me...! hadn't pictured myself maybe getting out there and not playing as well as I

could ...I didn't know how to deal with it".

She had spoken briefly to James, but other than that, she had blocked the whole

experience out of her mind. Her positive state leading up to the match had

quickly become negative. Negative in mood, negative in cognition's and

potentially negative in momentum.

Wednesday 23rd June

Today was a day to catch up with James and review the last few weeks. He

viewed her lead up to the match yesterday favourably. She was in a good mood
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and was very chatty and positive about herself in the morning. She had shared a

court with a seeded player for practice and he was surprised at her reactions

when her fellow player didn't want to hit with her. She became very annoyed but

channeled her emotions into a positive direction and ended up dictating the pace.

He felt that mentally and physically she was ready for the match and couldn't

have asked for more from her. But in the match itself, she fell apart. Her

opponent played much better and thrived off Caroline's poor play. He attributed

her play to her nerves and the pressure on her to do well. She asked him

afterwards: "What was I doing wrong? Wasn't I have supposed to have enjoyed

that?" He'd not had a proper chance to talk to her about the match, but felt that

she could have lost by the same score and still enjoyed herself. To just go for her

shots and think "What the heir. That said, he was gutted about the match and

seemed to take it badly.
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As far as the grass court season went as a whole, he saw, as I did, a complete

change of character in Caroline when she heard she had got the Wimbledon wild

card. Up until then training had been patchy. The rain at the start of the season

didn't help. She was lacking grass play and in tum confidence. As the weather

improved, she played more and was improving her technique and she became

more relaxed. Anger and disappointment at not getting a card turned into

determination and confidence when the Wimbledon committee announced the

late decision in her favour. Yet he still maintained that she was lucky to get the

card. Her training improved and after some good matches at Eastbourne he felt

she was ready for Wimbledon.

He was surprised she spoke to me after her match yesterday. He told me that she

had found it hard to do the study as she saw it as extra work. Yet he was very

definite about the long term positive benefits it would bring her. He wanted to

her draw on the experience in the future to make her more reflective abut herself.

He also believed that external issues playa major role in a player's training

sessions and on-court performance.

I left Wimbledon today with a mixture of thoughts and emotions washing over

me. It had been a long four weeks. I had traveled hundreds of miles, being

carried along on the WTA Tour bandwagon. I had experienced at first hand what

life on the tour was like, spending almost every waking moment in a tennis

bubble. I had grown to know Caroline well, her likes and dislikes, her moods

swings, her thoughts and feelings, even things that she herself didn't seem to be

aware of. I had learned about what it was like to coach a player on the tour, the

pressures and commitment involved.

I had experienced the highs and lows of the tour. The day to day training

sessions, the build up to competition, and matches and post-match periods

themselves. I had experienced a generosity and commitment from both Caroline

and James, to allow me to carry out my research. Thoughts about the findings

buzzed around my head, but I was tired. It was time to leave the tour behind and

go back into the real world.
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5.32 Follow up Interview

I met up with Caroline a couple of months later to get her overall thoughts and

feelings about the grass court season and whether they had changed in any way

from the summer. I also had some questions specifically on momentum, which

were borne out of the interview data.

At her request, we met after one of her matches at a tournament. We discussed in

brief several areas, starting with the waiting to hear about the Wimbledon wild

card. She confirmed that she was nervous at this time which affected her practice

sessions: "Tense really, on edge ..Just made my temper shorter ... [But} you can't

stop that, so you just have to get on with it ".

She was more reflective now about not receiving a wild card: HI was a little bit

disappointed. But at the end of the day, you need to get your results in order to

deserve that. It obviously wasn't right to give it to me, so fair enough really. At

least I know ... The decision was made ''. I reminded her that at the time she felt:

'Pissed off and didn't care any more. ' She put this response down to emotion: "I

guess it was just emotion. But now I can say, well you know, you need to get your

ranking up to deserve a wild card ".

The Eastbourne wild card didn't have such a negative effect on her at the time:

"Totally different [to Wimbledon] You know, Wimbledon is the biggest

tournament in the world", but she did want to get in: "I wanted to play

Eastbourne. It was good practice. All the big names were going to play ... Good to

be around the top players ". When she heard the news that she hadn't got in, she

used this in a positive way: "It gives you a goal and makes you work harder. It's

the same with anything. If you don't achieve it, you work harder to achieve it. It

fired me on".

Once she knew that she had received a wild card to Wimbledon she described

how it felt to be practicing at Aorangi Park: "It was great. It was great to be with

the best in the world and to think you're in the draw. It was a great feeling. I was

on a high".
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This feeling of being on a high carried through to the Under 21 's tournament she

played at Eastbourne. She won her first two matches but lost in the final. At the

time she stated that she knew she was going to win the first two rounds, but made

no comment about the final. I probed her on that now: "The first two girls I

played I don't have much respectfor. I didn't expect them to beat me ...They were

lower ranked, they didn't hit as hard as I do. They shouldn't beat me ...fIn the

final} she was a good player. So I didn't really know...I could have played her in

the main draw at Wimbledon,so [the match] had more importance ...1 think I was

probably a little bit more tense,just because the outcome was more uncertain ",

We moved onto the Wimbledon match. She described the day, starting from

when she woke up: "I was excited. I waspositive. In the changing rooms before I

played my match, just talking to a couple of the other British girls... It was

walking down from the changing rooms that actually scared me shitless Then I

walked out and saw how many people there were and felt more nervous There

was like loads of people on my court and I thought, why are you all around my

court, go away. Go away and watch some other twat! ...[I] just tensed up and

couldn't play the way I wanted to. But I think it was because I thought everything

was going to go fine and I was confident. I didn't really think about what

happens if I get out and I can't move my feet and play the way I want to play.

What's Plan B? Basically I didn't have a Plan B. All I had was Plan A and if
Plan A didn't work out, then I'm in shit".

"I think [feeling bad] started to kick in at 2-0. I started tofeel really shit. You're

playing awful. You've got to do something otherwise she'll just walk all over you.

And then obviously as the games and points go by, you just want to get away ...[I

just remember] the way Ifelt ...My brain couldn't work. Couldn't stop it. Nothing

made any sense. I don't know, it was weird. I couldn't control my mind ...I

wanted to get off the court. I didn't like it. There's no question, I hated

it...fAfterwards] I didn't want to speak to anyone. Just go ...[but] I had

interviews. I didn't enjoy that bit".

She didn't talk to James about the possibility of something going wrong and this

was clearly an issue for her: "I mean now, thinking about it, I think someone
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could have said, what happens if? Cause if I was a coach, I'd probably say, you

know from now with experience, you might get out there and you might not get a

ball in court. What are you going to do? How are you going to feel? What's

going to go through your mind? Are you going to rush? Are you going to panic?

What are you going to do? So now, if I'm going to play Wimbledon [again] at

least I'll know".

Despite the traumatic nature of the match, she felt she dealt with it well: "I just

switched off and just like moved on. Cause you can't do anything. You're just

going to waste time ...waste your life ...I mean obviously it affected my

confidence ... [but] I had time off after that. I wasn't picking up a racket ... I had

nothing really to remind me of it".

She reflected over the season as a whole: "The majority [of my matches were]

pretty poor". She attributed her performances to internal and external causes:

"The respect [I have for] my opponents. Whereas in Eastbourne I played well

and I did respect my opponents. The other matches, you know, I thought, shit

these people are higher ranked. They're good players. It's probably self belief'

And: <Therewas too much going on around me. Too much to deal with. Too

much to sort out. I mean James helped me out as much as he could but, I don't'

know, just too chaotic for my liking. I don't like that chaos around me If I'm
around people who are miserable or negative, it has an effect on me I think

[James] was tense as well ...I think I'm probably quite impressionable".

She went on to describe how she would do things differently: "Just make time

for myself. Just do it. Even just force myself to sit down and relax, chill out ...1

wouldn't have stayed with the family I lived with {in London]. I would have got

away and just had a place on my own H.

We moved the interview onto issues related to psychological momentum. She

felt that she was aware during matches when momentum shifts were occurring.

As for what comes first, positive momentum or improved performance: "I think

it can be both with me. [But] probably play some better points and then the

momentum comes H. She defined control of momentum as being both internal and
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external: "How your opponent starts playing. How they deal with it. And how

you deal with it mentally. To do with how confident you are ". Yet she felt that

when she had momentum, it didn't matter what her opponent does on the other

side of the net: "I'm in control of the match ",
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5.4 Discussion

5.41 Reflective summary

Having collected the data and written up the narrative case study, I am left with a

sense of needing to reflect upon this process. I found the experience both exciting

and challenging. Exciting, because I was gaining entry into an exclusive 'club'

and able to see at first hand the day to day life of a player on the professional

tour. No amount of reading or video-tape footage prepares you for what life is

really like - the traveling, the training, the tension. The challenge, was to gain as

much information as possible, with minimum distraction for the player and

coach. Somehow absorb material, yet appear invisible. On reflection, I

sometimes wonder if I may have been too sensitive with this issue. Could I have

gained more or better data if I had been more forceful in my approach to

arranging and carrying out interviews? This is still an issue that I reflect upon

today.

A factor which surprised me whilst working on the tour was how absorbed I

became with the tennis way of life. I had been accepted into the tennis

community quite quickly and felt comfortable in such surroundings. However, on

reflection, it was more than just acceptance. I became involved, both emotionally

and mentally. I could see shifts in mood and behaviour both in Caroline and

James, and was aware that I too was experiencing these shifts. The waiting for

the wild card for Wimbledon, the failure of Caroline to tum up to carry out an

interview. These moments produced emotional changes in me that affected how I

behaved. My preconceived notion of remaining impartial and as detached as

possible failed to materialise. This challenged me to review my actions on a daily

basis. To what degree were my emotions affecting me in the data collection

process? Should I try to detach myself more from my surroundings or should I

accept my involvement as inevitable?

This reflection was carried through into the writing up process. I found that

putting the four weeks on the tour down on paper allowed me to make more

sense of what I had experienced. Patterns and themes emerged from the

interviews and observations: Caroline was only happy when she was winning.

Her momentum shifted in relation to her performance outcome. James appeared
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to somehow dodge these perceived momentum issues, leaving her alone when

she was moody and praising her when she was happy. The enormity of off court

issues on performance and perceived momentum shifts. My existence in all this.

Writing up the case study was therapeutic. It allowed me time to revisit issues

that had to be put to one side during the tour. I found that as I wrote, I

experienced strong emotional reactions to the words. I was essentially reliving

those four weeks all over again. The highs and the lows were accompanied by

vivid images. So involved with the write-up, I would find my behaviour

changing. For example, when Caroline was given the Wimbledon wild card, my

mood was happy, a smile spread across my face and my speed of typing

increased. In contrast, when I wrote up the interview after her Wimbledon defeat,

my shoulders became heavy and I struggled to find the words to capture the

moment.

In addition to the therapeutic nature of the write-up, I was at times aware of my

vulnerability. I felt it was important to be as honest as possible, even when this

involved highlighting things I thought I had done wrong as a researcher.

Admitting mistakes is not always easy. Leaving yourself open to potentially

further, as yet undiscovered errors, is sometimes harder. Yet despite this

apprehension, I feel that such a process is a necessary.

5.42 Summary of pre season state

The player started the grass court season feeling positive about her level of play,

despite losing her first match at Surbiton. Training had gone well and because of

this she felt her confidence had increased. This finding supports Bandura's

theory of self-efficacy (1977) which states that past performances have a

meditating role in affecting an individual's level of confidence. Jones et a1.

(1990) also argue that appraisals of past performances and effectiveness of

training can affect the levels of confidence of an athlete and induce a situational

antecedent for performance.
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Her goals were to play well and stay focused during her matches however no

mention was made with regards to goals for training. Past research has postulated

that task goals are more beneficial than ego goals due to the controllability

athletes have over them (Duda, 1992; Burton, 1989). She indicated that there was

some cognitive anxiety present at this time, when she talked about her fear of

playing badly and the pressure of playing well to merit a Wimbledon wild card.

Despite these concerns, she perceived herself to be ready for the upcoming

season. This partially supports Jones et al. (1990) and Hanton and Jones's (1995)

work, which suggests that perceived readiness can predict cognitive anxiety and

self-confidence.

5.43 Review of matches

Over a four week period, she played a total of five matches in three tournaments.

Differences were found between the matches depending upon the performance

outcome. The two matches which she won, the first round and semi-finals at the

Under 21 's event at Eastbourne, showed almost identical patterns of mental and

physical states. Results from the questionnaire showed static levels for intensity

and direction throughout all the time periods for all seven factors. Confidence

and energy were rated as 10 for intensity and +3 in direction while cognitive and

somatic anxiety, depression, anger and fatigue were rated as 1 for intensity and

+3 in direction.

The interview data confirmed these findings. The pre-match states were positive,

with the player citing high levels of confidence and feelings of being relaxed and

ready to play. Potential factors that could negatively affect her, such as getting

stuck in traffic and arriving late for practice, had no effect. During the matches

themselves, she talked of feeling confident and focused the vast majority of the

time. She attributed her wins to good preparation, through practice for the first

match and past performances and practice, feeling positive and confidence

gained from receiving a Wimbledon wild card for the second match.
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The player perceived she had positive momentum during both these matches and

attributed this to internal factors of control and having a better ranking than her

opponents.

Differences were however found for the types of goals set for the two matches

won. The goal for the first match was to win, while the goal for the second match

was to play well. However, although she did not cite a goal as being to win the

second match, she had previously stated that winning was always her first

priority.

The player lost three matches, one at the beginning of the four week period and

two consecutive matches near the end. The first match lost was at Birmingham.

There was a change from during the morning to when she stepped out onto court,

with Caroline being positive and energetic to feeling sleepy and not very

energetic. This may have attributed to both the coach's and player's perception

that the warm-up did not go very well. The errors caused a negative emotional

response and increased levels of cognitive anxiety, particularly during the first

set. There was a loss of perceived control over the match when she wasn't

playing well and her opponent was. This control was perceived to be regained at

times when her opponent's level of play dropped.

Her goal of staying with her opponent was partly achieved, however a negative

emotional response was in place. Although confused as to why she lose, she

partly externally attributed the loss to a lack of grass court practice.

The second lost match followed a different pre-match pattern. The final in

Eastbourne was approached with a positive state of mind. She perceived herself

to be feeling positive and confident from two previous round wins. This positive

state appeared to be carried over from the previous two matches, which she won,

and remained with her until the beginning of the second set. She felt her

opponent was making errors and this increased helped to increase her confidence.

However, as her opponent began to increase her level of play during the second

set, the player began to feel less confident and more depressed and angry. Her

concentration decreased and she eventually went on to lose the match.
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She attributed her loss to external factors, namely the higher ranking of her

opponent and the windy weather. Interestingly, the weather remained unchanged

throughout all of her matches at Eastbourne, yet was never cited as a factor after

her two wins.

The player lost her final match at Wimbledon, where she won only two games.

Her pre-match state was similar, if not better, than when she won her two

matches at Eastbourne. She described herself as positive, excited and confident

about beating her opponent, who was ranked higher than her. Both she and her

coach perceived this to be the ideal state to be in. Despite believing she could

beat her opponent, her goal was to stay with her and remain focused.

Her pre-match state changed dramatically as she walked down and onto the

court. The crowd had a debilitative effect on her and her cognitive and somatic

anxiety was high. By the end of the first set her confidence dropped dramatically

whilst her intensity levels increased for cognitive and somatic anxiety,

depression and anger. She felt her opponent had little effect over this state. She

attributed her poor play to an inability to think clearly due to high levels of

anxiety and pressure. Interestingly, she partly attributed the match outcome to

her positive pre-match status, as well as feeling very nervous with it being her

first senior Wimbledon. This was the first time she internally attributed after a

loss. However, she stated that her coach was also to blame for not pointing out

what could go wrong.

5.44 Review of season

It is hypothesised that off-court issues may have affected the differences in pre-

match status. When examining match outcome throughout the four week period,

a pattern emerged relating to the player's mental and physical state. In the period

leading up to the Birmingham loss, she was restricted to indoor courts for

practice due to the rain. The weather and lack of grass court practice appeared to

affect her mood state, with reference being made to the long time delays for the

start of her match and the resultant negative emotional state.
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The weather improved over the next few days and she managed to hit on the

grass for several days. Although such practice might be expected to facilitate a

positive state, this was not found to be the case. She complained of feeling stiff

and tired, and suffering from a lack of focus. The tiredness may be attributed to

general lack of practice brought about by the recent weather. The lack of focus

was seen to occur from the delay of news about the Wimbledon wild card. This

was at the back of the player's mind all the time and was further exacerbated

when people kept asking her if she had heard of anything. This caused a negative

emotional response, exhibiting itself in anger and frustration.

Further rain and the news that she had not got a wild card for Wimbledon or

Eastbourne had a further negative effect on her. She externally attributed the lack

of cards to the committee and having no luck. At no time did she question herself

and playing standard.

A major turning point came, for both her mental state and performance, when it

was announced that she had been given a wild card for Wimbledon. The lack of

practice on that day, due to rain, had no effect on her. Her confidence increased

and she became more determined and focused. Her positive state increased when,

as the weather improved, she gained practice time on the grass along side the top

players in the world.

This new positive attitude and regained drive to work hard in training appeared

to feed into the first two round successes at Eastbourne. This was in addition to

her having no respect for these opponents due to their lower ranking. However,

any positive effect from the wins did not continue into the final where she lost.

Despite the loss of the fmal, there appeared to be a build up of positive thoughts

and feelings, gained from both practice and match situations. This lead to what

both the player and coach termed as an 'ideal state.' This ideal state lasted until

the pressure and anxiety of the situation, induced by external factors such as the

crowd, took over and altered the players mental and physical state.
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5.45 Momentum models

Results from both the matches and the season as a whole appear to adapt well to

previous research models of momentum (Vallerand et al., 1988; Taylor &

Demick, 1994). The results also highlight positive and negative experiences that

have been postulated earlier in the thesis as potential antecedents to momentum.

The present study partially supports previous research which states that

momentum is associated with progressing toward a goal (Adler, 1981; Vallerand

et al., 1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994). The player set a mixture of both task and

ego goals for all the matches she played. Although she did not set any goals for

training, she did set goals for her personal life, such as relaxing.

The player was seen to cognitively appraise each situation, both on and off court,

with varying degrees of positive and negative responses. Training, matches and

times off the court were influenced by both internal and external factors, such as

the weather, the Wimbledon wild card and physical wellbeing. These factors

appeared to have an influence of the player's psychological states. For example,

whilst waiting for the Wimbledon wild card, the player experienced a decrease in

motivation, concentration, confidence and control. This was in addition to a

negative emotional response. The psychological state impacted upon her

behavior causing an increase in unforced errors and a perception of feeling

physically tired and stiff. These different antecedents, thought to influence

psychological changes, are consistent with past research, which state that

momentum is subjective (Vallerand et al., 1988; Taylor and Demick, 1994).

Despite these differences, consistency was found with regards to the player's

own definition of momentum, which encompassed factors such as self-control

and confidence.

Her behavioural and psychological responses were self-assessed and given

specific causes. Her responses for successful outcomes were overwhelmingly

attributed to internal causes, such as feeling confident and being the better player.

Unsuccessful outcomes tended to be attributed to external factors, for example

the weather or a higher ranked opponent.
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This continuous cognitive appraisal lead to a fluctuation of positive and negative

experiences throughout the four week period, each experience affecting the

mental and physical states, which in tum affected behavior. It is hypothesised

that a series of small momentum shifts occurred throughout this time frame, with

matches, training and off-court activities having varying degrees of influence.

More prominent momentum changes were hypothesised, such as her renewed

enthusiasm on hearing she had a Wimbledon wild card, or the breakdown in

mental and physical states during the first round match at Wimbledon.

Adler and Adler (1978) and Vallerand et al. (1988) argue that personal variables

such as anxiety levels and skill level influence perceptions of momentum. The

findings in this study, for example the Wimbledon match, supported the tenet

that when an athlete is over anxious, momentum will not be perceived to be

present and performance will not increase.

The issue of skill level raises an interesting point. The player in this study was

defined as elite, due to her British ranking and competitive experience. However,

in international terms, such a categorisation may be misleading. The opponents

she competed against during the three matches she lost were ranked significantly

higher than her, suggesting that there were skill level differences. According to

Vallerand et al. (1988), if a player fails to exhibit the skills required to perform at

a certain level, momentum will not be perceived as being present. However, at

certain times during these matches, the player did perceive momentum to be

present. Itmay be therefore that fluctuations in playing ability are not due to skill

level per se but to psychological states caused by cognitive appraisal of

situations, such as the score or an opponents' playing level.

Taking this argument further, Gilovich et al. (1985) and McClutcheon (1997a)

amongst others, have argued that winning points, games and sets is due to skill

level and not momentum. The findings from the present study clearly do not

support this argument above. This suggests that regardless of ability level,

momentum shifts are perceived to be present during a match. Itmay be however,

that these perceptions of momentum are augmented when as positive experiences

are more evident. More specifically, when a player perceives a positive appraisal
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of a situation, an increase of psychological factors, such as confidence and

concentration, lead to a positive behavioural response. This increase in

performance may lead the player to perceive that positive momentum is in place.

As more negative experiences are felt, momentum perceptions may decrease and

performance level may drop. The presence or lack of confidence during such

experiences may be a key to perceptions of momentum. Iso-Ahola and Blanchard

(1996) and Weinberg et al. (1983) both postulate that confidence plays a major

role in the presence of momentum. Confidence is also highlighted in all three

models of momentum.
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5.5 Conclusion

This study examined perceptions of psychological momentum of an elite female

tennis player over a four week competitive period. Results showed that

momentum fluctuated not only during performances but also between

performances. This supported the anecdotal evidence that off court activities

have an important role in the development and fluctuations of momentum, which

in tum affect performance. The findings, on the whole, adapt well to previous

models of momentum and help validate the novel approach to data collection and

presentation.
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6. Synthesis of findings

6.1 Review of methods and key findings

The aim of this thesis was to examine psychological momentum in elite athletes

through the use of different methodologies. The aims and objectives of each

study are reviewed and key findings and methodological issues are discussed.

Study One To examine positive and negative experiences before, during and

after successful and unsuccessful performances in elite middle and

long distance runners using a qualitative methodology, and

consider them in relation to psychological momentum.

Past research has shown that there are differences in mental states between what

athletes term successful and unsuccessful performances (Orlick & Partington,

1988; Gould, et al., 1992). However to date, no study has associated these states

with psychological momentum. A qualitative research design was used involving

semi-structured interviews and content and frequency analysis. Such a

methodology addresses the criticism of past research, which has tended to use

archival or observer perspective data (Iso-Ahola & Mobily, 1980; Burke et al.,

1997).

Results indicated that there were differences between the number of positive and

negative experiences exhibited during successful and unsuccessful performances.

For the successful performances more positive than negative experiences were

found, the opposite was found for the unsuccessful performances. It was

suggested that a general momentum pattern was in existence for each

performance. More specifically, the number of positive experiences increased

while the number of negative experiences decreased throughout the three time

phases for the successful performance, resulting in a predominately positive

momentum state. For the unsuccessful performance, although positive

experiences increased across the time frame while negative experiences

decreased, negative experiences dominated all three time phases, suggesting a

predominately negative momentum state.
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It was hypothesised that self-confidence may have played a mediating role in

perceptions of positive and negative experiences. It was further postulated that

the higher and more frequently cited levels of confidence for the successful

performance and the lower and less frequently cited levels for the unsuccessful

performance might be attributed to pre-race training. This supposition supports

both Bandura's (1977) theory of self-efficacy and Jones et al.'s (1990) findings

that recent training was an important situational antecedent for performance.

Differences in the frequency of task and ego goals were found for the two

performances, with a higher frequency of task goals cited for the successful race

and ego goals for the unsuccessful race. Differences were also found in the

athletes' perceptions of achieving their goals. More specifically, seven times

more athletes felt their goal was achievable in the successful race compared to

the unsuccessful race. Research has shown that goals may exert an influence on

behavioral and psychological factors (Kingston & Hardy, 1997). It is suggested

that goals may also have an influence on perceptions of psychological

momentum.

Both cognitive and somatic anxiety was found to be greater in intensity and

debilitative in direction for the unsuccessful performance compared to the

successful performance. This finding supports the existence of directionality of

anxiety (Jones & Swain, 1992; Jones, 1993).

Attributions for both successful and unsuccessful performances were

predominately internal in nature. This finding failed to support work by Grove

and Prapavessis (1995) which found skilled athletes used more internal

attributions after successful performances compared to unsuccessful

performances.

Finally, the methodology utilised in this study was deemed an advancement in

momentum research. It allowed for a greater insight into the thoughts and

feelings of athletes at an elite level. The use of time phases/in-race incidents

added to the robustness of the comparative analysis. A contextual feature which
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in been lacking in past qualitative research (Scanlan, Stein & Ravizza, 1991;

Gould et al., 1992aJb).

Study Two To examine psychological momentum in elite tennis players

before, during and after competitive matches using a combination

of quantitative and qualitative methodologies.

This study examined in more detail the relationship between positive and

negative experiences in relation to psychological momentum. It also attempted to

gain an understanding of perceived momentum from an individual perspective,

and by tracking shifts of momentum over time between tennis players.

A combination of statistical, content and frequency analysis, case studies and

questionnaire data was used. This combination allowed data to be compared and

contrasted to gain a deeper understanding of micro shifts of momentum.

Statistical analysis revealed that winning the first point in a game, particularly

when serving, resulted in more games being won, compared to when the first

point was lost. It was noted that direct comparisons with past research could not

be made due to the different statistical approach taken (Iso-Ahola & Mobily,

1980; Weinberg et al., 1983). However, it was hypothesised that that this finding

may have been due to the players' levels of confidence. The inability of

statistical analysis to consider psychological factors was highlighted and used as

a justification to examine interview data using content and frequency analysis.

Content analysis partially supported the notion of increased confidence being

linked to winning the first point in a game. Although not all points won lead to

an increase in confidence, confidence was linked to positive momentum. This

partially supported work by Weinberg et al. (1983). It was hypothesised that

broader issues encompassing players' cognitive appraisal, were required to help

define the existence and pattern of momentum. Justification for this hypothesis

was found in the differing results between the winners and losers.
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The case studies allowed a deeper, more individualised understanding of

momentum to unfold. Comparisons were made between the winner and loser of

each match, tracking cognitive appraisal and perceived momentum shifts over a

specific time period. Although each match told a unique story, consistencies

were found, such as losers identifying more key moments then winners. Finally,

questionnaire data revealed that as psychological and/or physiological

components move in one direction for one player, the opposite was found for

their opponent.

The use of an eclectic approach to data collection and analyses allowed for a

deeper understanding of momentum. Each method was critiqued and it was

concluded that the cognitive appraisal of the individual was seen as the key

factor to perceived momentum being present or not.

Study Three To examinepsychological momentum longitudinally with an elite

tennis player, using both quantitative and qualitative

methodologies.

This study attempted to built on previous findings and focused on the cognitive

appraisal of an individual tennis player over a period of four weeks on the

professional tennis circuit. Both on court and off court activities were examined

in relation to momentum shifts.

A predominantly qualitative methodology was used, encompassing interviews,

behavioural observations and a reflective diary. Questionnaires were utilised for

each of the five matches played. The findings were written up as a narrative case

study and included the voice of the author.

Findings revealed differences in positive and negative experiences for training

experiences and for won and lost matches. These differences were hypothesised

to be affected by past performances and off court issues and a pattern emerged

relating these issues with the player's mental and physical states. Throughout the

four week period fluctuations of positive and negative experiences were observed
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and it was hypothesised that a series of momentum shifts occurred in parallel

with these fluctuations.

Results were seen to adapt well to recent models of momentum (Vallerand et al.,

1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994). Goals were set for both on and off court

activities, supporting the notion that momentum is associated with progressing

toward a goal (Adler, 1981; Vallerand et al., 1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994).

Throughout the four week period the player attributed different causes for

different situations. These tended to be self-protecting in nature with internal

attributions for successful outcomes and external attributions for unsuccessful

outcomes. This finding supports earlier work by Grove and Prapavessis (1995)

but contrasts with the findings from Study One.

The level of confidence the player perceived appeared to be dependent upon her

appraisal of situations and confidence was highlighted as being important to her

performance and psychological wellbeing. This findings supports Iso-Ahola and

Blanchard's (1996) and Weinberg et al.'s (1983) tenet that confidence plays a

major role in the presence of momentum.

The move toward a more interactional, constructivist approach to data collection

and analysis allowed a very personal account of momentum to be recorded. Off

court issues were brought to the fore and highlighted as important factors in

determining an individual's perception of momentum as they approach

competitive situations. The focus on one individual also highlighted trait factors,

such as trait self-confidence, needs to be considered when identifying momentum

shifts.
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6.2 Discussion

The findings from this thesis appear to offer some support for the phenomenon of

psychological momentum. The research examined several variables, namely

gender, skill level, antecedents and commentated on how findings relate to

existing models of momentum.

The issue of gender differences was considered in Study One. Findings indicated

that at the elite level, few differences existed. The only gender differences noted

were related to coping strategies. Females were found to use more coping

strategies in the time leading up to their race compared to males, while males

used more coping strategies than females during the race itself. This finding

suggests that perceived changes in cognitive shifts during performances appear to

be consistent for both genders. The hypothesis put forward, that momentum

shifts may mirror cognitive changes, suggest that there would be no gender

differences for momentum. This findings supports a study by Weinberg and

Ransom (1985) who found no gender differences in momentum in elite tennis

players. It should be noted however, that although Weinberg and Ransom (1985)

are in a minority group of researchers who have considered gender in elite

athletes, they did use archival data. Therefore it may not be pertinent to compare

these findings directly with the current research. Due to the findings from Study

One, results from Study Two were not examined specifically for gender

differences.

Equivocal findings have emerged for the effects of ability in relation to the

existence of momentum, with some studies findings no momentum effects when

ability is controlled for while others have found strong momentum effects when

ability is equal (Gilovich et aI., 1985; Gayton et aI., 1995). Results from the

thesis indicate that at an elite level, momentum effects may be in evidence, thus

supporting the work of Gayton et al. (1995) and others. For example, the

statistical analysis from Study Two demonstrated that winning the first point in a

game leads to a greater likelihood of winning that game. This is in line with

similar work which has found winning the first game in a set leads to a greater

likelihood of winning the set (Iso-Ahola & Mobily, 1980; Silva & Hardy, 1985).
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Through the use of interviews, Studies Two and Three revealed players' own

perceptions of momentum being in evidence during competitive performance.

Although the athletes in the thesis were all defined as elite, ability differences did

exist. This was perhaps most prominent in Study Three, where the subject

competed against opponents who were ranked significantly higher than herself,

as well as opponents who were similar or were slightly lower ranked. The

players' perceptions of the existence momentum being present during

performances may suggest that regardless of ability level, momentum effects

could still present.

Potential antecedents of momentum were examined from different proximal

positions. Study One examined possible momentum shifts, by categorising past

in-race incidents. Events such as passing others and being boxed in were related

to either positive or negative experiences and it was suggested that these might

indicate the existence of momentum. Physical and psychological factors, such as

feeling tired and exhibiting high confidence, were also linked to the possible

existence or disappearance of momentum. Studies Two and Three examined

more recent competitive experiences, with players being asked to state more

directly when momentum shifts occurred and their corresponding mental and

physical states.

Results from all three studies indicated that both personal and situational

variables influence perceptions of the competitive experience. Past research, for

example Adler and Adler (1978) and Weinberg and Jackson (1989) have stated

that pre-conditions, such as past performances, have a bearing on the presence of

momentum. This thesis supports the importance athletes' place on past

performances, whether in the form of competitive performances or training

sessions. Therefore it was hypothesised that perceptions of competitive

experience may give rise to potential momentum shifts.

Findings from the thesis strongly support the supposition that perceived

momentum is subjective (Vallerand et al., 1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994;

Cornelius et al., 1997). Although common themes were identified by players in
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Study Two with regards to a definition of momentum, not all players agreed on

all themes. For example, five of the eight players felt in control of momentum,

and only half of the players identified confidence as being associated with

momentum. Further evidence for the subjective nature of momentum was

revealed in Study Two, where a discrepancy was found between the winners and

losers with regards to the number of key moments identified during matches.

More specifically, the losers identified more key moments than the winners. It

was hypothesised that the losers cognitively appraised more personal and

situational factors as being important to their performance compared to the

winners.

The importance of cognitive appraisal was highlighted in all three studies by

emphasising the need to examine athletes' perceptions of their own performance

and not focus research attention on solely archival or observer-perspective data.

The unique approach taken to examine possible momentum existence, by using

both quantitative and qualitative methodologies addressed criticisms by

Vallerand et al. (1988) and Taylor and Demick (1994) amongst others, who have

criticised the lack of the individuals perceptions in past research when

considering momentum.

The thesis appears to support many aspects from the three models that have been

developed to help explain the mechanisms behind momentum (Adler, 1981;

Vallerand et al., 1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994). Vallerand et al. (1988), for

example, state that momentum is defined as the perception of progressing

towards a goal. Adler (1981) and Taylor and Demick (1994), though not

specifically defining momentum in this way, both stress the importance of

aiming towards a goal. Results from all three studies demonstrated that athletes

set goals for their performances. This suggests that momentum could be present

throughout each performance and the findings indicate that this may be the case.

An issue not considered by any of the models is the notion of the type of goal set,

more specifically whether the goals were task or ego oriented. The thesis

examined this concept with equivocal results. Study One found a difference

between goals set for successful and unsuccessful performances. Predominantly
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task goals were set for the successful performance, while ego goals were more

prevalent during the unsuccessful performance. Itwas hypothesised that the type

of goal set may have influenced their mental state and in turn, perceptions of

positive and negative experiences leading to the possible existence momentum.

However, Study Two failed to find a difference between goals set for the winners

and losers. The issues of goal states may be critical as in setting a task goal,

winning may not be the focus, whereas setting an ego goals winning is often the

main aim. Itmay be that achieving or failing either a task or ego goal may result

in defining whether or not a performance is perceived as being successful.

From an applied perspective it may be important to consider whether an athlete

sets a task andlor ego goal for their performance. Research has shown that goals

may exert an influence on behavioural and psychological factors (Kingston &

Hardy, 1997). If an athlete is setting ego goals, they may be inadvertently

creating a negative state that could induce a lack of positive momentum. By

encouraging them to set a combination of task and ego goals, a more positive

state may be created which could induce positive momentum.

Personal factors, such as confidence and arousal are highlighted in the models as

being important in the initiation or extinction of momentum. The present thesis

appears to confirm this line of thought. Study One identified high levels of

confidence for the successful race compared to the unsuccessful race. Study Two

acknowledged the connection between confidence and players' definitions of

momentum. Study Three emphasised the role confidence played in determining

not only the presence of momentum, but also the effects confidence had on the

players' emotional and behavioural response. It was hypothesised that confidence

levels could be affected by the antecedent of past performances (Bandura, 1977;

Jones et al., 1990) and affect perceptions of momentum.

Although the models examine arousal levels in relation to momentum, they fail

to consider the cognitive aspect of arousal in any depth. Literature has identified

state anxiety as multidimensional, encompassing both somatic and cognitive

anxiety (Liebert & Morris, 1967; Martens et al., 1990; Swain & Jones, 1993).

The findings from the thesis acknowledged that both cognitive and somatic
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anxiety appear to have differing impacts upon perceived momentum. For

example, in Study Two somatic anxiety was seen as having less of an effect on

performance compared to cognitive anxiety. An additional consideration made

during the thesis was the concept of directionality. Jones and Swain (1992) were

one of the first researchers to examine directionality within sport and

demonstrate that it is not always harmful for performance. They concluded that

cognitive appraisal will determine whether an individual will perceive cognitive

and somatic anxiety as being either facilitative, or beneficial to performance or

debilitative and detrimental to performance. Results from each study identify

both facilitative and debilitative cognitive and somatic anxiety. These were

categorised into positive and negative experiences and discussed in terms of

momentum shifts.

Cognitions and emotional affect were examined in the thesis and results revealed

that they played an important role in the perception of momentum. Study Three

in particular identified the dynamic nature of emotions, both on and off court and

how they impact on an individual's performance. Perceptions of momentum were

seen to be accompanied by positive emotions and cognitions. Indeed, positive

emotions and cognitions appeared also to initiate perceptions of momentum.

Once again, the fluctuating nature of cognitive appraisal was highlighted.

A factor, which appeared to be related to perceptions of performance and

momentum, was that of attributional response. A factor none of the momentum

models have considered. Results from Study One found that regardless of

whether a performance was deemed successful or not, athletes attributed the

outcome to internal factors. In comparison, Study Two found that winners made

predominantly internal attributions while losers made a combination of internal

and external attributions. The findings of Study Three indicated that primarily

internal attributions were made for a win and external attributions were made for

a loss. A factor that may have accounted for these equivocal findings is the

measurement of performance outcome, either subjective or objective, as

discussed earlier. The findings of Study Three highlight the need to examine

momentum from an individual perspective. Both on and off court activities were

seen as having an effect upon momentum shifts and performance.
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In light of the findings of the thesis a reformulated model of psychological

momentum is proposed, which aims to combine new lines of investigation

alongside the more established factors from previous models of momentum

(figure 6.1). The model categorises momentum into macro and micro periods.

This temporal perspective emphasises the dynamic nature of sports competition

and the longer term consequences of sporting outcomes.

Perceived
Demands

Actions

(Micr 305

Event

Pre-Event
Status

(Macro)

Perceived
Outcome

Affect

Figure 6.1 Micro and macro model of psychological momentum

The model assumes that cognitive appraisal is continuous, not only during

performance but before and after. Therefore a cyclical action is present at all

times. The pre-event status of the athlete considers issues such as cognitive and

somatic anxiety, perceived readiness and training and injury effects. The self-

efficacy and emotional affect of the athlete is required to be considered in

relation to the pre-event status. Once into the competitive event, the model

moves to a micro focus. Perceived demands on the athlete are identified and

actions and affect are examined in light of these demands. Issues such as

cognitive and somatic anxiety, and self-confidence are encompassed within this

micro focus. When the competitive event is finished, the model returns to a
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macro focus and considers the athlete's attributional response in relation to their

perceived outcome. Finally, the cycle begins again with affect and self-efficacy

impacting upon the athlete's pre-event status for the next performance.
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6.3 Conclusion

Psychological momentum has become a popular phenomenon within the world

of sport. Despite previous research presenting equivocal findings relating to the

existence and mechanisms of momentum, this thesis has produced evidence to

confirm, that from an athletes' perspective, momentum does indeed exist.

A unique approach to examining momentum was taken when athletes own

perceptions of positive and negative experiences were considered. Momentum

shifts were further quantified by the use of quantitative and qualitative

methodologies, in the form of questionnaire and interview data. Comparisons of

different data highlighted the importance of utilising new and different lines of

enquiry. The empirical testing of this phenomenon using both research

paradigms raised concerns over previous research methods. More specifically, it

called into question the ability of these prior findings to fully capture the essence

of psychological momentum.

Despite the research carried out into the concept of momentum during the

duration of this thesis, questions still remain. The most important of which

concerns the definition of momentum. As noted in the review of literature, no

one definition of momentum exists. It has been the aim of this thesis to examine

momentum in greater detail from the athletes' perspective, however due to the

subjective nature of this phenomenon, it has been difficult to provide a concise

definition.

The findings suggest that the definition of coming from behind to win, used in

the vast majority of research in this area (for example, Iso-Ahola & Mobily,

1981; Adams, 1995), may be too simplistic. Models of momentum (Vallerand et

al., 1988; Taylor & Demick, 1994) and the present findings point towards a more

complex definition, requiring the cognitive appraisal of the individual to be taken

into consideration. More investigation is required into specific performance

measurements to ascertain its effects and to lead to a universal definition of this

fascinating yet elusive phenomenon.
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6.4 Recommendations

This thesis has provided an overview and in-depth examination of psychological

momentum. In completing this work, additional questions have been raised

which future studies in this area should address.

Recommendations arisingfrom Study One:

Anecdotal reports from athletes identified the potential for momentum shifts to

occur was dependent upon length of race. It may that the pre-performance status

of an athlete competing in races of shorter duration may be more important than

for those competing in longer events. It is therefore suggested that future

research should examine the relationship between performance length and

momentum patterns.

Recommendations arising from Study Two:

Although ability level was controlled for as far as possible within this study, it

acknowledged that differences may have existed. Future studies should try to

control ability, possibly by examining tournament finals, where both opponents

should be of a similar standard.

Recommendations arisingfrom Study Three:

The findings from this study helped to formulate a new model of micro and

macro psychological momentum. Further empirical research is required to test

this new model and validate its conceptual components. In addition, the depth of

detail gained from using a constructivist approach, particularly in terms of

obtaining a more holistic examination of psychological momentum, is seen as a

valuable methodological avenue to continue down.
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6.S Summary of thesis findings

• Different mental states were associated with successful and unsuccessful

performances and were linked to positive and negative momentum patterns

• Self confidence was hypothesised to play a mediating role in the perception

of momentum

• Statistical analysis indicated that winning the first point in a game resulted in

a greater likelihood of winning the game, compared to when the first point

was lost

• Content analysis highlighted the existence of psychological momentum and

the differing patterns between winners and losers

• Case studies allowed for a tracking of momentum shifts and a deeper

understanding of cognitive appraisal

• The narrative case study tracked momentum shifts over time and revealed on

and off court issues impacted upon such shifts

• Through the use of an eclectic methodological approach, a reformulated

model of psychological momentum was developed
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PRIMARY APPENDIX



WOMENS CONTENT ANALYSIS



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Previous match play2. Played the week before
-l. Played tournament week before

2. Played "ell in tournament week before
-l. Won last tournament

4. Had beaten good players
..J.. Confidence high from last win

[ 2. Hadn't played that much

12. Didn't think playing vel) well

- No l"an) 0\ Cl' effect from first match

I Trailllng "as normal
I, Trainmu gom,!!. rille
I Training alwavs okay
I No reason \\11\ trauunr notgood
2. Just played normally

2. Hadn't trained that much
4. Wasn't hitting ball great

I J. Didn't have an} injuries

2, Had a hip injury
4. Had problems with knee

14. Knee wasn't any better or worse

1. Not worned about not 11Itting ball "ell

Last tournament outcome

Match play induced confidence

Lack of match play

Negative perceptions of play

Lack of carry over effects

Positive perceptions of training

Negative perceptions of training

Lack of injury concerns

Injury concerns

Neutral injury effects

Lack of playing concerns

307 Week Before Match



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

vc \ 1'1 rtch <, ll~).'r I II
Rated .mpon.invc 'I III I()

1 VI' intcd h) do \\.;11 at Nauo l<ll'

IIIJl)ort'IIl 10Jo \\ ell
\1.,ll'h \\,1,; ...111port.mt ' Irr t rour-d
lmpo 1.111' ro uo 0'1' nnd d ' nell

2. Obviously wanted to do well
.f. Important for improvcmcnt of Ill~ tcnms

2. Wasn't the be all and end all
-J.. Wasn't biggest match of year
.f. Wasn't biggest tournament of year
-J.. Knew had bigger tournament to play

Tournamcnt put pressi re 011 Ill":
Importanc, 'lut 011 pressure

I ln.port.ince had dctrunental effect

I-J.. Wasn't a pressure match

I Felt nervOUS

1. Worried wouldn't pcrtorm well
cit bit IK.n ous

ne,' wouldn't be ,0 nervous todav
ot so jitter, as first match

I. Felt nervous III a good W'1~

I \Vant~d to feel nervous
I '\Ienes wasn't a huge thing

,,"ene<; weren't ,I bad thing

KId butterfhes
~ 11 d some butterflies

I-J.. Woke up pretty relaxed

3 Felt more relaxed than first match
}, Could rela . with tlus match

:onfidenCL IOJ10 0 wit
3 Knew was better player
" Knew had more experience
3, Fell 1would "10

High match importance

Low match importance

Perceived external pressures

Lack of perceived pressures

Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Cognitive anxiety comparisons

Facilitative cognitive anxiety

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

Somatic anxiety comparisons

High confidence levels

308 Morning of Match



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

clt eve-ted
felt mo.; ':,\~ltLd that] [If t ''1 Hell
f .:It "o'ik p!'l\ (\\ n (: 111\.

, )l'.d <'0 Oil' an, t1._,\ h: t ' 10\ (

Positive cognitions

, n
-l. Thinking about how to plan

Match cognitions

2. Tried not to think too much
2. Chatted to friends

Distractor strategies

12. Just tried to relax Relaxation strategies

Morning of Match Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

elt I1l;'nOI1<'

f elt u lIllI ",J
\\" ,1<' re: I" nerv o '"

\ ".II bIt 11('1"\ )t c

4. Felt apprcbcnsix c
~. Apprehensive of how I would play
~. Apprehensive of hav iug heavy legs
.J.. Worried how match would go
~. Worned what would happen on court

I Importance -n.rde lilt nerv ou ...
~......crvous "al"hll'~T matchc-
). Sccuuz others made JIlL r., f\ OJ~

";>\cl'lnP ever 111111~' l'1,ldl' me 1"'1' (

2. Knew It was going to be a difficult match
2. 1t was quite challenging

1-+. Needed to bc nervous

"Jot as nervous as first match
, \lore nervous th 1lI the; mormng

, Bit nervous as she was, ounaer
- >.Ie'Tou,:, bI..CClU<;Cof opponenr Of 1 II

.j. Didn't worry about her
4. Knew she would be nervous playing me

"1 Sull felt posiuve
1. 'l ']I 1; t k". 'e thoughts
4. Wasn 't nervous

II Felt under pressure

~ Felt more pressure than first match

I Put pressure on self
l. Always put pressure on self
1. Put pressure 011 sell as fanulv watching
~ Pressure came f I ., 'If
2. I put pressure on myself

l. Pressurised as she was ranked lower
.., ':;'eltmore pressure as she "as younger

Debilitative cognitive anxiety

External influences on cognitive anxiety

Match concerns

Facilitative cognitive anxiety

Cognitive anxiety comparisons

Opponent induced cognitive anxiety

Opponent cognitions

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Perceived pressure

Pressure comparisons

Self induced pressure

Opponent induced pressure

Arrival at Tennis Centre
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Jr,,,,,urc from "I'd cvervonc \\ 1-, ,I Ill" "
W» ~ '')''l t,'d II' \\ 111

Parerrs l' nccll'd'lIl It) cl) \\<'11
, Co,'d -.:~expected 111-: t dl nt' I

t; \ "",i"\ .nc expected PI:: to Ch. l, ",,11
~,1...1J.l\.. expected 1.1.: tv ":0 \\'-'1

) Import lilt tll .,hl \\ \\ h, I i ,-c ,tlJ do
mport 1111 III pin \\ ell

2. There was no pressure on me
2. Didn t feel under pressure to do \\ ell

Got ncn ous feehru- msidc
rclt nuerv

..J. Had butterflies

1 ' Butterfhes w ere good for me

2. Felt fine
2. Felt relaxed
2. Didn 1 have anv butterflies
-l. Not particularly tense
..j. Felt pretty relaxed
-1-. Didn't have a lot of butterflies

I Felt pretty confident
I f'I t' n b -u ~ 1<.
-1-. Went in pretty confidently

I Confident would \\ In
3. Confident I was going to "in Jl

J re ISO 1 \ h I sl» ulc lose
2. Definitely felt I could win
2, Knew I was a dangerous floater
2. Knew [ was capable of "inning
..J. Thought 1had a good chance

12. Confidence quite up and down

2. Didn't tell self would win for sure
2. It was 60:40 in her favour

Externally induced pressure

Lack of externally induced pressure

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Facilitative somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

High confidence levels

Confidence inwinning match

Fluctuations in confidence levels

Low confidence levels

Arrival at Tennis Centre Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

" ..ne
4. Focused on Ill} own game
-+. Goal was to focus on how I was going to play
-+. Just wanted 10 plav 1l1~ tennis

III! \\ as ,0 "tt:- ..
Pia Il \\ a ~ t 0 ~'O fur wcakncvsc-

\\ nh,» cuon-
2. Knew the tactics [ needed to employ
-+. Wanted to make lots of serves and returns
4. Goals were technical

2. Play as well as I could
2. Wanted to do the bcst I could
2. Wanted to go out and do m~ best

l-t. See what needed to be improved

I\\a~ (_i_ 'lapPclIcd
2. Go and see how it went

I Ihe only poal \HIS to \\ III
I \V'I i 'IS the m:UI1 thinz
2. Wanted to WIn

I' :>ressurc Il1<lkI.'S me outcoi ~i..!

l-l. Didn't set outcome goals

) Old u't Cl lll~ ~Q(_d5
2. Didn't have any specific goals
-l. Don't generally set goals

l-l. Felt goal was realistic

Knew what to do
t- 111. \ hat to do to Yin

-l. Knew had to play well to beat her
-l. Knew what had to do

1 Had a specific game plan
Lit .', 0 only one plan

-l. Set a game plan

Task goals

Game plan goals

Self focus goals

Improvement goals

Vague goals??**

Ego goals

Pressure induced ego goals

Lack of outcome goals

Lack of goals

Perceived realistic goals

Confidence in game plan

Game plan cognitions

Arrival at Tennis Centre Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Coach influence on game planI .il ,~'d to ,,0 h..h about ruuu, ..,111.

xpoxc to "oild I')ut.l ~ IJlI~plan

I.J. Game plan set" ith coach

'r~" l-er P:J 11<' w, II
tid, . t II ,\ lIlg ier game pl,1I'

.J.. Knew her strength

Had bru.f t.rlk wit h coach
., Ci.)t pep talk from coach
3 Coach L;I\ c me ups

I E xcit ( tIlt' " IIIg l\j t l., Is
2. Pla; ing Nationals was a bonus
2. Looking forward to the match

~ Fcclm I lin ·ncr W1f1ll111 r ·sl match
2. Felt good being the underdog

Pcopl ·J·C vatclung you
M\ Ianulv were IIH.:rc

lit '\ I I C

2. Dad came down to watch
2. Tennis friends were there

1 fried 1101 to worn about \\ mnmp
I. Telling self not to worry
I. Told self not to put pressure on self
I. Learned to deal \\ nh lien cs
I. Didn't make big deal DUI of match
I • u, It , (rlii II TiT ng isn t good
4. Hoped tennis was good enough

1 Concentrated Oil own match
1 Kept! 11K l < n brief
4. Thought about game plan

Mutually set game plan

Knowledge of opponent

Positive coach influence

Positive cognitions?

Externally induced positive feelings

Significant others

Cognitive anxiety coping strategies

Game plan focus

Arrival at Tennis Centre Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I'ned 1]('1 10 thn.k t00 11uch ( bout 'll,,1c h
Ih.nkrn« JhoUI v'l ~r 111'1'!!,s

Didn t watch otl« r Pl,) (Ill. '>
( . Ilk' I' Hk h) , •.-ru , usr b, [<lrt' 11'. 1<I'
"ric ! flot.{ r'un abou -n.u,ho r I". I

'ilod~.:d o-u 'hou ~hl<; JUfl'l,(\ Ir nch
ook tunc ,1\\,1\ +o,n 01hL,\
\\ d l 1\\ l\ dviu 1.,,,1.1 re

2 I H,IIl~ d ULJII~ cc m ., bl.kll ~ Ill, t,,1t
\ er 1 ' ;1 111 \

2. Popped into town for some au
2. Tried to sw itch off
2. Wasn't difficult to switch off
2. Chatted to other players
2. Watched a fen matches
-k Tried not to think too early
t Thought about match 1 hour before

cd 11\ "h to d,
2. Dossed about really

I ~,-,j I [11 1 n
.t. Had picture of ho\\ to play

Blocking out strategies

Relaxation strategies

Visualisation

Arrival at Tennis Centre Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

J('\d II I .w; II
2. Hitting the ball okav
-l. Had a good hit
-l. Pleased with hit

Positive perceptions of play

2. Didn '[ worrv much about knock-up Lack of concerns about play

Lr-up pu me dt ea",\; Reduction of somatic anxiety

2. Bit 510\\ to begin with
2. Felt a bit stiff

Negative physical symptoms

2. Good practice increased confidence Confidence levels

I _. g. l ('11 K pi
2. Thought about what I had to do
2. Focused on tactical things
-l Thought about the match

Game plan cognitions

Practice
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"dill>' t-u '}..,,\Oll<'

~IIII r~l, bn ' S
2. Knew [ could pia} very badly
2 Thought about losing 6-0 6-0

Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Lack of play concerns

1-1. Didn't get that nCIYOUS Lack of cognitive anxiety

II ~'elllre (_01 Lack of external pressures

, sl II,IS II ne <;

2. Felt she would be nervous
2. Felt all the pressure was on her
-I. Picked on her nerves through body language
-I Thought she \1as nervous

12. She didn't have any effect on me

1-1. Her nerves helped me slightly

h felt 0.;011 c J I sh
• 1 were v.obb'

2. Felt a little bit tense
2 Shoulders felt tense

I Leas fclt hcavx
~lCf (lUl! I. feel! 00°'0
2. Felt a bit rusty
4. Tried to get lead feeling out oflegs

II \' ·1 ip not good because of ncrx cs

Calmed down a lot
Fclt okay alice court
Wobbliness lessened as time went bv

I. Started to loosen up
1. Eased up during warm-up
3. Settle.' de .1 i bit
2. Felt more loose as time went on

1 Fell Okd:
3 DIdn't feel too bad
l. Arms Hot too shaky
. ~cIl pretty relaxed

Opponents perceived cognitive anxiety

Lack of opponent effect

Positive opponent effect

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Negative physical symptoms

Negative somatic effects on play

Reduction of somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

Warm-Up
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2. Felt better after a few good backhands

r.,,' 1'1I~h better "Ill fl .,t m.u, 11

h I,l';.:d q II.' C th. n ,I fa.,· '1,11. h

Play induced relaxation

Somatic anxiety comparisons

2. Confidence was about average
.f. Was as confident as normal
.f. Confidence was average to good

Confidence levels

1.+. Knew I could make a lot of balls

\.. II I cit ' \.lh..c
.f. Got confidence from opponents nerves

Confidence in match ability

Opponent induced increase in confidence

r ned to keep feet mox ina
\\ armed up 1Il\ s'iots

1 C:l.'rh'" felt pr,'tt\ ~'00d

t C:hot~ "ere ~)O"IO oka;
.j.. Focused on good root work
.j.. Focused on hitting the ball early
.f. Did what I "anted to do

Positive perceptions of play

2. Thought about getting in some good serves Technical cognitions

) vot tlunking ( )0'1 t cries Lack of tactical cognitions

Didn't read much into shots
, f) dnt read much Into her game
2 Didn't pick Hp much about her

Lack of perceptions of opponent

Perceptions of opponent

I. Noticed she wasn t very consistent
, Looked or bite; [ Iller.! nu,
.j.. Felt she was trying to impose herself
.f. She was trying to be aggressive
.j.. She tried to smack the ball
. Felt she was rushing a bit

I \\ 'le. I match to begin
) lust wanted to get on WIth It

Perceived readiness

I' te (, -itcd
2. Felt nice to be playing

Positive emotions

) ivmg to help nerves
2. Kept positive
2. Tried to relax

Coping strategies
Warm-Up
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

l ook zd lip to Iind ella h
ound parent III ~rm\ d

Significant others

)nh ,1\\ 1\\ds ,0 'id t \\ IIh
2. Bright lights was off-putting Acknowledgement of external factors

. cit ,('ldlL) ready lor uutch
\lent.ll" rcadv for IIwkh

~.Ph~sical!v H..,ld\ for mall-It
! Felt rculv 10 no
4. Fell physically and mentally read, for match
4. Felt ready for match
4. Desperate to start

Perceived readiness

Warm-Up
318



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

It(1~ b \\orq"d 1,1\\ «(,-, ,-I l'i--lO)
2. Feel quite negative now (-l-6/-l--lf'J-,?)

'eIl ,11'\.1011' ,II score ({l-l,2-:IO-lOI
1 IlWO\llofbw'lnl'((,-Vl-tl

-l Didn't knox what causederrors n-MI- i)

hdll I eel so '\l.;'\ )1I!' «('-~I I-I )
Didn ,t'lIlll 11- 'dll\ch (6 l t J.)

Didn I led wornco {Cl--lI-l--l/1 - -I -)
,,-('f\, shad 'OIlL l-l, l-U I

2. Didn't feel concerned (-l-6/-l--l/40-A)
2. Not worried (-1--6)

I. -;hough she "as rcallv nervous (6 -lll-JII 'i-D)
I Error'> showed she ".lS nervous ({)--l/I-L-lO-IS)
1 Thouaht she ".IS nervous (6-,/()-()/lO-OI

~ I s-d op LI' L I( )/-l0-0)
4. Double fault meant she was nervous (3-61l-I/O-lS)
4 Sensed she was getting tight (3-6/2-5/?-'1)

Nerves affected game plan «(>_-l/l-1/10-15)
Nerves kept me behind baseline «(l-'V I-II lO-1 'i)
L I. l. rue sI C' k JIlL II! -J)

2. Negative thoughts affect plav (-l-6/-l-5/15-15)

Felt little bu p.uucky (6-i/1_1/0-3O)
1. felt panicky (6-1/-l-I/O-I'i)

Felt bit paruckv (6- 'I-l- 1/30-,W)

Panicked about sen mg (6--+/0-1)
Panicked might lose game (6-3/3-1 In-l0)

Didn't panic (6-3/1-I/O-IS)

2. Feeling the pressure now (4-6/4--l)

2. Pressure to hold serve (-l-G/ I-J)
2. Expected to hold serve (4-611-1/0-15)
2. Marc pressure to hold than break (4-6/1-1/0-15)
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Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Negative match cognitions

Opponent induced cognitive anxiety

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Confidence influence on cognitive anxiety

Opponents perceived cognitive anxiety

Cogniti ve anxiety effects on game plan

Perceptions of panic

Panic cognition effects on play

Lack of panic perceptions

Perceptions of pressure

Pressures with play

First Set Cognitive Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

l itdn ' put pressure l r se t (6 ~I) ,,)

l-clt pressure was off JIlL «)-~)

Dtdu • put n Hell , 'P~ I:t 111011 0,1 self () ) I (')
Didn I feel pressure ((l-), 5-; \-..J(,)

Fe't she was under pressure «) ~!1 • W I"')
~ r.:lt prvs-ure \\,IS )IJ ha «)-~!O-() .to-(,)

Sen...ed pre.ssu-e 0.1 her 110\\ ;() '/ + • I "-I"')

11 i out pr

·k Serve put her under pressure (3-6/1- I)
.t. Tried to put her sene under pressure (3 -M 1-1 / 15-0)
.t. Had chance to put pressure on sene (3-6/I-lII5-0)
.t Tried 10 put her under pressure (3-6/1-1)
.t. Wanted to make her win game (3-6/1-3)
.j. Tried to put her under pressure (3-6/1-3/30-0)
-I. Tried to put pressure on her serve (3-6/2--1)
.t. Put pressure on her (3-6/2-5f?-?)
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Lack of perceived pressure

Opponents perceived pressure

Pressure exerted on opponent

First Set Cognitive Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2. Little bit of nerves (4-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Feeling a bit tight (-+-6/-+--+)
2. Felt tense (-t-6)
4. Felt slightlv tense (3-6/0-1)
-t Felt slightly tight (:;-6/1-2)
-to Still felt tight 0-6/1-3)

\!"" 'elt bit hlcl\\ (6 -t () L I "I ~')

LC.' ~tlll heH' (h-VO-O,l"-lo)
'I kit \\obol\ (') V<I u/l"l -WI

2 Felt a bit stiff (-t-611-11 A--1-0)
2. Ann bit tighter now (-t-6/-t-5/l5-0)
-to Felt tense in legs 0-6/0-1)
-1-_Legs felt like lead (3-6/0-1)
-t. Felt rush of blood to head (3-M)-1)

2_Pushed shot and didn "t relax (-t-G/l-I/-tO-A)
2_ Arm stiffness caused loss of rhythm (-1--6/1-1/ A--W)
-t_Tenseness cause errors (3-6/0-1)

cit t:llr.~ relaxed (6--t/O-O)
Felt much better (6410-1 f)O-I")
Fcl t more relaxed «()--t)

., Felt relaxed (6-1/1-0)
Felt pretty good (Cl- ~I~-l )

1 Legs not so hem) (6--t/o-1I jO-l:')
I Fclt movn» \ (.-4)
-1-_Felt relaxed physically (3-6/1-3)
-t Loosen dol hi ,-6/1-1)

Felt too relaxed (6--1-/2-2/0-15)
Relaxed too much (6-4/l-·U-tO-40)

-t_ Sensed she was quite tight (3-6/0-1)
-t_ Thought she felt tense (3-6/1-3)
-t_ Sensed she was tensing up (3-6/2-5/').'))

1 'Sensed she was rcl xmg (6-3/1-0/0- ~()
3 Felt she had relaxed (G--V+-2/30-30)

Felt she had relaxed (6--1-/4--1-/-Hl-Al

Less nervous than her (6-VI-O)
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Debilitative somatic anxiety

Negative physical symptoms

Somatic anxiety effects on play

Lack of somatic anxiety

Positive physical symptoms

Over relaxation

Opponents perceived somatic anxiety

Opponents perceived relaxation

Comparisons of somatic anxiety

First Set Somatic Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

( onfidence \\ ~<; pr ..'l, lugh ((,-.l. ' 1-11
\;cH'f r.iouelu I d lose (,·t ~-.,./)5·1'i)

, ('ci'ftdc.ncLl<,q'llt..:hwil(fl 1,110)

( II. I" ,-.:"\ , I' .-,,2-', H)-101
2. Feeling pretty confident with break (~-6!~-2)
2 Confidence still felt high (4-6/~--1-/40-A)

r~h prcuv "unLld~nll!o\\ t{l-~/I-l)
F~I: q.utc conlrdcnt (,-.~, 1- 'I-W-I 'i)

, (.\.11 nrettv ,0 lfl~kllt ((t· ,"-1)
F~'It pr(tt~ {'O ifidcnt (11-" )-I'tl)- W)

Felt prcttv .ont.dc-u b \" I)
fLIt confrden, tu \, t 1',5-1 'I)

F t.li p.cuj couudcut \(j-3'~- )/)11- ,I I

-; I...Il (,01 f'iClC:! I (o-" )-i I
4. Confidence was about average (3 -6/ 1-4)
-1-.Confidence even so far 0-6/2--1-)

I ","ot iost much confidence ()-~Ii -2)
1. L ost pornt but 110t confidence «()_-+,n-~1()-15)
'. t-.ol lost confidence (,-V1-I/O-iO)

I Id" t think confrdcncc was 10: I 6 ..I') 2, l'i-l(»)
-1-.Confidence wasn 't affected (3-6/0-1)
-t. Confidence unchanged (3-6/3-5)

Contrdcuce now lcvcl ag.un «(1--1-/2-2)
Picked up bit of confidence (6-3/0-0/'0-0)

"l,. Confidence come up a bit (6-]!I-1J;O-15)
3. Felt bit more confident now (6-3/2-l/10-15)

Confidence gone up a bit (6-iI2-1/A-{())
~ t.nu, bit more confident ((i-1/2-lIA--1-0)
1 Confidence p;..rked up (6_1 -I-_!30-1")
2. Feel confident now (-+-6/3-2/0-40)
-t. Confidence improved (3-6/1-1)

Rcalh lost confidence now (6--tIl--I-/30--W)

3. Not feeling super confident (6-3/-1--1)
i Needed to he more confident (6-1/-1--InO--I-())

2. Confidence affected by momentum (4-6/1-1140--1-0)

4. Wasn't confident on forehands (3-6/1-2)

1 Got confidence from her nerves (6-1!O-O/-+O-O)
1. Gained confidence from her nerves (6-1/1-0)
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High confidence levels

Confidence levels

Maintenance of confidence levels

Increase on confidence levels

Decrease in confidence levels

Low levels of confidence

Perceived momentum effects on confidence

Lack of confidence in play

Opponent induced increase in confidence

First Set Confidence



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

),JIl I rh. I].. -hc w : confident (h- ~ ~-I ( I"')
<\ \\ JrL ,he \\ .1"1t t confident (() 'I ~ I f(' I")

'Ollh ",.1\ C 111(: conudcuce «)- ~'(l-O I<,...Il)
(J'lI11.:d confrdcn, ..c \\1 II1Jnl' 001.11 I,,-.~()-, ,I, I"')
.. 'It)\ point mer -ascd (0 lhllUllt II -l I-I I 'i-Ill
'W nu-m ~p011l1 •ne= aseu ( (I 1I.del"·" ((, ~ 1\ til,

t>0111t g.l' c n.c confider-cc (b ~ I I ., ')

\\ uum.; ~ II." ncr..rse« ,,(.'f JUlio' If) I ' I:
Cl0l coufidcncc Ill) Ii ., iol t 0- ~ -, + ,~-() I

, (Jdlllcd conltue.nce 110111 "CI\(: ,()- ,,() I) 1--(,)
" I I 1" «(,_,I'_'i""')

2. Feeling more confident wmrung game (-l-6/l-0)
2. Clever play increased confidence (-l-6/I-O/IS-IS)
2. Good serve increased confidence (-l-6/ t -1/30--l0)
2. Good serve increased confidence (-l-6/ 1-l/-lO--lO)
-l Winning game boosted confidence (1-6/1-1)
-l. Winning point good for confidence (3-611-3/15-0)
L Confidence winning and losing games (3-6/2-~)

~Cf\C didn I aflect confidence (0 lll-1I-l0· lO)
Felt could let l~amc go (6-~/"-~)

Had confidence on 0\\ II sen C (6 V 1-0)
Confident wuh serve III first game (6-111-1)
Believed could "011 \\ III g.uue (6- V,-I / l'i-·H) I

, Ihought could ..::asll) equalise «1- V~-l qn W)
~ Kn.!\\ If rat sed game l"d \\111 (I, 16·2)

U - '",nct kJ ),,-: 10 \\ 111 poml «(,-;,5 2/1() \0)
2. Losing point no problem (+-6/0-0/0-0)

e\ I ould come back (6--l1l-,/O--lO)
I Fdt I \\as catching up «,--l/\--l)

fhoughll had a chance (6-4/3-4/A--lO)
Felt had a chance to "III gallic (6-3/2-I/A--lO)

) I ell okay heJn~' lcycl «)-~/2-1/15-15)
2. Expected to hold sef\'C (-l-6/2-2)
2. Didn't feel I'd lost the game (+-6/~-3/l5-40)
2. Knew could get game back (-l-6/4--lf.tO-A)
4. Kne\\ could playa good game (3-6/0-1)
-l. Knew had come back before (3-6)

Gamed confIdence from crrors «)-lll-1I15-15)
1. Confident from her errors (G-3/2-I/-Hl-30)
., Her errors raised confidence (6-3/2-11A--lO)
; Fa~ ~rror raised cOllfidence (6-~/-l-Jn()-J5)
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Opponents perceived confidence levels

Confidence gained from play

Confidence in play

Confidence in position

Opponents errors effect on confidence

First Set Confidence Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I: iked to "d' .rkc "od"h (ll-l 2. l/l" III
Be.icved ';tl<lC.l ", hl-,ld' «(,-.f'l_-1- l'i-l)

I ,llP Iliad" 111': 110r" awa.; (6 t • I...(I!
2. Sclftalk more corrective (.f-6)
-1-. Talked to self between points (3-()f2-.f)

Needed '0 ~I." posruv ; ((,- + ~-l)

I ned to ..II , ')O;;ltl\.:h (l l ~ l, \(1 HI)
D' - .[ t t00 Jo\\ II 011 se if I (l-·l l--1-, tl'- \)

2. Told self to regroup (.f-(,)
-1- TrYl11g to get my head together C~-o!I-2)
-1-. Tried to cut out negative thoughts (3 ·6/1-2)
-1-. Tried to keep positive (3-6/1-2)

, Thought. lets go for It' (6--1-t(l-(.)
I Il-mkme nalu go' «(J-UO-I,'.'i-()
1 houuht mv emile would chance now ,(,--1-1

<.('If to be con II (6- ; I

2 Well done' (-1--6/1-0/15-1 ")
2. Good shot! (-1--6/3-2)
2. Come on! (..J.-6/-1--3)
2. Good shot! (-1--6/-1---1-n-?)
2. Come 011. this time! (-1--6/-1---1-/-1.0--1-0)

flunking back to le, cl (6--V2-2/ 15-15)
Felt It \\ as same :10; (l-O «i--1-1>-1!1 'i-I 'i)
Fdt all lev~I agam (6-·k.J.-·lno- ~O)
Knew if lost <et would sull be. levd «(,--1-)
Nothing vou could have done (6-4/l-lno--Hl,
Fhtnkmgokav le cl (6-3/2-1131, 10)

Thinking, one more point (6--U1--l/..J.O--lO)
Id self L k with It (u-)/'i-2)

2 Oh dear. never mind' (-l-G/O-o/O-t 'i)

2 Told self to do better next time (.t-6/l-1/-1-0-.tO)
2. Game was just beginning (4-612-1)
-1-.Thought anything could happen (3-6/1-3/40-40)
-1-.Knew I had come back before (3-6)
4. Told self match \\'aS11 't over (3-6)

Told self to improve tennis (o--+I-l-.:I-)
Forced self to pla~ "ell (6-4!-1--4!40-411)
Told ~ f III pro\ Iroll11asl game (6-3/2-1)

2. Told sclfto get it togethcr (4-6/l-lIA-40)
-1-.Tried to get on "ith it (3-6)

Use of self-talk

Use of positive self-talk

Positive affirmations

Reassurance self-talk

Encouragement self-talk

Chastising self-talk

First Set Coping Strategies
324



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

, l o d "df net to be "'I\P1J (t-

J fl !'ll'f:ht Oh. (Jod' «, ~ 4-~ 4(\-AI
2. That was terrible! (-+-6/3-2/40-15)
') Back to square one again (-J-61-J-3)
2 Set"s gone, well done' (-+-(,)
2. That's dire (-+-6)
2. Thats terrible (4-6)

r old self to re.a « ,-4 I
r o.d self to .,t 1\ x.laxcd «'- ,: 1-(\)

2 Played back bad point in mind (4-6/4-5)

Was rcal'x concc I 1, 1. ,-lfA-W)
Rem ndcd self not conceruratinu (6· -+') -+)
Asked self" In not concentraunp ((,_.~n_.f)

Told self to conccntr-ue (6-4IJ-4)

I. Knew had to concentrate (t, ~/2 l!I5-1I)
I Told sell to keep ccnccntn trng (6 l'l I)
I. 111l1ih.lIIg about l.Ol!I.Cmf,i 11Ilg (b-·J.! 3 -.+, +()-.to)
~ Realised rmportan, ..t. of concentration tll· 'I i-I)
,. laid sell to concentrate (6-31 ~-l/O- lU)
1.Renunded sell to concentrate (6-1, ~-lf.t()-40)
1. Needed to concentrate (6-,/l-2/IS-151
~ Told self to concentrate more t(,- 1/:;'-1/10-1:;')
., Told self 10 concentrate (6-;;::"-3/ A-·.J.(»
1.Toldsclftocontin le nsing(6-'\)
4. Tried to concentrate on next game (3-6)

She made me concentrate (6- 3/4-" '30-IS)
"hc I 'u PlC to concentrate (6-3 -." - 0)

Told sclfto be aggressive (6-41I-2!I5-0)
Told self to be aggressrv c (6-4/4--+1 A-40)

2. Tried not to panic too much U-6/l-1/l5-40)

I Tried to turn anger around (6-4/2-3)

I Tried to hide annoyance (6-4n-4)
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Negative affirmations

Use of positive relaxation

Use of negative relaxation

Visualisation

Concentration cognitions

Opponents effects on concentration

Use of positive aggression

Control of panic

Control of anger

Control of annoyance

First Set Coping Strategies Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I f elt t:;b'd' "...1"\ 111~J«)-l/!'-Il
Happier w nh second serve «(). ;'2 1'~() ~("

, 1..,.1)1 \\ I \\,J,<; SCI\'llL \hl: «)-1'<-11
'lll \\1(11'11:- serve () ~fl ',,(I. I,

2. Serve is a strength in my game (-1-6/l-1 10-1 ")
2. Hit good serves (-l-6/ t -1/ 15--10)
2. Hit a good first serve (-+-6/l-l/-10--+0)
2. l Iit et good firs I serve (-l-6/l-1 / A --10)
2. Quite pleased \\ ith sene (-1-6/l-li A--lO)
2. Served well tlus gamc (4-6/1-1fA-·H»
2. Felt good holding sene (-+-6/2-1)
2. Serve still felt good (-1-6/2-2/-10-15)
2. Hit a good serve (-1-61-+-4l-+0-A)
-L Serves felt solid (3-6/l-1)
-+ Second serves prctry solid (1-6/1-1)
·L Held serve pretty well (3-6/1-1)
·L Had plenty on first serves (3-6/1- 3)
-+.Didn't mind dropping serve (3-6/3-5f'1-'1)

, Old I t make iouuh serx'cs ( ; -6. 1-1)
2. Dodgy throw up due 10 nerves (-+-6/0-0/30-15)
2. Bad throw up (4-6/0-0/30-15)
-L Had problems with throw-up (3-6/2-517-?)

Thinking about first serve (6-4/0-1 )
Wanted to take dd, antaze of serve (6-111-11

1 Thinkrn]' about '1.'[\ e (6- ~/()..{)/()-O)

Ilunkmg about sen lllg (()-~!1-1/0-1 'i)
~h ,Ih "'~l.::·~tO' ,\~Ir,_~f1. II.lO--+O)

2. Trying to get first sen-e in (-1-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Focused on good serve (-+-6/1-1/A-40)
2. Focusing on first serve (4-6/-1-3/0-40)
2. Trying to concentrate on serve (-t.-6/-+-3i30--t.O)
2. Took more time on serve (4-61-+-3/30-10)
-1.Concentrated on my serve (3-6/0-1)
4. Thought about good first serves (3-6/0-1)
1. Thinking about first serve (3-6/1-2)

3. Got used to her serve (6-31l-1)
3 Getting used to her game «i-3/1-1 )
1 Thinking about her serve (6-1/2-1)
2. Slow to read her serve (4-6/4-5/15-15)

, Good serve didn t affect me (6-·l/ I-l -10--+0)
2. Didn't feel her serve was big (3-6/3-5)

Positive perceptions of serve

Negative perceptions of serve

Serve cognitions

Cognitions on opponents serve

Lack of opponent serve concerns'

First Set Technical Cognitions
326



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

,OU cl,' • ell ,11\ ,11111'aboll ier «, -l I I ~) ~'
Good serv I.' :lIl11U\ cel IIII.' U)-·~/l-!/ t,.- l'l)

I \\\,l[,{fl1dOtod ll\l((.-,,)-l ~{)-l'i\

KIW\\ ,,],' 11Id !J~I()II ,,'n, f (,_ l I -I))

, 1 -n J ''11',(1 cl) ,1~{)J,f c 'n,t' «(. ~Il (I (l .tl\

H r c ....r- .: \' ~l Jlf1!Cl/f {(l ~,l }\
l...r ....\\ lu, r It, r\ \,:"U~ .::~)oJ (() }1

tl\..f ..,~r\("" \\f.'" lUl ~ l\}{_ ()-, "'-1 \~ ... I')
~llIlI.~~"l..d ~'" l(' ,I) 1 \d

2. She lilt a good serve t4-6i4-5i15-15)
-t. She made really good serve (i-6/3-5IO-15)
-t. Couldn't do anything with serve (3-6/3-5/0-15)

l-t. Pressure on her to serve (3-6/3-5)

Got Crose to breaking he r (6-411 ))
~ Thought about break Ill!? her ((,-111-0)

le l{')hlll ,)Ill - 1-)

-t. Thought about breaking serve (6-4/0-())

j' Ill: 110 'J 1..:'1 ",. -tt" 1140-1(
-t. Thought had chance to break (3-6/1-3/40-40)

She hasn't f0t close to brcakmz )ct ((,_-t/2-2)

cit better when she missed ((>-.U-t-4/.W A)
Brcakmg sene lifted me (6-1,1-1)

clt return~ "ere good ((l-../I-I)
3 Concentratcd on maklIlg retunI (6- ;/2-1 )

Concentrat~d 011 return,; (6- ~/2-1n()-1 'i)

') Conccntratl d 011 I1m~Ill! return «() - '')-1' \--HJ)
4. Tried to make solid return (3-6/1-1/40-40)

., ~h uld Inn, mad(. the ,ll (6- 1/4-1/0-15)
4. Failed to make returns (3-6/0-1)
4. Missed a basic return (3-6/3-5/30-40)

Focused 011 her retunI (6-3/2-1)
A"are of" inmng, off good return (6-112-l/10-1 'i)

12. Missed an easy vollev (4-6/4-4/40-A)

2 She played a good ,olley (3-G/2-5/?-?)

~I 19 to make feet mo\'e fomard (6-3/0-0/0-(

Feet mm iIll' much belter «,- ~II-()\
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Opponents perceived positive serve

Opponents perceived pressure on serve

Breaking cognitions

Perceived chances of breaking

Opponents perceived chances of breaking

Opponent induced positive effects

Positive perceptions of returns

Negative perceptions ofretums

Retum cognitions

Negative perception of volley

Opponents positive volley

Positive perceptions of footwork

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Dtdn t nl0'~ \I~ teet (h-~ (I-Ot! "i- l())
[>Illn I P,),,- '11 tlC' 16-l' ~ + lO_l(,/

2. Didn't move m~ feet p-611-1/~O-40)
2 Bad footwork (4-6/1-1140-40)

111\ II .p I I o.rll )- ~ .l-l ,()- "I

I fo.j 'lit t , .ItT II)" h. I (1'-1. 1-+ \-1.0\
,\~..!r!..!d tf) kl..' hp tJ 'ill (6 ~,' I , 1.( I

2 Plaved a shocking forehand (4-6/-l--l/40-A)
2. Lost game on that forehand (.t-6/-l-~/40-A)
-l Played a loose forehand <,-6/1-2)

2 Hil a bad backhand (l-6/l-l/.tO-~O)
2. Missed three backhands (-l-6)

1 Wasn t 1\ ucd (0 \, 111 nouu (ll-4/5-l)
, 'vl,lIlil?~d to t rrn pOlllt round (6 ;f" IIA -l0)
'. Noilung Oil G G.,) about losing point ((,-', ,,-~( I

2. NOl doing anything with point (~-6/1-I!O-[5)
2. Told self to get point back (4-6/ l-l/15--l0)
2. Thought about losing first point (4-6/4-5)
2. Aware it was match point (-l-6/-l-S/-lO-A)

Felt plaved cI.I!oodpoint (o-4/1-I,'A-,WJ
Plaved how I "anted 10 (0-411-3/0-1';;)
Felt (lr.gr"s5h e on shot «l--!O- ; 10-1 'i)

Played p01l11 well t(,--lI1--llA-40)
I. PhI) ed ad points well (6-4'4-1."l0 ..to)

l. Got some easv points (6 ~/O-OnO-()
~ r"\1 , J a goo~ u i")-3/5-2/30-30)
4. Did well on couple of points (3-6/1-3)
4. Played how I wanted to (3-6/1-3)
4. Felt played good point (3-6/1-3/40-4U)
4. Played a good point (3-6/3-5/-W-40)

I Felt good to wrn hrst pouu (6-4/3--lJl5-0)
t~J ( f winn n- rst 0101(1,-\ ),J5-0)

4. Pleased with first point (3-6/1-3/L5-0)
-l. Pleased with winning point (3-6/1-3/30-0)

2. That was a bad point (4-6/4-4/0-L5)
2. Got excited and missed shot (4-6/4-4/40-40)

14. Made her play good point (3-6/2-5)

4. Hoped she'd miss (3-6/2-5/?-'»
4 Hope she would lose shot (1-0I2-5/?-'7)
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Negative perceptions of footwork

Footwork cognitions

Negative perceptions of forehand

Negative perceptions of backhand

Cognitions on point

Positive perceptions of point

Positive emotions elicited point

Negative perceptions on point

Forcing best from opponent

Wishing errors into opponent

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2 She played a good point H-6/..J.--V.J.O-A)
.J.. She played couple of good points 0-6/1-:-)
.J.. She plavcd a good point Cl-6/1-.l/IS-0l
..J. Thought she was lucky with point r~-61I-,/l5-0)
4 She made couple of good points (\-6/2-';)

4. Thought she played loose point 0-6/1-31:\0-0)

2. Wanted to play couple of good shots (.J.-6/.J.-5)
.J.. Avoided flash shots C'-6/()-1 )

I Ihouuht I lost the ~; nu, (() 4 ~ ~ Ie ~(,)
Could eac.ih '1.1\C 10,,( ".lIllt (('-~f ~-..j.\

fold c.('III(llll('~(' I'.!\t WHin ((,-1"-1)

1 I 'l~'t'l'l t could lu \ <! lost ", Jl1L t (, !'l )\
~ Fc't had advantage 1'1 tl-at g,ll'IC (( !! ")
, F.:1t
2. Trying [0 get first game under belt (4-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Felt like a long game (4-6/1-0)
2. Wanted to get more games (4-6/1-4)
2. Felt it was a long game (.J.-6/4-5)
-L Knew it was onlj first game (3-6/0-1)
4. Lct her back into the game (3-6/1-3)
.J.. Felt back in set if won game (3-6/3-5)

Pla~ mg ho« [ ntc I I 11\ (6-,/2-11 A-4Ul
4. Felt game was good (3-6/1-1)
.J.. Started game off well (3 -6/ 1-3)
4. Didn't feel it was a bad game (3-612-5)

1 Reasonably pleased with game «1-4/0-1)
1 Fell good to get game under bell (6-4/1-1)
1. QUite happy with own plav (6-3/l-1)
... Pleased \\1111 that gallic ((,-1M-I)
, r ( .sed to hold game (,-6/2-4)

I Felt she gave me the game (6-.J.I4-l)

14. Eas) game for her (3-6/0-1)

I Wasn't one of my best games (6-4/0-1 )
1 Played a bad game (6-4/24)
3. Last ga 11 sn't grcaU6-111-1)
2. Terrible losing 4 games (4-6/4-5)
2. Gave set away (4-fi)
-1-. Played a poor game (3-611-2)
-k Felt it was a poor game (3-6/1-3)
4. Didn't play verv well (3-6/2-4)
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Opponents positive point

Opponents negative point

Shots cognitions

Game cognitions

Positive perceptions of game

Positive emotions elicited from game

Opponent capitalisation

Opponents positive game

Negative perceptions of game

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Negative emotions elicited from gameut ltlOO,. h,IP,)\ \\Ith g,lllk (1)- \/'i_))

tl r I to los; f"-SI S,-' ( 1 (r)

. ~"I pl,1\ ,'1', better «()-I "I_II' 'i_I 'i I

..,Ile \\<1:-' .u uer level «()-I/~-)/I"-I")
xhc \\ a., ph\ II l' better (Cl-I l 2 ,(, ,(II
~hl' \\,<, «omo Ior a bit !1'Of,' (n-I ~-)I ',1-,0

KIlC\\ plan would work ~001l«)-.t/l ~/I)-I),

rook f~'\\!JOIn's to vet Into match (('-I/O-II \1l_1 "')
Drdn t g..;! nalu back 1I1Ie gdlllC (f> -II) ) () I")
Fouud '>lIIlK rnvtluu (()-~/2--1/1"'--1())
'\101 mt» match :('( (h--V)--I'I "--WI
",(111 not bad" IPtO matcl- yet (6--1 <-I/~I -1nl
Fc't n n to pornt 1'" II" I'" 1

..k Hard to get into rhythm of match (3-6/1-3)

I'hought about pace ()--I/o-O)
Thouuht about m crall uame (6--1/1-2)

, Rcnunded self to consolidate «(,- 'I ~ I)
Couldn't lower Ill\ standards «(1-1f'\_7)

1 Aware of \ 'u 1 I 11 to do (6- ~)
2. Thinking about consolidating (-1-6/1-0)
2. Hit a Iew good shuts (-1-6/1-0)
2. Played a good rail) (4-6/1-0/15-15)
-I. Thought how to rally from back (3-6/0-1)
..k Tried to play solidly (3-6/1-1/15-0)
-I. Tried to play solidly (3-6/1-1/15-0)
-I. Told self to plav solidly (3-6/1-2)
-I. Put short ball away (3-6/1-3)
~ Was decisive with shot n-6/1-lf.~O-·W)
-I. Was decisive with shot (3-6/1-3/40-40)
.:J Thought about playing solidly (3-6)

-I. Made her play more balls (1-6/2-5/?-?)
-I. Wanted to make it hard for her (3-6)
-I. Told sclfto make her play each point (3-6)
4_ Wanted her to play more balls (3-0)

Didn't read much into her game (6-111-1)
3. She didn't have much effect (6-3/2- II-Hl--IO)
2. Didn't pick up much about her game (4-6/1-0/15-30)
2. Her behaviour had no effect on me (4-6/3-2/30-0)

DIdn't thmk about specifics {6-4/0-0)
, Didn't tlunk about tactics (u-3/0-0/0-()
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Increase in level of play

Opponents increase in level of play

Game plan cognitions

Rhythm of match cognitions

Technical/tactical cognitions

Made opponent strive

Lack of opponent

Lack of tactical cognitions

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I) \ ri--110 tc pla «(,-~ ~ ~/H '\)
2. Couldn't do what I wanted to do (4-C>/I-l/O-30)
2. Need to do more next time (4-6/2-4130-15)
2 Can't do "hat I want 10 do (4-6)

~cit .l , to \\1n !~;lllK«()-.~/l- ~I
-u c luc;k to \\111 oouu «)-4:4 ..LA.-·~In
Fe.It ! I( J... \ 10 \\ I n point I h--J. "-ll
\ \,.["\ !t~("t-:' to 1~-Pf· \\ ')11 'I}_ ~ +-1)

4. Knew shouldn't be doing unforced errors (3-611-3)
4. Unforced errors let herback in (}-6/1-3)
,t Errors could be due to injury (3-6/2-4-)

Shouldn't have made error «l--J.I 1-1 1-tO--J.U)
Lost of two unforced errors (6-4/1-2)
Made a bad error (6--J.n--J./10-;())

1Fauh" started to appear «()-)/"'-l/(_)-~O)
~ Made a bad error (6-1/-t.-l 10-1 ~)

2. Making mistakes (-J.-6/J-2)
2. Unforced error there (4-6/-J.-3/0-15)
2. Played lot of unforced errors (-J.-6/..J.--J.f'7-?)
2. Made a mistake (4-6/4--J./O-15)
2. Made an unforced error (-J.-6/-J.-5115-15)
-J..Couple of unforced errors (3-6/2-5)

2. Didn't like the mistakes (-J.-6/2-2/15-15)
2. Tried to cut out mistakes (4-6/3-2)
2. Told self to stop mistakes (-J.-6/-J.-3)
2. Tried to attend to mistakes (4-6/4--J./O-15)
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Lack of perceived control

Perceptual luck

Error cognitions

Recognition of errors

Focus on errors

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

\\1011.. \\1'01" ,110 ~l' 01 shot (h--1-,'I-I/..J-O-,\)
Pushed It bu t io far ((, ..J-/I'" I~,
f)ldn t plm nunt <hot ((l-ln--1-f\O--1-0)
K~<uvcu pl rvlit!.' dele IISI" h (6-' '_'-II A- Hl)

, Cl-ose \HOlH shot ((l- ~ ..J--1' l()_ l( l'
<.., lC'vld 11ne rc111·c'ciwith hl'r" ((,-l l-' q()- If)}

,,- ' C! '.

2. Needed a better length l-l--()/1-O/15-30)
2. Didn't hit the right shot (-1--GI1-1/..J-.O-A)
2. Need more balls into court \-+-6/2-2/15-15)
2. Shouldn't have missed that shot (4-6i-l--3i40-..J-())
2. Double faulted (..J--6/-1--5)
2. Out of position (..J--6!..J--5/30-30)
2, Pushed rather than hit shot (4-6/l-1/..J-O-A)
2. Playing patchy so far (4-6/2-1)
..J- Went to close to line 0-6/1-1 /lVlO)
..J- Went for 100 big shots (1-6/! -2)
-1-.Went for too much on shot (3-6/1-3)
..J..Played too many one-offs (3-6/2-..J.)
..J..Didn't think pass was good (3-6/2-Sf'J- 'J)
..J-. Knew hadn't made enough balls (3-6)
..J-,Hadn't worked hard enough (3-6)

1 She made lots of mistakes (()-..J-I I-I no- b)
I. She' s still making errors (6-..J-/l-lI-W-IS)
1 She was making errors (6-1/0-0!10-0)

Felt she made sillv errors (6-1 -1--1)
2 She was pla~ ing patchy (.1--012-1)

..J-.Didn't do much wrong (3-6/2-5/?-,!)

2. Not making as many mistakes (+-6/2-..J./40-15)

L Wanted to finish game 011 (6-..J-/l-1/-1-0-..J-0)
I.Got impatient with shot (6-4/3--Vl5-15)
I,Wanted to finish point to carl) (6-4/3-4/15-15)
". Wanted to finish point quicklv (6-1/4-1/30--W)
2. Wanted to get on with match (4-6/..J--5)
-+. Snatched at approaches (3-6/0-1)
..J-.Wanted to make quick winners (3-6/0-1)
-1-.Wanted quick points (3-6/0-1)

L Felt had a wasted chance (6--1-11-2)
I. Felt waste of a pomt (6--tn-l/O -1-0)
2, Disappointed at losing advantage (4-6/-1--3)
2. Missed a chance (..J.-61..J--5/15-15)
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Tactical and technical errors

Opponents errors

Limited mistakes

Reduction in errors

Rushing play

Wasted opportunities

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I r houv lu buck to nr '-\ IOUS point (6 ..V~ ~,'C
• ) I" 1'--c1 In (he presenr ((,--t' ~_.l:10-W I

2. Last set still lingering (-1--6/0-0/0-0)
2 Been thinking about last two games (-1--6/-+-~)
2. Thought about last game (4-(i/4--4/o-1 S)
2. Still pissed off oyer last game (4-6/4-5/15-0)

Didn t tluuk about last pomt «,-4i()-O, 1) H)
Didn't dwell on «xxi serve (('-4 ] ..lnO--+O)
Did'] t tlunk about last z.une (1,--+,"-4)
Ihdn'[ think about p,-II!l10 sC'! ((l--+,~-·L W-I~)

Thmkm« one pOll1t at 1 !I"le (h· 4'"'-.J.' H) 1")
Thml I1gone point {t d .uuc {h -t" l :tIl 15)

~ Slu.t door t i1 last point (()~~I] l'{ ~ 1:' j
.J '.11 ~ i I ~ 1 at 1I h....\1 ~"".

2. Didn't dwell on lost point (4-6/1-0/15-30)
2. Tlunkmg POl11t at a umc (-l--6/3-4/15-0)
2. Focused on each point (4-613-·V-+O-30)
2. Thinking one point at a time (4-6/4-3/0-40)
2. Tried to forget about bad line call (4-6/4-4/0-15)
2. Didn't think back to last game (-1--6/4-5/15-0)
4. Knew could put game behind me (1-6/0-1)
4. Tried to forget game (3-6/1-3)
4. Blocked out last game (3-611-3)
4. Tried to forget past games (3-612-5)
4. Let the point go (3-6/3-5/0-30)
..J.. Told self to forget set (3-6)

I Thought about actung feu pornts (6 ..4/0-0)
1. Thinking about getting game ((J--l-fl-l/A-40)
I Could see I \\onld W!I1 match (fl- ..U 1-2)
I Aware net g'1111C had to be better «(,-4!1-"l)
1. felt game wav m the bag (6 ~/l !/-lO 15)
1. Thinking one point .mJ) now \(,-)/'1-1/15 '10)
1. Thought 110\\ to pia) next set (()-3)
i Got rcadx IOf next bdmc (6-1)
4. Tried to get good start in next game (3-6/1-3)
4. Thought about bigger picture (3-612-4)
4. Tried to get on with next game (3-6/2-5)
4. Thought about next point (3-613-5/40-40)
-+.Thought how to play next game (3-6)
4. Knew had to win next two sets (:i-6)

I Felt focus had improved (6--+/3--+)
1. Focus was how I wanted it (0-4/3-4)
2. Last point increased concentration (6-4/5-3/30-0

1 Was concentrating less (6--+/2-2/0-1"i)
1. Concentration was wav cnng (6-4/2-3)
l. Not concentrating well (6-4/-l--4/30-4tn
1. Concentrauon dipped (6-3/]-1140-1 'i)
1 lost focus(6-1/4-2)
i. Lost Cl bit of concentrauon (6- 'V5 1)

Dldn't focus so "ell (6-3/5-3)
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Past performance cognitions

Present performance cognitions

Future performance cognitions

Increase in concentration level

Decrease in concentration level

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

urdu ( think I great deal (1)-.+,0 II
"-Cl Icd to <'\\Ikh off (I -·f, i-·f 'A-f(ll
'-,\\lh'htd off term ~ ,,,_,1)_1

l '). f l' ,ILl' ·d., p' tlllnE' (6 'I: t I)

2. Didn 't think much at change of ends (4-6/1-0)
2. Didn't think too much H-6/1-1!A-'+O)
2. Switched 0[[[01' a bit (.+-6/2-1)

2. Mark on floor put me off shot (4--6/3-21l 5-40)
2. Mark on floor was off-putting ('+-6/4--4-/0-15)
2. Dodgy line call didn't bother me (4-6/0-0/\5-15
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Lack of match focus

Task irrelevant thoughts

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

) Itappicr 110\\ (1)- V2-1 ,\-,W I

II l » I LP (, "-II-lO--WI
~, Felt quite comfortable C3-6/I-U
~, Didn't feel so bad now (3-6/2-5)

Relieved to have won game (l·6n-l)
Relieved to wn. IIr'5t set ({}-~:
K '1Ie\ cc h,,j \' on ua lIC ( - •-I )

2 ..Relieved to win game (4-6/2-1 )
4 Relieved to get first service game O-OI!-1)

, l nhappv with errors (6- V5-1)
~ 01 I dPP\ \\ 1(11 Ill' plav ()- "1-2)

2, Not a happy bunny (4-6/4-5)

2 Got Clilgrywith umpire U-()/.J.-4/o- J 5)

14. Didn't get annoyed (3-6/3-5)

Bit annoyed WIth myself (b--+/2-1/0-1 'i)

1. Felt bit angn With myself (()-412-3)

I Prcttv annoyed wrth m)sclf(()-4/2-~)
3 Felt shehtly annovcd «()-3/-1.-2)
~ Felt annovcd (( -3I';;-~ '~()-l 'i)
2, Felt really pissed off (4-6/4-5)
2. Felt pissed off (4-6/4-5)
2. More pissed off (4-6/4-5115-0)
2. Pretty pissed uff (4-6)
2. Felt annoyed (4-6)

I Got annoyed with shot (6-4/3-4/10--W)
I. Point reallv annoyed me (6-4/4-.J./30-30)
I, Annoyed with last few pornrs (6-~/~-4/-J.O-40)
1. Vel) annoved with point (6-4/..J.--lI~()--H))
1 Annoyed at throwing point a\\a~ (6-.J./.J.-..J./..J.O-A)
<. Annoyed at giv mg point awav (6-3/1-0/0-15)
') Annoyed \\ ith cheap point (6-.3/4 2110 10)
1. Anuoved concentration slipped (0-315-" '30-15)
2. Pissed off netting shot (4-6/1-1I.:J.O-A)
2. Annoyed at losing game (-+-6/4-3)
2. Annoyed with bad shot selection (4-6/4-3/40-.:J.O)
2. Annoyed at that game (4-6/4-5)
2. Patchiness in game pissed me off (4-6)
~. Annoyed giving points to her (3-612-5)
-+,Annoyed at not raising game (3-0)

Positive emotional response

Relief with play

Negative emotional response

Anger with external factors

Lack of annoyance

Annoyance with self

Annoyance with play

First Set Emotional Response
335



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

'...It frustrated ({ -l I 1'+0 A\
( f cit frustrated I(J-~ '2- ~)
1 fdlfrl'str\ltl 1_tl ! ,X)

2 Felt frustrated (4-()j.j.-:'i)

4. Frustrauon fired me up (3-6/3-5/30-40)
4. Frustration made me fight (3-6/3-5130....J,O)
4. Frustration hclped play bettcr (3-6/3-5/40-.j.())

f rustr.ued at unforced error ((l- +1 ·1,4(l- '\)
, f I sli itcd didn ( "III c n II 10-; "'-I -1-d·.j.()
2. Frustrated with tenseness in arm (4-6/1-1/A-40)
2 Frustrated with errors (4-h/2-2)
2. Frustrated at letting ad slip (4-613-4)
2. Frustrated at losing first point (4-6/4-4/0-15)
4. Frustrated at missing return (3-613-5/30-40)
2. More frustrated (4-6/4-5115-0)
2. Mistakes mcreased frustration (4-6/4--5/15-15)

4. Her frustration was good (3-6/2-5!?-?)

1 Got (km il on mvsch (()-4/1-2)
4-. Started to get down on myself (3-6)

2. Disappointed with game (4-6/4-3)
4- Disappointed in my game (j-6/0-l)

I Still fdt defensive ((,-4/0-1130-15)
1. Felt a bit cauuous (6-4/l-2f40-15)
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Frustration with self

Positive use of frustration

Frustration with play

Opponents frustration

Depression with self

Disappointment with play

Lack of assertiveness

First Set Emotional Response Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Momentum 1\ IlW \\ uh me «, L) \
Felt momentum wnh me «)-~)
vlorucntum dcfuutelv wun II". 1(,- \,1-1')

\1('11' 1'111111 'O!!!~.wuh 11" (,,_1 '-Ino \0,

\1n!1' '!'tUIlI de 1!1Ikl: \\It" 11'':«(" \, \ 1)
l rh l} 1110ucnturu'v .vrth me If, ~/':; 2}

1. vlomentum shifted b,l(} ) lu '0- ,0)
vlon-cntum ~1I~lttl\ u uh ha (t'-'1'~-l)
"he aaincd <'0 ne 110mCl1tIJII (6-\t+- )

I ~ton U Will va n I 1\ I I ,1101' ....( ) '~I2.-

2. Felt game was up and down a lot (-J-6/l-l/-JO- ..J.O)

I T!,j, \\,1<; a k;C: POIIH ((,--1-/o-I/! 'i_m
2. Needed that first point (4-6/4-4/0-15)
2. Important point (~-6/4-4/40-A)
2. Key point here (4-6/4-5/[5-0)
4. First point was crucial (3-6/0-1/0-15)
.t. Next point was crucial (3-6/3-5/30-30)

~ Kncv had to \\111 thrs game (6- 1"'i_»)
2. First game was massive (4-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Was an important game (4-6!3-~)
2. Quite an important game (~-6/4-4/40--W)
2. Tmportant game to lose (4-6f.1.-5)
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Momentum with self

Momentum with opponent

Shifts inmomentum

Key points

Key games

First Set Perceptions of Momentum



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

, l'Cdlll' ,unlOus 1\1..'\\ (;,-,~, +_.t)

I l~ 1 ~«.a I d (6 41-+ +)

-1-.Getting bit desperate 0-6/0-0/?-'))

Fhouglus bit more pal'h..i\.~ (6 ; '(\ ()/(l ;0;
1 ~(.1t <l bit pnruckv (()_1J()-OltP-A)

hJI palll"h\ 110\\ «(>-;/ '-211 'i-,,»

Felt gam,;' slippmg a\\i\\ «(1- ~/O-O/O- ~())
1 Thought I was out of game (6-'/l-1/15-·W)

"hinkmv 1.'..111(.1111 ht S tp \' \ «(,-, - "I "-1(1)

-I- Didn't know how to stop errors (3-6/0-01"-'))
-1-. Concerned about losing the game (3-6/1-0)
4. Unforced errors at back of mind (i-6/1-0f'7-':1)
-1-.Wondered what was wrong with me (3-6/0-0/?-?)
-1-. Couldn't get head round last points (3-6/0-01"-'))
-1-.Felt confused about errors (3-6/1-0/-1-0-15)
-1-.Wondered why missing shOLS (3-611-2)

Felt could relax (l-M 1-;)
1 Didn t feel scared at all (6-1/-+-1)

Not feeling Hen OUS(6- 1/'\- ill 'i-O)
D dn t r( "111('!YOUS (6· ~ ''i- IA--W)

2. Not really worried (-1--6/1-1)
-1-.Relaxed a bit (3-6/1-3)
4. Wasn't negative about double fault (3-6/1-3/0-15)
-l. Nerves had completely gone (3-6/2--+)
-1-.Felt relaxed about match now (3-6/2--1-)
-l. Felt pretty relaxed (3-6/3-5)
-1-.Losing game didn't cause nervousness (3-6/3-5/0-30)

i 1\ware she \\ as nervous (6-3/ 1-1I-1-()-~O)
""1 !\\wre she mav be nervous (6 1/5 1/-+0--+0)
2. Aware she was nervous (.t-6/.J-5/30-30)
-1-.Felt she was more nervous than me (3-6/0-0/0-0)

1. Didn 't think she was nervous (6--1-/0- 11-1-0-0)
2. She's less nervous (-1--6/1-2)

1. Fell she was putting 011 pressure (6--ln-1I1 'i-~O)
I. More pressure 011 me now (6-..J./-I--2)
1. Didn't want pressure (6--+/..J.-2)
I. Fell marc pressure on me (6-4/-1--3)
1. Pressure on me bit more (6--l/4--+115-1 'i)
i Feeling the pressure (6- l/O-0/·H)-A)
2. Put a bit of pressure on self (~-6/()-O/O-0)
-l. Felt pressure at back of mind (3-6/0-01?-?)
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Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Perceptions of panic

Negative cognitions on play

Lack of cogniti ve anxiety

Opponents perceived cognitive anxiety

Opponents lack of cognitive anxiety

Perceived pressure on self

Second Set Cognitive Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

l Pressure h",j ...ascd on (tl-4 ~_lIO-(I)
'. Pr':'<"lfe didn I ,.lkll ,lIC :(, ,1()_O"I_')

Dd 1"1 I L 111,.:1' pressure {t r- ~ ~-" '\--w)

4. Pressure not on me (3-611-3)

4. Pressure had gone 0-6/l-3)
..Ie. Never a pressure match (3-6/1-3)

2. Pressure's on her 10 hold serve (+-6/3-4)
2. Pressure's still on her (4-6/3-4/40-301
2. Pressure's on her (4-6/4-5)
+ Felt pressure was on her (1-6/O-0j'1_'l)

4. Felt pressure back on her (3-6! 1-0)
4. Felt pressure on her (3-6/1-0)
4. Told self pressure back Oil her (3-6/2-3)

.., w, ntcd to keep ncr under prcssur-: ( -, 'i_ 'I+(I_.J. \)

4. Wanted to put pressure on her 0-6/2-4)
4. Good shots put pressure on her (3-6/3-4/?-?)

+. Didnt put her under enough pressure (3-6/3-5)
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Lack of pressure

Opponents perceived pressure

Pressure exerted on opponent

Lack of pressure on opponent

Second Set Cognitive Anxiety Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Drdn t lccl relaxed (I)--l/(, ,(l/O- ,(,)
1 fLIt, It k cnsc {()-<,"i-1't-\-lI1l
2 Felt tense (-l-N I-I)

2 Not feeli ng great (-l--c>!-~--l/1')--1-0)

Relaxed a bit {()-.j. 0-111 'i-OJ
"t111 fdt fm.\ relaxed (,-~,'O-I -l0-1")
Felt aood no" ((,--l/1 11.fO-iO I

Rela: .cd ,I lilt! ' h 1 (( --I-t+-J IILO)
Djn!) t fee' <;fl IP! PS( !6-.j'l 'm-Il)

St!)] f.:11 rcl,», ...-d (I} til lltl 1~}
~ Feehnu ~00t! ((, ~/1 1,)

) J:dt.lic(:diiurd,HLui(J-),"i-) i~-("
, Sit i lC) fl..d (;0 ( )- - ii10-1l)
2. Feeling okay (..J.-611-3)
2. Relaxed a bit (4-613--1-)
2. Felt okay (..J.-6/3--I-/40-30)
-1-.Shoulders felt fine (3-6/3-5)
-I- Arms fclt fine (3-6/3-5)
-I- Felt pretty relaxed Cl-nll-5)
-1-.Didn 'I fcc! bad (3-6/3-5/0-30)

1 Relaxed I. tough to let her \\ 111 «)--1-/0-()11()- 30)

2. Didn't think she was feeling great (..J.-6/2--1-/A--1-0)

1 Thought she was quite relaxed (6--1-/0-0/0-10)
1. Felt she non because she \\<.IS relaxed (6--1-/0-1)
1 Kncv, would be more relaxed sen ing (6--1-/1-1 )

Felt she relaxed .IS pressure off her «()--k~-7/')-')1
, Aware she WdS relaxing q bl' «,-i/O-Oj
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Debilitative somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

Over relaxed

Opponents perceived somatic anxiety

Opponents lack of somatic anxiety

Second Set Somatic Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Cont.dcm e "d~ nell 'IP «,-l -I)
'( i-Iidcnce "till nrdt\ !lll!.h Ib-', ~-'.

clt cur.I dell, IlUII ()-~ 11- ",-{ I

l. r,c ng pr.uv I..Olllldcnt((,-~'<-I)
f CdlIll!. conndcnt «J-' 2- j )

l F'-'I.'nlH' p",t\ conndcnt «)-, 2-1)
l Fc11 coufrdcnt (It-l/ l )

2. Feeling confident (~-6/3-l./ 15-0)
2 Confidence "till oka~ (-t-6/-t-5)
2. Keeping positive (~-6!~-5/30-15)
L Felt positive throughout match (3-6/I-O/,?-,?)
-t. Still had self-belief (3-6/1-3)
-L Felt reasonably positive (3-6/2-~)

) if ,-1' ~-210-·W,
-t. Confidence levels didn't change (3-611-3)

Gamed more confider-cc «(,-..f./O-)/-tO-n)
Confidence shot bach. up «(,--J./t , V Hl-I':;)
Fcelrna more confident (6 ..f./'i ..f.!10· H»

, Confidence increased (6-1/O-0/30--J.O)
Confidence crc-r back up lrain «)- VO-OI1()-..f.())

{ Dcfimtelv gcttlllL' more confident /6- "1-I'lO-10)
(. g corf-dcn. , ,"_ l'l()O)

2. Feeling bit more confident (..f.-6/2-..f.)
2. Confidence is higher now (..f.-611-..f.)
2. Confidence much better (4-6/4-4)
4. Confidence slightly higher (3-6/1-0)
-t. Got slight increase III confidence (3-6/2-3)
-l. Confidence slightly higher (3-6/2-3/-l0-40)
4. Feeling slightly more confident (3-6/3--l)

I Couudcncc droppcd in last three games «(,-4/~-_L)

I -clt matchdcfinnch gomgmv "m (6-413-])
L Fell match \Ya5 almost finished «()-4/-l-2/?-?)
I Thought I'd got it no" (tl--l/"i--J.)
1. Confident would win match (6-1/2-t)
~. Felt I had won the game (6-112-1140 10)
1. Felt on \\a~ to winning match (()-1/'3-1)
3. Didn't (hi Ilk she would \\111 (6-1/-J.-3)
4. Thought I could win game (3-6/2-3/40--l0)
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High levels of confidence

Confidence levels

Maintenance of confidence level

Increase in confidence levels

Decrease in confidence levels

Low confidence levels

Confidence in winning

Second Set Confidence



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I. T hounht thillI'.., could \.hunac (1\-+ 2-\' I ,-I I)
l'!dH;\ '-L~ I ,-0 tid strll come t-ack ({: + ~ I', ~fl)

It, It ( nud null! .m .::ba- k Ih ~/l ' ,() U )

~ r. I '\\~ltl'd be (IW' fh-~. '-I +1 -+1)\

2. Felt J had a chance (-l-6/2-·V+O· jO)
~. Still thought had chance of winning (3-6/1-3)
+. Told self anything could happen (3-6/1-3)
-1-.Still felt in the match (3-6/2-·j.)
..J. Hadn t accepted defeat (3-6i3-5)
+. Still had belief in myself (3-6/3-5/0-30)

"or-udcnt <hots MC. gOll1!" we I «). l,()· ["II 0)
r' It ·1 S \ (( - - I ;;-f)

+. Confident with my serve (3-6/3-4)

I L<151 pomt vav e II\C confidence (6-·1I l-21-1-0--I-0)
~ Good return increased confidence (lJ-1'J- I ' ~()-~())
~. Plaving well ~(I\;: me confidence (() \/2-lnO-O)
, Gaine dlLII 'r IhlO n ,-,/,-2';\--1-0)
2. Game was good for confidence t-1--6/1-0)

...,hc faded gl\ Inz confidence ((>-4/5-..J.'J5-1 ;;)
Really confident after double fault «(,-+/..J.-..J./.W-I ;;)

.., Double fillllt increased confidence (6-1/0-0j)O-..J.O)
10 COl I LI 'Iii doul le f. I It (' ~1(l·O. Hl-·H)

2. More confident when I broke her (..J.-6/2-4/0-15)

..J..Thought she expected to win (3-6/1-3)

..J..Thought everyone expected her to win (3-6/1-1)
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Confidence in play

Confidence in game

Confidence gained from play/game induced?

Opponent induced confidence

Perceived status of opponent

Second Set Confidence Coni.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

r (lkLu ..,df throuvh suuauon (I l ~ I)

I Tr L~ III ~,: POSt 1\(' «(, + "\ ~)
I old sell to think pos.t.vctx (~-(\ )-(,/ - ')

, Fried to k I l ? I L about score (1)-; ,-) '0 W,
2. 'Irving to keep upbeat (--1--6/1-0/0-15)
2. Feeling more positive (..J.-6/2-_f/-W-15)
2 Forcing self to keep positive (--1--6/1-1)
2 Trying to keep positive (-l-M_f-5.I.f.O-_fO)
+. Kept myself positive (J-6/l-0)
+. Had to get back to positive side (3-6/1-2)
+. Gal positive by thinking it through (3-6/1-2)

2. Confidence helped me think positiveh (-+-6/1-Or)-~)

2. At last! (+-6/1-0)
2. Good shot! (-+-6/1-3/30-15)
2. Come on! (.+-6/2-4-/0-15)
2 Come on! (-+-6/2-.t/A--+O)
2. Good shots! (-l-6/3--l)
2. Well done I (4-6/3-4/15-0)

I Told self was all level (6--l/1-1)
I. Thought 1I0t Iar 3\\<1\ now (6 +1')--V--I-O-40)
) Didn't think 11 "as over (6-3/5-1110-40)
2. Felt back in game now (4-6/3--l)
2. Feel like back in game again (4-6!4--l)
-+.Told self not end of world 0-6/1-3/0-15)
-l. Would be back in game if won point (3-6/1-2/30-40)
-+.Would be back in set if won point (3-GIl-2/30--l0)

I fold selfto continue and would win (6-4/4-1)
I. Told self to start doing sometluna (()--+f t--l)
I. Told self to keep trymo (o-4/'i--UO-15)
I Thought right tills one (o--l-/5--l/A-_fO)
1 Tlunking good shot nov, (h-4/'i-·VA--W)
3. Told "elf to knuckle dow n (6-1/1-1)
1. Need to keep goi ng (6- 3/2-1 )
3. Told self to do the 1 i·.dll Iluugs (6-111-2iO-15)
2. Needed to get over last set (-+-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Come on, you're getting there (-+-611-0)
2. Make a difference here (-1--6/1-0/0-15)
2. Thinking lets gel back (-1--6/1-3)
2. You're doing the right thing (4-6/2--+/40-40)
2. I'm never going to give up (-l-6/3--l)
2. Not going to give it to her (-+-611-4)
2. Come on, this one (4-6/3-4/40-30)
2. Need to keep tough (4-6/-+-4/0-15)
2. Come on now, this time (4-6!+-5!-lO-30)
-1-.Told self to get on with it (3-6/1-3)
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Use of self-tall

Use of positive self-talk

Confidence effects on self-talk

Positive affmnations

Reassurance self-talk

Encouragement self-talk

Second Set Coping Strategies



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

•old III "ell LIIl (I -1 t-l 1 -J-I )

2. Story of my life (-1.-6/0-0/·W--lO)
2. Oops! (-l-6/1-0/0-15)
2. Not taking opportunuics, come onl (-l-6/2-4/·W-401
2. All going pear-shaped (-l-()/2-4/40-40)
2. Come ani (-l-cl/-l-"/I 'i-I 'i)
2. Oh. Christ (4-6)

i old self ((I gCI COIII ..en r.u.on back «)-.J-,I,-II

Tne..d not « ".1 mmd war-der I(,--J. 2 I)
~ladc mvsclfconccntratc «.-+, 1-2tl 'i 40)
Reminded self to concentrate (t -4'''-4j"\()-Hl)

, Tried to concentrate «)-l/()-()/4()-A)
t-..,eedcdto concentrate un SPCUfiL tlnnes 111- )/()-l)
It 10 <elf 10concentrate ((.- ~f()-I '.lCI-lll

\ fold self 10 cone ...-ntra-c (('-~I 1- L)
Irred to reallv concentrate on POWI (('-~'l ,(1-"1(1)

'5 Fned to f0\...U., on next gtl111C «() ..., J 2)
I'ned to focus Oll Ili..xl.l;<IIl1i..\'(J-',.f-2)

, Iulu serf to concentrate «'-1f5-1)

Needed to coucentr.nc (()-If)-ViO--lO)
lIn .t to kcep LII 'ntratlIlg()-~/:I-'/A--lO)
2. Told self to focus (4-6/0-0/0-0)
..J.. Told self to focus on serve (3-6/1-1)

12. Don't use imagery (4-6/0-0/ A-40)
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Use of negative self-talk

Negative affirmations

Concentration cognitions

Lack of visualisation

Second Set Coping Strategies Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"~n Ill>' hot' l()- ,p1-1)
4, Felt no pressure sen ing (3-6/ 1-0)
4, Wasn't down about my sene (3-6/1-1f'J-,?)
4 Sene best par! of game (3 -(lJ l-l/'U)
4 Felt sen ing going well (1-6/1-1/0-15)
4. HIt some good serves (3-6/2-3)
4. IIappv to hold serve (3-6/2-3)
4, Comfortable holding serve (3-6/2-3)
4 F clt I scrx cd \\ cll {3-6/3 -4)

I hUlle'hl wncr; II ()-t') I o 0)
1 Focuscd on kccpina "Cf\C III (6-4/4-1I0·(l)
, Ihounht ubout wh.in !, scr ~ IJ-I) I

2, Thinking about placement of serve (4-6/0-0/ A-40)
2 Thinking about holding serve (4-6/2-4)
-+ Wanted to make good serve (3-6/0-0/0·0)
-+. Thought about first point (6-3/0-0/0-0)
4, Thought about scm; (3-6/0-0/0-0)
4. Told self to keep serve in (3-6/1-1i?-?)
4. 1hough! about gettmg sene 111 (3-6/1-3/0-15)
4. Tlunking about holding serve (3-6/2-4)

1 t:. • e served well «> 4/0·1 )
4 She hit two good shots (3-6/3-5/0-30)

4. Wanted to pressure on her serve (3-6/3-4)
4. Tried to make her serve out (3-6/3-5)

2. Pleased "hen she missed serve (4-612-3/15-0)

F cIt more ncrv ous when she served (6-4/l- I)
rougher to "in games on her SCf\C (6 ~!l-l)

1 Happy with her double fault (6--+11-1/15-0)

I fold self to break serve (6-4/ I -I)
l. Thmkmg about breaking again (6-4/3- I)
1 Wanted to break her serve (G--+/O-O)
3. Wanted 10 break hCT serve «()-V4-2)
1 Tlunking about next po rut (6-3/5-3/40-.W)
2. Thought about breaking (4-6/1-2)

Felt had a chance to break (G-.J./l-1I40-0)
felt had a chance to break (6--+/3-1/-+0-30)

Positive perceptions of serve

Serve cognitions

Opponents positive serve

Pressure exerted on opponents serve

Positive effects from opponents serve

Opponent induced cognitive effects

Positive emotions elicited from opponent

Breaking cognitions

Perceived chances to break

Figure 3.17 Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

f \?II pr, sst.re on her returns (1)- \ I-I)
Concentrated 0'] makin» r .. turns (f,- 1 I I)
l nr d I) make h,.. n, un ((,_l '1-' \-l(I)

1 Played a good return (-t-61:\--lI·f(1-O)

-toWondered \\h~' couldn't make forehand (3-6IO-O/'!-')

-to Played couple of good forehands (3-6/3--t)

2. Played a shocking forehand (-t-6/l-0/0-.J.O)
2. Good backhand (-t-6J:;-·V-tO-O)
2. Missed an easy forehand (-t-6/3-5/'?-?)
2. Bad technique on forehand (..J.-6/-t-5/ ..W-A)

. 1 SSI 1~ l asic b: ~khal js ( -(,!O-()/"-")

2. Backhand is getting to me (-l-6/1-2/0-.JO)

Focused on match point (() .J./-l 21 Hl--tO)
fried to wrn deuce POIllIS «(1-1j()-()/-lO--tO)

') Thought about l'c.ttm1!. POIl1( back (o-')n-2110-1'i1
i Thought about wnuung another pouu ((1_:;/"_2/1 'i-I 'i)
-:: Tlunking about 2cttlng ad point (f)_'j,,_1/-I-()_ ~(),

: Fliou iht about Ieu-ng match ponus go (6 V"_i/J\ -t(\}
More focused 011 <11 rei r arch point (6-l/'i- ') ',\ -Hl)

-to Thought had won the point (3-6/0-01?-?)
-1-. Knew needed next point (3-6/0-0!?-?)
-1-. I'lunking about gettmg into first pomt (3-6/2-4/0-0)
-1-. Thought about next point (3-6/1-5/0-10)

-1-. Got positive about next point (3-6/0-0J'!-'/)

Wasn't thrnking how to structure pOIIII (o-.J/5-4)
~ Didn't think too ITIllCh about point «()-v.J-1nO-1 'i)

1 Easy point (6--t/O-l/·W-O)
I. Plav ed Cl better point (6--t/5--I-nO- 10)
3 Felt that point better (6-3/3-2/30-10)
4. Played couple of good points (3-6/1-0)
4. Played a good point (3-6/1-1/30-30)
4. Played couple of good shots (3-6/3-5)

Felt good about last few points (6-1/0-1/40-0)
1 Reall~ happy with point (6-3/1-I/-tO-~(»
2. Winning point made me feel good (-1--6/1-3/30-15)

-t. Didn't play very good point (3-6/2-3J.lO--I-O)

Returns cognitions

Forehand cognitions

Positive perceptions of forehand

Negative perceptions of forehand

Negative perceptions of backhand

Point cogntions

Positive re-focus

Lack of point cognitions

Positive perceptions of point

Positive emotions elicited from point

Negati ve perceptions of point
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Negative perceptions of shotLJt shot I I JP\ (l ~ I +0 hI)

..f. Wasn't pleased about mv shots (.1-6/l-0r>-'!)
-l. Not happy with shot n-6/3--l/?-'I)

2. Fell gutted about pomt (-l-6/l-lIO- 30)

I ph "good POIIII «()--l 4-, () 1 'I)

2. She played well (-l-6/ 1-1/0-30)
2. She played two good points (-l-O/l-I/O-,W)
2 She played a good shot (-l-()/2-4/40-40)
2. She hit a good shot (-l-fil3--l/40-15)

12. She hit a poor shot (-l-6/2-4/A--W)

12. She gave me the point (4-6/4-5/30-15)

1. Didn t 1 1 II)., I S ould hav c los! game (6 -4/0-1
I fold self to have a good game (6-l/]-])

Knew adv antage \\ tth IlIC I[WOll gamc (()-4/l-1)
Ilnnkmg about p"lyl!1~' "ohct fame (-:;-()/)-41O-0I

Tlunkmg about ne t game (Cl-.J.'''--l)
, fold self to get the game (6-4/5-4)
3. f cit "ollld have won gallic (6 l/O-])
; Knuckled dUi\ II fur IIC.\t galliC. (o- ;/4-2)
"Thll1kl u ul r' L"lIi~hJllg j -t.;> ,- -~.' '()

2. Winning game made big difference (4-6/1-ll)
4. Thought about playing a solid game (3-6/J-O)
4. Felt should have won game (3-6/0-1)
4. Mind was on next game (3 -6/3 -4 )
-l. Concentrated on next game (3-6/3-4)

'3 Fcl 't \ dS .m easy g:.11Ii (( ') I I)
2. Played some good games (4-6/-l-5)

Pleased with that game (6-m-l)
" Gl d q un out of thc i ." (6-" '4-3)
.t, Pleased with that game (3-6/3- ..n

] Tl r '\ vune a\\a~ (6-4/4-2)
I. Felt it was a bad game (6-4/4-3)
I, Thought game was a waste (6-4/4-3)
I.Didn't play last i games well (6-4/4-4)
1 Didn t pia) last game well (6-4/5-4)
1. Thought nuglu have played better (6-4/5 410-15)
'). Game felt sloppj (6-3.'3-2>
1. Let gaiuc go a bit ')-.'1;-2)
2. Played a crap game! (4-6/1-1)
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Negative emotions elicited from point

Opponents positive point

Opponents negative point

Opponent capitulation

Game cognitions

Positive perceptions of game

Positive emotions elicited from game

Negative perceptions of game

Second Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

lctuu- her ba.k u.to (,'II" 10 ~ ~ \)

2. Gave her the game (-1--6/-+-5)

PI;I, 1118 a lot better (6 ~ I-I H) 0,
P.a\m,) vood tCPl1I<' now (b-..J. 2-.,
R.II~,-d the tempo (6-~,"-1 i\- WI
~ It 1'1(1 r 0<'('0. oarne 1('- \' '-II

2 Doing quite \\ ell (-1--M I --l/-1-0-0)
2. Level of play gone up (-1--6/2-4/30-15)
-1-.felt game was better (3-6/2-3)

'-he. \\ 'is stcppiua un her g,'lIle (h-..J./O-O '0- ;0)
I She won b« ....111SC ~l:"rused 11\..1·gam ...t(l flO I,

I houvnt she \\'1'" '111:-IIll' better (h-.~' '-1 1'1-\1:1
re'! she vas "11 11('[ t'<lJllC ((,- V ~ ))

2. She's attacking more (4-6/]-2)
2. TIer performance is going up (4-6/1-2)
2. Shes free hitting more (4-6/1-2)

2, My game had dropped (-1.-6/1-2)
-1-.Playing below par (3-6/1-0/-1-0-15)

Felt things slipping <1\\.1\ from her (6-411 ' 1/30-0)
Didn't think she was In match (6-41l-1!30-0)
Didn't tlunk she had it chance (6--1-/2-1!l " 0)

1 <\gJlatcd game no! working «)-3/0-0/-W-A)

I She made ne think a bu «()-4f)-J/l5-,O)
-1-.Thought tactically (3-6/0-0/0-0)
-1-.Focused technically (3-6/0-1)

I LIttle ume to think (3-6ro-O/O-()j

I. Dldn', think about tactics (6--1-/2-1)
I DIdn't need to tlunk technically now (6--1-/5--1-)
4. Didn't think technically (3-6/0-0/0-0)

., Used the right tactic (6-.1/ 1-1/0-15)
4. Played how I wanted to play (3-6/3--1-)

? Did 't \ .,nt to case off «(i-l/'i. 3/40--1-1
4. Wanted to make her win points (3-6/0-0/0-0)
-1-.Felt it her turn to work hard (3-6/1-0)

2. Wasn't thinking about her (4-6/-1--5/30-30)
-1-.Don't care what she's thinking (3-6/0-0)
4. Don't care what she's doing (3-6/0-0)

Opponents gain

Increase in level of play

Opponents increase in level of play

Decrease in level of play

Opponents decrease in level of play

Negative perceptions of game plan

Tactical and technical focus

Lack of tactical and technical focus

Correct use of tactics

Desire for opponent to work hard

Lack of opponent concern

Second Set Technical Cognitions Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I 1 uckv III \\ III game '(.-·~f'i- I)
j 1I I I ) I ( ,,] "'n -
2. Luckv to win point (~-6/1-3/15-15)
2. That was lucky! (4-6/2-4130-15)
2. Lucky with that point (~-6/4-4/l5-15)

Didn I Icel m ...ontrol of 'dJlIC' l(l- 1/~ )/1)_,1.11)

Didn I feci l could do much « -~/~-l)

\ (~, 1I1d\ 11' ic H., I "hot'. ((1·4ft- I)
4 It was the wrong shot (J-611-4f'J-')

IJntorccd error gave her po.nt (1-6fl-()("-")

Bad errors COIl1II11' 111 I('-414-1/()-4IlJ
( oming out vuh srll, I.. re rs ( ., ( ·1),40-A)

4. Felt errors all oyer the place (3-6/0-0f?-'»
4. Unforced errors major problem (3-611-01'?-'))
,L Making unforced errors (3-61l- j)

2. She's making more mistakes now (~-6/2-4/~O-15)
4 Forced some errors (3-6/2-3)

2. Her mistakes made me feel good (4-6/2-4140-15)

1 Re.axed game" hen she raised hers «}-VO-O/-JO, -J I)
1. DIdn't phi, ,,,:11 (It all «)-414-3)
I NOI\md·ih!h 'd cnou eh IClllalh()--+I.J-')
2. Needed to play better (4-6/ I--J)
2. Technique not very good (4-6/4-4140-40)
4. Missing my best shots (3-6/0-0/'>-7)
4. Just couldn't hit a good shot (3-6/1-017-')
4. Wasn't making her play balls (3-6/1-01':-';)
4. Double faulted on point (3-6/1-1/30-40)
4. Should have made clean shot (3-6/1-2/,7-'1)
-J, Wasn't using her missed serves (3-6/2-3/15-0)
4. Didn't have spin on racket (3-6/3-41?-?)
4. Missed taking initiative (3-6/3-.1,f?-?)
.:J. Should have made the ball (3-6/3-51?-?)

11 Fell rushed (6-3/1-110-15)

I Analycd cor= 'It ...n jot games (6 .l ") I/J()-O)
4. Thought slightly about last game (3-6/1-0)
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Perceived luck

Lack of match control

Error recognition

Errors

Opponents errors

Positive effect induced by opponents errors

Tactical and technical errors

Rushing play

Past performance cognitions

Second Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

ned to b.oc k out \\ nll"l' ir..lh ..11\6 ~ ~ I)
[)ldn ~t,lIn" about winnmr match (()-l'''-·~'A---lfl)
Didu t r'un' "1'~l1dft,T ,r\,,(ll ~ I11'i-H))
ned til (lr"l't 11'(.' I'llt' 'I' , ~_1)

D'd]l t 11.111 .11>01]101'11(' 'h-,' ,-))

, Didn : tlun , verv m-ich .ibou g.uuc ((,-, l ) (' l( )

2. Needed to block out last set (-t-6/0-0/0-0)
2. Forgotten frustrations of last gallic (-t-6/I-O/O-I5)
2. Easy to block out past now (-+-<>II-Of?-?)
2. Didn t think back to previous game (4-6/2--+/0-15)
-+. Anger didn't stav into next serve (3-6/3-5t?-?)
-+ Thought about staying in present (3 -6/1- 3)

Present performance cognitions

Future performance cognitions

Concentration cognitions

Positive concentration levels

Maintenance of concentration levels

Increase in concentration levels

Fluctuation in confidence levels

Wasn't concentrating (6--+/0-0/0- ,0)
Concentration lost agmn «>--l/O-I)
Dcfil1Itel~ lost concentratlOlI «(,-4/4-I/o-I"')
Not focllsinr "ell (6--U-J.-I/O-1 'i)

Needed to star! cOIlccntratmg ((>-t/-I--3/0--J.O)
3. Not focusmg on "hat to do (6-110 ono -1-0)
3 Not gi\ ing cnough allcntlOli (6-3/0-0/-1-0--1-0)
\ NOl COll(;enll(tllll~ (f>-3/O-0/'+0-A i
~ Concentrai]on \\asn't thcre «(,- )fOol )
l. DIdn't concentrate enough (h-3/0-l)
Dldn t concentrate enough (6-3/1-

L....... -4~)CcondSet Technical Cognitions Cont.

~UlllPC;C too lar : head aocut \\ iumna (o ~'l I)
Felt break cIlOII!!I' to Iirush IllaIL.} «()-ll '-2)

cit gal1l~ was '1111''::(6- 'I '-2/ A- W)

1 \ \\ are conccntr.mon could be lost «)-.il )-1)

1 f cit I \\tIS focusing well (()-·V1-lJ40-30l
~ Pleased wuh concentration level «). ill-I)
~.( oncentratron dcfiunch higher «(,_1, ~- I)

'0I1".:nlrd'1011 h ghcr han before I()-' 'i "'u-O,

Mamtairung concentration «()--I-/O-1I1 ') 0)
l. f ell focused III last fc\\ gallles «)-'+/l-I)
) Onlv one pomt \\ here focus lost «(,-4/0-0/0--I-Ol
'" Mdllaglllg to kcep cOllccntralioll «(,-1/ I-Ill '\-1 'i)

StilI cop,~' ", Ilg «,- ,\'"-1)

Rc-focused qllJlC qUlckl) (6-,U'+-2)
~ Got concentration back «)-:l/O-1I40-0)

focus went in and out «()-4/4-1)
ConcentratIOn stlrted to \\J\ cr (6-4/5--+/15-10)
Concentration \\as "mering «(l-1/0-0/40-A)

i Trkd not to lose concentration (6-1/1-1)

1 Concentration dipped \\ hen returmng «()- ~/ I-1)
Didn't concentrate on ad point (6- 115-1/A.. -1-0)
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Lack of concentration



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I F,1IIit caused b:- 1;:.; 01 conccntr rucn (, L( ').+1

1'-. \\l'!. ixcaus .. 01 11:1\ poor ..c'I~",cntr('[llln (,}-4 .)
Negative effects from concentration

'l\\lt-'I'~d 011 It chance 01 ends ~"--l 2-1)
\\.I~P t thinkinu about tennis (h--lC-I)

• \\ ~ndcnnu rI I d '>\\ nched on (CJ --l ~-l,j '" II)

[)Idn 1 thmk 1(10 much «J-1, 1-2/0-1"')

Lack of match focus

She wasn I conccntraung ()- 1/ 1-1/W- ~O) Opponents lack of concentration

Second Set Technical Cognitions Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Positive emotional response14. Prcttx pleased with self (\-(i/3--t)

2. Felt relieved to win game (4-6/J-O)
4. Relieved had won game (3-6/1-0)

4. Getting angry with self (3-6/ 1-2)
-I. Prettx angrv with self (3-6/'J-5/?-?)

I felt annoved «()-+/(l-()j()- ,0)
I. Felt annovcd (h-V ~-l)

I reil a bit annox ed (6--1./-J.-1jO-1~)
~ Felt annoved with self th-~,'()-O/..j.('-A.I

( ..:tHn!' ,,11' ·!,,!th self ((,- ~/I)-nl W-A)

2. Feel bit pissed off (-1--6/1-3)
2. Pissed orr (-1.-6/4-5)
2. Pissed off right now (-+-6/.+-5/15--J.0)
4. Got pretty annoyed 0-6/3-5)

Annoyed threw carne <may (6-4/-1-2)
\ Annoy eel no! play mg well (6- ,/0-1)

'\nno\'ed hill'l(. SIJPPIII" a"'1\ 6·1 '-J.. ') 10--+0)
2. Annoyed with losing point (-+-6/-+-4/0-15)
-J., Angry with unforced errors (1-611-1)

4, Felt she would be annoyed if she lost (3-6/1-3)

I Fell frustrated (6--1-/-J.-4/,'-·')
2, Frustrated with myself (-J.-6/-J.-5/15-15)
-J..Felt pretty frustrated (3-6/3-5/0-30)

, frustrated not in point (3-6/4-2/o--W)
-L Frustrated with unforced errors (3-6/1-3)

-J..Got down 011 self (3-6/0-01?-?)
-J.,Started to get depressed (3-6/1-2)

" Aware she was feeling down (6-1/5-3)

2. Pretty disappointed (4-6/4-5)
-J.,Disappointed with self (3-6/1-2)

4. Disappointed not upping game (3-6/1-0/40-15)

2, Felt embarrassed about shot (-+-6/1-0/0-40)

Relief with play

Anger with self

Annoyance with self

Annoyance with play

Opponents perceived annoyance

Frustration with self

Frustration with play

Depressed with self

Opponents perceived depression

Disappointment with self

Disappointment with play

Embarrassed with play

Second Set Emotional Response
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Momentum with self
F~'lt .1I0111I?ltl 111w.th me (I' l I-II

, \!OI'.":'1IUi1l s. "111\ wrth me t o ; '-I)

I l Iost the 1Il011C'ltUIIl «(,-~ ~_i (J-W)

Momentum mayoc wtth opponcn (I )-~ t )-1 )
Thlll~'S ~"lI.lg back to her (I,--l ~-;/(I-.~ Ii

No momentum at <IIIwuh l-cr (l- "}.-I J

2. Big change in momentum (-l-6/1--1-)

4. Both aware of game's importance (3-6/0-0)

I 4 s ~ t I bi h., C In momentum
2. Next game is massive (4-6/0-0)
2. 4-2 first set and losing it
2 4-4 with two bad calls
2. From 4-1 to -1---lin second set
4. Felt next game was vital (3-6/3-4)

ot rcallv am key pomts that turned the match
No key gamcs turned the match

Momentum cognitions

Loss of momentum

Momentum with opponent

Lack of momentum with opponent

Shifts in momentum

Opponents perceived sense of momentum

Perceived share of thoughts

Key momentum moments

Lack of key momentum shifts
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

• l lvmk God It \\,1" 0\\.1'1

I. Jt Idl hkc : rL'l"d<;I.'

I ( mid Id,l <l bit more
, [Ir'>[ natl..h l111t Of till \\ .1\

I Didn f 11' 'cl II) tlurk 1')1'1'1 If ! 1\ ''''1"'
~. PL.':l cd It \\.IS over
~ J 1,1pl,l~I.J I \\,'" v\ "',

1. Didn f CI1IO\ the rna-en
I Founc I t nell q-ute (laU'l!1lh'

2 Felt pissed off
2. Frustrated at giving it to her
-t. Really annoyed with myself
4. Felt angry
-t. Felt upset
4. Felt pretty down
-t. Really annoyed with myself
-t. Not the wa) I wanted to lose the match

I Jt ",IS cnouuh to sec me through
I. (lame plan worked
1 Work-ne 011~Jall1e ":II; pa~lI1g off
J. '-lull ~ 111.'\\ I coul l ph\ better
t Reallv pleased Id won yet not played well
3. PIcJ5("d rcach.ng the quarters
) Pleased II \\a., better than las 1IId,,,h
\. Pleased conceutrauon was belle.
~ Happv concentranon \\a<; nnprov 1Il~

). Felt good \\1Ih 111) pia}
3. Happx I had raised mv game from first match
') Second set was good as Ikept concentration
3. Felt uood to stax with (KT 1'1 second set
-t Felt 111) serve had improved
-t. Thought my slice backhand was better
4. Thought I played worse than I actually did

I No huge things disappomted me

Didn't plav as well as I \\ anted to
-t Pretty annoyed with lily game
.t Disappointed 1 didn'1 pick lip m) tennis
4. Disappointed 1 didn't pla~ enough balls
-t. Disappointed I didn'( raise my standard

Concentration IC\'cl dIsappointed me
Concentration in second set \\as poor

2. Couldn't dictate "hat I wanted to do
2. Didn't feel in control of match
2 Gave away winning situations

Relief with play

Negative emotional response

Positive perceptions of match

Lack of disappointment with play

Disappointment with play

Disappointment with concentration

Disappointment with lack of perceived control

Post Match
354



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

4 Disappointed I didn 't make her plav well
4..Disappointed she wasn't made to win match pouu

, R:,t,d p.rtor.n m,x ,I" "'III
I. Rake. Ill; Id .rs \ ,'1'\ '1\ craze

R.ltC': perton-i mcc a<. ',10
v I(r \ H .\" ibout : \ ,'r; Pt

2 Very average, about a :;
-l. Rated performance as -l/I 0
4. Performance "as below average

4. Couldn't pinpoint wh~ I lost
4. Don't know why 1 played like that
4. There wasn't a specific reason
4 Don't know "h~ 1 played like that

I Irauune drdn t affect" mning match

2. Just rustiness really
2. Wasn't able to practice properly
2 Lack of practice before hand

2. lnjur, didn't affect result
4. Knee injury wasn 't a factor

Won bel".,IIISC I was the better player
Technically better th,111her
Tacucallv more better than her
Had more to hurt her with

1 K new I \\ne;Ihe better pl~l)er
') Just knell I could play better
3 felt I won It and she lost It
~ K.llei\ Lhad Cl~.uuc pian

I Menially better than her
4. 1wasn't bad mentally
..J.. Felt Iwas good mentally

Maybe more confident than she "as
i Didn't have an~ doubts about losing

2. Lack of match play
4. Hadn't been playing great recently
4. Wasn't on a hot streak

4 Nothing especially worked
4 There was nothing 1 could do
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Disappointment with play

Rating of match

Lack of attributions

Training effects

Lack of training

Lack of injury effects

Positive tactical and technical effects

Positive mental state

High confidence levels

Lack of match play

Lack of perceived control

Post Match Coot.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2 Made lots of unforced errors
2. Made blatant mistakes
2. Had chances but wasted them
2. Didn '( pla~ \Ycll on important points

Technical and tactical failure

2. Felt I lost. not that she "on
2. Kind of gave it to her
2. Gave her the important points

Self-induced loss

4 Positive mental attitude didn't help Negative mental state effects*

~. It was just one of those days
~. Maybe it wasn't mv da~

Off day

, "ilK. idn 't I'lay ( rn, "!'IIP0(IlIS well
2 She didn '( put me under pressure

Opponents poor play

2. She played well at times Opponents good play

Post Match Coot.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2. It plays a big part in tennis
4. I think momentum exists
4. Did a lot of work on it with last coach
4. Momentum definitely exists on big points

I III pi \\ !lIP better It til \1 stas.,
, E"\\..nthlll' ix 0'1 vour srd,

0.1(' lI11h.! wuuura posuon
, 10 do \\ '!J nl iv IIlP well
Ptl~ 11'how I \\ 'lilt t l pl']'.
()pp '11, ..11. .<; \\ '- 11\..-r than \ on

2. Winning first point in game is important
2. Irs all to do with winning the important points

( onfidcncc "an be the kc, lu chanrc tluuus
l 'onfidence \11th wrnnnu; a big porru l!l\ c<;momentum
1') 0 with confidence

4 Self-belief on one point can give energy

4. Confidence isn't necessarily the key

j 1 feel more confident
:; 1\ c got more guts
3, I'm braver

"' J haven t got as many worries
I Not till nking too much

, It raises Ill) pc rf0nuance
3 Game IS a lot freer and easier
"' The shots usually come off
1 I'll try more risk, shots "JIll momentum
, I'll take the ball out of the arr
3 I'm not going 10 lose the point

I'm not going to Jose the game

I Couple or POints can change momentum
3. Mcmcntum call change Ill, couple of points
4. Match point can change momentum
-1-. Occasionally one point can change momentum
4. Even leading. momentum can change

Momentum can change quickly
i Momentum can snowball

1-1-, Momentum changes gradually
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Existence of momentum

Positive effects on play

Importance of key points

Link to confidence

Lack of confidence effects

Increase in confidence levels

Decrease in cognitions

Improvement in play

Shift in momentum

Fast temporal pacing of momentum

Slow temporal pacing on momentum
Momentum



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

2. Can't really control momentum switches

-l. Don't know If momentum is down to me or not

\1\ pl.n ~,hl influcnc, '.IOIY,..''1tllnl eh, n 'C,
I \..,'n -mll n-omcnium bd\..k
\1."" uurn I, Iff"l 'cd b\ ho\\ I rl !\

If pl.:!\ wc ]l 1])('{'1 'TIll III -('1'1', tn 1'1

2. Momentum is do" n to me

-l. If stay positive. can keep momentum forever

-l. Momentum doesn't happen much if I'm not ahead

II , 1 J~C conccnrranon 1I10mC'ltlll11 J,:occ;to her
- If. make errors momentum uoes to her

2. Opponent losing gives me back momentum

-l. Momentum is with her is she's on a good streak
..L Momentum is with her if she hits a lot of winners

Performance gets a little bit worse
1 Errors start to creep 111

, J pamc things arc running ,m<1)

3 I phI) safer" hen momentum' s With her
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Lack of control

Confusion with perceived control

Perceived control of momentum

Maintenance of momentum

Lack of momentum

Loss of momentum to opponent

Opponents influence over momentum

Opponents momentum causes

Negative momentum effects on play

Negative effects from negative momentum

Positive effects from opponents momentum

Momentum Cont.



MENS CONTENT ANALYSIS



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

, )1; \ cd 1'1' \\<',d heron'
~ '11'!\ cd 101]f111!1lCI1[ ,\I" k rwr"n
6. Played tournament in Far East
8. Played III Cl tournament in last week

., Iv on ,a .[ t r i.uncnt
6. Won qualies

i I-eel "p -:It\ confi )('nl fro 11"III

6. Qualies helped confidence

6. Hadn't been playing that well

) Trainine (wing, en \\ell
'i PIa:, 111g oLI:
-, Prucucc went prl'!l~ well
., It \\:1'- a good week
., E vcrythu.; ,~a l!lr; .~~well
6. Training went okay

) Worked on fitness
7 Got dint of 1111112" done
6. Got used to playing again
6. Tried to gel my game back

:., No major problems
.., Didn't have an~miuncs

6. Recovering from an injury

7 Coach increased mv confidence

6. Wasn't confident in my game
6. Hard to be positive

Previous match play

Last tournament outcome

Match play induced confidence

Negative perceptions of play

Positive perceptions of training

Appraisal of training

Lack of injury concerns

Injury concerns

Positive coach influence

Lack of confidence

Week Before Match
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

1 \\ l~' \ c-v rr=por: uu !11"k

~ 't \\ ,1' an nn ()I[,IIl! m nch
8. Match more important than first round
8. Felt it was a verv important match

o. Wasn't an unusually important match

8. Knew if was tougher than first round

Pressure from the LfA to do ,,,II
I " rl CO\ rclp(, ,I( i, 1 ssurc

8. Second round added pressure on me
8. Felt I was in the limelight
8. Needed to show how far I could go

.., )rL'ssure came frorn 1mself

o. Coach didn't add any pressure 10 "in
6. No pressure for me to win

.., Drcn t feel" le t of pressu 'c
6. Didn't put pressure on myself
6 Didn't feel (11)- pressure to do well
O. Helped being the underdog

8 Pressure wasn't making me uptight

6. He had more pressure on him

. Concerned about jet lag effects
7. Concerned wouldn't pia} as well
8. Didn't know what to expect

16. Wasn't particularlv nervous

5 rin) bit of buttcrfhcs
7 Had butterfhcs in stomach
8. Felt a bit tingly
8. Had a feeling in my stomach

8. Woke lip feeling good
8. Felt quite relaxed

'i Needed butterflies

High match importance

Low match importance

Match comparisons

Perceived external pressures

Perceived internal pressures

Lack of outcome pressures

Lack of perceived pressures

Lack of pressure effects/symptoms

Perceived pressure on opponent

Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

Facilitative somatic anxiety

Morning of Match
360



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"'I Conudcncc prcux lush
') \\ ,lSI' • ovcr, on fidcn I

... ('(\l]fI1t n' .'r! pi j\ \\ '\1
-; ('p'll den! • ~w!·· I jt huu
8. Felt confident 1 could beat him
S. Thought j'd be alright

High confidence levels

'i P 10m mate IlKIC( ", I de, ic
R Gained confidence from last match

External influences on confidence

'i I ookin« forward to match
7 r \ I "ri ahn It n :1. 1'1

6. Looking forward to match
6. Felt fine
6. Didn't have anything to lose
G. Felt it was a good opportunity
8. Looking forward to the match
8. Was enjoying myself
8. Saw match as great opportunity

Positive cognitions

l ono -ntratcd on holding 'iV, c
8. Match would be very tough

Match cognitions

8. Thinking about reaching quarters
8. Thinking 'what if [ beat him?
8. Thought about what ifs

Future performance cognitions

"'I Knew he "as an all coun player
8. Knew he'd been playing well

Opponent cognitions

8. Told myself 1 could Wlll match
8. Told myself game plan would be effective
8. Told mvself I'd be okay

Positive self-talk

g Needed to deal wi th the pressure
8. Tried to go with the pressure
8. Used the pressure in a positive way

Dealing with pressure

Morning of Match Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

It 1\
6. Didn't WOf!) about anything

16. Nerves gave me cncrux

I: If' buuertlres
6. Had butterflies

r ell pumped up
6. Liked the butterflies

Is. Came in vcrv relaxed

en" i !lCI \1 IS h gh
6. Confidence was average

7 Knew J had" aood chance
lad " chance of \\ mnma

:. To pia, the wav Iwanted to
5 To create chances
" To nut him tinder pressure
7 Wanted 10 pla~ normal game
7 Wanted to suck with hun
7 1\,:01 10 worrv ibout him
7 \"",~, (', v.cll
6. Trv and get my game back
G. Wanted to move forward
6, To improve my forehand
6. Try to keep positive
6, Be aggressive
8. Focus on game plan
8, Not to rush
8. To serve and volley less
8, Serve to his forehand
R Finish point at net
8, See how far r could go in

8. To ,...in second round match

., Thought about his game
7 Knew he was playing well
6. Thought about my game
(j Thought about "hat to do

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Positive use of cognitive anxiety

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Facilitative somatic anxiety

Timing of somatic anxiety

Positive confidence levels

Confidence in winning match

Task goals

Ego goals

Game cognitions

Arrival at Tennis Centre
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

... ~i, d a smile 01\ I 1\ IdCC

~ Prcttv happx (!(,l)l~ III

.:; Fclt ; xcucd
( dn t \\ lit to ptl\

6 Nice fechng
() Fxciicd to plaj
6. Wanted to pla~ now

Positive cognitions

I ( ouch ,\,,~ monvauua
:" Coach fa\C IIlCconfidence boos'

( ) 1 ~) t. II
6. Got coaches opinions on match

Positive coach influence

) d , lll\ self to ,,\.. e;~, and relax
8. Relaxed with friends

Relaxation strategies

8 Took mind off match chatting to friends
8. Others kept me distracted

Blocking out strategies

Arrival at Tennis Centre Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

S 1\' the bull reallv well
'i F til rC'lth \IIlh t,1 Cl\ tlun»
... (JUI <l l~d! buz.:
7 Knrx k ·1111II nt okav
6 Felt fine about practice
8. Timing the ball pretty well
8. Enjoyed myself on court

8. Feet nOI working that well
8. Jet lag affected my feet

"onficlen~," rose dfler pracnce
Ott I ., til Jl~ J.C: hd\ Il\ r rot' 'Ill

8. Confidence felt good after practice

Positive perceptions of play

Negative perceptions of play

Confidence levels

Practice
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

8. More nervous than last match

l hourhls \\';1''; aJJ pos 11\';:
~ V\(lsn t wo.ncd
"7 fell Oh.:l\

7 Didn t \ II '01

R Wasn't thinking about nCf\CS

t 11I0re. re axed
5 Gettll1!, 11I0ie n.la
8. Butter!1ies had almost gone

[\:c.:llng realxcd
• ) 0 '(.,J' l.t tC!I1I('

6. Butterflies had gone
(). I'm pretty relaxed
h Felt lively
6. Didn't feel too stiff
8. Pelt very relaxed
8. Artus Ielt nice and loose

I red te ,-.-.:t Ill' " no rug
6. Focused on getting loose
8. Tried to get my arms loose

5 f clt prdt\ confident
8. Confidence went up quite a bit

6. Confident I had a chance to win
6. Didn't think I'd get killed
8. Felt I could beat him

7 vlade sure I hit the ball cleanly
7. Went through the motions
6. Focused 011 timing the ball
6. Concentrated on hitting the ball
n Trying to get all m) strokes
8. Thought about technical things
8. Told myself to swing arms
8. Told myself to keep 10\\
8. Told myself to keep out in from

Cognitive anxiety comparisons

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Reduction of somatic anxiety

Lack of somatic anxiety

Relaxation methods

Confidence levels

Confidence in match ability

Teclmical cognitions

Warm-Up
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"l r)ll1n I n,I<;S ~Iball
"l r,'I' 1\\;1'; 1'10\ III" well
~ \\ '1" 1 1",1 muckme arou 1(1

"(lIH!' O"'d~

() Serving okay
6. Went automatic
8. Things went well
8. Hitting the ball well

M'<;sc.d <I lot of balls
Drdn I warm-no that well

Positive perceptions of play

Negative perceptions of play

"i Hl didn't warm-up well
6. Looked at opponent a bit

Perceptions of opponent

Didn't look for am weaknesses
- "ollLen rakd on 1Il\ 'il?lf

Self focus

7 E11100'cdbeing centre stage
i-nioved the crowd being there

Positive effects from external sources

6. Looking forward to the match
6. More excited then normal

Positive emotions

_ Didn't tlnnk about tennis now
5 Telling mvself not to get too ught
7 Not really thinking about the match
7 Not thinking of anything
6. Didn't think that much

Coping strategies

8. Thinking about the future Future performance cogntions

) Felt physically read, for the match
7. Felt mentally ready for the match
6. Up for the match

Perceived readiness

Warm-Up Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

III \\<'IT'..::d now (7-"/q_1 1"-40,
~ F l'il I b t flCJ\()11<;(7-",'( -) I

~ flit ,I I'\ltlll~ ( -"' (1_) 1

Felt I l t ~)t ; 11,\:..:1\ ("' :' I l l!l WI

~ Lut'c br, wcr-r.d \., " ' I ,- 10)
6. I was \1 orry ing (4-6/0-1/15-40)
8. Fcll negative (5-7 i3-l!O-:jO)

.., \Ialpr ("Oll('~1'11 \\ ciS fir'>! ~cn "'~ ( -r - ::,/, 1-11 H)-·HI

: ., ,I ,-01 ("_'i/\ -l/l <, \0\
6 Worried might lose serve (4-6/0-I115-40)
8. Thinking negative about sene (5-7/0-0130-30)
8. Getung serves in at back of mmd (5-712-fljO-15)
8. Worried might get broken (5-7/3-0)
8. Worried about second serve (5-7/3-0)
8. Concerned might miss first serves (5-713-0)
8. Serve was 011 back of Illy mind (5-7/4-3)
8. Serve at back of mind (5-7/4-3)

::, Wasn't worried at all (6-4/ 1-()/40- \0)
5 Not worncd at all (6-4/4-j)
'i ~Ol \\ orncd «(,-4,''i ,4)

Didn't Ieel too worncd (7_"IO-()/O-())

7 '\10! lII11ch nerves (7-5/0- I)
7 (Jot nothing to \\(,1'1''' about (7_,1::'_,)
..., "Jot worrying about anything (1-S/6-"?-")
.., Settled down complctch (7-5,

16. Didn"( worry too much (4-6/0-0/0-0)

..., Of too worried about S 'IYC C-::, '] ·4/15-10)
8. Nothing to worry about first sene (5-7/3-0)

.., Feeling a bit of pressure (7-5/1-3f.lO-l0)
6. Felt a little bit of pressure (4-6/3-4/A-40)
6. Feeling more pressure (4-6/4-5/0-0)
6. Feeling under pressure (4-6/4-5/30-40)

. Pressure to hold C;CT\'C (7-5/0- }j()-()

7. Pressure to hold (1-5'4 'i/O-Oj
6. Felt pressure on serve (4-6/3 .....UO-O)
8. Under pressure to hit first serves (5-7/2-0/40-15)
R, Felt pressure 011 this game (5-711-1/0-15)
8, Felt pressure on first serve (5-7n-I IO-IS)
8. Felt pressure to hold game (5-7/4-4/0-0)
8. Pressure to hold SCT\'e here (5-7/5-5/0-0)

8. Past games put pressure on me (5-7/3-3/30-40)

Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Negative serve cognitions

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Reduction in cognitive anxiety

Lack of negative serve cognitions

Perceptions of pressure

Pressures with play

Pressure from previous games

First Set Cognitive Anxiety
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

8 Most of the pressure had gone now (5-7/5-6/0-10)

6. Didn't think collapsed under pressure (4--6)

.., Putunv hun undc- pressure l()-~/l-I/()-())
" Put 111111 1 '- ir, ~

6 I put him under pressure there (4--611-lf'7-'J)
6. Just want to make him pIa) (-+-6/2-2/30-0)
6. Keep putting him under pressure (4--6/2 -2/10- 10)
6. Putting more pressure on him (4--6/2-2/A-4-0)
G. Kept the pressure on him (4--()/2-3/0-0)
6. Made it tough for him (-+-6/4--5)

" Want to have a go at hun «)-4 -I)
6. Want to put him under pressure (4--6/2-210-0)
6. Tried to make him uncomfortable (4--6/2-3)
() Should he putting him under pressllre (4--6/-l-5130--l0)
8. Needed to put pressure on in first game (5-7/1-0)
8. Wanted to use next game to put pressure on him (5-7/3-2)
8. If get point pressure's on him (5-7/5-·l/30--1-0)

8. Didn't put the pressure on him (5-711-0)

f\..~surc "as on him (6-4-/5-4-)

I hought he was nervous (6-'+/1-0)
7 He sa bit shaken up (7-511-1)
5. He's strcssma now (6-.J./4--1/4-0-4-0)
'i It s getting to IUIll (6··4-/5-4)
R. Thought he was a bit nervous ('i-7 I l-O/?-?)

8. He "as 'worried about missing serves (5-7/3-0/15-15)

,., Didn't think he was worried (7-5/0-0115-0)
7 Don't thrnk he was Hen'OUS (7-5/3-l)
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Reduction of pressure

Neutral effects of pressure

Pressure exerted on opponent

Cognitions on pressure on opponent

Lack of pressure exerted on opponent

Perceived pressure on opponent

Perceived opponents cognitive anxiety

Opponents perceived concems

Opponents perceived lack of anxiety

First Set Cognitive Anxiety Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

\ le;, cl little ICIl.,c \6-4 l-'l
"7 \\d~I' j as rc"I\.t,d (I" 1 warted to be: ("7-:' 1-<1
(, Heart "as racing (-t-Mo-O/o-O)
(, Got butterflies (4-MO-OIO-O)
6. Felt heart going (4-6/0-1/0-0)
6. Had a little bit of buttcrf1ies (4-Ml-!!O-O)
6. Felt a bit more tense (4-6/-+-4/0-15)
8. Was very tense (5-7/0-0/30-30)
X. Stili 110! totallv relaxed yet (5-7/2-0)
X. Tensed up shghtly (5-7/3-l/0-15)
8. Started to tighten up a bit (5-7/l-2)

Hutter 111':<'an IJr.,t pomt ((,-"V( -(If!)-!) 1

7 Had buucrfhcs before first point ( '-"' (
G. Tensed up after double fault (4-6/0-UI5-15)
6. Tense after double fault (4-6/0-1115-30)

... Wasn't comfortable () 4,2-2 ..W- ..W)
() Arm felt tense (4-i1/0-1!1 -)-1 ')
() Got tense in arm (..J.-6/..J.-5/10-40)
8. My body wasn't 111ming that "ell (5-7/1-0)
8. Arms not swinging as is should (5-7/3-1/0-15)
8. Arm tensed up (5-7/3-l/0-30)

16. Tenseness affected game (6-4)

Butterflies had gone (6-41 i-O)
7 Rein ed a bit (7-'i/2-~)
7 Settled down a bit (7-5/2-3)
7 Relaxed .'II eh moe of ends (7-511-41
6. Heart had slowed down (4-6/0-0/0-30)
6. Just relaxed now ('{-6/0-J/l5-0)
6. Butterflies gone now (4-6/1-1)
8. Felt more relaxed now (5-7/2-0)
8. Felt a bit looser now (5-7/2-0)
8. Ann felt more relaxed ~5-7i3-0)
8. Was relaxed here (5-7/3-0/40-30)

6. Ace got rid of tension (4-6/0-1140-JO)

18. Had to gel loose [or serve (5-7/2-0)

1- Felt energised «()-4/-l-,/O-O)

'" Hc w as tCIISlI1g up (6-.J./5-.J./40-,0)
5. He got a bit tight (6-4/5-.J./,?-?)
6. He's probably a bit tense (4-6/2-2/30-30)

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Timing of somatic anxiety

Negative physical symptoms

Somatic anxiety effects on play

Lack of somatic anxiety

Serve induced decrease in somatic anxiety

Need for relaxation

Positive physical symptoms

Opponents perceived somatic anxiety

First Set Somatic Anxiety
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

h er confident 011 hi-, scrv c ((I 4/' I/o-m
'i \\ is ovcrconhdvnt (()_4,'l ')i()-I':;)

l onfrdc ne.: \\ as unbcltcx able «}-41 1·Of40-1"1)
'i Conndcnce \ crv lllt!h (()- ~F'-l ,
-; Confidr nr- ,<; luoh (7-':;'1-'i,.lIl-(l)

T ('o'lfirkl](' I" hIgh( / .:;)

xt-I' pr. tt confident (14/4 I)
.:; "1" I C01l t rdent (t'i-4/ ~ 1)

'i Conftdcru.c "ttl1 'Ille (6-4 .:;~l
~ f ce l!1t; confident no" (7 ':;/(1 1~

7. Cot ..1 br of contrccnce nov, (7 ~ '1 ~)
7 CorIrdcncc him" 10\\ \~- ;/; j)
7 red 1"I.;,iihconfidcn 17-1 '{J-~/.'-.'i
I .Il1St ICCl conudcnt (
6. Would be confident now (4-6/2-2)
6. Certainly Icel more confident 110\\ (4-6/2-3)
8. Confidence was there (5-713-0)

') Confidence leveled off (6--I-/2-2'')()- ,0)
'i Conudcncc pretr even throughout (6-+)
8. Confidence didn't change (5-7/3-1)

') Conudcncc got higher (6--1-/1-0)
'i Confidence gone lip (6--1-/1-0/ .J.O- I5)
'i Confidence went up (6-4/5--1-/15-0)
7 Got a confidence boost C-.:;/(,.':;)
O. Confidence gone IIp (4-612-21'30-0)
8. Confidence increased (5-7/4-4115-0)

18. Still not confident (5-7/3-3115-15)

8. Felt confident in breaking him (5-7/5-4)

" Knew I could gel back (6-4/1-0/-H)--+O)
8. Could come back into this (5-7/3-110-15)
8. Thought had a chance in game (5-7/3-1/30-40)
8. Thought could get back into game (5-7/5--1-/30-40)

8. Still not confident on my serve (5-7/2-0)
8. Still lacking confidence on serve (5-7/2-0)

8. He got a bit of confidence (5-7/3-0/40-40)
8. Gave him confidence from serve (5-7/3-2/30-40)
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Over confidence

High levels of confidence

Confidence levels

Maintenance of confidence levels

Increase in confidence levels

Low levels of confidence

Confidence in breaking

Confidence in coming back

Lack of confidence in play

Opponents perceived confidence levels

First Set Confidence Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

() Got confidence from Illy pla~ (-l--M2-2/ A-·W)
(,. POIllI gave me confidence (..J.-6/1-3/15-0)
(, Got confidence from last game (..J.-6/3-..J./O-O)
6. Got more confidence from winning (..J.-6/..J.-..J.)
R Game plan gave me more confidence (5-7/1-0)

Confidence gained from play

LIVERPOOL
JOHN MOORES U~!!VERSITY

AVr IL F;.JBf.':.!7(S LRC
TITHE:8/\~iN STREET
LIVERPOOL L2 2ER

6. "TEL. 01512314022

First Set Confidence Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Collected ,11\ thoughts (7 -'),(1-",)

7. rnlll'~ to h....cp 1l1\!;dJ I'P (~-'i'l-l'l"-W)
-: (,01 rid of III V:lll\' t'loul'hts (7-" ~-,,)

Ilj 1 f od {km 1 011 !11~ ""If (7_". ~ "

6. Didn't put myself down (-I--6/0-1/l5~O)
6. Tried to get upbeat (-+-6/0-I/:;O--W)
8. Trying 10 keep positive b~ talking to self (5-7/4-3)
8. Got self more positive (5-7/4-3130-15)
X. Got more positrve at change of ends (5-7/4-3130-15)

') Good sl'lr (,--!.i()_()/ j,>-()

'i Get stuck in there: «l--lil-I)\
') Let s take it 110\1 , «)-·1I1-0/-1-0-15)
'i 1[- S mv chance 110\\ «()--1-!I-I )
" F;l1l111"'IC <hot! «,--UI-I,'I 'i-OJ
" Vcr; 11Ic:h~! (1,__ll')_')11 "-10)
.., Couldn t believe I'd won «1-t/1-2)
.., ('0111" on! ("-5/0-Ul'i 10)
7 That \\<lS !-,ood' (7-5/0-3/-W--l-O)
I i nat was gooo' (~-:,.()-:»
6. Not a bad shot! (-1--6/2-21-1-0-'+0)
6. Gave myself a pat on the back (4-6/3--1-/15-0)
8. Made a good start (5-7/3-0)
8. Told sclfto ride the wave (5-7/3-3)
8. lve got it back! (5-7/-t---1:)

'i Evervtlungs fine «()--l/-l--,/-t-O-'+O)
5. It's gomg to be alright (6-414-4)
7 Be alneht now (7-5/3-'3'40-'+0)
8. Nothing to worry about (5-7/1-0)
R. Be fine if win this game (5-7/3-2/30-15)
8. Still level (5-7/3-3)
8. Should be alright (5-7/5-6/0-.1-0)

5 Unlucky there (6-.J./l-O/-W-:;O)
5. Get back on the road (6-4/2-2/0-30)
5 ~till got Cl chance (6-4/4-'3140-'+0)
5. Keep on track (6--1:14-3/A-40)
'i Got to make a chance (6-.+/.+-.+/0-0)
7 Told self it wasn 't my fault (7-5/0-2)
7. Only need one break (7-510-3)
7 T: and get back (7-51'-1/15-30)
6. Good to get name on board (-l-6/ 1-1)
G. Just hanging in there (-+-6/2-2/40-'+0)
8. Told self to get into gear (5-7/1-0)
8. Stay there and keep it up (5-7/3-0)

5 Laughingtosclf(6--t-/I-O)
5. Kept smiling (6--1:11-1/.+0-0)

.'i Tried not to laugh (6-.+/2-1 )
5 Tried to keep senous (6--1-/2-1 )
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Use of positive self-talk

Positive affirmations

Reassurance self-talk

Encouragement self-talk

Positive emotions

Emotional control

First Set Coping Strategies



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

I xnn I (7- -)/~-")'4,1--V))
~ \:1 ,h·:o .. 1-.. (' - I

6. Can't believe he done that (4-6/3-4/40-A)
R Mucked lip whole set (")-7)

R Told self just to get 011 with it (5-7/0-0/10-10)
R Thought lets just piC!)tennis (5-7/2-0)

6. Thought I was being silly (4-6/0-1115-30)
6. I was critical of myself (4-6/0-1/15-30)
8. Told self thoughts were really stupid (5-7/0-0/30-30)
R. Told selfT was stupid (5-7f4-:1/40-A)
8. Got down on self (5-7/3-2)

6. Not letting frustration get to me (4-6/4-5)

8. Too much thinking was a problem (5-713-1/0-30)

") Don't waver from 11 (6-4/4-'1A-40)
7. Prcttv focused (7-5/2-3/')-'7)
.., Told self 0 focus C'-5/1-4/0-0)
6 Had 10 concentrate hard (4-6/0-1/15-40)
6, Had to concentrate (4-6/0-1130-40)
6. Felt more focused (4-6/4-5/0-15)

~ Tried not to focus on score (7-5/3-4/15-40)

'! Concentration slipped, bit (7-5, 1-:1)
8. Concentration went (5-7/3-0/40-30)
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Negative affirmations

Match focus self-talk

Negative self-talk

Frustration control

Over analysis

Concentration cognitions

Control of task irrelevant thoughts

Decrease in concentration

First Set Coping Strategies Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

, "er't.~frOlnl l\ 11 ()-.J./'-J_)
'" .' \..... 1~. OOlllP 0k:1' (6-- ))

6. Whacked an ace (4-6/0-11-10--10)
6. I'm serving quite well (-1-6/2-2)
6. Played an ace (-1-6/3-'+/15-0)
G. Started well (-1-6/3--1/15-0)
6. Good serve there ('+-6J.1.-5/30- 30)
6. Knew my sene was good (-1-6/2-2)
8. First serves turn out alright (5-7/2-01'?-'!)
8. Did a good first serve (5-7/3-1/30-'+0)
8, Feeling happier about serve (5-7/3-3/15-15)
8 Managed to hold onto serve (5-714-3)
8, Had the weight on second serve (5-7/.+-.+/-IO-())

- Problems wuh second serves (()-~!l 0)
7 Lost second SCf\C twice 0-:,\/0-11] :'-3())

L')~, nrsr ,! II "'~lllll 7_":0_')\

6 Played two double faults (4-6/0-1115-10)
6. Second sene not good (4-6/2-3/0-15)
6. Didn't give enough on serve (4-6/4-5/15-30)
6. Need better selVes (4-614-5/30--10)
6. Missed 1:\\0 first serves (4-6)
g. Had to sort out own serve (5-7/2-0)
8. First serves still a problem (5-712-0)
8. Missed a second serve (5-7/3-0/40--10)
8. Didn't think I was serving that well (5-7/3-1)
8, Mucked it up with my serving (5-7/3-2)
8, Serve didn't go at all well (5-7/4-3)
8, First serve wasn't going great (5-7/5--1)
8, Blamed bad game on serve (5-7/5-6)

-) Thinking where to place SCf\'C (6-4/0-0nO-O)
" Get the "Cf\C 110\\ (<l--J.n- ')/')-'))
:; Get first SCf\'C 111 lIJ-+/!-2!')-')
5. Wanted to get sene out the \\a) (6-U2 It')-!)
5 Need more first serves (6-4/3-1/0-0)
5 First sene important (6--1/3-3/0-15)
7. Need lO hold serve 0-510-1)
7 TI) and get first serve 111 (7-5iO-3iO-U)
7. Take pace of serve (7-5/0-JiJ5-15)
7. Get first serve 111 (7-5/0-3/'!-,!)
7 Concentrating on sen icc game (7-5/4-5/0-0)
6. Thinking about placement of serve (4-6/0-1115-0)
6. Thinking just do a good serve (4-6/0-1/15-.:1-0)
6. Thinking just do a good serve (4-6/0-1/30-40)
6. Concentrated on holding serve (-1--6/1-1/0-40)
6. Knew would be level ifI held serve (-1--6/1-2)
6. Really focused on own serve (4-611-2)
6. Keen to go and hold serve (4-6/2-3/0-0)
6. Important 10 hold serve 1l0\~ (-1-6/-1--5)
S. Thinkmg about making the first serve (5-7/0-0/15-15)
S, Just to go 11l on second serve (5-7/0-0/30-30)
8, Told self to hold onto next sene (5-7/2-0)
8. Thinking too much about serve (5-7/3-1/0-30)
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Positive perceptions of serve

Negative perceptions of serve

Serve cognitions

First Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6. Wanted to get back on lus serve H·-(,/2-3/0-0)
6. Tlnnking about getting his sen ice game (.J-6/3-3)
(,. Get into his sen ice game now (.J-6n-])
6. Trying to get used to his serve (.J-G/O-I)
n Another chance to get used to his sene (..J.-o/l-I )
o Thinking about getting on his sene (..J.-6/2-2/0-0)

.:; I e' s not made c nouah sen ~<; (6-.J)

.., L .. < missed SI)Il1(, flrsl sene'> e-.:; 1 'I ~(I I";
IJ ussed I 1'; first scrve r" ,ll_1 W-'(})

() He went for loo milch (.f-6/2-21 A-.fO)
6 His senes putting him under pressure H-6/3-3/15-0)

"l HIS second sene working well «(,-~n-1\
'"' He l-rt an 'Ice ('_'i/(). ~"'} 'J)

7 He pll~ cd an ace (7 -S/1-1/.fO-.fm
-r H <; es been ~ood (- -" , )
G. He's hit some good first serves (4-6/2-2130-0)
6. He played a good serve (..J.-6/2-2/..J.O-A)
G. He came out with some good serves (4-G/2-2f40-A)
8. He did a good sene (5-7/3-0/40-30)
8. He hit a good serve (5-7/3-0/.J0-30)
8. He nailed a great serve (5-7/3-2)

f Expecting hun to hold sene C 'i/O I)
8. Knew he would improve his serve over time (5-7/2-0)

.., He s zcnin; on Ill\ second <;1 J'I ~ - '0-1 5-1':;)
8. He's getting onto mx serve (5-7/2-0/0-15)
8. He's not hitting my sene (5-7/2-0/0-15)

Told self to get the break O-':;/O-2/0-0l
7. Important to break hun (7-')/l-3/0-0)
7 Focused on breaking him (7-5/5-5/0-0)
6. Needed to break here (ol-6/4--Q
R. Wanted to get two breaks (5-7/3-0)
8. Thinking about breaking him (5-7/3-0/40-15)
8. Wanted to break him (5-7/3-2)
8. Thinking about breaking (5-7/'+-3/40-15)

5. More chances to break (6-..J./5-..J.)
". Fcl I clu, !CL tc break (7-5:- ').H). 0)
6. Felt I had a chance to break (4-6/2-2/30-0)
6. Knew I'd have chances to break (..J.-6/2-2/A-..J.0)
6. He's giving me some chances (4-6/3-3/15-0)
8, Want to get stuck into him again (5-7/3-0)
8. Thought had done enough to break (5-7/3-0/..J.0-30)
8. Thought 1 could still break (5-7 !3-0/40-A)
8. Thought Icould break him (5-7/3-1)
8. Still thinking had a chance to break {5-7/-H/40-30)
8. Felt I could break him {5-7/5--+)
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Cognitions on opponents serve

Opponents perceived negative serve

Opponents perceived positive serve

Concerns on opponents serve

Opponents reaction to serve

Breaking cognitions

Perceived chances of breaking

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

ood to break bad (~-:;>~l
I Important 10 l1a\(: broken ' '-.:;, )- ; I

~ l'L'011d break ~)utto J)'.~ «()-4J ~- ~ 1..J./)-·lO)
.. ~~Lo"-rcd 1-om bl cak point ;() ~ ~-~.f( 4(1)

Could h,l\ .. taken break pOltll ((J- ~ J-" W-J!l)
;L! ,III bL'1 OIlL eh.me L L L II-.. (6 ~)

8. Gutted didn't lake chances (5-7/3-1)
8. Didn't do enough at time to break (5-7/:\-1)
8. Should have broken him (5-7/3-1)

6. He's going to look to break (4-6/4-5)
~ -1 I) L )], L. I brc., I ( -- .

., -le knows he <; d break up (7-'i/l-l/O-O)

.., le s still uot a break (7-5/1 1/Hl )0)

~ Double break down If I lose (7- ';jO-l/O-O)

15 Want to hold on here «(,-4!2-2)

5 Trv I11gto get returns in (6-411-3/0-0)
5 Missed returns «(J-4/3-:n
7 Get hold or some returns (7-5/0-3/0-0)
7 HIl a winning return (7-5/2-,n
6. Wondering what return would be like (4-6/0-1/15-0)

., He hit a .ood re 1 rn 7_'i, J - )/1( I-m
6. He hit a good return (4-6/2-3/0-15)
6. He's been returning well (4-6/3-·VA-40)

5. Made <. good vollcv (6-4/4-1/15-15)
6. Been volleying well (4-6/3--l-I-tO-·lO)
6. Made a better volley there (4-6/3-4/40- ..W)

6. Should have made volley (-l-6/3-4/40- ..W)

5. K.cpt feet moving (6--l)
7 Got lin fcet moving (7-5/1-0)
7 Important to keep moving (7 -5/2- ~)
7 Mm Illg netic!' (7-512-11"-")
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Positive perceptions of breaking

Break point cognitions

Lost opportunities to break

Opponents perceived chances of breaking

Opponents perceived cognitions of breaks

Concerns about breaking

Holding cognitions

Return cognitions

Cognitions on opponents returns

Positive perceptions of volley

Negative perceptions of volley

Positive perceptions of footwork

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

j( , orl 1)- ~i"')-tl~ _)

8. Didn't move there (5-7/3-0/ ..1-0-30)
8. Wasn't moving at all (5-7/3-0/-tO-A)
8.1 wasnt mox ing 111) feet (5-7/5-610-30)

6. Im coming in a lot (4-6/2-3/40-15)
6. Coming in well (4-6/3-4/30-30)

16. Didn 't come in (~-6/2-3/0- j.5)

"'. He made cl good forehand (7-5,'1-~1()-()

~ PIa} cd .t good backhand «(;-4/, 2/0 15)
5. Pleased "I h backhand (6-! 4- _'i() I 'i )
8. Still pleased with m) backhand (5-7/5-4)

5. GCIover backhand «()-4n ..3)
"') Don't chip backhand (6-4/4-1m-O)

6. Trving to be tight on every point (4-6/4-5/30-30)
8 Knew needed three good points (5-7/5-5/0-40)
6. Thinking how to win a point (4-6/1-1/0-0)
8. Need to win next point (5-7/3-1/30-40)

) Played a good point (6-~!O-O/ 15-0)
5. Played a positive point (6--1-/1-0/40-30)
5. Pleased with point (6-4/3-2)
5 HIt a great shot (6-4/3-2/15-0)
7 Good first point (7-'i/O-O/I 'i-Oj
7 That s a good point (7-5/5-5,10-0)
6. Played a couple of good points (4-6/2-2/30-0)
6. Played a good point (4-6/2-2/40-40)
6. Good to get first point (4-6/3-3/15-0)
8. Hit clean winners off last two (5-7/3-0/30-15)

5 Happy with shot (6- ..V1-2/15-0)
5. Wasn't a bad shot (6-4/4-3/40-40)
5. Pomt made mc laugh (6- ..U5-41l5-0)
5 Pleased w ith that shot ((1-4/')-4/l0-1"'i)
7 Happy to have point to win (7-5/0-3 A--+O)
6. Not missing many shots (4-6/3-4/A-40)
8. VCl) pleased with that point (5-7/1-0/40-15)
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Negative perceptions on footwork

Positive perceptions of coming in

Negative perceptions of coming in

Opponents positive forehand

Positive perceptions of backhand

Negative perceptions of backhand

Cognitions on points

Positive perceptions of point

Positive emotions elicited point

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"' Jd~11,11.,.,l:d "hoi (l--+ i , ~I to-l(l)
" l IW\ ')1I1Ilt~«(-4/4·~)
6. I was losing the points (-1--613-4/30-301
6. Should have got that point (-+-6/4-4/0-15)
() Tried for ~ cheap point (-I-l'i/-I--"'I 15-30)
6. Played a re" poor POInts (-1--6/-1--5/30--1-0)

'!Tel: \\ nine-s C
() He's COIllC out with good shots (-I--(i/-l--')
() He hit a good shot (-I--()/-1--:1!O-15)
8. He made a good shot (5-7/3-2)

6. Didn't feel bad missing shot (-I--6/3--I/-1-0-A)

') Got IlCg(lti\ C on shots «(l--I, ,- )
8. Was too nervous to hit shot (5-7/0-0/30-30)

5 Iced a good g..lIl1C (b--1-/()-OIl5-0)
') DOll'! \\ lilt V'II1lC to slip (6-4, I-I)
6. Next game was important (-1--6/4--1-)
6. Need to have a good game (-1-6/-1-5)
6. Thought next game would be tough (-1--6/-1--5)
6. Should be winning the game (4-6/4-5/30-30)
8. Wanted to next game (5-7/3-0)
8. Thinking I had to win next game (5-7/3-110-0)
8. Hoping 10get litis game (5-7/5-4)

j II was '} tough gamc (6--1-/3-~)
6. Having Cl tight game (4-6/3-4/A-40)
6. II was a tough game (4-6/4-4)

5 ':)Ia~ing positively (6--1-/-1-VA-40)
5 Good game (6-4/5-4)
5, Positive on (hat game (6-4)
7. PI;I)cd good game so far (7-:111-3140-15)
7 Played a good game (7-5/6-5)
7 Played a good game 0-"/"-::')
6. Played a good game (-1--6/0-1)
6. Played a good game there (4-6/2-2)
G. Had four good service games (of-6)
8. GOl away with first game (5-711-0)

') Pleased with game «(,-of)
7 Happ~ getnng game (7-511-1)
7 pr ~II I held the game (7. 'i -
8. Vel") pleased with that game (5-7/2-0)
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Negative perceptions of point

Opponents positive point

Positive emotions elicited from shot

Negative effects on shots

Game cognitions

Perceptions on game

Positive perceptions of game

Positive emotions elicited game

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

le had a rcod >',1 'le (l-l 2- ) I
7 He' ~pl'l\ 1I'l' " '~()lJ i (.., -, -")
6. He played a good game (~-6/3-~)
(j He played a good game (~-(j)

L',~rh In,· tIll' ~"lme 1I,_·t ~-.?\
"' 'Jpl a bnllrint i"'IlK (f, I ~ ~)
., f rr )t g lrl~ not good ('"'-5 o-~I

- ( 1 L ,) b. I lkh (' "',2-1/,' ")
G. Didn't pia) such a good game (-l-b)
8. Wasn't a positive game at all (5-7il-O)
8. Felt luck)' to hold game (5-7/4-3)
8. Played a ternble game (5-7/5-6)

~ ~ J th 11 ,)b 6-41 -(),

n Happy with HI) play (4-Nj-~/A-,W)

.., P!<I\IflP scnsibl, \6-.f/2-21'1-'})

'l. Thought I did alright (6-4/2-2/')-'1)
8. Was playing well (5-7/2-0)
8 Been playing well (5-7n-O/..lO-:iO)

7 He plavcd rcalh well (7-5/0-2)
7 He's settled into his !lame(7-5/3-3)
6. He's hitting the ball fast (l-6/0-l)
6. He's playing well (-l-6/l-1/0--l0)

5. Got back on track (6--+/5--l)
7. Bouncing back now (7-5/1-3)
7. Level of plav gone lip 17-512-1)
7, Gone up a levcl r -S,(>-~/'?-?)
8. Felt back 011 track (5-7f..l-3130-15)
8. Felt 1 was coming back (5-7/5-.f/30-~O)

" Went from extremes «()-.f12-2/()-30)

5. Level 01 play went down (6--l!1-2)
5 He brought me down to earth (6--l/3-2)
6. Giving it away (4-6/4-5/30-30)

Opponents positive game

Negative perceptions of game

Positive emotions with play

Positive perceptions with play

Positve perceptions of opponent

Increase in level of play

Decrease in level of play

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.
379



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"' Held d dear ),!,e1Pl(' plan «, ~ (I ())

.-; Reset ),!,<lmc plan «l-l, J- 'I
'" l houaht about In\ p1a\ f.6--+"'-~)
'i Nflt snckn (' to one \\.1\ 0 plaviuv «()-~ 1_' (l-O)

"' h...'pt r("'\,I'II,111 If "')11',," (. I •• I

.-;.(,0!!l,; over tlungs ((, +/:'--+ "-",
~ "

J-: <, .u i .; t' L

6. focused on what I had 10 do (-1--6/0-1/0-0)
6. Thought about what to do next tirue (.J.-611-2)
6. Went over rhmgs III my head (-1--6/1-2)
6. Thinking about "hat to do (4-6/2-3)
8. Game plan was still working (5-7/I-Of'l-'n
8. Felt game plan was right (5-7/3-0)
8. Game plan "vas going well (5-7/3-0)
8 Game plan was winning me points ('i-7/1-0)
8. Thinking about game plan more (5-7/.t-3/10-15)
8. Knew did right thing on last point (5-7/4-3/40-30)
8. Felt game plan was back on track (5-7/5-..J)
8. Thinking how to get back into game nm, (5-7)

8. Wasn't concentrating on game plan (5-7/3-2/30--W)
8 Not sticking to game plan ('i-711-1130--W)

7 Wondering "hat to do (7-5 1-2/,l-!)
8. Nothing seemed to work (5-7/5-6)

7. flunking about counter-punching (7-5/0-2/ IS-O)
7 Told self to hit ball deeper (7-'i/O-2/l5-15)
7. Trvrng le' make- opportunities (7--\''i-5110-0)
6, 'Irving to get what I can (4-o!2-2/.j.0-.J.0)
6. Wanted to get lots of deuces (..J-6/2-2/.j.O-A)
6. Tried to correct mistakes (..J-6/3-4140-A)
6. Need to be really solid (4-614-5)
6. Try ing to get "hat I can (4-6/4-5/30-30)
~. Thmking about doing the nght thing (5-7/0-0/15-15)
8. Thinking about keeping solid (5-7/0-0/15-15)
8. Told self to go out and hit ball well (5-7/1-0)
8. Knew needed 1.0 do a lot more (5-7/3-0)
8. Tried to hit ball harder (5-7/5-6)

6. Need good start to next set (4-6)
8. Wanted a good start (..J-6)

5. Didn't think about technique (6-41l-tl..JO-O)
"i Thin], ing about technique (6-4/)-~)
8, Thinking more about technique (5-7/5-0)
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Game plan cognitions

Game plan deviations

Game plan doubts

Technical/tactical cognitions

Cognitions on a good start

Lack of technical cognitions

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

:- Did" hat l "anted t,) «)-.tf. -2)
') Felt 1I.00.ld Jo anvrhnu; (,'_~/)_ll(\ l'i)
"' Old .vcrvtlun« ncht (6-~/j.-\!.+()-.t()1
• Rich In the m.nch 110\\ ( 7_ 'ill l)
-; Back on 'ever terms (7-"1<-,)
7 I'\L "Of the POS'tI0! (7_"i/"i_"i I().()

.., r ,1111'0 control C'[ the m itch t"1 ")
" '\ot JU1c .li1)thing srllv tt,· Ii') 1") q)
- ~Vi l' )Ill 11\ .Ii, l~ \\t .Ji \ - -: 1-1/15 ..0/
G. Didn't do much wrong (4-6i.+-5!O-i5)
8. Did everything right (5-712-0)
8. Started doing things right (5-7/3-0)
g. Die! a lot wrong JII that game (5-7/3-2)
8. Did the right thing there (5-7/~-3nO-15)
8. Started doing the right thing (5-7/4-3130-15)
8. No real major faults (5-7/5-5)

"l Let him donunatc ()-.tn-~)

'i Cave it ;mm there (,--+,-+--+/10-1'i)
6. Couldn't have done any more (-I--6/2-2/-W--I-O)
6 Couldn 't have done anything (.+-612-2/-+0-A)
6. Couldn't have done anything (4-612-2/-1-0-A)
6. It wasn't in my hands (4-6/4-4/A--W)
6. Couldn't do much (.t-6/~-5/30--W)
8. Didn't take charge of match (5-711-0)
8. Didn't get on to him (5-7/1-0)
8. Felt he was getting away (5-7/3-0/.+0-40)

5. Things not going right (6--I-f)-3/0-0)
5 Vvasnt dome the nght thing (o--n
8. Went for the wrong shot (5-7/0-0/0-IS)
8. Didn't do the right thing (5-7/1-0)
8. Wasn't doing the right thing (5-7/5-6/0-30)

7 Making some errors (7-512-l/,)-'1)
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Self control

Perceived lack of control

Acknowledgement of technical problems

Recognition of errors

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

lhousht ball \\",> lit (()_·t/l-O/4()-WI
"i Pl.n cd ') risk \ ~11l11(()-412-~/()-1 );

<; \\ '1.., lOt' sensible on shot ((1- V2 -2 !()- 1(1)

"i Shouldn t hav _ done. I)'lt "hot ((1-4' 1_ ..,In ,n I
~ R· ]l'lO ....,11\ here (tl_lr)_')/()_,O)

.:; Ioo h~Sl!.I'11 (() .J./2-2'0-l(l)
" CJ\)1 ,I b.t ..htpp, ( J -I-,' ~ ~)

\\d:"i1 l,didW; ill~ ,-li(lliC~'" «(. ':'j
I BIt(It;Cp(7-~/o-211S-u)

01 tal lilt' onpornuuues ( -"/4-) I

6. Handed him a nice ball (4-6/2-3/0-15)
6. Playing too safely (4-6/4-4f'7-?)
x. Worrv caused wrong shot selection (5-7/0-0/0-15)
8. Just slacked off a bit (5-7/3-0/40-30)
R Should have come in (5-711-0/-I-O-A)
8. Just not hitting the ball (5-7/3-2/30-40)
8. Not serve-volleying at alI (5-7/3-3/30--10)
8. Missing a lot off the ground (5-7/5-5/0-40)
8. Trying for too much (S-7/5-S/0--W)
8. I was slow hitting (5-7/5-6/0-30)
8. Didn't keep my eye on the ball (5-7/5-6/U-3U)
8. Been trying to force shots t5-7)
8. Not luttmg the ball going forward (5-7)

'"7. He's makmg errors (7-5n--I-fI5-~O)

:; Trying to get game over (6-·+"2-~'0-0)

is Takmg my tune (6-4/2-2/A-40)

5. Getting more chances (6-4/-1---1-)
6. Hadn't wasted any chances (-I--6/2-2!-1-0-A)
6. Had chances in all games (4-6)

5 Didn '\ take chances (6--I-il 2)
6. Wasted chance 011 his game (4-6/4-4/0-15)
8. Missed few opportunities at start of game (5-7/5-5)
8. Lost an opportunity there (5-7/5-6/0-30)
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Tactical and technical errors

Opponents errors

Rushing play

Taking time over play

Perceived opportunities

Wasted opportunities

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

.:, r lunk Inu back to last g,\lllC «J--1-f)-))
"\ I'houoht about firs: pomt «(J--1-1 ~- ,nO--fO I

:; ~ trlicr ooints In Ibl-Ln 'illll (f 1_ -1-0 Ul)
() Thought abont what r did wrong (-1--ojr -2)
S Still thinking about the last gamc (5-7!3-2/0-0)
8. Thinking about last point (5-7!3-2/30-~O)
8. Thinking about the past games (5-7/3-3/30--1-0)
8. Didn't focus ahead (5-7/3-3/30--Hl)
8. Knew shouldn't think about the past (5-713-3/30-40)
8. Thinking about last game's problems (5-7i4-3/40-15)
8. Thought back to 15--W (5-7/-1--3/..J.0-A)
S. Lost game due (0 tlunkmg back to \5--1-0 (5-7/4-4)
8. Thinking about how well I played before (5-7/5-0)
8. Thinking about lost opportunities (5-7/5-6)
8. Not thinking about the wa~ forward (5-7/5-6)
8. Just thinking of the past (5-7/5-6)

"i Tlunking about a good SI'lfI «J-4/0-0/0-()
'\ llunkmg point b\ pomt (6-4!2-2(J-'»
.5 Blocked outlast pOIIII (6-·lf4--VlO-l ')
7 Trvmo 10 uet next point (7-')i'-4!1"i-4m
7 Tr- ing 10 gel next 1\\0 pouus (7-.5i3-4/O-())
7 Tlunling one pouu at ,I tUBC (7 ::.n 1/15 1()

7 Faking one point at a time (7-5:6-:'!!l-O)
7. Wouldn't tlnnk of last game (7-';,'-l--5j
7 Tlunxina about first pOIlU (' -5/\-4)
6. Thought about next point (4-6/1-2/0-0)
6. Thinking one point at a time (4--6/2-2/..J.0-A)
6. Not thinking about last game (4-6/-+-5)
6. Looking to get next point (4-6/4--5/0-15)
8. Only needed to win this one point (5-7/3-0140-30)
8. Thinking about getting next point (5-7/3-1/30--1-0)
8_Didn't think I had the set yet (5-7/5-4-)

5 I lunking about being ahead (6-..J./5-·l)
7 Couccntratins on first sct (7-)/6-510-0)
6. Thinking it should be 15-0 (4-6/..J.-4/0-15)
8. Thought about reaching quarters (5-7/0-0)
8_Knew hadn't won anything yet (5-7/3-0)
8. Knew there was a long way to go yet (5-7/3-0)
8. Felt I'd already got the break (5-7/3-0!..J.O-15)
8. Thought set was pretty much mine (5-7/3-0/40-15)
8. Thought game could be mille (5-7/3-2/30-15)
8. Thought it could be 15--W (5-7/3-2/30-30)
~. Thinking about being 5-3 up (5-7/4-31-+0-15)
s. Felt set had gone (5-7/5-6/0-40»
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Past performance cognitons

Present performance cognitions

Future perfonnance cognitions

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6. Didn't switch mind off completely (-1--6/1-2)
6. Brieflv thought of match (-1--6/1-2)
6. Didn't think about score much (-1--6/3--1-/0-0)
R. Mind was focused on match again (5-7 /5--1-)

"ot tluukmg ruucl bd\\COI pornts ( '-'Ilk'! " D)
.., DOll I 11111 IllII h ,\ eh.m .c .)1 lIlQ<; e ~()-,)
8. Just not thinking at moment (5-7/3-2/30--1.0)
8. Going into a daze (5-7/3-2130--1-0)
8 Not thinking at all (')-7/1-1/10--1-0)
8 Going info a daze (5-7/3-Vl0--I.O)
8. Wasn't thinking about tennis (5-7/5-6/0-30)

8. Thought about score instead of job at hand (S-7!4-3/-I-O-A)
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Match focus

Lack of match focus

Task irrelevant thoughts

First Set Technical Cognitions Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

r c t ove r uie moon (f, ~', II)

~ I clt '~n hupp' «)-t,'l-odO-J'i:
, f eu rlnvlu (()-l/2 I,) )
'i "!II fcehnu ok 1\ (,-l l-·l ~(l-I,,)
"' fp', h.ip-» t{-,-l)

" \T .....~ ph" l..\!U (, _-+)

" O, r tl, ne L·l,' ,(, +1

7 r t;\"'!lil,~ Okd)' ('7-5/0- ~I I':;- ~{}j

- xul: Il'dlll!, ok: \ (7- ~/\I-. )

7. h"ciInggood now (7-5/()-,/ \-.j.(j)

I ~d[ !'uod (7-Y}-'1

7 Felt fine 0-5n- ~)
1 ,'tlll (I.;cltng .ll".,dll (I )!.)--I)

7 I 1\1 Ieclinu fine (7-5n-4l
7 Fcelrnv r lll~ h"DD~ (7_'i/()_'i)

7 Fcchng fine (7-':;;)
6, Felt okaj at this stage (-+-6/I-I)
6. Feeling a lot better now (-1-6/1-1)
6, Felt good (-1-6/2-2/30-0)
G. Feeling better t-t-6/2-2/·t(l--IO)
6 I'm quite happy (-I-6/2-2/-IO-A)
6. 15-15 is cool (-1-6/3-3/15-15)
6, Feeling quue happy (-1-6/3--1/30-30)
8. Felt a bit better now (5-7/0-0/15-15)
8. Fairly pleased with everything (5-7/2-0)
8. Felt very pleased (5-7/3-0)
8, Felt I was Ilying (5-7/3-0/30-15)
8. Fell pretty pleased (5-7/5--1)
8. Felt 1was flying (5-7/5--1)

- Felt relic' cd «(j--I/1-2)
7 Felt relieved (7-::'/()-l/-IO--IO)
- Felt relieved (1-"i/I-~)

6. Relieved got game (-1-6/-1-4)
8. Fell relieved to hold onto game (5-7/-l-3)

7 Thought he'd be feeling good (7-5/()-O!J ';-0)
hink he's feeling alright (7-5n-3)

'\ Not oyer the moon (6-~/J-3)
7. Not feeling great (7-5/0-I/l5--l0)
7. Things starting to snowball (7-5/0-2)
7. Feelmg a i de 1I0n1. Lit ;/O-1/?-'J)
R. Felt really gutted (5-711-2)
R. Felt quite negative (5-7/5-5/0--l0)
8. Felt gutted (5-7/5-510--l0)
8. Felt gutted (5-7/5-6)
8. Pretty much gutted really (5-7/5-6)

8. Anger disrupted game plan (5-7/5-6/0-30)

Positive emotional response

Relief with self

Relief with play

Perceived opponents positive emotions

Negative emotional response

Anger effects on play

First Set Emotional Response
385



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6. Felt annoyed (4-6)
8. Fclt pretty annoyed (5-7/3-1/0-0)
8. Felt yen annoyed (5-7/3-1)
R Just felt annoyed with <:;elf(5-7/'i-()jO-iO)
R Felt ang~ with self (,-7)

6. Annoyed he hit a good shot (-1-6/-1-5/0-15)
R. Felt annoyed whilst serving (5-7/1-110-0)
R Annoyed r lost the opportunity (5-711-')

8. Annoyance disrupted game plan (5-7/5-6/0-30)

7. Felt a bit frustrated (7-SIO-I/J5--IO)
'7 Bit frustrated then (7-51-1-.")
6. Felt a bit frustrated (-l-6/-1-5)
6. Frustrated (-1-6)

7 Frustrated couldn't do 'l11\tI1lI1g (7 Si() ..,")_'1)
6. Frustrated hc hit an ace (.:j.-6/-1-4/-10-A)
8. Frustrated at losing point (5-7/3-1/0-15)

17 Hc'sfrustrated<7-SI1-31

7. Got really down on myself (7-5/0-3)

5. Still disappointed (6-·V2-2)
5. Felt disappointed (6-4/2-2/40-40)
7 Bit disappomtcd 0-5,'4-5)
6. Disappointed there (-1-6/4--1/0-15)
6. Felt disappointed (4-6)
8. Felt disappointed (5-7/3-2)
8. Very disappointed (5-7/3-2/30--10)

7 Disappointed at losing opportunitv (7-5/4- 1/-W-l0)
7 Disappointed to lose game (7-5n--1)
6 Disappointed to have lost point (4-6/2-3/0-15)
6. Disappointed didn't make volley (-1-613--1/40-40)
6. Disappointed didn't make it (-I-6/3--U40-A)
8. Disappointed losing first point (5-7/0-0/0-15)
8. Disappointed lost break (5-7/3-2/30-40)

R Disappointment irradiated game plan (5-7/1-3/10--l0)
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Annoyed with self

Annoyed with play

Annoyance effects on play

Frustration with self

Frustration with play

Opponents perceived frustration

Depression with self

Disappointed with self

Disappointment with play

Disappointment effects on play

First Set Emotional Response Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

- Momentum back "Ill, Ih~ (- 'it I .,)
- ~ 1011 I tu.n wnh ru; C"'- 'i- 1()_O)

8. Momentum was with me (5-7/3-0)

- vlomc.uum avcragcd out "g..lIl1 ()--il-i-l)
Momentum :s prcrn even ( 1 "oh 'i)

Momeruums probably wuh him (6--t1'-,/f)-] 'i

7 vlomeutum dcfimtclv wuh luu. (7_",i()_,

dL s 0 I Iro (-. I 'I

R Thought he had a bit of momentum (5-7/1-3)
8. Momentum's shifted to him now (5-7/5-6/0-l5)

R. Felt game up and down (5-7/4- V10-15)

.5 BIg point here (6--iI-i-)/A-40)
7 Fi"SI point quite uuportaut (7 "l/O-JlJ "'-0)
6. Big point deuce 4-3 (4-6/3-4/40-40)
6. Key point (..J-6/3--+/-+0-A)
6 4-5. 10-]0 missed two first serve
6 Key point (4-6/4-'+/..JO-A)
8. Lost point changed the match (5-7/3-0/40-15)

"i Turned out to be a big game (6-4/2-:?!'U)
5. Key game. (6-4/5-4)
6. 4-..J is a big game (4-6/4--+)
6 Important game in the match (4-0/4-5)
6. Important to break here (4-6/-+-'+)
6. Key game (4-6)
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Momentum with self

Momentum leveled

Momentum with opponent

Shifts in momentum

Key points

Key games

First Set Perceptions of Momentum



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

.:; (JOt ncn ous {() 1I + ·4 q ')

7. 1'1 cd to h.l\cdoIlPts,--(/(-()! }-')
6. Worrying a little bit (-l-6fj-·V·)-')
6. Got a bit anxious (4-6/4-5)

- Concerned might lose lead ()-4!4-4/'l-')
5 \legal I\t.. on second serv e «l--V I-I' !o-l 'i)
.., l celina nervous Oil returns (7-6/l-1/40-4(l\
.., Nervous 1110111 holdinp (7-()/'-4/·W--W)

6. Nerves affecting first serves (4-6/..J.-5/0-30)

-r \101 too Homed (7-MI-J/A.-4f))
1\Iotconcerned (7 -6/2-211 'i--1-U)

- Drdn t hm e am doubts 0-6/()-6/O-')

6. Not worried about score (4-6/2-3)
6. Not worried about first serves (-1--6/l-·U?-')
6. Not worried about last point (4-6/4--1-/40-..J.0)

7. He's fcch ig c bit nervous ("'-6/ I-I .W-.JO)
6. He's getting anxious (4-6/4-4/40-40)
8. He'd be nervous now (6-711-1)

17. Put doubt in his nund (7-6/2-2)

5. Put pressure on sell (6--1-/.J--1-/,U)
7. Pressure is on (7-611-4/..J.O--1-0)
7. More pressure on me (7-6/-1--5/-W-15)
7 Pressure's on 11K. (7-6/( -6/2-5)
o. Under a bit of pressure (-1--6/2-1)
6. Pressure's (111on me (4-0/4-5)
6. Been under a lot of pressure (4-6/4-5/0-30)
6. Bit more pressure (4-6/4-5/40-A)
8. Felt pressure was on JUe (6-7/1-1140--1-0)
8. Noticing pressure on me (G-7/5-5f?-?)
8. Feeling the pressure's on me (6-7/6-6/5-4)

7 Not feehng any more pressure (7-6/5-6)

6. Pressure on me to hold (4-6/3-4)
6. Putting pressure on this point (4-6/-+-4/ A-40)
6. Pressure's on to hold (-1--6/4-5)
R Pressure to stay in match (6-7/6-0/5-0)

8. He's putting more pressure on me (6-7/5-5/?-?)
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Debilitative cognitive anxiety

Negative cognitions on play

Negative effects on play

Lack of cognitive anxiety

Lack of concerns about play

Opponents perceived cognitive anxiety

Opponent induced cognitive anxiety

Perceived pressure on self

Control on pressure levels

Perceived pressure on play

Opponents exerted pressure

Second Set Cognitive Anxiety



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

8, Pressure was back on him (6-7/1-1)
8, Pressure was 011 him to hold (6-7/6-5)
8, He was under pressure (6-7/6-5/15-15)

'i uu.i.; IJ~. \'(, ou ilLl1 () + '2 I ( ),
6, Hoped to make him uncomfortable (-l-612-3/30-0)
6, Want to put pressure on him (-l-6/3-4)
6 Want him to he under pressure (.J.-()/-l--l)
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Perceived pressure on opponent

Pressure exerted on opponent

Second Set Cognitive Anxiety Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

~ "cit too relaxed ((J-l 1-., ;(}-15)
., SI I" ') AI (,_. - ~( I 'i)

6, Relaxed bit too much (4-6/2-3130-15)
R Felt too relaxed (<i-7/o-6/5-0)

6. Heart beating faster (4-6/4-5/0-0)
6. Sweating more on hands (4-6/4-5/0-0)

- Arm stance to tense up «"-4/-1--4"'-!)
') "'larllng 10 teel urcd (6--1-,4--1-,'-' )
6, Tense on first serve (4-6/3--1-/0-30)
6. Tension in first serves (4-6/3A/?-?)

6. Tensed up under pressure (4-6/3-4/0-30)

'i. 1~c1tmore relaxed (6-4/4-4iA-40)
7. More relaxed (7 -(J/O-{)/,)-'))
7 Fcclmg fine 10\\ (/-()/2-2, 15-40)
6 Relaxing a little bit (4-612-2/15-40)
6. Relaxed a bit (4-6/3--U40-30)

6. Felt pretr, loose (4-6/4-41 A-40)
8. Tension in arm had gone (6-7/2-2)

5 hIt nice and relaxed «J--1-/0-()/()-O)
8. Felt fairly relaxed (6-7/5-4)
8. Felt relaxed (6-7/6-6/5-0)

7 Point helped me relax (7-6/5-6/15-0)

16, He got tight in game (-l-6/4-5)

Over relaxed

Debilitative somatic anxiety

Negative physical symptoms

Pressure effects on somatic anxiety

Reduction in somatic anxiety

Positive physical symptoms

Lack of somatic anxiety

Play effects on somatic anxiety

Opponents perceived somatic anxiety

Second Set Somatic Anxiety
390



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

-u oyer couhdent (() -til In!) I~)

" Got too cockv «()_.j.,1 \- V~!)-l 'i
.:; b ).1 ') 11 III there, (() 4J-l-lnO-1 '" I
8. Felt too confident (6-7/6-6/5-0)

""I Confidence \ cl) hWh «(,-41 I-Oil "-0)
" \ .....n luuh confidence (() -L! -I/~O-O}
" 'lull got a lot of confidence «) 4/" 2)
'i Cnnfrdcru., SIIlI liP (6-·~/~-,)
-r "( Iidence \ Ill' h 17-('/0-(

8. Confidence was high (6-716-6/5-0)
8. Confidence was fairly high (6-7/5-4)

'i C on Ide III (6-..J.;">_.+/ \ -..J.(»)
6. Confidence still there (4-6/1-2)
8. Confidence is right there (6-712-])

:'I Confidence staved same (()-..J./l-l)
7 Confidence not affected (7-6/..J.-:-')
6. Confidence still the same (4-6/0-l/ A -40)
(j Confidence 110t changed much (..J.-6/..J.-4/..J.O-A)
8. Confidence wasn't dented (6-7/5-4/0-30)

5. Confidence back lip (6- ..1/1-0)
5. Confidence going up (6-412-2/\0-0)
'i Confidence increased (6-4/..).-·-1/')-'»)
7 Confidence has gone lip (7-61l-0/l0- ""lO)
7 Confidence was building (7-6/1-..J./A-·W)
7 Got bit J iore confidence (7 -I)! 1- li
6. Feeling more confident (4-6/0-1/ A-40)
G. Feeling bit more confident (4-6/2-3/30-0)
6. Fed off confidence (..J.-6/3-4/..J.0-30)
8. Confidence went up (6-7/1-1)
8. Got more confident (6-7/6-5/15-15)
8. Confidence went up a bit (6-7/6-6/1-0)

'; Confidence dropping (6-..J./4--l1'!-?)
5. Confidence \\ andcring (6-4/--l---l/,L'7)
6. Confidence went down through set (,,),-6)
8. Confidence has gone down a bit (6-7/0-1)

5 Confident III m~ game (6-4/4-4)
6. Confident I could hold (4-6/0-1 )
6. Going to keep holding (..J.-6/3-4)
R. Confident got through that game (6-7/5-4)
8. Felt pretty confident into shot (6-7/5-5/?-?)

Over confidence

High levels of confidence

Confidence levels

Maintenance of confidence

Increase in confidence levels

Decrease in confidence levels

Confidence with play

Second Set Confidence
391



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Love 1';]1lI(' i avc me: confidence (~-()(,)-2,
-: PC-Jl1t !!:I\ e confidence c boost ('"'-h, 1-,~/.fO-411)
~ (,ot contidencc trom serve (7-6(\-+/A-H'J
~ ()I infidcnce Iror-i DC 1~1 ( -(,('i-Ill h (I)

(, Got confidence from winner (4-6/o-1/A-40)
8, Got confidence from game (6-7/5--1-)

') Thouaht could break ever, (line (lJ-.l!:-O)
"i. I'm all over rlus gm (IJ--+/-+--+)
7 Still had I chance for the set (7-()/6-()/(I-~ I

7 (,01 ') chance to \\,111 pouu ,7-(,,(,-OIJ "I

7 I'hcrvs sull 'I chance ,7_(,/f, f,i1. "}

7 h lug!'l "',C ' 11 ']'1 r~l)cl (7 -6/t\ {),I=, '}

6, Still got chance in match (-+-6/1-1)
G. Can still switch match round (4-611-2)
6. K110\\ 1 can stay with him (-+-6/4-5/0-30)
6, Never thought I' diose (4-6/4-5/0-30)
8, Believed could win game (6-7/0-1/-J.O-30)

18. Thought had lost match (6-7/0-])

6, He was confident on service games (-1--6/1-110-15)

16. He's knocked my confidence (4-6/1-1)
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Confidence gained from play

Confidence in play

Lack of confidence in wining

Opponents perceived confidence in play

Opponents effect on confidence levels

Second Set Confidence Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

~ In 10 be posiuv , ,(,--t/2-1! <0-0)
7 r II ,c: I( II , Pi ISlll\'l ( .( ")

o. Took positives out of last set (-l-h/O-l)
() Used negatives in a positive way (-1--(}/O-lno-·W)
6. Keeping 11l} self upbeat (-1--o/l-1!?-?)
6. Thinkmg more positively (-1--6/-1--4/..J.0-40)
6. Got rid of negative thoughts (-1--6/-+--1-/-+0--1-0)
8. Tried to sec positive side (6-7/0-1)

" Haru; on «)--1-/l-\l)
:; Go for u' (6-·U-l--l W-Ol

St'l' \,1Ih It f ; -(,I -+ ·V".'))

7 (f1111C on f -h.'( (,/~-~)

6. Turn things round (-1--6/0-0/0-0)
6. Only start of set (4-6/0-1)
6. Du everything you call (-1--6/0-1115-15)
6. Hang in there (-t-6/0-lI?-?)
6. Be solid (4-6/0-lf311-40)
6. Give yourself a chance (-+-6/0-1/A--1-U)
6. Good start 10 sci (4-6/1-1)
6. It'sjust one game (4-6/1-2)
6. Slay with him (4-6/2-3/0-0)
6. That was good (-t-6/3-3)
6. Come on, this one (4-6/3-4/30-30)
6. Keep going (4-6/4-411 5-30)
6 This is it f (4-6/4--J./40-30)
6. Hang in there (-I--6/4--V-l-0--l-O)
6. Do your best (-l--6/-J.-4/A--l-0)
8. Don't have anything to lose (6-7/0-1)

8. Tried to keep Ill)self ill it (6-7/0-1)
8. DJ and win (6-7/1-i)
~. Told self would be fine (6-7/2-2)
8. Told self to stick in at 3-3 (6-7/3-3)
8. Important to start trying now (6-7/-1--4)

6. Can't get down on self (4-6/1-2/0-15)
6. Tried not to gel down (4-6/4-510-15)

6. Harder to stay positive (-1--6/4-5/0-15)

5 Damn (6-4/1-1/")0-15)
5. Slut. back to deuce (6--1-/5-4/40-40)
5. You're going to lose (6-4/4-4/'7-7)
-;. Don't do anvthinz sillv (6--1-11-1/0-0)
6 Don't be sloppy (4-6/0-lIA--1-0)
6 Don't do anything sloppy (4-6/4-4/40-10)
6. Don't get sloppy (-J.-6/0-I/A-4)
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Use of positive self-talk

Positive affmnations

Encouragement

Positive self-talk concerns

Negative affmnations

Second Set Coping Strategies



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

". Could he. 111 troub,e C ('1 ~~()HI)
"1 ,,~!'<; ,;IIPPI'1£' '1\1'1\ (~-( 1(J-{l,'O-"l

6. Don't let him run away with it (-l-6/0-0/0-0)
6 Don', throw aw;)! chance (-l-MO-I/A--lO)
6 Be careful (-l-6/2-3130-l5)

8. Told myself to be aggressive (6-7f.+--l1A-+O)
R Wanted to be aggressive (6-7/5--l/l5-+0)
8. Told self '0 be aggressive (6-7/6-5)
8. Told self to be aggressive (6-7/6-5/0-15)
R Trying to be aggressive (6-7/6-5tW-30)

8. Tried to usc anger positively (6-7/6-6)

1,-, me \\ '11 ao p mt (()--ll+-+I A-40)
6. Need to get luckv (-l-6/1-2)
6. Hoped he 'd make errors (4-6/2-2115-40)
6 He could pl:l! a bad g;II11C (-+-611-1/0-0)
6. He might make errors (+-6/+-5)

"i 1 rv IIlg to think a!'aID «)-41"i-+/O-O)
., -01l1e. 11 'h m: about it ("-( l--t, 1-4{))
8. Tried to keep my mind going (6-7/0-1)

Held 111' self III check (7-6/-1,--1,)
7. Should be focused 110\\ (7-6/5-6nO-10)
7 Conccntr Ilion is up I cl down (7-bf"i-bIlO-,O)
6. Told self to concentrate harder (.+-6/0-1/30--l0)
6. Trying to focus more (+-6/0-1130-+0)
6. Stay alert (-J.-6/l-1/?-?)
G, Concentration slipped (-l-6/2-3/30-15)
6, Focused (..j.-6/4~4/A--lO)

6 Kept concentration going (4-6/l-1I?-')

6. Trying to loosen up (4-61+--l1A-40)
6. Jogging around a bit (-l-6/-l--UA-40)

.., Calmed myself down (6--l/0-0)
". Breathed to calm down (6-4/0-0)
.., Calmed myself down (G-.J./-l-4/A--l()

5. Take your tune (6-4/4-41 A-40l
7. Tried to compose mvscl I'C' .( i()-(l/O~,)
8. Tried to stead} self(6-7/2-2)
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Warning cognitions

Positive use of aggression

Positive use of anger

Hopeful cognitions

Match focus self-talk

Concentration cognitions

Maintenance of concentration

Use of physical relaxation

Positive use of relaxation

Positive use of composure

Second Set Coping Strategies Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

F'l:rg.<;C aearn ((J-..j. -I- -v \--1-(,)
Pumped mvsclf up (7-(,,''' ~';\-~ \ Use of positive energy

6. Imaged serve Iirst (4-6/()-1I.t()-.tO) Use of imagery

Second Set Coping Strategies Cont.
395



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

\1 ,11\'-l'1\11I, "cn'"(t'.~, v.i ]:

fkJd serve \Ie]] (~-()fl-j)

7 Sen icc uames PO!),' \\ c 11 (7 -<>n -1)
7 h'chll<J O"d~ 011 "LlTC ( 1 (1.'4 'i/O ();
, Pl,I~..:dan 'let 7-6':)-{';~( --H))

6. Know I'm serving well (.+-6/0-1)
6. Two good serves (·t-(,!3-·tIl(1-30)
6. Positive on sene (.f-6/3--V.fO-30)
G. Played a good serve ~4-6/4-5/?-?)
8. Made first serve (6-7/2-1)
8. Got the first serves in (6-7/3-2)
8. Serving bu better (6-7/4-3)

'i vlissmg a re\\ scrv cs «()-4l+-V)-")
7 Needed II ore first serves (7-6/1-0/0-1 'i)

6. Stmggling with serve (4-6/1-1)
6 Need to 111(1kc tirst serves (4-6/)-4)
6. Not as Irec with first serves (4-6/3-4/0-30)
6. Missed first serves (4-613-4/0-30)
6. Losing points on second serve (4-613-4/0-30)
6. First serves not going in (4-6/4-5/':>-':»
6. Second serves not good (4-6/4-5/0-30)
6. Pressure affected serve (4-6/+-5/0-30)
6. Not making first serves (4-6/-+-5/0-30)
8. Serve not going right (6-7/2-2/15-0)

6, Missed first serves when tight (4-6)

7 Negative wln lst sen ing (7-6/1-1140-40)

8. Little confidence in my serve (6-7/4-4/,P)

'i I ocuscd on sene (6-4/1-1/0-0)
5, Gel up 10 first sene (G-4N-4/?-?)
5. Get first sene m (6-..J./-1--4/'?-?)
5. Make first serve (6-4/4-4/A-40)
7 Concentrated on .:;cnice game (7 -()f 1-0/0-0)
6. Thinking where to serve (<1--6/0-1/40-<1-0)
6. Trying to get serves in (-1--6/0-1/40-40)
6. Trying to keep serves in (4-6/1-2/0-30)
8. Thinking about sene (6-7/5-51?-?)

I Important 10 hold serve (7-61l-.J./O-O)
7 Need 10 hold serve (7-6.'0-(;/0-5)
6. Told self to hold serve (-+-6/2-3)
6. Wanted to hold serve (4-6/3-3/?-?)
(). Have to hold serve (4-6/1-4/'1_'7)
6. Need to hold (4-6/4-5)

Positive perceptions of serve

Negative perceptions of serve

Somatic anxiety effects on serve

Cognitive anxiety with serve

Lack of confidence with serve

Serve cognitions

Holding serve cognitions

6. Thinking loo much about serve (.f-6/3-4/?-?) Over analysis of serve
Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

" He plavcd all ,Ke (1l-4/1-0/"' '\
" He plnvcd two b.g serves «(1--1-1.f-4)
., He pl"",.d a vood ""ne (1-{if1 I, '\ W)

Lh_. 1.1 ng l!( od "l n c'> (7 -()I lA)
() He's serving well (.f-(i/'1-1)
() He's got Cl big sene (4-611-3)
6. He's serving well (4-614-4)
6 He played a good serve (4-6ri- ..VlO-A)

He S IIlISSlng serves (7-6/4 4/40-4L)

I'n mg to t kc 011 <,1 rvc ( ()'( -(l '(l-'J)
6. Trying to get on his serve (4-6/3-3)
8. First chance on his serve for a while (6-7/4-4)

8. He's taking on second serve (6-7/5-5/?-?)

8. Double fault made me feel better (6-7/6-5/15-15)

.. I rvmg to get a break (6-4/4-V()-())
5 Trv and break him next time (6--l14-4)
"i Want to break here (6-4/4-3/0-0)
7 Wanted to break him (7-61O-()!O-O)
7 Trymg to break hun (7-6/1-1/0-0)
7 Concentrated on breaking (7-611-110-0)
., Tn. ing to gel '1break (7_(>/1 ,-610-")
6, Be good to break (4-6/0-0/0-0)
6. Trying to get a break (-l-6/0-0/0-0)
6. Trying to break him (4-6/l-l/0-0)
6. Not been broken yet (4-6/1-2)
6. Know I could break him {4-6/1-2)
6. Wanted the break (4-6/3-3/?-,!)
8. Wanted to hold a break (6-7/4-4)
8. Thinking about breaking (6-7/5-4)
8. Felt I could break him (6-7/6-5)

5 Got chances to break (6-412 -1/0-0)
7 Opportunity to break (7-(,/1-1/30-0)

.., Lost opportunity to break (7-61l-1/4()-~O)
7. MIssed opportunir, to break (7-6/1-5)

7 Can break here 0-6/l-l/ ..W-15)
7 Should be able to break (7 ..6/ I-I 140-40)
6. Determined to break (4-6/4-4)
6. Feel I can break him (4-0/~-4/4()-4(»)
8. Had a chance to break (6-7/4-3/40--1-0)
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Opponents perceived positive serve

Opponents perceived negative serve

Cognitions on opponents serve

Opponents success with serve

Opponents double fault

Breaking cogntions

Perceived chances to break

Wasted opportunities in breaking

Confidence in breaking

Second Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Cl. Didn't have to break here (-+-Ml-O/O-30)
6. Didn't have to break here (4-6/4-4)

6. Not broken III seven games (4-6/1-2)

(). Felt J could hold (4-6/0-1)
6. Held really comfortably (-+-6/3-3)

!) ( ) ~ _ I( _())

6. Out of match Ifdon't hold (-+-6/4-5)

Didn I ex .ct 1111 J C I old ( ',II 11/0· I \
8. He's got to go out and hold (6-7/6-5)

6. He's holding comfortably (-+-6/2-3)
6. He's holding very well (4-6/3-3)

., PI ycd I! ood ruu n l'( ,r )
6. Played a good return (4-6/4-4/-l0-40)

6. He s returning well (-1--6/0-1/15-15)
6. He's" hacking his returns (4-6/0-11-+0--+0)
6. He's returning well (-1--6/1-1)
6. He's whacking returns (-+-6/3-4/?-?)
6 Hc's returning well (4-6/4-4)
6. He played a good return (..j.-6/-+-5/4()--+()

16. He didn't return well (4-6/-+-4/-+0-40)

6. Threatened by his returns (-+-6/3-4)

6. Bad volley (4-6/2-3/30-15)
6. Should have made volley (4-6/4-5/0-15)
6. Should have made volley (-+-6/-+-5/-+0--+0)

6. He played a good volley (-+-6/1-2/0-15)

I 7 10YIIIg 111) teet well (7-6/5-5)

"I l-eer 1101 working so well «>-4/-+-4ti-,?)
5. Gel feel working (6--+/4--V"_'l)
5. Get vour feet movit t.; «( -V-+--+IA-40)
8. Wasn't moving my [eel (6-7/2-1/0--+0)

Lack of concerns over breaking

Concerns over breaking

Confidence in holding serve

Holding serve cognitions

Opponents holding ability

Opponents positive state

Positive perception on return

Positive perceptions of opponents return

Negative perceptions of opponents return

Negative return cognitions

Negative perceptions of volley

Positive perceptions of opponents volley

Positive perceptions of footwork

Negative perceptions of footwork

Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

1 rylI\', for three I>)L1t~ )--1-/1-11 \(1-(')

'1 T f! 1 t( f!ct I c r.u "'-«(d )
6>Trying to get point (-1--6/-+--+/-+0--+0)

Cot cl Ilfl from pouu (7-1)/ I-l/-W--+O)

1.)1. luck, on pomt (()·-1-11-211 "'-()

~ Good point ((> ~/ I ·0/ I ~-()
:'i Good point (()-·V-I-_'+/,!_'I)
7 (load pouu (7-(J/1--+i-+O-'+O)
7 Plaved a ,er~ good point (7-6!'--l-/~()-W!
7 Plaved pr('lt~ 2,000 Doin! ( 7_()/,_.jJ A-WI
/ Plavcd \\\0 ~oLJdpoints ~-'-t, '-fl:\--J.m

-, > Plavcd couple of uood points (7 6f.-1- 5)
7 Plaved d good point (7-6/5-(,/15-0)
7 Good poiut (7-()/ )-()/ ,O-J1)
7>Plaved :1 aood pOIl1! ( -()/(j-{)15-,\)
6. Good point (4--6/0-1115-15)
6. Played three good points (-1--611-214-0-30)
6. Played a good point (4-6/2-2)
6. Played some good points (4-6/3-3)
6 Played a good point (4-6/4-'+/40-40)

~. N ICC point (6--+, I-I 1"-0)
5 Pleased with pomts (6-'+/1-1 nO-Oj
5 Rcallx pleased with points (6-..J./.5-·+J10-0)
7 Very pleased WIth p0l111 (7-6/~-M..j.()-.U))
7 Pleased to hold pomt (7 -6/()-60-5)
6. Pleased to get points (-1-6/2-3/30-0)
8. Very happy with last point (6-7/6-5/..J.0-30)
8. Pleased with first point (6-7/6-6/1-0)

7. Played a bad point (7-6/1 -l/..J.O-A)
7. Lost the point (7-6/3--+/.J.O-4()
7 Not a good point (7-6/5-6/15-15)
7. Played a cheap point (7-6/5-6115-15)
7 Bad point (7-6/<;-(,/30-30)
6. Should have won point (4-6/-+-'+/-1-0-40)

.5 He played a good point (6-..J.12-1j\O-15)
7 He played some good points (7-6/1-2)
6. He played a good point (4-6/l-l/0-15)
o. He played a very good point (4-6/1-2/0-15)
6. He played good points (4-6/3-·UO-30)
6. He played too good a point (4-6/4-"lI-I-O-.W)
6. He played two good points (4-6/-+-4/-l-0-A)
8. He's pulled a few points back! (6-7/4-4/-+0A)

Point cognitions

Positive emotional response from point

Luck attributions

Positive perceptions of point

Positive emotions elicited point

Negati ve perceptions of point

Opponents positive points

Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6. Hoped I d play good shots (4-612-2115-40)
8. Pretty pleased with thai shot (6-7/0-II-Hl-30)
8. Did the right shot there (6-7/1-1/-+0--1.0)
8. Shot worked alright (G-71l-I1A--W)
R Pleased I'd got onto shot (6-7/\-"1/-+0-10)
8 Felt pleased with that shot (0-7/4-1110-10)
8. Pleased with that shot (6-7 !-l.--l./40--l0)

.:; He played a uood shot h--J./I-I)'·)-I)
-'.k pll\ n: «ood shu ( -I '1 .. \ ·W)
6. He hit a really good shot (4-610-0/0-30)
6. He's playing better shots (4-6/0-0/0-30)
6. He hit a great shot (4-611-2/0-15)
6. He played a good shot (4-6/4-5/0-15)

6. Want game under belt (.t.-6/0-IIA-40)
6. Trying to catch a sloppy game (4-6/1-1/0-0)
6. Badlv wanted to win game (4-6/4-5/0-15)
6. Need a good game (4-6/4-5/1)-15)

.:; Got a good game (6-4/1-0)

.:; Good aame (()--L'4-41 A40)
7. Plm a good game (7-611-2/0-0)
7 Pla;cd a f'.oodgamc (7-612-'))
7. Won game comfonablj (7-61:.- ")
7. Plavcd a good game (7611-")
7. Plavcd good service game (7-6/5-5)
7 Playa good game (7-()/5 ..(»
7 Played good ;,>:ame(- -\J/G-(»
6. Got back into game (-+-6/1-21-W-30)

5 Pleased to get rid of game (6-4/5-4)
8. Pleased to have held game (6-7/2-1)
8. Felt happier with that game (6-7/3-2)
R Very pleased with game (6-711-2)
8. Pretty happy with last game (6-7/4-3)
8. Pleased with that game (6-7/5-4)
8. Very pleased with that game (6-7/5-4)

7 It was a long game (7-6/4-4)
6. Felt like a long game (4-6/0-1/A-40)

., He plavcd a good game (6-4/:i-3)
8. He played a good game (6-712-2)

6. Lost last three games (4.610-0/0-30)

[ 1 He s lost 4 games (7-6/1-0)

Positive perceptions of shot

Opponents positive shots

Game cognitions

Positive perceptions of game

Positive emotions elicited game

Perceptions on game

Opponents positive game

Negative perceptions of game

Opponents negative game

Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

f eel like 1 II OIl top 0, "...t «(1--+/' l)
" F ~Jt on top ot ~(.t (()- J ~- ~ JO-J':;,

., Hunn» the h;JiI \h'II (()--+ i-; "-'
- (ll)!llg I1m\ I \\ IPI !I 'l' { _1>/]_<')

\}\ ~I~l ne J'o.., g\.Jll1c' \\.:1 (..., h'2 ...,1
- 1"111pl i m~'f k (--(, :- I, I'::;-~ I)

7 r)Ull1 tl "" l1..,ht ~11111!~" ('*1 ,)i ~. +' ..0 HI}
-; I 1l1)1d\ .u; (_,kd\ (-_('/-+_ .....1 ,_ 'I)

/ Pla'lIlL' pr, I , uood ( 1 (I/') "i)
- t clt ,~('C • ioo : ''). ~~(llll ,,-(, I

(l. Carry on the same (4-6/0-0/0-0)
6. Things going alright (4-6/0-1115-15)
6. Not doing things wrong (4-6/0-1/30-30)
6. Trving m~ best (4-6/2-2/15--l<n
6. Not done anything wrong (4-6/-l--l/40-A)
R Was doing the right things «(,-7/1-2)
6. Not playing that badly (4-6/3-3)
8. No major problems (6-7/3-3)
8_ Playing alright now (6-7/4-3)
8. Happy carne in on some shots (6-7/4-3)
~. Felt was tmung ball alright (6-7/4-3)
8. Wasn't missing too much (6-7/5-4/0-30)

Ik nlav cd well (6- PO-Of'! .))
7 I-Ie s played prCif: food (7-M4--l/)-")
., l1 's Ill. I 11111 111:' hi" rame 17-6/'::;-'::;;') 'J)

6. He' s playing well (4-6/1-1)
6. Iles done well (4-6/3-4)
6. He's playing well (4-6/-+-4)
8. He played well (6-7/2-2)
8. Tlunk he's playing well (6-714-3)

7 Raised my game (7-6/l-0/10-10)
7 Raised Ill\ game (7-6/6-(l' -i. ';)

~ H s pullmg avav a bit C« 1-2)
6. He's upped his level of plav (-l-6f.l-4)
6. He's playing better (4-6/4-4)

~ Plays going up and down (7-6/5-6/30-10)

His game's gone down (7-()/I-O/30-10)
7 HIS _gamc's aonc dO\\1l (7-6/1-1)

6_Kept to my game plan (4-6/0-1/30-30)
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Positive perceptions of play

Opponents positive play

Increase in level of play

Opponents increase in level of play

Fluctuations in level of play

Decrease in opponents level of play

Game plan adherence

Second Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

.... {Ldll<'l.d \\iI,lt I \\ rs domr \\rOII)! ()-~ ~ ~"\ Wl

6. I'm hanging on really (.+-6/2-1/0-0)
6. Been struggling (4-6/l-4)
8. His game plan was working (6-7/t-1I15- ..HI)
R. Felt nothing \\35 working (6-7/l-lIA-4())
8. Game plan wasn't working «()-7!.1-2!15..40)
g Still not plnying nght (6 ..711-3/15 ..15)

8 l lc forced 1I1e to change Ill) game plan (()..7/J ..l/o ..J5)

6. Wanted to get on track C-l-6/0-1/A-40)
6. Keep making him pla~ (4-6/2-2/15-40)
6. Wanted to make him play balls (4-6/4-4)
8. Thinking about m~ tactics (6-712-110-40)
8. I should be moving in on him (6-7/2-1 IO-·W)
R. Thinking a bit more here (6-7/4-1/')-'1)
8. Thinking about taking a chance (6-7/4-4/40-A)
8. Thinking about getting ball over the back (6-7/6-6/40-0)

- scts closer than last one (7-6/3 ....0
7 Been close 311 match (7-6/4-4/,)-'))
7 q I It ' "·6 'i

6. Getting closer to end of set (4-6/2-3)

, '\lothll1!! l could have done «()-41 I-O("-'!l
6. Played too good for me (4-6/0-0/0-30)
6. He's playing too good (4-6/0-1/30-30)
6. Cant do anvthing (4-6/1-1/?-?)
o Couldn't have done anything (4-Il/I-I/O-15)
6 Nothing! could have done (..J-6/1-21O-15)
6. Nothing I could do (-l-6/-l--l/40-.Hl)
8. lIe was dominating game (6-7/1-1/0-15)

7 Some errors there (7-611-1)
7. Plaved vcry looseO-G/I-I)
7. Played sill~ shots C7-()/4-5)
7. Made same mistake twice (7-M-l-5\
7 Sill~ error" (7- ,/..,-( I ,O-~())
8. Went for silly shots (6-7/1-110-15)
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Game plan cognitions

Opponents effects on game plan

Technical/tactical cognitions

Awareness of scoreline

Lack of percei ved control

Recognition of errors

Second Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

,," l \. ) (1 .J. ,_ ~f ,

Tacticalftechnical errors

t ook cvc offrhc ball to- '\-;'\(l '''1

6. Pushed ball too much (-l-6/2-3/30-15)
6. Bit too careful (-l-6/1-·UO-3(l)
6. Not able to get in U-0/-l-4/-l0-A)
8. Wasn 't watching the ball (6-7/0-1130-30)
8. Wasn't ill the right place (6-7/0-1liO-30)
8. Still going for too much (6-711-1/0-15)
8. Was too far behind LIte basehue ( 6-7/2-1/0-·+0)
8. DIdn'L want to chip the ball (6-7/5-4/15-40)
8. Wasn't concentrating (6-7/6-6/5-0)

16. He put II1 a few errors (4-614-5) Opponents errors

He plav cd t\\ 0 double tault s ( 7-b/ J -()
~'l L "l1tm Cl '-I'A-4')
6. He's starting to miss now (4-61-+-41-+0-40)
6. He's hitting the ball too early (-l-6/-l-4/40-40)

Opponents tactical/technical errors

~I';l he s stmgg!lIlg (7-(,/I-!/40-40) Positive state elicited from opponent

- Urgcncx to \\ '1 ',)Ill (7-6/1-4/40-40)
7 Wanted to f'illlr,h it (i-(,/-l-.;J.)

7 f'.a~)ef ro pl.l\ 17-6'S-GjO-O)
8. Rushed to get back to change over (6-7/40-15)

Urgency to complete match

5. Rushed pomt (6-4/-l-4/ ..W--W)
'" Aware I was rushing it (6-4/-l-41'?-?)
- Trv ng to get pc r-u te lUI, J I) (6-4/-J-4i"-'))
R. Trying to get 1he game over wit h (6-7/40-0)
8. Rushed it (6-7/0-01-+0-40)
8. Just rushed it (6-7/0-0/-l0-40)
8. Tried to finish the game too early (6-7/40-40)
8. Wanted to get game out of the way (6-7/40-40)

Rushing play

7 First points went quickly (7-6J6-6/0-J) Perceptions of time

5. "ook I.'IIC or crc '6-· ';_.1)
8. Deliberately taking my time (6-7/4--l/A-40)
8. Telling myself to take my time (6-7/4-41 A-40)
8. Told myself to take my time (6-7/6-5)
8. Taking my time (6-7/6-5/0-15)
8. Taking my time (6-7/6-5/30-30)

Taking time over play

Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

GOI au opporuuutx ncre «(, ~/"' -l/ ~O-(J)

'7 Good OPP0l1Ulllt\ to ,~et~~<IllleC-b/()-!))
~ Cood 1\; IlL or both ot 11"- (7 (1 1-
6 Tried not 10 waste chances (t-6/0-llIs- J 5)
6. Ready for any chances (4-6/1-1!,1-'n
6. Got a chance (-l-6/l-2/0-0)
6. Hoped I'd get :1 chance (4-6/2-3/0-0)
6. Fell I could get chances (4-6/3-3)
G. Don't throw awav chance ~4-61-+-4!l5-30)
6. Felt I had a chance (4-6/4-4/30-30)
6. Here's my chance (4-6/4-4/40-30)
6. May be only chance (4-6/4-4/40-30)

" Didn 1 get much of a chance «(, ·.H~-"\)

5. Lost a big opportumty (6-4/1-1)
:;; Another wasted chance (6-,VI-1 )
5 Should have won point (6--1./2-1nO-IS)
:;; Wasted chance (h--l/2-1/)()-iO)
7 Lost the chance of (1 lead (7-(,/1 -I)
7 l ct hl111 hack in match 17-611-!)
7. Lost a good opportumtv (7-6/!-UO
7 ILid,,;.b'lJ1ccthcfl. ~ 1 I 11)-10)

6. Had a chance (4-6/-l--l/40-40)
G.Had my chances there (4-6/4-5)

S. Knew I'd have other chances (6--l1l-1 )
" Knev I' d have other chances (6-4/2-2)
6. Still be opportunities (4-6/3-4)

S Gave hun an opportunity (6--l/I-I/30-15)

Perceived chances

Perceived lack of opportunities

Perceived wasted chances

Confidence in perceived chances

Opportunity for opponent

Second Set Technical Cognitions
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

" l'hlllt'1\ about la..,t l!'lln",," (I) + ., 1 () (J)

Reflected o.i...k (,) ('llIl~ ({'-4' l-))

~ T 1111k n( 1\)( I 1 1.1<; "dl1ll i () 1- "'-0\
~ Ph~ cd pouu :l'ld. 111 he'd (7 -(, I-II ~')- ~'l)
- \\ ,<;'1I',i \\0'1 ~"r\ iC, "al'l': (.., f I
.., Still til d.llg about I.IS!uamc ""-{ .'-»)

(Jdl II.. "'~ ..,!J 11,,\ I.. _.1,)P'..! ,"\ ,1\ \ ' ,> + H
back to p \..\ill J" point \ --I, f- -)

6. Point at back of I11lIld (-l-6/'+- ..1.f.+U-40J
g. Thinking about past points (()-7/0-1/30-30)
g. Previous game was Cl big one (6-7/2-2)
g Still relieved getting previous game (6-7/2-2)
8. Thinkmg back to what could have been (6-71-f-lj'J-'»
g. Thinking about 5-5 last time (6-7/5-5)
R. Thinking back to last year (n-7/6-5/ ..J.O-'+O)
R Didn't want to repeat last years mistake (6-7/(,-(,\
8. Thinking back to being 5-0 up (6-7/6-6/5-6)
8. Thinking about losing last set (6-7/0-0/-fO- ..J.O)
8. Shouldn't have lost last set (6-7/0-0/.+0-40)

Drdn 1 tlunk back to ,I"C ((,-.+11-0/,)-) 1

.:; DItched last pornt (6 .+12- ")f40 ''')
7 Didn't tlunk about last uame 17-61\-..J.'to-H)\
7. Irym» to st'I\ m ric-break (7-()f('-()''i-'i)

..., -nnt at ~l tune ('"1_(,;( -Of"-"')

6. Didn't look back to game (4-6/2-2)
6 Let bad shots go (..J.-6/1-3)
6. One point (It a time ('+-6/'+-4/15-30)
6. Waste of time thinking back {4-6/2-2)
g. Wasn t thinking ahead {6-7/3-3)

'i Should be 2-0 (6-'+/1-1)
5 Wanted to sene It out (6--I/-I-31O())

'i Could be '+0-0 lip «(l--I/..J.- 1(;0-1':;)
" Thinking about wiuning m-uch «('-4/"_~/~O-O)
7 Could be ~ 0 and not ~-l (7 611 I'~O-151
7 Could hd\'C SCI 'cd ror match (7-()/'+ 5)
6. Looking [omarJ. lu ne.\.l game (4-6/2-2)
6. Trying to gel to deuce ('+-6/2-2/15-40)
6. Tlunking about a tlc-brcak (-1-6/3-3)
6. Kncw had a chance 111 lie-break (4-6/3 -3 )
8, Thought I had won the game (6-7/0-0/-10-15)
8. Thinking I'd done the job (6-7/6-6/5-0)
8. Felt that I had the set (6-7/6-6/5-0)
8 Mind·s on the third set (6-7/6-6/5-0)

- Focused on match (6-'+/l-0/0-0)

..(05

Past performance cognitions

Present performance cognitions

Future performance cognitions

Match focus

Second Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

"' I bouvht ibout the <core \(, ll-t ~I ,n 1:'1)
'i Mind \\'1~ wurdcrine «()-t,'J-l l()-I';;)
'i MlIlJ went auam «()--tI-t-t-tO ~I))

'i 1\,'111.1 \\a~ snll \\,IIl(kl"l'H' (()--l +-l, ~Ij lill

!fI! !II, 1 III about the riylu tll!!1Y~ <£>-.11 ~_tl! l_.pP

6. Score at back of mind (-l-6/2-3)

-lO6

Task irrelevant cognitions

Second Set Technical Cognitions



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

felt 0\,: tl«, moon «(, l l-nJ
:; Fdt [me (I, ~ I () , 0,)

:; r cIt \ ~ rv comf IT able (1)-·1' ~-2)
- [hIll' feelto. b:~(!·-l ,- J

" Fe I '('1'11 )lll~1C' I(l-llt-t" '),
... f C~'IIPP pr,' . plc I cd (fl- ..L l-~
.., lclt vcrv , ',J(-(,('I),( II,

rU.IIill, \ ~rv i'llllJ (- (./1-0 I
- ~ol Iccu.u nnd ,--1)/2-211 ,-·tol
". r cchru; pretty l,ood (I_()I]_,)

I I 111 nne now ( -(,I {-I)
-: ..,11 II ,:11111' Ilr.",I.1 ( , III \ lJ
-; (101more c cited ('-lId- ..n
7. Not Icehus too bad (....()!-I "'I
-; J:' 'cflll" orcuv flood (7-(./h-())
6 Fell com fortablc (-I--612-1nO-f))
6. Really happy at the moment (-I--(in-3)
6. Determined (.~-6J.l--I-/A-·Hl)
8. Felt better (6-7/0-0/-1-0-0)
8. Wasil 'I really down (0-7 !()-li-l-O-10)
8 Fell much happier (6-7/l-1)
8. Feeling happier now (6-7/3-2)
8. Felt good (6-7/-1---1-)
8, Felt like I was flving a bit (6-7/-l--I-)
8. Still felt alright (6-7/5--1-/5-5)
8. Felt on a high (6-7/5--1-)
8. Felt okay (6-7/6-5)

, "I

I'" Relieved to gel gallic (7-61--1--4)

uttcd about game <6-..t I
7 Don't feel H~ uood as before: 0-(./1--1-)
7. ~ II llf (7-()!6-6/0-5)
6 Not parricularlv happy (4-O!O-O/O-10)
6 NOl happj (4-6/4-5/40--1-0)
8. Didn't have happy thoughts! (6-7/0- I)
8. Felt terrible (6-7/0-1/30-30)
8 It felt like a nightmare (6-7/1- 1115--1-0)

; He \\011'1 be feeling great (7-6/0-0/0-0)
7..He'll be fechng down (7-6/0·0/0-0)
7. He feels bad now (7-6/\-0)

8. He has to be aggressive now (6-7/6-5)

:> GOl a bit angr, (()--I-/-I--4140-40)
7 Angry with m~self(7-6/I-I/ ..W-40)
8. Anger was bubbling awav (6-7/6-5/40--1-0)
8 Felt ven angn (6-7/6-6)

Positive emotional response

Relief with play

Negative emotional response

Opponents perceived negativity

Oponnents perceived need for aggression

Anger with self

Anger at play
Second Set Emotional Response
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

Arm wcd «. til I)
6. Annoyed (4-6/.+-510-30)
8. Felt annovcd (6-7 /O-O/~O-·H))
8. Very. very annoyed «(i-7/G-5!~O-~())
~ Felt annoyed «i-7/(,-5/A-40)
8. Really annoyed (6-7/6-5/ A--1-0)

t ' ~dl" ((, ~ '2 11
6. Annoyed with point (-1--6/4-4/40-40)
8. AIUIO) ed missed 1\\ o easy shots (<>-7iO-Oi4li--W)
8. Annoyed didn't win last sene «l-7/0-0/40-15)
~. Annoyed with that shot «1-7 J.t-3/'!-?)

6. Annoyed he s playmg well (4-6/ 1-2/0-IS)
8. More annoyed with his ace (6-7/6-5/A-40)

8. Annoyance helped plav a better point (6-7/4-3/?-?)

'i tittle bit frustrated (6·4/2·')
7. Still frustrated (7-6/l-IIlO-O)
7. Frustrated ('-(l!l I/-lO-40)
7 l rustrated (7-(I,I-1/40-A)
7 1 rule bu Irust rated (7-()/4-'i)

6. Bit frustrated (4-6/0-1/30-40)
6. Bit frustrated (4-6/1-2)
G. Bit of frustration (4-611-2/0-15)
6. Frustrated (4-6/2-3/30-15)
6. Bit frustrated (4-6i ..H·i40-40)
6. Frustrated (4-6/4-5/0-30)
8. Felt frustrated (6-7/0-1)
8. Felt frustrated (6-7/5-4/15-40)

') Frustrated with pomt (6-4/1-0/';-")
5. Frustrated at point (6-·Ul-lnO-IS)
7 Frustrated with game (7-6/l-0f)0-40)
7. BIt frustrated Iosmg iruuativc (7-6/1-01'0-40)

7 He's frustraung me now (7-6/1-I/A-40)
7 He': al!c:lllf Ill' (7-6,'':; ),"L?)
6. Frustrated he's playing well (4-6/1-110-15)

5 Disappointed (6-4/4-.J/40-40)
.., Vel) disappointed (7-6/4-5)

7 Disappointed \\ ith game (7-6/2-2
7 Disappointed with point (7-6/-;-6/15-15»
6. Could have done better (~-6/4-4/~0-O)
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Annoyance with self

Annoyance with opponent

Positive use of annoyance

Frustration with self

Frustration with play

Frustration with opponent

Disappointment with self

Disappointment with play

Second Set Emotional Response Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

lin 1\ II , 1 I

8. Got quite bit more momentum (6-7/4--l)
8. Momentum rolled into next game (6-7/4--0

M(llIK'lIUIII has left me (7 (,i1-..J.;-W-·I'))
- Le'SI a btt of m01l1UltUI11 I -(,l ~-")

7 \;101 r'J 11 "1111 \\1111 hll'l (7 (,/() 0/ -"')

6. He's getti.ng on a roll (-I--(,f()-1/30- ..H))
8. He was on a winning streak (6-7/0-0)
R Felt momentum still with him (6-7/0-1)

6. Didnt want to stan lum on a roll (..j.-6JO-U)
8. Didnt think he could maintain winning streak (6-7/0-0)

"'i Momentum went back and torth «(1-4,'"'i ~)

8. Momentum back and forth (6..7)

, GOI to \\ 111 this point (6--l/..J.--lI..J.O-..J.()
6. This is a big point (4 ..6/-1--1-/A-..J.O)
6. Point could turn match round (4-6/4-..J./A-40)
(j, Big point (-1.-(,/4-4/A-40)
8. Itwas an important point (6-7/4--1-/40-40)
8. Important point (6-7/5-6/40-40)
8. Need to win this point (6-7/6-6/5-4)

5 Game IS Important «,--I-/.f--I-/'!-'!)
7. Got to hold tlns gallic (7-611--I-/-W--I-O)
7 Tlus IS a bi? gallic (7 ..6i5-6110- 10)
6. Game was important to win (-I--6/0-1/A--lO)
6. Game could turn match around (4-6/1-U
6. It's a big game (4-6/3--1-/0-30)
6.4-4 is a really big game (-1--6/4-4)
6. 5--1-is a big game (-1--6/4-5)
8. Important to get game under belt (6-7/0-0)
8. Previous game was a big one (6-7/2-2)
8. Feeling importance as set nears end (6-7/4-31-+0-.+0)
8. Quite an important game (6-7/4-4/40--+0)

Momentum with self

Loss of momentum

Momentum with opponent

Congitions on momentum

Shifts in momentum

Key point

Key game
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

,,1\ sen l~c" uatr ~ at ~. t
". rI'CI 1 I he second set
6. Break point at 2-2 first set
() At 5--1. first set on 11l~ serve
6. Break point on his serve 4-4, 30-40
6. Break point on his serve 4-4. 4(\-A
8. Break point at 6-5. 30-·Hl a ke~ point
8. All points from 5-0 (0 5-5 in tic-break key points

Key times inmatch

Second Set Perceptions of Momentum Cont.
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Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

~ Fclt \ crv olcascd
- ('l'I](;raP\ yen pleased

Relieved to have won
~ Relieved to hav e \\\111 ne-break

8. I was annoyed
X. Felt angry
6. Fell a little bit frustrated
8. Anger that I was 5-0 up in the tie-break

.;; Attacked the gil' well
'i Got over tile ball well
7. Good effort to get through
.., Pleased with the \\ av I kept mvself
() Played a good fi rst set
() Had a good match
6. Gave everything I had to give
6. Quite pleased with the way 1played
6. Took good things from match
G. Played quite well
6. Ihandled it quite well
6. Thought 1did my best
8. Felt like I had chances
8. Felt like 1 did a few things right
8. Felt like I was seeing the ball well
8. Felt I was hitting the ball alright

5 Few points disappomtcd mc
8. Disappointed about the situations
8. Disappointed about break point ahead at 6-5, 30--W
R Disappointed 1 didn't take break point at 6-5 10--1.0
8. Disappointed hadn't done anything to him
6. Disappointed I'd lost

5. It was probably a nine
6. Would rate it 7 or 8
8. Felt performance was average

16. Felt I'd achieved my goals

X.DIdn't fully achieve my goal
8. Main objective wasn't there

5. Training defirutclv had an effect
8. Training definitely had an effect
6. Lack of practice
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Positive emotional response

Relief with play

Negative emotional response

Positive perceptions of match

Disappointment with game

Rating of match

Goal success

Goal failure

Training effects

Post-Match



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

-\h\d~ s rch III control at back of II ..: court
In control ;11 the net

\'h backhand went cal.y \\-:11
Play, d w, II when 1 need, d [{'

., I pill the pressure 011 11I1Il
5 rook on Ius <ccond serve

?1I11ll0n .. pressure 011 lu , first serve

16. Got tight on a few games

18. Just wasn '( positive enough

6. Missing first serves because of JOYV confidence
6. Wasll't as confident as normal under pressure

6. Pressure on serve and volley in second set

6. Didn't make enough first serve
6. Second serve wasn't strong enough
8. Wasn't serve and volleying enough
o. Didn't take chances
8. Didn't get to the net when I should have
8, Didn't play well
8. Didn't take opportunities
8, Didn't take opportunities 10 go forward
8. Game plan didn't work
8. I wasn't good enough on the day
8. Wasn't able to take the ball off the ground
8. Didn't feel I could rally with him all day
8. Wasn '( able to finish the point at the net

16. I gave him the chance to win

1 i Pep talk from coach

17 Hc didu' Iattack net on his SCf\'C

Perceived control

Positive teclmicalltactical success

Pressure exerted on opponent

Somatic anxiety

Lack of self-belief

Low level of confidence

Pressure exerted by opponent

Teclmicalltactical failure

Match given to opponent

Coach influence

Opponents poor play

Post-Match Cont.
-112



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6 He came out with good points and not me
6. He played better on the big points
(). He won the match
6 He plavcd better shots
6. He played better on big points
8. He kept Cl better length
8. Felt he was controlling match from the ground
8. He started mixing serve more as match went on
8. Don', think he could have played much better

8. He kept me back bit more
8. He didn't let me play my game plan
8. He played me try and pla~ good shots
8. He made me try and get back into the rally
8. He stopped me getting to the net
8. Couldn't get to the net because of his depth
8. He made me have to play big shots
8. I Ie made it more difficult for me to come in

-113

Opponents good play

Opponents control of match

Post-Match Cont.



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

6. Momentum exists
8. I think momentum is there in a tennis match

6. You have it bit of an edge
6. Others are fearful of vou
6. Thinking you're pla\ ing really well
(i II's carrying on a good feeling
6. Not changing the positive feelings
6. How you feel inside
6. How you arc hitting the ball
8. Momentum is when I'm working well
8. Momentum is" hen things arc going well
8. I' ITl doing things right
8. I'm doing my game plan
8. When 1have momentum I'm getung It nght
8. When I have momennun I'm going ahead
8. Momentum's with me when I'm totalf focused

16. It's hav ing confidence

6. Momentum changes quire frequently
6. Momentum can change in little ways
6, Swings so easily from one to another

~ First point is Important
5. First and last points arc kev
7 Frrst noi 11 is KC'.
6. First point is really important

7 first point gives YOU a cushion
7 F'rst point Important rCCeI\111!:-or serving
6. If win first point get more relaxed

6. Know when big points come round

5 Opponents game poun important
7 Important to "in first game 111 set
7 First game grvcs you an edge
7 First ~amc is psycholopical
7 Nio, 10 have a lead from first game
R. First game is important

5. Top players can get momentum bad themselves
6. It depends on you and how you're feeling
8. I'm feel in control of momentum

1--. Knov If yOU have it or not

Existence of momentum

Positive effects on play

Link to confidence

Fast temporal pacing of momentum

Key points

Positive effects from key points

Awareness of key points

Positive effects from key games

Perceived control of momentum

Awareness of momentum

Momentum
-H4



Raw Data Themes Higher Order Sub-Themes

8. Momentum goes when I' 111 annoyed
8. Lose momentum "hen lose game plan

Antecedents to loss of momentum

Momentum
415



SECONDARY APPENDIX



STUDY ONE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE



PSYCHOLOGICAL MOl\IENTUM IN ELITE ATHLETES

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION

First of all, thanks for agreeing to take part in this interview study,
In this study I am talking to elite middle distance runners about the thoughts and
feelings they have before and during and after periods of successful and less
successful races and how these thoughts and feelings affect the phenomenon called
"psychological momentum",

The information from this study will be used in three ways.
Doctoral thesis
International journals/conferences
Results will also be made available to you, if requested.

Interview information will remain completely confidential.
Coach, without your prior consent.
Use selected quotes from the interview strictly anonymous
Identity is protected.
Using a tape recorder to get complete and accurate information

As a participant in this study, you have several definite rights:
participation in this interview is entirely voluntary
free to decline to answer any questions or to stop the interview at any point.
No right or wrong answers to the questions
If you have any questions as we go along, please ask them

First, I will be asking you to think back to what you perceive to be your most
successful race you have run in.
brief questions about this race.
move on and discuss in more depth your thoughts and feelings about this race.

Questions will be split into three sections
thoughts and feelings before the race
during the race
after the race.
See diagram

Second part of the interview: most unsuccessful.

Finally, I will ask you a few general questions on the interview itself.

Take your time as you try to recall the past; pauses are fine
Please don't guess.
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Keep in mind that I am interested in all possible factors that you feel may have
affected your thoughts and feelings, and in turn your performance.
All aspects in your life, both on the track and off it. past experiences,
interactions with other people (for example, your coach or parents), other
factors outside athletics itself, of anything else that you feel was important at
that time.

End of the interview there will be an opportunity for you to add anything that
you feel is important, but not covered in the questions asked.

Would you like ten minutes or so to think back to the race?

SECTION TWO: SUCCESSFUL RACE

Background information on race
Most successful race to date.

1.When was the race? (year, month)
2. What was the name of the meet and where was it held? (Britain, abroad)
3. Had you ran at that track before?
4. When did it take place with regards to your running season? (start, middle,
end of season)
5. At what stage of the meet was the race? (heats, final)
6. What was the result of the race? (position, time)
7. Why was this your most successful race? (important meet, friends in
audience, points, grudge race)

Like to move on and look at it in more depth.
Begin by taking you back to one week before the race.

SECTION THREE: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ONE WEEK BEFORE
RACE)

1.How had your training/races been going over the last week?
Probe: were you happy about it?
2.Position/time for your last race?
Probe: how did you feel about it?
3.Coach and training?
4. How were things in general in your life at this time, away form the track?
(family, coach, media, contracts, friends)
5. How important was it to do well in this race, why?
6. How did you rate the standard of the other runners? (how many runners were
ranked higher then yourself?)
7. Set goals for the race (time/position)
Probe: difficulty of these goals
Probe: did your coach set theses goals or were they self set? Did you set different
goals to what the coach had set, if so how?
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SECTION FOUR: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (MORNING OF RACE)

Think back to when you woke up that morning.
Talk me through what you did after getting up until arriving at the track

1. What were your first thoughts when you woke up?
Probe: task/ego oriented? (get apb, run well, win?)
2. How did you feel physically, any butterflies etc.?
3. How self-confident did youfeel?
4. Did you eat breakfast/not hungry (nerves)?
5. How much were you thinking about the race, what about? (goals, tactics,
anxiety and self-confidence levels, directions)
6. Travelling to the track (was the track far away, did you travel with your
coach/other athletes)

SECTION FIVE: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ARRIVAL AT TRACK)

Talk me through what you did and how you felt once arrived at track
1. What time didyou arrive at the track?
2.What was the atmosphere like, how did that make you feel? (weather,
crowd)
3. What did you do once you 'd arrived, register, warm up talk to coach etc.?
4. What sort of thoughts were going through your mind while you were waiting to
run?
Probe: did you change your goals in any way, did they still seem obtainable?
5. Did you go into the race with any pressures on you, for example,
external/internal pressures (coach, media, sponsors, parents, self)
Probe: how did this make you feel?
Probe: how did the presence/non-presence of your coachlfamilylfriends make you
feel? Would you have preferred them to be /not to be there, why?
6. How confident were you feeling?
7.Did your thoughts and/or feelings change in any way from the ones you
had in the morning, if so, how?
8. Did you go into the race with any fitness/injury problems?
9. Did you feel physically and/or mentally ready for the race, ifnot, why
not?
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SECTION SIX: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ON TRACK, \VAITING TO
LINE UP)
PRE-RACE ANXIETY AND SELF-CONFIDENCE

Ask you some questions about your thoughts of anxiety or arousal that you
experienced once you were on the track waiting to line up.

Subsection 1: COGNITIVE ANXIETY

1.What were the kind of things that were going through your mind at that
time? What were you thinking about?
Probe: antecedents, e.g. can't wait to get started; focused; worried about opponents;
worried about running well/losing/winning; coach's, parents, sig other's expectations,
lane you were drawn in.
Probe: how did you interpret those worries/thoughts? As good or bad for
you?
Probe: did your goals change in any way?

Subsection 2: SOMATIC ANXIETY

How felt physically, again while you were waiting to line up.

1.How did you feel, what were the kind of physical reactions/symptoms you
were experiencing before the race?
Probe: e.g. tenseness; butterflies; clammy hands; racing heart; relaxed; psyched-up
Probe: are you usually aware of your physical nerves?
Probe: how did you interpret those feelings? As good or bad for you?

Subsection 3: SELF-CONFIDENCE
Focus on your level of self-confidence, again just before the race started.

1. How self-confident did you feel just before the race?
Probe: why do you think you had such a high/average/low level of self-confidence?
(e.g. confident ofwinninglbeating PB; didn't have anything to lose; nervous but
confident)
Probe: how did you feel about having that level of self-confidence? Was it
good or bad for you being at that level before the race?
3. Do you think that your level of self-confidence affected you either
mentally or physically or both?(e.g. do you think because you felt/didn't feel
confident that you were less/more concerned about the race or performing
poorly?)
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SECTION SEVEN: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (ON THE LINE)

The next part of the interview focuses on the race itself.
Take your time as you try to recall the details.
Some athletes are very good at recalling details. Some can describe races almost
second by second. If you can then that's great, if not, don't worry too much about it.
Try to consider the race as a whole. If, however, there are any parts of the race
which you feel was particularly relevant to how you thought or felt, please
mention and expand on it within the context of the questions, for example if
your anxiety increased and/or your self-confidence decreased when a runner went
past you unexpectedly, that sort of thing.

Think back to when you were lined up and waiting for the gun to go off.

1.What was going through your mind at that time?
Probe: were you totally focused and blocked out all distractions(e.g. crowd, the other
athletes)?
Probe: were you visualising the race, going over your game plan, tactics in your
head, goals worried about specific runner?
2. How did you feel physically at this time?
Probe: butterflies, racing heart, strong, fit, pumped, relaxed?

SECTION EIGHT: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (START OF RACE)

That's great. Okay, the gun has gone off and you're now into the race.

1.What were the first thoughts going through your head? (e.g. keep calm,
keep focused, stay relaxed, be positive, don't go too fast)
2. How did you interpret/perceive those thoughts? As good or bad for
you?
Probe: if not concerned, why?
3. How did you feel physically at the start of the race? (e.g. loose, tight)
4. How did you interpret/perceive those feelings? As being good or bad for
you?

SECTION NINE: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (MAIN RACE)

Move on now to the race in general.
Ifyou can try to talk me through the race now as best as you can, starting with
the thoughts that you had.
1. Did your thoughts change in any way from the ones you had at the very
start of the race? (focus more on tactics, other runners, hear coach in head)
Probe: did they become more or less intense, and if so why do you think that was?
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2. Were you aware, at any time, of your thoughts starting to change in any
way (e.g. turn negative/positive; intense/mild)?
Probe: when did this happen and why (e.g. athletes running past them)?
Probe: did the other athletes affect your thoughts in any way, if so, how?
Probe: task/ego fluctuations?
3. In what way did your thoughts change?
Probe: goals change in any way (task/ego)
4. How did you feel about this (e.g. comfortable, worried)?
Probe: did you try to do anything about it, if so what, and did it work?
5. Overall, would you say your thoughts changed very little throughout the race or
not?
6. Did your level of confidence change throughout the race or did it remain
fairly stable?
Probe: if so, why?
Probe: did your self-confidence increase as the race went on?
Probe: did this affect your goals/ thoughts in any way?
7. Did your thoughts or self-confidence affect your race plan in any way (e.g. did
you attempt any moves outwith your race plan when you were positive)
8. How did you feel physically throughout the race? What were the kinds of
physical reactions/symptoms you were experiencing?
Probe: were any of these feelings ones you experienced before the race began?
9. How did you interpret these feelings? As good or bad for you?
10. Would you say that these feelings, on the whole, remained relatively stable
throughout the race or did they fluctuate (e.g. did your legs get weak later in the
race)?
11. Would you say your thoughts and feelings affected your performance in
any way, generally/specifically; positively/negatively?
Probe: Inwhat way, e.g. thoughts affected performance or performance affected
thoughts?
Probe: affect your goals (re-evaluate/make more determined to achieve them:
tired/pumped)

SECTION TEN: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (BELL: END OF RACE)

Looking at the last section of the race now.

1.What thoughts were going through your mind when the bell went?
2. Did your thoughts change in any way over the last stretch of the race (e.g. more
confident, positive)?
Probe: why do you think that was, for example, you got a second wind when you
saw the finish
Probe: task/ego fluctuations?( high self-confidence when knew goals would be
achieved)
3. How did you feel physically?
Probe: (focus on technique = pain goes away?)
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SECTION ELEVEN: POST RACE EXPERIENCES (ATTRIBUTIONS)
I now want to focus on your thoughts and feelings after the race.

1.What were your thoughts having achieved/bettered your goal (pleased to
have achieved the goal)?
2. Did you expect to achieve/surpass your goal?
Probe: why?
3. Why do you think you performed so well? (ability, effort, luck)(training,
poor perf by other athletes, coach help)
4. After having a chance to reflect on your performance, did your thoughts
change in any way (e.g. did you attribute your performance to any other reasons)?
5. Did your coach give the same reasons as you about your performance?
Probe: if not, how did they differ?
Probe: did this affect your thoughts in any way (e.g. did you agree with your coach)?
6. Was there ever a time when you thought you wouldn't win the race? If
so, when and why
7. Was there ever a time when you just knew that you would run well, when
and why?
Probe: did this affect your goal setting in any way?

SECTION T\VELVE: POST RACE EXPERIENCES (EMOTION/AFFECT)

1.How did you feel emotionally after the race (e.g. confident, surprised,
relieved)?
2. What pleased you most about the win? (overcoming a bad patch)
3. Ifyou split the race into three section, beginning, middle and end, how
would you describe your momentum in each of those sections?
Probe: for example, start: physically good = positive thoughts; middle: legs went =
thoughts?
4. When did you run your next race, and how did you perform?
5. Did this race affect your performance in your next race in any way?
Probe: did the positive feelings/thoughts that you experienced in this race carryover
into your next race?
Probe: how exactly did this happen (e.g. went into the next race with high
expectations, confidence, lower anxiety levels)?

Finishes part one of the interview about your most successful race.
Move onto the second part.
Least successful race.
Follow the same format
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SECTION ONE: UNSUCCESSFUL RACE

Background information on race
Least successful race

1.When was the race? (year, month)
2. What was the name of the meet and where was it held? (Britain, abroad)
3. Had you ran at that track before?
4. 'Vhen did it take place with regards to your running season? (start, middle,
end of
season)

5. At what stage of the meet was the race? (heats, final)
6. What was the result of the race? (position, time)
7.Why was this race your least successful race?

Look at it in more depth. One week before race

SECTION TWO: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ONE 'VEEK BEFORE
RACE)

1.How had your training/races been going over the last week?
Probe: were you happy about it?
2. Position/time of your last race?
Probe: how did you feel about that?
3. Coach and training?
4. How were things away from the track? (family, friends, coach, media,
sponsors)
5. How important was it to do well in this race, why?/why was this race
important to you?
6. How did you rate the standard of the other runners? (how many runners were
ranked higher than you)
7. Did you set any goals for the race? (time/position)
Probe: how did you set these goals, on your own, with help of coach, by coach
alone. Had you set different goals from the coach?
Probe: how would you rank the difficulty of these goals, did you think you could
achieve them?

SECTION THREE: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (MORNING OF RACE)
Morning of the race now.
Talk me through what you did up until arriving at the track
1.What thoughts were going through your mind when you woke up?
Probe: task/ego oriented?
2. How did you feel physically, any butterflies?
3. How self-confident did you feel?
4. Did you eat any breakfast/not hungry (nerves)?
5. How much were your thoughts taken up about the race ahead, what
were you thinking about? (goals, tactics, anxiety, self-confidence levels, directions)
6. Travelling to the track (was it far away, who did you travel with)
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SECTION FOUR: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ARRIVAL AT TRACK)

Talk me through what you did once you'd arrived at the track

1. When did you arrive at the track?
2. What was the atmosphere like, how did that make you feel?
3. What did you do once you'd arrived, register, warm-up, talk to coach etc.?
4. What were you thinking about while you were waiting to run?
Probe: did you change your goals in any way, did they still seem obtainable?
5. Did you go into the race with any pressures on you, for example,
external/internal pressures? (coach, sponsors, media, parents, self)
Probe: how did this make you feel?
Probe: how did the presence/non-presence of your coachlfamilylfriends make you
feel? would you have preferred them not to be/be there, why?
6. How confident were you feeling?
7. Did your thoughts and lor feelings fluctuate in any way from the ones
you had in the morning, if so, how?
8. Did you go into the race with any fitness/injury problems?
9. Did you feel physically/mentally ready for the race, if not, why not?

SECTION FIVE: PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCES (ON TARCK, WAITING TO
LINE UP)
Pre-race anxiety and self-confidence
I'd like to ask you some questions about your thoughts of anxiety or arousal that you
experienced once you were on the track waiting to line up.

Subsection 1: COGNITIVE ANXIETY

1.What were the kind of things that were going through your mind at that
time? What were you thinking about?
Probe: antecedents, e.g. can't wait to get started; focused; worried about opponents;
worried about running well/losing/winning; coach's, parents, sig other's
expectations.
Probe: how did you interpret those worries/thoughts? As good or bad for
you?
Probe: did your goals change in any way?

Subsection 2: SOMATIC ANXIETY

Now Iwould like to move on to how felt physically, again while you were waiting
to line up.

1.How did you feel, what were the kind of physical reactions/symptoms you
were experiencing before the race?
Probe: e.g. tenseness; butterflies; clammy hands; racing heart,' relaxed; psyched-up
Probe: are you usually aware of your physical nerves?
Probe: how did you interpret those feelings? As good or bad for you?
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Subsection 3: SELF-CONFIDENCE
Again just before the race started.

1.How self-confident did you feel just before the race?
Probe: why do you think you had such a high/average/low level of self-confidence?
(e.g. confident ofwinning/beating PE; didn't have anything to lose; nervous but
confident)
Probe: how did you feel about having that level of self-confidence? Was it
good or bad for you being at that level before the race?
3. Do you think that your level of self-confidence affected you either
mentally or physically or both? (e.g. do you think because you felt/didn't feel
confident that you were less/more concerned about the race or performing
poorly?)

SECTION SIX: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (ON THE LINE)
Focuses on the race itself. Again, take your time as you try to recall the details.
Okay, if you could think back to when you were lining up and waiting for the gun
to go off.

1. What was going through your mind at that time?
Probe: were you totally focused and blocked out all distractions (e.g. crowd, the
other
athletes)?
Probe: were you visualising the race, going over your game plan/tactics in your
head?
2. How did you feel physically at this time?
Probe: butterflies, racing heart, strong, fit, pumped, relaxed?

SECTION SEVEN: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (START OF RACE)
That's great. Okay, the gun has gone off and you're now into the race.

1. What were the first thoughts going through your head? (e.g. keep calm. keep
focused, stay relaxed, be positive, don't go too fast)
2. How did you interpret/perceive those thoughts? As good or bad for you?
Probe: ifnot concerned, why?
3. How did you feel physically at the start of the race? (e.g. loose, tight)
4. How did you interpret/perceive those feelings? As being good or bad for
YOII?

SECTION EIGHT: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (MAIN RACE)
Race in general. If you can try to talk me through the race now as best as you can,
starting with the thoughts that you had.
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1. Did your thoughts change in any way from the ones you had at the very
start of the race?
Probe: did they become more or less intense, and if so why do you think that was?
2. Were you aware, at any time, of your thoughts starting to change in any
way (e.g. turn negative/positive; intense/mild)?
Probe: when did this happen and why (e.g. athletes running past them, crowd)?
Probe: do other competitors affect your thoughts in any way?
Probe: task/ego fluctuations?
3. In what way did your thoughts change?
4. How did you feel about this (e.g. comfortable, worried)?
Probe: did you try to do anything about it, if so what, and did it work?
5. Overall, would you say your thoughts changed very little throughout the race or
not?
6. Did your goals change in any way, e.g. task to ego or vice versa?
7. Did your level of confidence change throughout the race or did it remain
fairly stable?
Probe: if so, why?
Probe: did your self-confidence increase as the race went on?
8. Did your thoughts or self-confidence affect your race plan in any way (e.g. did you
attempt any moves outwith your race plan when you were positive)
9. How did you feel physically throughout the race? What were the kinds of
physical reactions/symptoms you were experiencing?
Probe: were any of these feelings ones you experienced before the race began?
10. How did you interpret these feelings? As good or bad for you?
1i. Would you say that these feelings, on the whole, remained relatively stable
throughout the race or did they fluctuate (e.g. did your legs get weak later in the
race)?
Probe: did this affect your goals in any way? (re-evaluate/more determined)
12. Would you say your thoughts and feelings affected your performance in
any way, generally/specifically; positively/negatively?
Probe: In what way, e.g. thoughts affected performance or performance affected
thoughts?

SECTION NINE: DURING RACE EXPERIENCES (BELL, END OF RACE
Last section of the race now.

1. What thoughts were going through your mind when the bell went?
2. Did your thoughts change in any way over the last stretch of the race
(e.g. more confident, positive, anxiety)?
Probe: why do you think that was, for example, you got a second wind when you
saw the finish
Probe: task/ego fluctuations (low self-confidence, failed goals)
3. How did you feel physically?
Probe: (focus on technique= pain goes away?)
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SECTION TEN: POST RACE EXPERIENCES (ATTRIBUTIONS)

I now want to focus on your thoughts and feelings after the race.

1. What were your thoughts having failed to achieve your goal
(disappointed not to have achieved the goal)?
2. Did you expect to achieve/surpass your goal?
Probe: why?
3. Why do you think you didn't perform well? (ability, effort, luck)
4. After having a chance to reflect 011 your performance, did your thoughts change
in any way (e.g. did you attribute our performance to any other reasons)?
5. Did your coach give the same reasons as you about your performance?
Probe: ifnot, how did they differ?
Probe: did this affect your thoughts in any way (e.g. did you agree with your coach)?
6. Was there ever a time when you thought you would win the race? If so,
when and why
7. Was there any stage when you thought that you wouldn't run well?
Probe: did this affect your goal setting?

SECTION ELEVEN: POST RACE EXPERIENCES (EMOTION/AFFECT)

1. How did you feel emotionally after the race (e.g. confident, surprised.
relieved)?
2. What disappointed you the most about the loss? (not overcoming a bad
patch)
3. Jfyou split the race into three sections, beginning, middle and end. How
would you describe your momentum in each of those sections?
Probe: for example. start: physically good=positive thoughts; middle: legs went
=negative thoughts?
4. When did you run your next race, and how did you perform?
5. Did this race affect your performance in your next race in any way?
Probe: did the negative feelings/thoughts that you experienced in this race carry
over into your next race?
Probe: how exactly did this happen (e.g. went into the next race with low
expectations, confidence, high anxiety levels)?

SECTION TWELVE: CONCLUSION
That just about finishes the interview. However, before we end, let me ask you some
final questions.

1.Having talked about your thoughts and feelings throughout several
races, successful and less successful, what are your views on the concept
of Psychological Momentum?
Probe: do you think such a thing exists?
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Probe: have you thought about it before now, its possible effects upon your
performances?

Great, and finally can I just ask you

SECTION THIRTEEN: REFLECTION ON INTERVIEW

1. How do you think the interview went?
2. Did I lead you or influence your responses in any way? For example, do
you think I put words in your mouth?
3. Have you any comments or suggestions about the interview itself? For example,
did I explain the questions clearly?
4. Do you have any questions that you would like to ask me?

Right, that's the end of the interview. Thank you for taking the time to done this
interview. You're comments have really helpful. I hope the rest of your season goes
well for you.
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STUDY ONE

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM



Liverpool John Moores University Research Project

SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Title of Research: An investigation of psychological momentum in
middle and long distance runners

Name of Researcher:
Name of Supervisors:

Judith Smith (BSc MSc)
Dr. A. Nevill (BSc PhD)
Mr. D. Gilboume (Cert Ed BA MSc Accredited Sport
Psychologist)

Title of Study: A micro investigation of psychological momentum

TO THE PARTICIP ANT
This consent form is designed to set out all of the information relevant to the
proposed study. To acknowledge your approval to participate in this study, please
sign below. Should you require any clarification or additional information with
regards to the study protocol, this should be obtained before you sign this form.
Please bring this form with you to the interview.

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
This study will examine athletes experiences of psychological momentum. Itwill
focus on athletes perceptions of successful and unsuccessful races.

PROCEDURE
The procedure will involve a semi-structured taped interview being carried out with
you. Itwill last for approximately one hour. The interview will be split into two
sections:

Section One: this will focus on what you perceive to be your most successful race
which you have ever ran in.

Section Two: will follow a similar protocol to Section One, only this time focusing
on what you believe to be the most unsuccessful race you have ran in.

Please use the time before the interview to think back to your most successful
and unsuccessful races.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATION
This study has been approved by Liverpool John Moores University Ethics
Committee. It conforms to the Ethics Committee guidelines and also to the ethical
guidelines as set out by the British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences
(BASES, 1988).

PARTICIPANTS DECLARATION
I have read and understood the information regarding the above study. I understand
that:
a) I am free to withdraw from this study at any point
b) all the information provided by me will be held in the strictest confidence. The
storage and use of identifiable data will be in accordance with the provisions of the
Data Protection Act. My identity will not be disclosed to any other party other than
that of the above named researcher
c) I have the right to a copy of my information if! so request it.

NAME .

SIGNATURE .

RESEARCHER .

WITNESS .

DATE .
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STUDY TWO
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Interview Schedule

Section One: Introduction

Talking to tennis players about their thoughts and feelings they have before, during
and after a tennis match, and how these thoughts and feelings affect the phenomenon
called 'psychological momentum'

Remain completely confidential
No information will be passed to your coach without prior consent
Selected quotes from interview strictly anonymous
Identity is protected
Using a tape recorder to get complete and accurate information

As a participant in this study you have several definite rights:
Participation in this interview is entirely voluntary
Free to decline to answer any question or to stop the interview at any point
No right or wrong answers to the questions
If you have any questions as we go along, please ask them

The interview will be split into three sections:
Your thoughts and feelings before the match
Your thoughts and feelings during the match
Your thoughts and feelings after the match

Some questions on what you think psychological momentum is and finally, a few
general questions on the interview itself

Take your time as you recall the past; pauses are fine
If you can't remember any details let me know, please don't guess

Keep in mind that I'm interested in all possible factors that you feel may have
affected you thoughts and feelings, and in turn your performance
All aspects of your life, both on the court and off it- past experiences, interactions
with other people (coach, parents etc), other factors outside tennis itself, or anything
else that you feel was important at that time

At the end of the interview there will be an opportunity for you to add anything that
you feel is important, but not covered in the questions asked

Do you have any questions?

Section Two: Demographic Information on Matches

Background information on 'research' match:
Have you played against your opponent before
Probe: if yes, roughly what was the win/loss ratio, not including this match?
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.................................................................•....................................
Section Three: Pre-match experiences: One week before match

1. How had your training been going over the last week?
Probe: were you happy about that?
Probe: attributions for training?
2. How were things in general in your life at this time, away from the courts?
(family, coach, friends, media, contracts etc)
3. How important was this match to you?
4. How important was it to do well in this match, why?
5. Did you have any fitness/injury problems coming into this match?
1. Did you set goals for the match?
Probe: technical, tactical, game plan, outcome etc?
Probe: who set the goals- self, coach, joint?
Probe: how difficult were these goals?
Probe: what did you think your chances of winning the match were (marks out of 10)

................................................•.................••..•..•...•....•••.•.•.........••.•

Section Four: Pre-match experiences: Morning of match

Think back to when you woke up that morning
Talk me through what you did after getting up until arrival at the court

1. What were your first thoughts when you woke up?
Probe: task/ego oriented
2. How did you feel physically?
3. How self-confident did you feel?
4. Were you thinking about the match?

[Effects of last match carried into this match?]

..................................................................................•...................

Section Five: Pre-match experiences: Arrival at tennis centre

Talk me through what you did and how you felt once arrived at centre
1. What was the atmosphere like, how did that make you feel?
2. What sort of thoughts were going though your mind?
3. Did you change your goals in any way?
4. Levels of anxiety and confidence?
5. Did you go into the match with any pressures on you (self or others)?

[Questionnaire]
..............••.•.......•...•.•.............•...•.•.•••.....•.........•..•••..•.•.•..••••••.•••.•••••
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Section Six: Pre-match experiences: warming-up

[VIDEO TAPE]

1. What sort of things were going through your mind? What were you thinking
about?

Probe: worried about opponent, worried about playing well, thinking back to last
match?
2. How did you interpret those thoughts - as good or bad for you?

3. How did you feel, what were the kind of physical symptoms you were
expenencmg

during the warm-up?
Probe: racing heart, relaxed
4. How did you interpret those feelings- as good or bad for you?

5. How self-confident did you feel during the warm-up?
Probe: did your opponent affect your confidence?
6. How did you feel about having that level of confidence - good or bad for you?
7. Do you think that your level of confidence affected you either mentally,

physically or both?
8. Did you feel mentally and physically ready for the match
9. Family/coach/friends watching?

[Questionnaire]

............•................................................................................•........

Section Seven: During match experiences
The next part of the interview focuses on the match itself
I'd like you to watch a video of your match. There will be two pictures on the
screen. You will be in the main picture, while your opponent will be in a smaller
picture in the comer of the screen.

While the video is playing, I'd like you to talk me through what you were thinking
and how you were feelings. You will have full control of the running of the
video. You can fast forward at times when your thoughts and feelings didn't
change very much, rewind if you felt you missed an important part in the match, and
pause when you want to take time to expand on your thoughts and feelings. You
can take as long as you like to go through the video - there is no time limit. Any
'key' games, give as much detail as possible.

Through out the video I will be asking you questions about your thoughts and
feelings. Also at key points I'll ask you to fill in a short questionnaire about your
moods. I'd like you to fill one out just now, then after the second game of each set
and at the end of each set. If you feel there were key moments during the match,
times when you felt the match swung either for or against you, let me know and
I'll ask you to fill in a questionnaire here as well. Take note of score and time on
video.
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Do you have any questions? Okay, take your time as you recall your thoughts and
feelings

[KEY POINTS/GAMES]
[Questionnaire]

KEY AREAS

Antecedents (of momentum; opponent or self induced e.g. poor/weak shots)
Goal Changes (micro goal-setting, task/ego, difficulty)
Anxiety (cognitive/somatic; directionality)
Confidence (increase/decrease)
Emotions (positive/negative)
Attributions (after points, games, sets and match; stability, controllability,
internal! external)
Technical (thoughts)
Tactical (thoughts)
PST (coping strategies; emotional/problem focused; pre-performance routine;
success of PST)

Subcomponents of performance

Timing:

Before points, during points (e.g. tactical, task irrelevant), after points
Before games, after games, tie-breaks
Change of ends

Relate to strengths and weaknesses of game (e.g. did cognitive anxiety affect serve
more than forehand?)

[STATE SCORE AT EVERY STAGE!] [questionnaire]
......................................................................................................

Section Eight: Post-match experiences: Emotions

1. How did you feel emotionally after the race?
2. What pleased you most about the match?
3. What disappointed you most about the match?

4. When did you play your next match?
5. What was the outcome?
6. Did this match affect your next match in any way?
Probe: increase confidence, added more pressure?

.............................................................•...•.•.••................•.•.••....••..•
Section Nine: Post-match experiences: Attributions

1. What were your thoughts and feelings having won/lost the match?
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2. Overall, were you happy with your performance and why?
3. Why do you think you performed so well/badly?
Probe: do you think that you could overcome/repeat the same performance in
your next matches (stability, controllability, internal/external?
4. Could you prioritise your attributions?
5. Having had a chance to reflect on your performance, have your thoughts

and feelings changed in any way?
6. Did your coach give the same reasons as you for your performance?

Section Ten: General thoughts on match

1. On a scale on 1-10, how would you rate your performance (average, better
than average)?

2. Describe PM throughout the match: key points/games.
3. Did you expect to win/lose, if so, why?
4. Did you feel you wonllost the match or your opponent won/lost the match?
Probe: won/lost match mentally before it started?
5. Is there anything else that you feel was important in the match and affected

your performance, that we've failed to discuss?

......................................................................................................

Section Eleven: General thoughts on psychological momentum

Having talked about your thoughts and feelings before, during and after this match,
I'd like to ask you some questions on the concept of psychological momentum?

1. Do you think such a thing exists?
2. Do you think that affects your performance in any way?
3. Can you explain to me what you think momentum is and how you feel?
Probe: antecedent or consequence (produces performance or is performance itself)?
Probe: positive momentum - time slows down, less tired, more focused

negative momentum - helpless, question ability, fall back on going through
the

motions
4. Do you think there are critical times during a match when momentum

reverses?
Probe: antecedents - opponent/self plays better, win several points in a row etc
5. During positive/negative momentum, do you take risks with shots or play

safe?
6. Do you find that when momentum starts or stops, its immediate or a gradual

process?

..•..................................................................................•................

Section Twelve: Reflection on the interview

1. How do you think the interview went?
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2. Did you have any problems in thinking back to the match/did the video
help?

3. Did I lead you or influence your answers in any way? For example, did I put
words in your mouth?

4. Have you any comments or questions about the interview itself?
5. Did you find this interview helpful to your tennis in any way?

That's the end of the interview. Thanks for taking the time to sit down and go
through your match with me; your comments have been really helpful.
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STUDY TWO

SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORM



Liverpool John Moores University Research Project

SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Title of Research:
elite

An investigation of psychological momentum in an

tennis players

Name of Researcher: Judith Smith (BSc, MSc)
Name of Supervisors: Dr. A. Nevill (BSc, PhD)

Dr. D. Gilbourne (Cert Ed, BA, MSc, PhD)

Title of Study: A micro and macro analysis of a tennis tournament

TO THE PARTICIPANT
This consent form is designed to set out all of the information relevant to the
proposed study. To acknowledge your approval to participate in this study,
please sign below. Should you require any clarification or additional
information with regards to the study protocol, this should be obtained
before you sign this form.

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
This study will examine elite tennis players' experiences of psychological
momentum. It will explore players' levels of anxiety, self-confidence, goal
orientation and attributions with regards to their perceived effects upon
momentum and performance over two consecutive matches.

PROCEDURE
Both your matches will be video taped and a taped semi-structured
interview will then be carried out for each match. These interviews will be
held at times which are convenient for you. With the aid of the video, you
will be asked to think back to how you felt and what you were thinking
during each match. You will also be asked how, if at all, you thought
winning your first match affected how you felt and played in your second
match.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATION
This study has been approved by Liverpool John Moores University Ethics
Committee. It conforms to the Ethics Committee guidelines and also to the
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ethical guidelines as set out by the British Association of Sport and Exercise
Sciences (BASES, 1988).

PARTICIPANTS DECLARATION

I have read and understood the information regarding the above study. I
understand that:
a) I am free to withdraw from this study at any point
b) all the information provided by me will be held in the strictest
confidence. The storage and use of identifiable data will be in accordance
with the provisions of the Data Protection Act. My identity will not be
disclosed to any other party other than that of the above named researcher
c) I have the right to a copy of my information ifI so request it.

NAME .

SIGNATURE .

RESEARCHER .

DATE .
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GAME

GAME

GAME

GAME

FIRST POINT WON

YES

27

4

Winners/serve

NO

WON 9

YES

LOST

FIRST POINT WON

10

15

YES

NO

WON 3

YES

LOST 13

Winners/received

FIRST POINT WON

WON 5

3

NO

2

LOST o

Case study I winner/serve

FIRST POINT WON

5

2

NO

WON o

3

Case study I winner/received

LOST
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GAME
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FIRST POINT WON

WON
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NO

15 13

LOST
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3

FIRST POINT WON

WON

YES

27

NO

4

LOST

Losers/received

9

FIRST POINT WON

WON
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5

NO

LOST

Case study I loser/server

o

FIRST POINT WON

WON
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o3

5

NO

LOST

Case study I loser/received
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GAME

GAME

GAME

FIRST POINT WON

WON

o

YES NO

6 3

LOST o

Case study 2 winner/server

FIRST POINT WON

WON

4

YES NO

2

LOST 2

Case study 2: winner/receiver

FIRST POINT WON

WON

o

YES NO

8 2

LOST o

Case study 3: winner/serve

FIRST POINT WON

WON

4

YES NO

2 o

LOST 4

Case study 3: winner/reciever
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GAME
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FIRST POINT WON

WON

2

2

YES NO

4

LOST

Case study 2 loser/server

FIRST POINT WON

WON

6

YES NO

o o
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Case study 2: loser/receiver

FIRST POINT WON

WON

2

YES NO

4 4

LOST o

Case study 3: loser/serve

FIRST POINT WON

WON

8

YES NO

o o

LOST 2

Case study 3: loser/receiver



GAME

GAME

FIRST POINT WON

WON
GAME

LOST

YES NO

8 2

Case study 4 winner/server

FIRST POINT WON

WON

5

2

YES NO

GAME

4LOST

Case study 4: winner/receiver
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WON

2

YES NO

5 4

LOST

Case study 4 loser/server

FIRST POINT WON

WON

8

YES NO

LOST 2

Case study 4: loser/receiver



STUDY THREE

SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORM



Liverpool John Moores University Research Project

SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Title of Research: An investigation of psychological momentum in an elite
female tennis players

Name of Researcher: Judith Smith (BSc, MSc)
Name of Supervisors: Prof. A. Nevill (BSc, PhD)

Dr. D. Gilbourne (Cert Ed, BA, MSc, PhD)

Title of Study: A micro and macro analysis of grass-court tennis tournaments

TO THE PARTICIPANT
This consent form is designed to set out all of the information relevant to the
proposed study. To acknowledge your approval to participate in this study, please
sign below. Should you require any clarification or additional information with
regards to the study protocol, this should be obtained before you sign this form. .

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
This study will examine your experiences of psychological momentum. It will
explore jour levels of anxiety, self-confidence, goals and thoughts and feelings with
regards to their perceived effects upon momentum and performance during a series
of grass-court tournaments.

PROCEDURE
Semi-structured interviews will be carried out over a period of three weeks. These
interviews will be held at times which are convenient for you. You will be asked to
think back to how you felt and what you were thinking during each match you play
and also on days when you are not playing competitively.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATION
This study has been approved by Liverpool John Moores University Ethics
Committee. It conforms to the Ethics Committee guidelines and also to the ethical
guidelines as set out by the British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences
(BASES, 1988).
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PARTICIPANTS DECLARATION

I have read and understood the information regarding the above study. I understand
that:
a) I am free to withdraw from this study at any point
b) all the information provided by me will be held in the strictest confidence. The
storage and use of identifiable data will be in accordance with the provisions of the
Data Protection Act. My identity will not be disclosed to any other party other than
that of the above named researcher
c) I have the right to a copy of my information if! so request it.

NAME .

SIGNATURE .

RESEARCHER ..

DATE ..
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